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C hapter 1

Introductory Issues

ost CPAs already provide consulting services. Many
have even gone to the extra effort of formalizing this
area. And a few, rapidly growing in number, are strategi
cally shifting the image of their firms from that of tradi
tional accounting to consulting practices with accounting
expertise.
This text was written to assist those traveling the road
of consulting, whether they are beginning to build a prac
tice or just fine-tuning one. For CPAs with minimal con
sulting experience, this text will review the fundamental
issues of consulting on a step-by-step basis. For those who
are successfully delivering consulting services, our mater
ial offers a back-to-the-basics review to help you pinpoint
possible weaknesses.
Regardless of where you are in your consulting journey,
by the time you finish working through this publication,
you should be able to begin designing a plan that will en
hance your ability to provide profitable consulting services
that add value to your clients’ organizations. However, we
ask for your indulgence in reading this book. Some of the
concepts we introduce are like abstract pieces to a puzzle.
Each concept by itself won’t reveal a discernible picture or
hold up to much scrutiny. But once all the pieces of the
puzzle have been detailed and are in place, the picture will
be clear and you’ll have a structure and foundation from
which to build or enhance your consulting practice. With
this in mind, here are our comments concerning some of
the most commonly asked questions regarding this subject.

M
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I n e e d to d e v e lo p m o r e te c h n ic a l e x p e r tis e a t a p r ic e c lie n ts
c a n a f f o r d in o r d e r to c o n s u lt. H o w w i l l t h is h e lp ?

It is assumed by the vast majority of CPAs that technical
expertise and price are critical to the formation and ex
pansion of a consulting practice. However, two May 1995
Accounting Office Management and Adm inistration Report
(AOMAR) articles, “How Do Clients Define ‘Quality’ Ac
counting and Consulting Services?” and “Client Satisfac
tion,” lead to a different conclusion. The first point was
that clients assume their CPA’s technical competence as a
given, and additionally, that technical excellence is rarely
discernible by clients. Second, more than 68 percent of
clients in the survey agreed that their CPA or consulting
firm’s fees were about right. (Note: These articles were
based on two surveys AOMAR conducts each year. The is
sues identified in the 1995 surveys have remained constant
in subsequent surveys.)
If technical expertise and price are not the formidable
hurdles slowing the expansion of consulting, what is? We
believe it is the unconscious bundling of what we term the
“consulting framework” and “consulting packages.” In the
article “Body of Knowledge” by F. Anne Drozd, printed in
a recent edition of CAmagazine (published by the Cana
dian Institute of Chartered Accountants in Toronto,
Canada), the author lists the following as the seven key
skills all consultants should have:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ability to learn quickly
Proficiency in asking questions
Ability to patiently listen and observe
Possession of people skills
Adeptness at analyzing information or situations and
drawing conclusions
Creativity
Competence as a communicator

These skills are the essence of what we call the “consulting
framework.” Let’s assume that your firm develops a twentytwo step program outlining the delivery of a new consult
ing service called “The Small Business Checkup.” Let’s fur
ther assume that it can be profitably delivered for $1,500.
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It is our contention that while a consulting package such as
this one is invaluable, it is useful only as long as the CPAs
in your organization are comfortable and competent in—
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying which clients have a need that this service
could benefit.
Convincing those clients of the value of having this ser
vice performed.
Communicating and persuading management to take
appropriate action.
Taking on the role of the change agent facilitating this
transition.
Establishing an environment that is conducive to cre
atively resolving conflicts and overcoming obstacles.

Almost all CPAs do this to some degree on a regular ba
sis. And for that reason, this capability may sound simple,
straightforward, and common. However, few CPAs have
fine-tuned the skill-set required (those skills identified
above as essential to the consulting framework) to do this
well. Because of the significance of these skills, this text
is primarily focused on building the consulting framework.
It is our experience that almost every CPA firm is loaded
with consulting packages that are under-utilized and
under-delivered. By better understanding and embracing
the consulting framework, firms can quickly raise the uti
lization and delivery of their current competence by learn
ing to identify new consulting opportunities. This in turn
augments existing revenues while simultaneously improv
ing client satisfaction.
I am not looking for today's quick fix to a stagnating or de
clining revenue problem. I am searching for a long-term so
lution. Why do you think consulting fits that description?
We believe that consulting is fundamental to our profes
sion’s future, and not just some quick fix to current rev
enue problems. Paraphrased, the AOMAR client satisfac
tion survey identifies some common complaints clients
have regarding their CPAs:
•

I’m looking for “services that spark new ideas or can
save additional dollars.”

START CONSULTING: HOW TO WALK THE TALK
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•
•

•
•
•

I want “customized advice, not ‘boilerplate’ recommen
dations.”
“Providing guidance and direction for the future” is the
kind of help we need, “not just a slap for prior trans
gressions.”
My CPA needs to have an “interest in our business—
not just our tax returns or financial statem ents.”
I want a better balance between “advice based on per
ceived opportunities versus fixing problems.”
My advisor should have “the presence to answer ques
tions in a manner that can be understood by the lay
person, and not be afraid to say ‘I don’t know, but I’ll
find out.’”

The AOMAR client satisfaction survey is just one of many
such surveys that has been conducted in the past ten years
that has revealed basically the same message: that clients
are looking for more than accounting from their CPA firm.
And when they can’t find the assistance they need, they
are going elsewhere, often to other CPA firms. Consulting
is not just another revenue source, it’s the client-demanded
future o f our profession.

G oals

of

Th is B ook

Many firms are ignoring the changing demands of their
clients. And of those that have responded to the changing
demand, many are unfortunately providing consulting ser
vices unprofitably, in a manner prone to litigation, and in
a way that provides minimal value. This text can help
make improvements in each of these areas.
We make no promises or guarantees that the ideas and
approaches in this text will work for you. However, you do,
at a minimum, have the opportunity to see what works
well for us and for the firms we have counseled. By using
this information as a starting point for reorganizing and
planning your firm’s consulting evolution strategy, you
should be better able to consistently deliver consulting ser
vices which are both valuable to your clients and profitable
to your organization.
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How THE B ook I s O rganized
This book is broken into sections and chapters. The sec
tions are Consulting and the CPA Profession, The Con
sulting Framework, Identifying and M arketing Your Ser
vices, A dm inistrative and Organizational Issues, and
Consulting Packages. We have presented this text, for the
most part, in a format that allows you to build on the skills
in the same order that you would use them in practice. For
example, since it’s not customary to prepare an engage
ment letter before you know what the engagement is all
about, we cover the skills necessary to define the engage
ment before we worry about administering it. Another ex
ample is that we cover the skills necessary to identify ser
vices the client is interested in before we discuss how to
motivate the client to hire you. Here is the way the book
breaks down, some of the main focuses of each section, and
the plan that this text follows to create an entire consult
ing methodology.

C o n su ltin g a n d th e CPA P ro fessio n
C h a p te rs 1, 2, a n d 3: In tro d u c to ry Issu es, S ta r tin g a t
G ro u n d Z ero, and W hy T a k e th e R isk?
• Why consult
• Definition of consulting
• Services versus packages
• Providing differentiated services
• Making the transition
• Organization implementation
• Global services
• Implementation strategies
• The evolution of the profession

START CONSULTING: HOW TO WALK THE TALK
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T he C o n su ltin g F ra m e w o rk
C h a p te rs 4 a n d 5: D e v e lo p in g Y o u r S e l f S k ills and R e
fin in g th e M ost I m p o r ta n t C o n su ltin g Tool: C om m u n i
c a tio n s
•
•

Developing self skills
Improving communication techniques

•
•

Evolving investigative questioning
Learning to facilitate the solution

C h a p te r 6: D e liv e r in g V a lu e -A d d in g S e rv ice s
•
•

Consulting techniques
Pricing techniques

C h a p te r 7: T he S tr u c tu r e o f th e C a lls
•
•
•

Discovery calls
Sales calls
Consulting calls
I d e n tify in g a n d M a r k e tin g Y o u r S e rv ic e s

C h a p te r 8: T w o A p p ro a c h e s to B u sin e ss C o n su ltin g
•
•
•

Building the fortress
Building the empire
Determining the most appropriate services

C h a p te r 9: M a r k e tin g Y o u r C o n su ltin g P r a c tic e
•
•
•
•

The marketing plan
The m essage
Exposure alternatives
Client service plans

9
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A d m in is tr a tio n a n d O r g a n iz a tio n a l Issu es
C h a p te r 10: B illin g a n d E n g a g e m e n t C o n sid e ra tio n s
•
•
•
•

Billing issues
Retainers and collection issues
Being paid for your involvement
Engagement considerations

C h a p te r 11: C lie n t C o m m u n ic a tio n s
•
•

Meeting management
Presentation skills
C o n su ltin g P a c k a g e s

C h a p te r 12: F a c ilita tin g Y o u r C lie n t's P la n n in g P ro c ess
•
•
•
•

Strategic planning
Tactical planning
Our role in planning
Conducting the planning session

Section 1, “Consulting and the CPA Profession,” focuses on
why consulting is so important. It contains three chapters:
“Introductory Issues,” “Starting at Ground Zero,” and “Why
Take the Risk?” These chapters lay the groundwork as to
why consulting is not just another service, but a new way
of doing business. These chapters also cover why some
strategies have been more successful than others.
Section 2, “The Consulting Framework,” includes four
chapters. The first two chapters, “Developing Your Self
Skills” and “Refining the Most Important Consulting Tool:
Communications,” deal predominately with self-aware
ness, communication, persuasion, and listening skills.
Without an in-depth understanding of how we act and re
act, as well as how to facilitate change, it will be difficult

10
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for us to ever get into a position to show very many clients
what we can do. The third chapter is “Delivering ValueAdding Services.” In addition to covering some critical tech
niques as to how to deliver consulting, it also includes di
rection regarding estimating projects. The last chapter in
this section is “The Structure of the Calls,” which covers
three different call types: the discovery call, the sales call,
and the consulting call. This chapter not only hones in on
how to conduct each of these interactions effectively, but
how to do a better job of qualifying, quantifying, and solv
ing your client’s problems.
By this time, the book has taken you through skills and
techniques which augment selling and delivering consult
ing services. It’s time now to focus on marketing. Building
the best mousetrap doesn’t mean anyone will buy it. That’s
where marketing comes in, so we created Section 3, “Iden
tifying and Marketing Your Services.” This section includes
“Two Approaches to Business Consulting,” which helps you
determine what services your firm should be offering and
why, and “Marketing Your Consulting Practice,” which not
only reviews the most commonly used exposure vehicles,
but also covers how to create a marketing plan.
After you have been hired to perform consulting, there
are a variety of administrative and organizational issues
that come into play, hence Section 4. The topics include
“Billing and Engagement Considerations” and “Client
Communications.”
Section 5, “Consulting Packages,” takes you through a
simple format for facilitating a goal setting or strategic
planning session. The “Facilitating Your Client’s Planning
Process” chapter is laid out in a way that allows you to sell
and deliver this service immediately.
Finally, the Appendix contains the AICPA’s Statement
on Standards for Consulting Services No. 1.

It's T ime
With all of this in mind, it’s time to get started. We ask
that you be patient and read through the entire text. Much
of this material will seem to be common knowledge, and
at times, insignificant. But note this . . . while this review

INTRODUCTORY ISSUES____________________________________________________ 11

of the basics and the subtleties of this text might not jump
off the page as important, by incorporating these ideas and
techniques into your skill-set toolbox, you will find your
self in a new world with seemingly unlimited opportuni
ties and the competence and confidence to deliver a higher
level of value to the clients you serve. We hope you enjoy
reading this as much as we did writing it!

C hapter 2

Starting at Ground Zero

hat do audits, financial statements, and tax returns
have in common? In addition to serving as the back
bone of the CPA industry, they have unfortunately become
commodities in the eyes of the public. Simplistically stated,
this means that the general public views the traditional
services CPAs perform, like tax preparation, as being the
same regardless of the CPA’s personal experience or knowl
edge. And, what happens to a commodity when it is left to
stand on its own merits? When quality is considered a con
stant, then price becomes the most important buying cri
teria.
Many firms have already been confronted with this is
sue in the audit marketplace, where severe price dis
counting battles have been fought. Other firms have be
gun to feel this same fee pressure in areas such as financial
statem ent and tax return preparation.
Why have so many traditional CPA services become com
modities? The main reason is that our industry has done
a great job of selling the value of a CPA’s education, train
ing, and skills. A long time ago, our profession focused on
creating a distinction between the CPA and everyone else
that worked in accounting. Because this was done very suc
cessfully, the marketplace now recognizes that in ac
counting those three initials after someone’s name indi
cates an added value. But since CPA professionals in the
last fifteen years have dramatically expanded the scope of
services we offer (both in public and industry), we are find
ing the quality public relations job started fifty years ago
is plaguing us. Why? Because during the fight to create

W
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distinction between the CPA and a non-CPA, we perpetu
ated the idea that all CPAs have the same skills set. This
resulted in the idea that a CPA is a CPA is a CPA. This
image went beyond the work performed; a unique accoun
tant stereotype emerged. Just ask anyone you meet on the
street to describe a CPA. This stereotype that we all think
alike, act alike, and have the same skills is now part of the
problem. Our marketplace tends to judge us as a profes
sion rather than individually. As a result, the public often
generalizes that the traditional services a CPA delivers
(that is, audits, financial statem ents, and tax returns) are
the same regardless of who performs the work.
This is a primary reason why consulting is so important
to our profession. Consulting is the value-adding service
th at converts a commodity into a unique offering. It helps
differentiate one CPA's product from another based on that
individual's experience and knowledge.
To put this into perspective, consider how specialty
stores succeed in selling many commodity-type items for
more money than department stores. The answer is con
sulting. At the specialty store, a salesperson will be avail
able to answer your questions about the product, to make
suggestions, and generally to assist in the buying process.
At the department store, you’ll be lucky to find a warm
body to talk to, much less someone who will take the time
to help you make a more informed decision. The specialty
store tries to create a hassle-free, advised buying experi
ence, which costs a little extra, but is a price many don’t
mind paying.
This same analogy regarding differentiation holds true
in our profession too. With some patience and just a little
accounting knowledge, anyone can prepare a financial
statem ent or tax return. And with the abundance of qual
ity computer software, these products are getting easier to
produce. You can rise above this flood of “me too” product
offerings by creating unique new offerings which combine
a commodity product (like a financial statement) with ad
vice based on your personal knowledge and experience.
Consulting is the forum which allows you to deliver advice
and provide customized assistance, thereby differentiating
your product from those of your competitors. For example,
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a financial statem ent is merely a compliance report until
the information is analyzed, synthesized, and presented in
a manner that management can easily understand and
use. Those CPAs who are not consulting w ith every client
are delivering services which are destined to become pricesensitive commodities.

D on’t P reach to M e , I’m A lready
Advising My Clients!
Even if you are regularly advising your clients, if this ser
vice is not formalized as consulting and properly marketed,
it will prove to be of little value. The American consumer
has become savvy at distinguishing those goods in a
stripped-down hare-bones package from those bursting
with extras. While our profession will provide this delin
eation of services, it seems common practice to confuse the
consumer by referring to both the bundled and unbundled
versions identically. For example, let’s say one of your
clients calls you several times during the year with tax
questions regarding the financial impact of various deci
sions. If you are like many CPAs around the country, you
will record that time and bill it when you deliver the tax
return. The bill received by the client will often read only,
“Tax Return Preparation.” So here’s a case where tax con
sulting services were appropriately delivered, but since
they were not labeled as such, the client will incorrectly
assume that “Tax Return Preparation” includes quality ad
vice throughout the year as part of the package.
This practice of bundling our services and generically re
ferring to the work performed trains our clients to believe
that our advice is free because we make our living selling
paper products. This creates an impression that few CPAs
would deem positive. The damage this misunderstanding
causes becomes apparent when a competitor offers to do
your clients’ tax returns at half of what you have been
charging. Based on this savings, and the feeling that they
have been taken advantage of, a few of your clients decide
to change CPAs. What these ship-jumping clients are likely
to find is that the tax return is less expensive, but the over
all bill will remain about the same. It’s just that the new

16
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CPA charges separately for advice. However, it’s too late
then; they are not likely to switch again until another sig
nificant issue arises. In this circumstance, the clients
didn’t change providers due to poor performance, but
rather because quality services were delivered that they
were allowed to take for granted.
The solution, once again, is consulting. Consulting pro
vides you with a marketing tool that allows you to differ
entiate your personal knowledge and experience from that
of your competitors. Consulting is the application o f knowl
edge; it provides a forum to take information at least one
step further. Consulting answers questions such as “How
does this apply?” or “What can be done?” In other words,
consulting often focuses on the future and attempts to pre
dict outcomes of situations occurring and decisions being
made today. That’s why our definition of consulting is that
decision-making p a rt o f any project, task, or function that
m ust he undertaken without sufficient information to pre
dict a final outcome with any certainty.
Consulting is the natural
transition that occurs when
Time-Line
the question, “What has
happened?” is replaced by,
The Past
The Future
“Based on what has hap
Bookkeeping
Planning
pened, what is likely to occur
Tax Returns
Technology
next?” Consulting is the
Audits, etc.
Efficiency, etc.
movement on the timeline
from the past, through the
The Present
present, into the future.
With this in mind, the next
time you prepare a tax re
turn, incorporate some future focused aspect of that ser
vice such as tax, retirement, estate, or financial planning.
If you perform bookkeeping services, no statem ent should
be delivered without spending time with the client re
viewing the meaning behind the numbers, and so on. This
additional time should be classified as consulting and item
ized and billed accordingly because it creates a distinction
between the commodity (the financial statem ents) and the
consulting (the advice given which requires your special

17
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skills and experience). The result is a distinctive service
that gives you a competitive edge, both for building client
loyalty and generating new business.

The AICPA’s D efinition

of

Consulting

Now, since w e've shared our definition of consulting with
you, it’s only fair to include the AICPA’s Management Con
sulting Section’s (MCS) in-process definition. At the time
this book went to print, it was:
Consultants provide businesses with professional ser
vices—
1.

Characterized by the following qualities:
Two-party relationship
Disciplined objective
Independence rules do not apply
No known third-party reliance

2.

Comprised of the following services:
Diagnosing
Strategizing
Constructing
Implementing
Operating

3.

Applied in the following arenas:
Management services
Transactional services
Operational services

Why the extreme difference between the two definitions?
Very simply, the MCS’s definition has a much broader ob
jective than ours. First, theirs tries to create a distinction
between consulting (a two-party relationship) and assur
ance services (a three-party relationship), an important is
sue when it comes to standards, workpaper requirements,
and liability issues, to name a few. As you know, in a two-

18
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party relationship (consultants and management), consul
tants are not hired to make representations to the public,
they are retained to help management. But as soon as an
other party—the public, a bank, the SEC—becomes reliant
on the information provided by the consultants, and espe
cially if that third party is presuming independence on the
part of the consultant’s work, then the relationship be
comes one of assurance rather than consulting.
Second, the MCS’s definition has to consider the work
performed by small, large, regional, national, and inter
national CPA firms for clients ranging from “Mom and Pop”
shops to the Fortune 100. This takes in a scope of work
that more than 42,000 CPA firms around the country will
never have (nor probably want) an opportunity to be in
volved. For example, very few of us will ever be asked to
provide a million dollars worth of services over a week’s
period of time with three weeks notice. The MCS’s con
sulting definition has to consider these types of services,
which are not only projects our firm couldn’t handle, but
ones we don’t want.
Third, the MCS’s consulting definition includes the ad
visory function we highlight in this book in concert with
an ever-expanding list of nontraditional services or con
sulting packages. While our definition says it much dif
ferently, ours primarily focuses on the first half of the
MCS’s definition. In the “comprised of the following ser
vices” section of the MCS’s definition, by the time you get
down to “constructing” and beyond, from our viewpoint,
this work often falls to a specialist, a consulting package
you offer, a third party, an alliance with another organi
zation, and so on.
The point is, we agree w ith the AICPA’s broader defi
nition of consulting. We recognize the need and opportu
nity for our profession to offer a wide variety of business
services. We also realize that many CPA organizations
will find it extraordinarily lucrative to specialize in the
delivery of certain consulting packages. Where the big dif
ference regarding our two definitions lies is . .. we m ain
tain that consulting has to become the flagship service th at
form s the foundation o f our evolving profession if we w ant
to m aintain and enhance the status o f the CPA initials.
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This profession survival m essage is directed towards ex
panding the relationships w ith your clients as their
trusted, valued advisor. This advisor by our definition is
someone who can spark new ideas, deliver customized ad
vice, provide guidance and direction for the future, show
a genuine interest in the client’s business, provide advice
based on perceived opportunities, and so on (as pointed
out by the AOMAR survey cited in chapter 1). These ser
vices are two-party in nature and have no expectation of
independence (except maybe that of contributing a view
point from outside the organization). This is the valueadd that we believe every CPA should be trained to de
liver. Make no m istake about it—in our opinion, our
profession’s success in no way depends on whether your
firm can install a computer network or perform a busi
ness valuation. These are merely two examples of liter
ally hundreds of nontraditional services that your firm
may or may not consider offering. So, for the sake of min
im izing confusion, for the remainder of this text, unless
we specify otherwise, when we refer to consulting, think
about the diagnosing, strategizing functions of the MCS
definition or our definition.

I ncorporating C onsulting
Into Your D aily R outine
How hard is it to incorporate consulting into your daily
routine? In theory, it is very simple. This is because we
are discussing a change in philosophy more than a change
in capability. However, everyone’s habits need to be re
examined to ensure that those performing the work are
motivated to look beyond the client’s past and present, and
into their future. Also, as professionals, we have to learn
to become more comfortable, and at the same time more
humble, when it comes to “guessing” what a client’s future
might hold.
The managing partners of most firms are typically not
only marketing-oriented, but future-focused compared to
the rest of the firm. This is partly true because their job
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descriptions require this perspective. Therefore, it stands
to reason that these CPAs, because of what they do for
their own firms, are more apt to enter into strategic level
discussions with their clients. Including the managing
partner, w e've found (through our experience working with
CPA firms across the country) that it is common for ap
proximately 20 to 33 percent of the CPAs within any CPA
organization to have a comfort level switching between ser
vices constrained by facts, procedures, and regulations to
those services laden with am biguity and guesswork. How
ever, despite one’s preferences, each member of a CPA firm
is likely to have a specific client or two that forces him or
her into this more ambiguous “tell me what is likely to
happen tomorrow” role. Usually, the more mature the part
ner, the more often this role request is made by the client.
The point is . . . everyone can and does perform consult
ing, some more naturally than others. The trick is to get
everyone to perform this service instinctively whenever
possible. This transition is a logical place to encounter
stumbling blocks. The good news is . . . in “The Consulting
Framework” section of this book we will help you identify
how to facilitate this change.

Who Should Becom e a Consultant?
As to who should be
involved in consult
ing, as you have
probably
already
guessed, this is one
area where our phi
Consulting
Audit
Bookkeeping
losophy differs from
Dept
Dept
Dept
the practiced norm.
_________________________________
To
most
firms
around the country,
consultants are considered to be specialized people deliv
ering specialized services within a specialized department.
In these organizations, consulting is really just the catch
all word describing a variety of consulting packages. The
focus is not on the “advisory” function of consulting, but
rather on delivering highly specialized (nontraditional)
niche services.
Managing
Partner

Tax
Dept
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We feel the best
Managing
place to start build
Partner
ing a consulting prac
tice is from an advi
sory perspective. As
you can see from the
Tax Dept
Audit Dept
Bookkeeping
diagram to the right,
Consulting
Consulting
Consulting
we believe strongly
that every depart
ment (and service for
that matter) should have a consulting or advisory element
added to it. This means that every member o f every de
partm ent should incorporate consulting into the current
work being performed. The main reason is the benefit de
rived by both you and your clients from spending just a lit
tle more time helping them determine how to best utilize
whatever information is being delivered. Certainly, the
more experience one has, the wider the range in the advice
to be offered. But remember, consulting, simplistically
speaking, is a philosophy which requires you to interpret
the meaning or im pact of the historical information with
which you are familiar. This formalization of consulting—
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the easiest to implement.
Has the fastest return on investment.
Is the least risky.
Provides the greatest value-add to the client.
Is the most effective in transforming the culture of the
firm.
Is the least likely to be found.

If T his Is Such a Good Strategy,
Why Is It th e Least L ikely to B e Found?
It is the least likely consulting philosophy to be found be
cause the largest CPA firms have successfully implemented
a departmental strategy for consulting, even to the point of
splitting off from the CPA firm itself. However, if you look
closely, most of these firms would be more appropriately
named “Smith Non-Traditional Services” rather than
“Smith Consulting.” The term consulting used by most CPA
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organizations does not refer to a holistic approach for pro
viding business advice. It does not refer to services focused
on finding out “what keeps the business owners awake at
night” and then helping them resolve those issues. Instead,
it refers to a variety of non-traditional services or consult
ing packages that are being offered, like system develop
ment, programming, re-engineering, and literally hundreds
more. This translates into mass specialization, as large
firms have the luxury of allowing generalists to become spe
cialists purely due to volume of work. For example, instead
of just having a tax department, these organizations might
have a tax division with tax departments for the U.S., Cana
dian, Pacific Rim, European and NAFTA markets. This
depth of knowledge becomes a competitive strength large
firms can and should sell. And as long as demand is ade
quate, expansion through consulting packages (or non-tra
ditional niche services) well suits their already-in-place
management and organizational structure.

The Large Firm Approach to C onsulting
We call the approach large firms use the “Swiss
cheese approach” to consulting package delivery.
Here’s why.
Assume the picture to the left represents a block
of cheese. Also assume that this block of cheese pic
torially represents the total potential demand for non
traditional services from a CPA firm’s client base.
Large firms jump right to the high dollar project opportuni
ties by picking various nontraditional services, developing
the required expertise and methodology, and offering them.
As the demand for one nontraditional ser
vice dwindles, resources are shifted to poke
new holes or deliver new services to the un
tapped opportunities which exist in the cur
rent client base. After periods of oppor
tunistic service delivery, total potential
demand begins to resemble a piece of Swiss
cheese.
Once again, if your client base is large enough, then con
tinually poking holes in the over-abundance of client de
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mand is likely to be a profitable strategy. That’s why the
job description of the consultant in these organizations is
often defined by the word travel. When consulting pack
ages are launched, in order to maintain an acceptable vol
ume of billable hours, a consultant has to work through
out the country (with all of the offices) in order to build a
large enough demand base to consume the available ex
pertise. As demand rises, more consultants with special
ized knowledge are shifted from other work or hired,
thereby either allowing the organization to respond to big
ger and bigger projects or reducing the geographic area
each consultant needs to cover. However, when smaller
firms attempt this same strategy, because of their more
limited client base size, under-utilized specialized exper
tise quickly results. This converts to idle time, expensive
overhead, marginal profits (if at all), and often, abandoned
specialties.
Another reason depart
mentalization of consult
ing works well for large
firms is because they have
acclimated their clients to
the idea of musical chair
service delivery. In other
words, almost every ser
vice is delivered by other
than the client service
partner or account manager. And it is not uncommon for
a client to have more than one client service partner. In
other words, there might be a partner in charge of audit,
another in charge of specific consulting services, etc. Why
so many account managers? Because when performing
huge projects, advice is not the key to the work. When you
are looking for relationships that generate annually a min
imum of $75,000 of revenue, or projects that range from
several hundred thousand into the millions of dollars, the
real profit comes from implementation. Often the clients
large CPA firms serve have very high paid, high profile
people driving strategy and advice. These clients turn to
the CPA firms looking for ways to turn the identified vi
sion into reality. The pyramidal organizational structure
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works well in this environment because it centers around
delivering manpower; passing projects to the lowest paid,
least experienced people who can accomplish the work.

The Sm all and M idsized Firm Approach to C onsulting
Unfortunately or fortunately, most
small and many middle-market
firms are not, and cannot be, struc
tured this way. The smaller the
CPA firm, the more boutique in na
ture it’s organization, and the more
“hands-on” the partner’s approach.
In the boutique firm, partners, managers and some staff
are not only the main contacts, but the main workers on
many of their clients’ projects. This is partly due to the
clients’ levels of sophistication. For example, the smaller
the organization, the more likely outside, objective, man
agement level, forest-through-the-trees perspective and
advice are seen as the mission critical services. That’s why
it is such a great match for smaller businesses (under $100
million in sales) to work with boutique firms where the
contact person and the service provider is the same indi
vidual. Or at least, the same contact person is involved re
gardless of the project being performed. On the other hand,
the larger the organization, the more these visionary and
specialized skills are available through normal channels
like advisory boards, directors, key stockholders, and in
ternal management talent. Therefore, when Fortune 1,000
sized companies outsource help, they are often looking for
specialized specialists. A simple example would be that
with a smaller company, an advisor might be brought in
to talk about the benefits and justification for allowing
their people working outside the office to have the same
access to system s as if they were in the office. In larger or
ganizations, by the time the consultant is brought in, the
discussion wouldn’t be revolving around why or when, but
how. Issues like identifying the pros and cons of commu
nicating data-graphics-video through protocols such as
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), frame relay, inte
grated service data services network (ISDN), fiber digital
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data interconnection (FDDI), t-span, and satellite would
more likely be the reason for requesting outside assistance.
Or on an even grander scale (as the MCS consulting defi
nition includes), the client might be looking to hire an or
ganization that would take over the constructing, imple
menting, and operating of this communication network.
To summarize, the smaller the organization, the more
advice and vision will open doors. The larger the organi
zation, the more specialized and plentiful the labor-force,
the easier it is to get management’s attention. The great
news is . . . small, regional, national and international CPA
firms deliver a different product or service to different mar
ketplaces. While it seem s at times we compete with each
other, in reality, each segment of firms is well suited for
solving different problems. Therefore, for the most part,
we tend to compete for business with those of a similar
size or a slight step up or down in size from our own firms.
With this in mind, recognize that according to the Small
Firms Advocacy Committee of the AICPA that of the
44,500+ firms represented by AICPA membership, over
42,000 have 10 or fewer professionals. This book is focused
on serving the 42,000+ firms that are predominately bou
tique in organization that serve $100 million businesses or
smaller. And to compete with this group for this market,
it makes both dollars and sense for your organization to
focus on improving everyone’s ability to deliver high level
customized advisory services.

Consulting S ervices V ersus
C onsulting P ackages
So far, both consulting services and consulting packages
have been mentioned several times in the same paragraph.
Are these one-and-the-same or is there a distinction?
While there is a distinction between consulting services and
consulting packages, the dividing point is gray. But generally,
consulting services formalize into consulting packages as—
•
•

The volume of work increases.
The depth of knowledge required to perform the work
intensifies.
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•
•

The work itself begins to proceduralize because you find
yourself following a specific methodology.
The work strays farther and farther from a business
advisory capacity.

Consider this scenario: You are working with a $10 mil
lion business. The original services this company hired you
for were financial statem ents and tax return preparation.
Because your client’s business has grown, the CEO has
asked for your help in bringing the accounting function inhouse. You provide this assistance. Now, you come in on a
monthly basis to review the work being done by the client’s
staff. During one of your monthly visits, the client com
ments about their lack of goal setting and budgeting.
Within a couple of months, you are facilitating a goal set
ting session, which is not only being done to help organize
the operation, but to provide you with some basic infor
mation so you can help them prepare their first budget.
This describes the natural evolution and expansion of
services a CPA is likely to encounter while working in an
advisory capacity with businesses under $100 million in
sales. This natural evolution has a name in the marketing
text books called “service extension.” As trusted business
advisors deliver one service, logical extensions of that ser
vice are easily identified, sold, and then delivered. In the
scenario above, we would describe all of these extended
services as consulting. Why? Mostly because it appears the
CPA is making up the approach as he or she goes; advice
under fire if you will. We also would maintain that the
work described, with the possible exception of the software
installation, is comprised of services that everyone within
a CPA firm should be comfortable delivering.
So how do consulting services metamorphose into con
sulting packages? Here’s one way it might happen. After
you finish the goal setting and budgeting process, the client
is excited. She tells several of her CEO peers about how
your work improved her organization. Before you know it,
you have several more clients, some of them new, wanting
the same service. You start having trouble squeezing in
your traditional work and the consulting, so you start writ
ing down exactly what you have been doing so others can
help. On occasion, you overhear other partners in your firm
talking to their clients about how they can benefit from
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this “goal setting budgeting” service. Clients continue to
respond with interest. You begin to consider having some
one specialize in this service in order to meet demand, to
ensure that adequate focus is placed on expanding it into
new markets and use it to create a differentiation between
you and your competitors.
In this example, what started out as an on-site tailored
consulting service, one that everyone should be capable of
performing, has grown into a full-blown consulting pack
age. How can we tell? Because—
•
•
•

The work volume relative to this service increased.
The service was proceduralized so others could perform
it as well.
The work has strayed from a make-it-up-as-you-go (cus
tomized) business advisory function, as demonstrated
by management’s consideration of packaging it up, to
making it someone’s priority focus, and selling it as a
differentiating service.

The fact that the “goal setting and budgeting” session be
comes a consulting package doesn’t mean that every firm
member should stop delivering this service. It’s just that
organizationally, by formalizing this advisory function into
a consulting package, a more efficient marketing, man
agement and delivery system can be implemented. Think
of it this way, consulting services cultivate consulting pack
ages. And consulting packages are just a broad category
for nontraditional services.
We are attempting to delineate the distinction between
consulting services and consulting packages early because,
depending on which you are try ng to implement, your road
to success is different. The good news is . . . both can be
very profitable for your organization. And we will address
how to best chart your course throughout this text in a log
ical step-by-step fashion.

Global F unctions
You’ve stated that everyone in a CPA organization should
be capable of delivering consulting services (high level cus
tomized advisory services), which areas of a business does
that include?
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A clue as to where to
start should be to consider
broad categories of needs
with which all businesses
constantly struggle. These
categories include:
Planning
Products or services
Employee benefits
Operational efficiency
Operational
profitability
Marketing
Technology
Financing
Information management
Because every business needs services to help it improve
its capabilities in the areas listed above, we call them
global functions. From our perspective, consulting revolves
around the delivery of services around these global func
tions. And we believe that every business advisor within
your firm should be able, at a moment’s notice, to talk to
any client about any of these areas. We maintain that a
business advisor’s (consultant’s) basic tool kit should in
clude—
•
•

•
•
•

An ability to communicate with the client regarding
each of these fu n ctional areas.
An understanding of some of the common improve
ments and refinements organizations are making in
these functional areas.
Typical malfunctions or inefficiencies encountered in
these areas.
Your firm’s general approach to enhancing performance
in these areas.
An ability to manage others who might assist in per
forming projects.
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Note that specialized knowledge regarding g lobal functions
is not a required tool for a consultant. But a general knowl
edge is necessary, including knowing that—
•

•

•

An organization with fifteen or more employees (gen
erally) should not only have a policies and procedures
manual, but also job descriptions in order to protect
against discrimination lawsuits, as well as for employee
motivation purposes.
There are numerous types of computer networks, nu
merous ways networks communicate with each other,
and numerous operating systems—all with their ad
vantages and disadvantages. Also, that PC networks,
minicomputers, and mainframes are all viable solu
tions, each with advantages and disadvantages. This
leads to the fact that business problems have countless
computer solutions and that experts should be brought
in to advise both the CPA and the client as to what so
lution is best for that unique situation.
Cost control is only one vehicle for helping businesses
become more profitable. Each CPA should be equally
ready and comfortable talking about ways to increase
revenues, discussing typical advertising approaches,
and reviewing pricing and compensation models in or
der to better stimulate sales.

And the stories go on. The point is, when a consultant walks
into the client’s office, he or she should mentally examine
each area on the global functions list and look for ways to
improve the operation. The answers to these mental ques
tions may call for further discussion with the client, spe
cific focus on a problem, or acquisition of specialists to fa
cilitate technical changes. (See more on this in chapter 5.)

S pecialized S ervices
O K . . . I buy the idea that our firm needs to build better ad
visory capability throughout the firm. However, isn’t there
still room for some specialized services?
Absolutely! However, before you offer any new service, you
need to answer two questions: Who is the service targeted
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to serve? and Why it is important for you to serve that
market? We have developed a methodology to help you in
this analysis that uses the term s fortress and empire. Chap
ter 8 focuses on issues that should drive the decision as to
whether or not to specialize as well as which specializa
tions might be most appropriate.
If we focus on building the better advisory capability you
are describing, will we lose out long term to those who put
their emphasis in a couple of specialty areas?
We believe just the opposite will be true; those that focus
on building better advisory skills will have much greater
control over their own destiny than those firms concen
trating in a few niche specialty areas. This is especially
true for the more than 42,000 firms around the country
with less than ten professionals. But before we defend our
position, we want to tell you a story; our version of the evo
lution of the medical profession. We believe the practice of
medicine serves as a good benchmark for the kind of
changes our profession is likely to undergo.

How Specialization Changed th e M edical Profession
Until about sixty years ago, most doctors entered the mar
ketplace expecting to practice family medicine, and were of
ten referred to as general practitioners—or “GPs.” As the
practice of medicine continued to become more involved, com
plicated, and just as important, litigious, doctors turned to
specialization for relief. Specialization created a wealth of op
portunity as new services were popping up everywhere due
to clearer li n e s regarding expertise. This helped insulate doc
tors as their scope of work was dramatically narrowed. And
due to the litigious environment, GPs were glad to refer their
patients to these specialists. Specialists had a great situation.
Not only did they enjoy a steady stream of patients fr om other
doctors’ referrals, their more highly specialized skills and
training allowed them to demand greater fees.
It seems hard to believe now, but specialization was sup
ported by many doctors, and fiercely contested by many
others. Even in the early 1900s, those who held themselves
out as “specialists” were considered “quacks” by their own
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industry. Those favoring specialization believed that it was
in the public’s best interest to clarify the fact that not all
doctors had the same skills. Those doctors who had devel
oped niche expertise were frustrated by a system that
didn’t recognize their unique capabilities. Many other doc
tors felt that the creation of a variety of designations would
restrict individual doctors’ service latitudes and thereby be
disastrous to the profession. These doctors knew that once
specialty designations were accepted, they would multiply
exponentially. And once this occurred, not having a desig
nation in a specific area would put a doctor at a competi
tive and litigious disadvantage.
Well, we all know how this story evolved. Board certified
specializations were adopted and have become commonplace
today. Those who had spent significant time working in a
highly specialized niche area were the first to raise their
new differentiation banner. Specialization also provided an
interesting twist. While the most experienced doctors tended
to specialize at first, specialization turned out to be an even
greater windfall for new doctors. It provided them with a
greater chance to compete and find employment opportuni
ties. For example, years ago, significant opportunity could
be found by associating with one of the few big medical prac
tices that existed in every major metropolitan area. How
ever, with a steady stream of new doctors constantly emerg
ing fr om the educational system, the marketplace for the
good jobs became more and more competitive. So, new doc
tors started becoming even more highly specialized; they be
came specialists in a specialty field so to speak. For instance,
it wasn’t that long ago when GPs would have X-rays done
and perform the diagnoses themselves. Then, along came
practitioners trained to devote all their time to reading
X-rays (radiologists). Today, doctors don’t just become radi
ologists, they specialize as neuroradiologists, pediatric ra
diologists, nuclear radiologists, and so on. What’s odd is that
the early adopters of the specialization radiology are now
GPs in the specialty field of radiology.
Today, insurance companies are restricting access to
many of the specialists as a cost control measure, and also
capping the money they will pay for these unique services.
Insurance companies are requiring patients to first seek
attention from GPs, and if the GP feels a specialist’s in-
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volvement is appropriate, a referral is made. Because GPs
have become the “gatekeepers” for most services rendered
within the medical profession, today there is growing de
mand for more general practitioners. Why has this job be
come more pivotal? Because GPs are the people with ac
count control. They determine what other services should
be called upon. And while the GPs can recommend specific
practitioners, unless the recommended specialist is on the
client’s insurance company’s constantly changing approved
list, they will never see the referred patient.

The CPA-“GP” and th e CPA Specialist
Much of the history of specialization in medicine is ap
plicable to our profession and the changes it is likely to
undergo. The scope of work that CPAs profess to perform
is so vast (with many of those services being exceptionally
complex, detailed, and constantly evolving), no human
could maintain the bandwidth of knowledge required to be
competent in all of these areas. Because we, as a profes
sion, have used the CPA designation rather than the work
being performed for differentiation, we have been promot
ing a growing litigious environment. When you consider
all of this, as well as the ever-increasing competition within
our profession, specialization quickly rises to the top as an
alternative providing some relief in the battle of survival.
Just as with the medical profession, now that our pro
fession has begun the landmark release of “business valu
ation” as a supported specialty designation, you can expect
an explosion of additional designations over the next ten
years. As each designation is released, not having a des
ignation in that specific area puts a CPA professional at a
competitive and litigious disadvantage. Specialization will
create tremendous opportunity for new CPAs entering the
profession as they will become more and more highly spe
cialized in order to attract the interest of existing suc
cessful organizations. As in the medical profession, the
more specialized firms become, the more dependent they
will be on their alliances and referrals fr om mainstream
CPA firms (general practitioners). And as more and more
specialty designations are created, general practitioner
CPAs will more commonly refer or subcontract with highly
specialized CPAs for their unique services.
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If we put this into a pictorial perspective, it might look
like the graphic above. The entire circle represents mar
ket demand for the countless number of services our pro
fession offers. The first inside ring represents an industry
filter. For example, many CPA firms specialize in a spe
cific industry, such as construction or health care. Inside
the industry filter lies the CPA general practitioner (CPAGP). Whether the CPA-GP specializes in an industry is not
significant in this graphic. More than anything, display
ing the industry filter merely denotes that we recognize
that some markets are demanding that their advisors
(GPs) have industry-specific expertise and commitment.
The ring within the CPA-GP is divided into th e global func
tion areas that are or will be honeycombed with hundreds—
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potentially thousands—of unique services (many of which
have not even been thought of yet). Many of the specialty
services will be delivered by the talent within the control
ling CPA firm, or other strategically aligned specialized
CPA and non-CPA firms will be brought in to assist. In
this picture of our evolution, the CPA-GP maintains the
closest ear to client management teams and therefore is
the key to business opportunity. While specialization may
be more lucrative in the short term than maintaining a
general advisory role, the more highly specialized the prac
tice, the more dependent it will become on the GP’s refer
ral. Just like the GP in the medical profession, after a
decade of change within our profession, the CPA-GP will
be the critical position to hold for long-term business op
portunity. The CPA-GP will become the business services
gatekeeper. And as gatekeepers, one of the most critical
skills required to defend this position will be an ability to
help organizations facilitate change (which not only has to
be a foundation skill for our profession, but is a funda
mental component in the skill set of the consulting frame
work).

The M inimum -Transition R equirement
In order to make the transition to a consulting-focused ac
counting firm, at a minimum you need to have—
•
•
•

•

Management commitment.
A belief that consulting is required to stay in step with
the profession.
An understanding that your maximum return on in
vestm ent will be earned only when everyone within the
firm incorporates a future-focused or advisory mind-set
toward the client work they perform.
The patience to sow consulting service seeds through
out the client base, and harvest those which experience
exceptional interest or growth into consulting pack
ages.

While this transition demands a great investment of your
firm’s time and energy, the rewards far outweigh the costs.
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Consulting provides you with a value-adding service de
livery mechanism and a marketing platform to ensure your
clients can differentiate you from all the others. It forces
everyone within the firm to not only analyze where your
clients have been, but even more important, where they
are going. Consulting creates loyalty because it is appar
ent that both you and your clients have a common goal—
their future. It enhances client satisfaction because your
umbrella of services is more encompassing. And what re
sults from all of this is—
•
•
•

Greater client retention.
Increased revenues per client.
A rock-solid foundation positioning you and your firm
for the future.

C hapter 3

Why Take the Risk?

verywhere you go, you can find CPAs frustrated with
the business of consulting. And everywhere you turn,
another reason why you shouldn’t bother formalizing this
service is expressed. Here are a few comments that might
ring a familiar bell:

E
•

•

•
•

•

•

“My small business clients can’t afford to pay for con
sulting. Even though we provide the service, it’s just
never been profitable. So we try to give a little free ad
vice now and then, and hope we’ll be remembered when
there is more fat in the consulting budget.”
“Many of our small-business clients occasionally call
and ask us a few questions. We don’t bother recording
the time because it doesn’t amount to much.”
“We give away our consulting time throughout the year
and adjust our year-end tax fees accordingly.”
“Our clients don’t think of us for help in solving busi
ness problems. We are their accountants. They have a
very narrow view of what we can offer.”
“I have a small firm and I don’t have the luxury of be
ing able to offer numerous niche services outside of tra
ditional accounting.”
“Between tax returns, financial statem ents, and audits,
we don’t have time to worry about the few extra bucks
we can make from consulting. Besides, we make a good
living doing exactly what we’re doing.”
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These are just a few remarks we've heard too many times.
Unfortunately, there are many reasons why the imple
mentation of consulting services and the realization o f in
creased revenues has fallen short of expectations. The first
and foremost is—CPAs haven’t had to deliver consulting
services to remain viable or profitable. So if we don’t have
to, why take the risk? Consulting is not a sure thing, as
exemplified by the fact that many firms have already tried,
failed and abandoned their consulting expansion. Since
success is not automatic, why bother at all? Well, here are
a few issues to consider.

R evenue Growth
Traditionally, the typical CPA practice has concentrated on
taxes, financial statement preparation, and audit services.
Each of these areas has seen revenue stagnation or decline
during the past ten years. Since the reduction of tax rates
and the diminution of tax shelters during the mid-1980s,
the average tax return isn’t quite as lengthy or complicated
as it once was. This obviously has had a negative impact on
gross revenues. If the political rhetoric regarding the im
plementation of a “flat tax” (or the underlying drive for sim
plicity) actually becomes law, tax return fees would most
likely continue to deteriorate. As for financial statement
preparation (or write-up work)—CPAs have been unloading
this chore for years due to its low profit margin. Even if you
have been shrewd enough to have developed a profitable
way to deliver this service, the proliferation of computer
hardware and software is moving this function back into the
client’s office, and for small businesses, into the home.
Further impacting the profitability of tax and financial
statement preparation services is the growth of non-CPA
providers, such as American Express Tax and Business
Services, H&R Block, and thousands of local competitors.
Marketing textbooks would describe the current state of
our financial marketplace as “mature,” which is charac
terized by elements such as the following:
•
•

Numerous competitors
Slow to flat growth of the market
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•
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Niche marketers who target narrow, well-defined, un
der-served segments of the market
A basically undifferentiated product with stylistic
rather than functional nuances
New business for one firm often the result of lost busi
ness from another
Falling prices
Shrinking profit margins

Look this up in any textbook. Our profession is not un
dergoing a unique phenomenon, we are simply experienc
ing a stage in the well-known model of the productservice life cycle. History gives us insight as to what is
likely to happen next. More advertising dollars will be
spent attempting to entice the consumer, special offers
and promotional pricing (discounting) will be used to at
tract new business, and marginal competitors will begin
dropping out of the marketplace. Consider as evidence
American Express’s “satisfaction guarantee.” If clients are
not satisfied with the work, they don’t have to pay for it.
These kind of marketing nuances are not only to be ex
pected in mature markets, you can count on them contin
uing and becoming even more dramatic as time goes on.
And each time a competitor changes the game, the bar is
set just a little higher while simultaneously challenging
the industry to react.
If this weren’t doom-and-gloom enough, consider the en
try of players like IBM, AT&T, EDS, Hewlett-Packard, and
many others, which have clearly entered the market on the
advice side of our business. If you think these organiza
tions will stop at delivering high-level management assis
tance, you’re kidding yourself. These companies want what
you have . . . something you take minimal advantage o f . . .
called account control. Account control gives them easy ac
cess to management’s ear. You can bet these corporations
will push deeper and deeper into your client’s organization
with services similar to yours until there is no more meat
left on the bone. Years of business experience has taught
them that it is far more profitable to sell additional com
plementary products or services (product or service exten
sion) to an existing customer than to find a new one.
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Next, let’s discuss the viability of audits. The procedures
and requirements are constantly becoming more stringent.
When you add this to the skyrocketing liability insurance
premiums and peer review costs associated with auditing,
you’ll find that this revenue source has lost much of its ap
peal too. It is at this point that we hear the argument,
“While audits have lost some of their appeal, at least
they’re not under siege by outsiders, like tax and book
keeping services. This is one place where CPAs need to
make their stand. Assurance services are our only pro
tected area.”
We do believe that assurance services, like audits, will
continue to be protected. However, what most CPAs fail to
see is that the traditional audit is falling out of grace. The
information contained in these examinations is not only too
old, but too slow in arriving for review. Most of the deci
sions pertaining to this information have long since been
made by the time the reports are available. To make mat
ters worse, electronic transaction flow is evolving in such
a way that it makes this reporting seem even more useless.
Consider the graphic to
the
left.
Historically, CPAs
Analyze
have had the luxury of stop
ping transaction flow, then
Organize
Correct
identifying, organizing, ana
lyzing, and correcting those
Identify
Report
in error, and finally, sharing
their findings. This system
of picking a point in time,
TRAN SAC TIO N FLOW
pretending to be able to stop
the world, and then deter
mining the viability of a
business has long outlived its usefulness. In today's fast-paced
economic climate, information indicating that a company was
financially sound six months ago does not provide the due dili
gence required to know whether to lend or invest in that or
ganization today.
This creates a tremendous need for more tim ely infor
mation. In response to that need, our experience shows
that at least 5 percent of the nation’s businesses (conser
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vatively) submit summary data on a daily or weekly ba
sis to analysts, investors, banks, and so on. Assuming this
trend continues in the future, as more outsiders adopt this
method for staying informed about a company’s progress,
CPAs will have to learn to work with moving, not stag
nate, information. This will create an intense demand to
be able to validate the reliability of the data-capturing and
communicating system s, not the data itself. AICPA’s new
Assurance Service WebTrust is a great example of this.
Unfortunately, the audit as we now know it does not re
motely address this dilemma.
That’s why it is not surprising that the AICPA’s Special
Committee on Assurance Services recently proposed that
the financial audit will soon be replaced by a broader in
formation audit. No one knows exactly when this will
sweep the financial marketplace, but those who look to au
dits for assurance, such as banks, the SEC, and investors,
are not satisfied with the out-of-date, narrowly focused,
historical review of a company’s health.
In a recent edition of The CPA Letter (January/February
1996), the Special Committee on Assurance Services stated:
To seize future opportunities, CPAs must recognize con
sumers' information needs and the changes in their de
mands. New services must be designed to meet decision
makers’ vital needs.
In the future, CPAs will likely find that:
• The power to decide information content will shift from
producers of information (such as preparers and audi
tors) to consumers (managers, investors, creditors and
other decision makers).
• Information technology advances will both enable and
drive change in decision makers’ needs and the services
CPAs provide.
• There will be many providers of information for deci
sion making. CPAs will have to compete to furnish many
new services in a non-regulated, market-driven envi
ronment very different from the current market.
To ensure a brighter economic future, CPAs must:
• Capitalize on their strengths to expand their service of
ferings.
• Design services that are based on what users need.
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What this says to us is that the traditional audit will still
be protected, it’s just that nobody will be buying that prod
uct or service. Keep in mind that the demand for many of
our traditional services is not consumer driven; the de
mand is compliance driven. And when those demanding
compliance change their product or service requirements,
such as banks requiring an information audit rather than
a financial audit, then overnight, the viability of some of
our traditional services will dissipate.
Given all of this, holding on to traditional accounting as
your flagship service seem s to be shortsighted. We are not
saying for a minute that you should stop performing the
services on which our reputation has been built. Tradi
tional services help you keep your current clients and also
help bring in new clients. However, we are saying that the
future, as well as additional revenue sources, lies in the
expansion of our core services.

A ccount Control
Another reason to plunge your firm into consulting is pro
tection o f your client base. This is critical to your firm’s fu
ture survival. Why? Because it is a lot easier, not to men
tion more profitable, to sell your current clients additional
services than it is to attract new clients. As trusted busi
ness advisors deliver one service, logical extensions of that
service are easily identified, sold, and then delivered (ser
vice extension). Our accidental application of marketing
theory is one of the main reasons why CPAs have not been
devastated by the shrinking fees for tax, financial state
ment, and audit services—expansion of services horizon
tally. During the past fifteen years, our profession has been
fairly creative in offering new services to existing clients.
This has not only increased our average revenue per client,
but enhanced loyalty as well. Service extension is most suc
cessful when you have account control. Account control oc
curs when you have easy access to management’s ear and
management considers you to be a trusted advisor to the
organization. Consider this common scenario:
You are having lunch with a good client and he says to you,
“I feel like my company is drifting. While we are certainly
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making good money, it seems all we ever have time to do
is put out fires that are burning out of control.”
You then respond with a really sophisticated marketing
statement like, “Several of our clients have felt the strain
of exponential growth like yours. What we have done that
has really seemed to help is to organize and facilitate a twoday executive retreat. This not only puts the fires into per
spective, but brings into full focus the priorities everyone
should be working toward.”
The client responds, “That sounds like something that
we would be interested in. Let me talk to the rest of the
team and get back to you.”
You then go back to your partners, call them together
and comment, “I think we have done this before . . . I
wasn’t sure, so I sold it anyway. Can we pull this off?”
This is classic service extension; because we are trusted ad
visors of management, we have the opportunity to suggest
our involvement and close the deal before anyone consid
ers that they have other alternatives. As mentioned above,
service extension occurs more frequently for those who
have account control. Unfortunately, the world is full of
predators who want the account control that you already
have. Many of those predators are other CPA firms. Con
sider these statistics from AICPA annual reports:
(shown as a percentage)
Year
1980
1985
1990
1995

Total Membership Public Industry Education Government Retired
161,319
231333
295,633
323,779

54.1
51.0
44.5
40.7

35.5
38.8
40.4
41.7

2.9
2.7
2.7
2.4

3. 3

3.3
3.7
4.4

4.2
4.2
8.7
10.8

Clearly, our two growth segments are industry practition
ers and retirees. At first glance, it would appear that there
should be more opportunity per public practitioner due to
the shrinking percentages. However, in raw n umbers,
there were almost 45,000 more CPAs practicing public ac
counting in 1995 than fifteen years earlier. The most sig
nificant statistic is the approximate 150,000 CPAs work
ing in industry and government, who are performing some
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or all of the work that was traditionally done by outside
CPA firms.
This picture boils down to supply and demand, and our
profession has been out-supplying demand for a long time.
Consider membership in the AICPA. It grew over 100 per
cent between 1980 and 1995, which is a significantly faster
rate than the growth of our economy. Even in the heydays
of the early 1980s, our economic growth was in the single
digits. And for the majority of the past fifteen years, our
growth index has hovered around the 3 percent mark.
The point is, any time you have supply outgrowing de
mand, you encounter the “shrinking slice of the pie” syn
drome. While the overall economic pie is growing, it is
being divided into many more slices, resulting in less eco
nomic opportunity per CPA. The best way to combat the
impact of this decline is simply to grow the pie. And we
have been doing that through service extension, delivering
complementary additional services to each client, thereby
increasing overall revenues. Account control is why our ser
vice extension strategy has been so successful. If we don’t
protect our client base, thereby losing account control, we
will be relegated to delivering only those services that oth
ers deem too unprofitable.

CONSULTING Is A LOGICAL ROLE FOR CPAS
Another reason to augment your consulting effort is, Who
is in a better position to offer general business guidance
than the CPA? We regularly examine our clients’ financial
situations and have a fundamental understanding of their
business activities. Logically, the next step is to take a
more active role in helping them become more profitable,
which inevitably leads to success for the CPA.
The most difficult part of making this transition is shift
ing your image from the person with the answers to a per
son who can contribute good ideas. It requires a change in
perspective, from one of a purely historical view, to one
which considers the past in order to better anticipate the
future. How to make this transformation is a major focus
in many of the remaining chapters in this book.
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T he M arket H as Changed
Our experience is that today’s client is more educated and
inquisitive than ever before. This sophistication has cre
ated a new breed of clients who are demanding more than
a tax return and a balance sheet. They expect more than a
financial advisor—they are looking for a business advisor.
I f we don’t satisfy the need, they’ll find someone who will.
This is best exemplified by the fact that over half of our
profession now works outside public accounting. And
where you used to only find a CPA controller-type position
being filled in a $50-million company, today you are likely
to find a CPA controller in most $5-million organizations.
If trends continue as they have, by early in the twentyfirst century, any company with more than $500,000 in
sales will be a candidate for an in-house CPA professional.
Therefore, it is our contention that a transition is well un
derway that positions the non-public CPA to become the
single biggest purchaser o f public accounting services.
What baffles us is how the profession can continue to ig
nore the significance of this phenomenon. When you look
at the typical CPA firm, it holds out its various levels of
compliance services as its most significant offering. So tell
us . . . w h at’s wrong with this picture: Public practitioners
continue to sell the same services CPAs always have even
though—•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The person in the future that is most likely to hire you
is also a CPA.
You are trying to convince the client to buy services he
or she is already performing internally.
The company is small or financially strong enough not
to have an independent compliance requirement.
Industry professionals are desperately looking for as
sistance to help them perform their jobs, yet account
ing is becoming a smaller and smaller part of that job.
Management team s are more and more interested in
all information, not just financial information.
Management teams are constantly pushing compliance
reporting to the bottom of their priority list.
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To put this into a more personal perspective, do you as a
public accountant hire an outside CPA firm to help you
with your financial statements? Of course not! Typically,
when CPA firms hire professional services, they hire peo
ple to help—
•
•

Complete projects that require more time than they
have available.
Perform tasks or functions for which they do not have
the skills.

This same criteria should be used to determine the kind
of services you could and should be offering to our future
marketplace, non-public CPAs. We say the following with
a deep concern, as the author has heard this comment
thousands of times through his experience as a facilitator
of industry CPA meetings over the past sixteen years;
Public practitioners have consistently diminished in stature
as a source for assistance in the eyes of the industry CPA.
It is generally perceived by our industry counterparts that
public practitioners are too narrowly, too historically, and
too nontechnologically focused to be a significant value-add
in helping them perform their jobs. Quite simply, the mar
ket has changed. If we continue to ignore the new para
digm, the most significant purchaser of our services w ill
stop looking to us for assistance.

Organizational Opportunities
Consulting work can be more enjoyable, demanding, ex
citing, and frustrating than traditional compliance work.
This intensity often acts as a catalyst to revive and reju
venate the interest and focus of disenchanted management
and staff.
So if you, as a firm, want to attract and retain talented
CPAs, you need to be able to offer opportunities and new
challenges. Consulting does just that. The additional rev
enue potential not only provides room for new talent inhouse, but creates management positions as well. This ex
pansion, in turn, secures a retirement funding source.
Retirement then creates additional openings.
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Why B other With C onsulting?
To answer this question we offer the following:
Those who maintain a traditional CPA practice will con
tinue to do well in the short-term, but will struggle in the
future. You can expect the public accountants’ services and
rates to be increasingly challenged by non-CPAs. The de
mand for services will shift from a historical-focused ser
vice, to a future-focused one. The growth of CPAs working
in industry will call for a change in service offerings. In or
der to create differentiation, specialization within our in
dustry will likely flourish, as has already begun. Our com
petitive edge lies in fine tuning those areas that best utilize
our unique training and experience. Consulting is the flag
ship service that maintains and sharpens that edge.
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Section 2
T h e C o n su ltin g
F ram ew ork

C hapter 4

D eveloping Your S elf Skills

hile it seem s an odd place to start, identifying client
opportunities begins with a better understanding of
ourselves. In order to identify and service the needs of our
clients from a consulting perspective, we have to change
our role from that of providing answers (acting as an ex
pert) to one of being an information springboard or idea
facilitator (acting as an advisor).
This requires the highest degree of communication and
persuasion expertise. And in order to maximize both of
these, we have to first learn what makes us tick, how we
react, when, why, and what m essages we send, what makes
us defensive, and much more. The more we know about
ourselves, the better we can control the m essages we send
. . . and the more accurately we can interpret the m essages
we receive. This skill enhancement allows us to become
significantly more powerful in our ability to get the client
to talk openly with us, to listen and learn what motivates
the client, and to be able to persuade the client to take ac
tion.
Think back to the consulting framework. By under
standing ourselves and how this impacts our ability to com
municate and persuade, we can improve six of the seven
skills outlined in the consulting framework. Our “ability
to learn quickly” is enhanced every time we can take down
a self-denigration barrier. In other words, what often gets
in the way of our listening is that ever-present feeling that
we have to continually prove our worth. This causes us to
allocate too much brain power towards finding something
impressive to say. Repressing our need to impress makes
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it easier to stay focused on the client, which in turn en
hances our ability to learn.
“Proficiency in asking questions” and “ability to patiently
listen and observe” are exponentially advanced by becom
ing more self-confident. This self-confidence often mani
fests itself as knowing that we don’t have to have all the
answers and that we provide value just by listening and
helping people formalize their thoughts. As we become bet
ter listeners and more aware of the messages we send, our
“people skills” dramatically improve.
“Creativity” is directly related to one’s comfort in being
wrong, which is discussed later in this chapter.
Finally, “competence as a communicator” is the culmi
nation of all of these skills.
While the next couple of chapters are called “soft topics”
by many, they deliver relevant and required information.
These “soft chapters” have a better chance of immediately
impacting your capabilities than any equivalent technical
reading you can do. Why? Because CPAs are the greatest
analyzer-implementers in the world. However, without bet
ter knowledge of yourself, and fine-tuned communication
and persuasion expertise, your opportunities to help busi
nesses analyze and implement are significantly reduced.

Treating

the

S ymptoms

Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, businesses
have been looking for ways to improve productivity, in
crease efficiency, accelerate profits, and so on. During the
past few decades, many ideas have emerged to promote
these efficiencies, including the following:
Management by objectives
Situational leadership
Management by walking around
One-minute management
Team-building
Quality movement
Empowerment
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Each of these has one common thread throughout, im
proving communications.
These techniques emphasize working together, getting
input from each level of workers, and stimulating a
friendly, cohesive, nonthreatening, work environment. To
facilitate this corporate cultural change, workers at all lev
els have undergone training to learn more about the com
munication process and the various techniques which im
prove information flow. The problem is .. . gaining a better
understanding of the technical aspects of communication
is helpful, but only treats the symptom. The cause of com
munication breakdown, in our opinion, is the lack of un
derstanding in each of us about ourselves. This chapter il
lustrates how your own self-esteem and feelings of worth
are often the disease that infects and injures your ability
to communicate.

Taking D own

the

B arriers

The first rule of self-analysis, at least if you want to im
prove your capabilities, is to shut down your defense sys
tems. By doing so, you allow yourself the opportunity to
learn what makes you tick and why. Many people who at
tempt to analyze themselves, unfortunately, just listen
when the discussion revolves around their strengths and
then tune out conversations involving their weaknesses.
Obviously, this level of denial renders self-analysis use
less. Here's the typical reaction to anything that touches
an uncomfortable area: (1) denial, (2) defensiveness, (3) ra
tionalization, and (4) blame.
Let’s plug this series of reactions into a conversation with
a CPA over improving his or her communication skills.
Denial
CPA: I have excellent communication skills.
Defensiveness
CPA: Besides, people pay me for my knowledge, not for be
ing a smooth talker.
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Rationalization
CPA: Why are you trying to convince me anyway? I'm a
top performer in my field, and if this were all that impor
tant, I wouldn’t have been able to achieve such a high level
of success.
Blame
CPA: My professional educational requirements don’t even
recognize the need for training in soft-skill competencies
like communication. How am I suppose to be able to focus
on issues like this when I am constantly burdened with
technical training? Until the CPA profession starts doing
its job and recognizing that skills like this are necessary
in the performance of my work, there’s nothing I can do.
Fm just a victim of the system.
These four comments, unfortunately, are not fabricated
just to make a point in this book. They are all too real. To
day, without the soft skills, it’s getting harder and harder
to get yourself in the position of being able to demonstrate
your real knowledge. So we ask you to sit back, relax, un
derstand that only you expect yourself to be perfect, and
allow some of the ideas in this text to help you improve
your communication abilities.

S elf -E steem : T he Greatest Obstruction
Self-esteem, in our opinion, is the greatest obstruction to
communication today. To emphasize this, consider a CPA
asking his client, Bob, the following question:
So, tell me . . . what motivated you to invest in the triplex
rental unit ?
At a quick glance, the question seems inquisitive, but
harmless. The client bought the triplex five years ago, paid
$100,000 for the unit, and pay ments including escrow are
$1,100 per month.
In scenario one, let’s assum e that the real estate mar
ket is booming. Therefore, the triplex is now worth
$180,000, the rental units average 90 percent occupancy,
and the property has a positive cash flow of $500 per
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month. In this case, Bob’s response to his CPA’s question
might be:
Well, I've been around the real estate business for a long
time. When you know what you're doing, you can make some
great investments. I bought that property because I could
see its potential.
Before we get underway with a discussion of Bob’s answer,
let’s consider scenario number two. In this situation, the
real estate market has taken a nose-dive. In Bob’s local
ity, real estate has typically devalued around 35 percent.
The triplex is now worth $65,000, the rental units average
60 percent occupancy and the property has a negative cash
flow of $500 per month. Under these circumstances, Bob’s
response might be:
I don't really know why I made that investment. I guess I
was grabbing for the brass ring and missed. Besides, every
one I know is in the same position I am. And those who
aren't, well, they either didn't make enough money to buy
in to these kinds of deals, or they're just cowards for being
unwilling to take any risks.
So where are we? A simple question was asked with no in
ference as to the quality of the decision. Yet the quality of
the decision creates a stigma of success or failure that of
ten guides the friendliness or hostility of the response. So
using this example, where is the most common bottleneck
in communication? It is often dominated by the egos or the
self-esteem of those attempting to communicate. Problems
occur any time people perceive their self-esteem to be
threatened. Once threatened, the barriers go up and the
protection system s become armed.
In the second scenario, while Bob’s comments started out
humble, he was clearly threatened. This was apparent be
cause his response justified his decision, established him
self as someone special, and concluded with an attack on
those more fortunate. The meaning of what he said was
something like this:
I know I made a mistake, but so did everyone else. By the
way, this mistake could only be made by successful people
like me. Otherwise, you couldn't have bought rental prop
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erty in the first place. And those who are successful like me,
but didn't get hurt by the real estate market, well, they're
cowards and not worthy of my consideration.
It is understandable why most people become defensive
and protective of a poor decision. But why do defense sys
tems engage even when decisions are outstanding?
In the scenario where Bob clearly made an excellent de
cision, when you analyze his response, a threat was still
perceived. Why do we say that? Because Bob made some
ego inflating comments. Comments like, “when you know
what you’re doing” and “because I could see its potential”
were not made for the CPA’s benefit, but as verbal infla
tors to Bob’s ego to remind him self that he is somebody spe
cial. The fact that the inflator statements were stated to
the CPA indicates a likelihood that Bob was uncomfortable
with him self about something. He might have felt threat
ened because he was visiting his CPA. He could have been
experiencing some self-doubt due to some unrelated event
that happened earlier. There are literally millions of rea
sons why people suffer from self-doubt. However, regard
less of the reason, weak egos can quickly disrupt the com
munication process. Especially when two weak egos collide.
As an example, just think what would have happened if
the CPA responded to Bob with similar ego-inflating com
ments. If Bob was insecure to start with, then he would
soon become even more insecure. This insecurity would
most likely manifest itself as additional defensive postur
ing and create even more barriers, impeding the commu
nication process.
While these scenarios are contrived, they were created
to make a point: there is a fine line between communica
tion and alienation. Your ability to walk this fine line de
pends on how well you can manage your own feelings of
worth and remain nonthreatening to the person or persons
with whom you are communicating.

Communicating With Your F riends
Your most effective communication is usually shared with
a friend. Why? Because the fundamental principles of
friendship—trust, loyalty, caring, and so on—are all bar
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rier busters. Imagine that your best friend just made the
following comment to you:
You've been out-of-control from the first day we met! You
need to get better organized.
Your response to this statement, depending on how you
feel about yourself at that moment, could be almost
anything—from a sarcastic rebuttal to a thoughtful con
sideration of the comment, from ignoring the statem ent to
having hurt feelings. However, because the criticism was
made by your best friend, you are most likely going to con
sider it in a positive light. Why? Because of the assum ed
message, which varies depending on who made the com
ment. Consider the following assumed message (in brack
ets after the spoken comment):
You've been out-of-control from the first day we met! You
need to get better organized. [But even if you don't, I'll still
like you and want to continue sharing time with you.]
(or)
You've been out-of-control from the first day we met! You
need to get better organized. [The only reason I am making
this comment is because I know it will improve the quality
of your life and I care about that.]
These assumed m essages of unequivocal acceptance and
support minimize the chances that protection system s will
be armed. That’s why you can say almost anything to a
friend without having to worry about the consequences.
This nonthreatening environment allows everyone’s ego to
remain in the background, thereby facilitating a free ex
change of information.
Consider for a moment the emotional escalation likely
to occur when the out-of-control statem ent is made by an
acquaintance. First, the assumed message is no longer cra
dled with feelings of friendship. Because of this, the com
ment will often be perceived as threatening and foster new
meanings. Consider the following:
You've been out-of-control from the first day we met! You
need to get better organized. [Because of your lack of direc
tion, you always waste my time. And until you get your act
together, I do not consider you worthy of my respect.]
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While these examples of both positive and negative as
sumed messages sound extreme, they are not far from the
subconscious interpretations people make on a daily basis.
Always keep this rule in mind when you are communicat
ing: 9 out o f 9.1 times, people w ill assume the worst possi
ble interpretation o f the words spoken!
As an example, consider that your manager made the
out-of-control comment. Here's a person who has power
over your livelihood, which you can almost guarantee will
lead to the worst possible interpretation of the message.
This would likely conjure up this mental rebuttal;
How do you expect me to get organized when you continu
ally dum p more work in my lap? I f you were a better m an 
ager, you would be able to schedule my workload more ef
fectively.

The result . . . a boxing match. Blow number one occurred
with the get organized statement. The counterpunch was:
it's your fault for being a poor manager. This situation can
easily escalate creating long-term communication obstruc
tions. However, all of this can be avoided if the message
receiver can keep his or her paranoia in check, hold down
the defense mechanisms, and respond as if a friend were
giving constructive criticism. The point is, most of the time
we let our egos or weak self-esteem guide our responses.
When this happens, the barriers restricting the communi
cation process become numerous, difficult to anticipate,
and often impossible to overcome.

SELF-Esteem : A wareness GOES a Long Way
Clearly, the self-esteem of those involved in a conversation
is an obstacle. When you are attempting to communicate
with someone, the lower his or her self-esteem, the more
your communication has to be filtered to minimize the like
lihood of negative unintentional messages. This means
that you need to pay special attention to the words and
gestures surrounding your conversation so that it is as non
threatening, supportive, positive, and non-confrontive as
possible given the circumstances. Otherwise, a threat is
likely to be perceived and the person you are communi-
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cating with may go on the attack. And you can be sure that
communication is over once a threat is perceived.
Remember, weak egos have a voracious appetite. As long
as you are feeding them, they will follow you wherever you
want to go. The proper care and feeding of egos includes a
number of almost seemingly simple things, such as mini
mizing the use of the word “I” in your conversation because
it automatically focuses on the wrong person. Also, make
sure that you allow others to talk about themselves, be
cause by making them the center of attention, they feel
special.
If, as the consultant, you attempt to build yourself up
during a client interview, you may actually do more harm
than good. Consider this example:
Consultant: [Attempting to impress the prospective client
with his expertise] If you are looking for someone to help
you streamline your manufacturing process, I’m your man.
I’ve forgotten more about manufacturing than most people
will ever know. It’s amazing to me how some people stay
in business with the stupid things they do.
Prospective client: [Thinks to himself] I’ve been in manu
facturing all of my professional life and I know I’ve made
a bunch of stupid mistakes. If this guy looks around, he’ll
see some of them. I don’t want him laughing at me or telling
his friends he can’t believe I’m still in business.
[Says out loud] I really don’t need help with any thing. I
just agreed to meet with you as a courtesy to a mutual
friend of ours.
The prospect feels threatened by the consultant’s ego
building comments. As a result, the prospect puts up his
defense mechanisms and communication shuts down.
This may sound like a game you shouldn’t have to play.
But if you want to improve your communications ability,
then the consideration and incorporation of these kinds of
communication fundamentals m ust become part of your
new daily routine.
On the brighter side, there are rewards. People with low
self-esteem are easy to manipulate, control, and direct. It’s
simple . . . by keeping your ego in check and the spotlight
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off of yourself and on those around you, egos cease being
an obstacle, and they assist you in achieving your desired
outcome.
Don’t be fooled, however, into thinking that individuals
with low self-esteem are all meek, demure wallflowers. On
the contrary, low self-esteem is exhibited in many differ
ent forms. In fact, very often those you might think of as
having very high self-esteem may in actuality have quite
the opposite. For example, people who are always dressed
to the nines with every hair in place, may in fact have such
anxiety about their looks that they are too self-conscious
to appear in public in everyday clothes. An even more com
mon occurrence is the person who, in order to cover up for
a lack of knowledge or understanding about something, be
comes aggressive and overbearing in order to reduce the
possibility of being challenged.
So far, we’ve painted a picture that self-esteem is the
single greatest barrier impeding the communication
process. But it is not an insurmountable obstacle. The good
news is . . . just knowing its impact goes a long way to
wards overcoming it. In the next chapter, we talk more
specifically about the communication process. This infor
mation, coupled with an awareness of how our feelings of
self-worth create barriers, provides a framework for be
coming a better communicator. It's not easy m anaging your
ego while simultaneously trying to deal with everyone else's.
However, in our opinion, personal growth in this area is a
necessary p a rt o f developing your consulting skills to their
fullest potential.

F ailure: A S ign

of

R eal Growth

During communication, as soon as there is a perception
that one party is attempting to place blame or fault with
another, barriers are hoisted up so fast that information
flow is blocked immediately.
Americans seem to have a real problem with the idea of
failure. In many corporate cultures, there is such a nega
tive connotation about making mistakes that a consider
able amount of manpower is wasted on a daily basis in an
attempt to cover up clues that errors ever existed. Often,
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just fixing a mistake would require far less effort, but that
approach won’t suffice for many unless all clues to the in
excusable event are also erased. The perpetuation of the
idea that failure or mistakes won’t be tolerated is not only
an incredible w aste of productivity and profitability, but a
serious detriment to employee morale as well.
How does this attitude toward failure manifest itself?
Well, in business, as with life, we are taught by society
that to be considered a worthy and good human being, we
must “grab for the brass ring.” And cliche’s like “anything
other than first doesn’t count” are used to motivate people
into obtaining “the right perspective.” Unfortunately, com
ments such as these really damage an individual’s ability
to learn and grow because the idea of failing is so oppres
sive that it restricts our willingness to venture into unfa
miliar areas. The problem is . . . venturing into unfamiliar
areas is how we gain experience and knowledge.
It’s funny, being wise is considered admirable, yet the road
to wisdom, which is paved with failure, is avoided at all
costs.
A successful businessman was interviewed and asked,
“What has made you so successful?” He replied, “Making
good decisions!” “How do you make so many good deci
sions?” the interviewer rebutted. The businessman an
swered, “My experience.” The interviewer questioned,
“How did you gain your experience?” He answered, “From
bad decisions.”
The reality is, growth occurs when we are allowed to
make m istakes and learn from them. Why do we say this?
Because when you make a good decision, do you spend time
reflecting on why it was correct and what made you choose
that alternative? Most likely, no! What our egos tell us to
do is pat ourselves on the back and reflect on how smart
we are. It appears that most of our learning comes from
those times when our decision process fails and we attempt
to determine why.
So what is the definition of failure? The definitions are
as diverse as our world population. To some, it is merely
“being caught” doing something wrong. In other words, as
long as no one knows about a mistake, it wasn’t a mistake.
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This at least limits the likelihood of failing. To many, the
definition expands to unrealistic heights. It goes back to
the idea that “anything other than being first or being the
best constitutes failure.” What a ridiculous framework to
try to work within. Can everyone be first if they work hard
enough? The answer is an unequivocal no. Being first
shouldn’t even be a consideration. We can’t control who is
first. All we can do is the best we can; achievement within
our own limits is the definition of success. Consider the fol
lowing true story.
Little Billy trained in martial arts every week. One day, he
approached his martial arts Master and asked permission to
miss several months of training. He wanted to concentrate
on preparing for an upcoming track meet. During this time,
Billy trained hard and felt he was ready for the big race.
The starting gun was fired and they were off. Billy ran
as fast as he ever had, but finished inches behind the win
ner. For days after the event, Billy sat in his room, feeling
discouraged and beaten.
Not sure how to get Billy motivated again, his mother
dragged him to the martial arts studio to see if his in
structor could help. When the instructor asked what was
wrong, Billy could barely comment through his tears. Once
the martial arts Master had heard the whole story, here
was his reply:
Instructor: Billy, pretend that the boy who won didn’t show
up because he hurt his leg the day before the race. Because
he wouldn’t have been there, you would have been the
fastest runner. You would have come in first. Would that
make you feel better?
Billy: Yes!
Instructor: [Grinning as he put his arms around Billy] Did
you train hard and do your best?
Billy: [Nodded yes]
Instructor: Remember this. You do not become a true cham
pion because of someone else’s failure. You also are not a
loser because of someone else’s success. A champion is
judged for his or her achievements working within his or
her abilities.
Unfortunately, many, much older than little Billy, find
themselves falling into this same trap. Wh y? Because the
final outcome becomes more important than the process.
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In corporate America, we give more credit to people who
stay long hours than those who accomplish a great deal.
We bestow rewards on those who merely stay within their
known limits rather than on those who try and fail because
they attempted to extend their limits. We empower our em
ployees so that they will take action, yet we punish them
when their decisions are wrong or inconsistent with our
own. We have a system which expects consistent superior
quality and performance, but does not allow the personal
growth necessary in order to achieve that. It is sad, but
most of us, at some time, fall into the “little Billy” trap and
judge people by how they finish the race, rather than by
the effort they put forth in relation to their capabilities.
Consider this . . .
maintaining a posi
7 Success
tive attitude towards
Teamwork
failure is the founda
tion of success. Here’s
Communication
how it works. As the
7 Self-Esteem
successful business
Personal Growth
man inferred, failure
is part of the learning
7 Learning
experience. Learning
Failure
is essential to per
sonal growth. Per
sonal growth is criti
cal to improving one’s self-esteem and feelings of worth.
Having a strong self-image is the key to effective commu
nication. Quality communication is the cornerstone of
building a team. And teamwork is the greatest strategy for
prospering in any environment.
As you can tell, we believe that a positive outlook on fail
ure is an essential component of any long-term success
strategy. Failure is often the catalyst for major strides in
personal growth and learning. And fear of failure immo
bilizes many to the point of being unwilling to try anything
unless success is almost guaranteed. Let’s put failure in
its proper prospective.
Did you know that Thomas Edison failed literally thou
sands of times before his first success, the incandescent
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lamp? How about this one: Walt Disney went bankrupt and
had a mental breakdown before he was able to channel his
creative energy profitably. Looking at the baseball scene,
back when Babe Ruth held the record for home runs, did
you know he also held the record for the most strikeouts?
Or even more recently, Ricky Henderson has both the
record for stolen bases and the number of times put out
while trying to steal a base.
Are these people failures? Not in our book. But in order
to be successful, you have to cover some uncharted ground.
This exploration exponentially increases your chances of
falling flat on your face. So think of obstacles as opportu
nities to excel. If you succeed . . . great. If you f a i l . . . well,
you most likely learned something, probably stretched your
personal lim its and experienced the growth of trying some
thing new. Keep this in mind. As long as you put forth a
commendable effort, you have earned the right to be proud
of yourself regardless of the outcome because failure is a
sign o f real growth.

R ecapping S ome P otentially N ew Ideas
“Soft” topics like this one often communicate ideas that are
easy to agree with, but difficult to implement. Here is a
quick recap of some points to ponder.
•

•

•
•

•

We have to change our role from that of providing an
swers to one of being an information springboard or
idea facilitator.
By understanding ourselves and how this impacts our
ability to communicate and persuade, we can improve six
of the seven skills outlined in the consulting framework.
The cause of communication breakdown is the lack of
understanding in each of us about ourselves.
The first rule of self-analysis, at least if you want to
improve your capabilities, is to shut down your defense
systems. By doing so, you allow yourself the opportu
nity to learn what makes you tick and why.
Today, without the soft skills, it is getting harder and
harder to get yourself in the position of being able to
demonstrate your real knowledge.
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Self-esteem is the greatest obstruction to communica
tion today.
Problems occur any time people perceive their self
esteem to be threatened. Once threatened, the barriers
go up and the protection systems become armed.
Always keep your ears tuned to hear “inflator’’ statements.
They indicate a weak ego needing to be pumped up.
Your most effective communication is usually shared
with a frien d because the fundamental principles of
friendship, such as trust, loyalty, and caring, are all
barrier busters.
Assumed m essages of unequivocal acceptance and sup
port minimize the chances that protection systems will
be armed.
When you are attempting to communicate with some
one, the lower his or her self-esteem, the more your
communication has to be heavily filtered.
Weak egos have a voracious appetite. As long as you
are feeding them, they will follow you wherever you
want to go.
As soon as there is a perception that one party is at
tempting to place blame or fault with another, barriers
are hoisted up so fast that information flow is blocked
immediately.
Growth occurs when we are allowed to make mistakes
and learn from them.
Most of us, at some time, fall into the “little Billy” trap
and judge people (and ourselves) by how they finish the
race, rather than the effort they put forth in relation
to their capabilities.

B efore You M ove On
Before you begin reading the next chapter, spend a few
moments working through the Self-Assessment exercise on
the following page. Identify skills you plan to improve and
activities that will facilitate that improvement. This is a
personal exercise, one that will help you create a strategy
for personal growth.
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S elf-A ssessm en t T im e L in e
R e la tiv e to D e v e lo p in g M y S e l f S k ills
Based on the information covered in this chapter, please take
a few moments to assess your weaknesses. Then, using the
form below, note any skills you plan to work on as well as a
time frame to reassess your progress. In addition, if there are
activities or exercises you plan on attempting, jot them down
and note your intended completion date. This form is provided
solely as a self-improvement tool.
The following are S k ills I plan to Im prove:
____________________________________

By when: _________

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

The following are A c tiv itie s I plan to A tte m p t:
_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

Chapter 5

R efining the M ost
Im portant C onsulting
Tool: C om m unications

ffective communication skills are fundamental to con
sulting. When you utilize good communication tech
niques, you gain a better understanding of the client’s
needs and desires, you become more effective at getting
your messages across, and you develop greater persuasive
capabilities. Good communication skills equip you with an
ability to more accurately interpret both the words spoken
and the feelings expressed by your clients.
However, understanding doesn’t occur just because the
message-sender clearly says what he or she means. It only
takes place when the message-receiver—

E

1. Clearly hears and sees the messages being sent.
2. Interprets them in the way they were intended.
Therefore, communication involves much more than words
alone because messages combine both verbal and nonver
bal signals. Becoming more aware of these signals is a ne
cessity if you and your organization are going to maximize
your proficiency as a consultant.
Yes, we can guess what you are thinking after reading
the last chapter and starting this one. We’ve heard the
comments a thousand times: “This is not consulting train
ing, it’s sales training.” However, this isn’t one of those
times. Yes, the skills it takes to consult overlap with those
required to sell. The difference is that sales training is fo
cused solely on getting in the door and convincing some
one to buy. While it is very difficult to consult without get
ting in the door, and convincing the client to buy your
67
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services seems to be an important step in the process, con
sulting (using our definition) is helping clients better nav
igate their futures. This transition requires us to move
from an expert to an advisory type of service. When it
comes to predicting the future, we are not experts, but
merely knowledgeable members of the decision support
team. And in this situation, the skills that are in the high
est demand are those that help—
Identify a game plan.
Gain consensus.
Determine the implementation steps.
Manage the variety of personalities involved.
Facilitate change.
In many ways, the job of the consultant could be described as
that of a ‘‘business psychiatrist.”We get owners to talk about—
•
•
•
•
•
•

What’s troubling them.
Where the pain is.
What they think is causing the problem.
When the pain is the worst.
If there has been anything they have done that makes
the pain better or worse.
What they feel comfortable doing about it.

There is no question that our years of experience and ex
pertise working with businesses are essential to this func
tion. However, we feel strongly that CPAs either already
have enough technical skills to do a tremendous amount
of consulting right now, or can easily fill in the m issing
blanks with a specialized industry guide or two. In our
opinion, and one gaining rapid support by those employ
ing CPAs in industry—
CPAs are the premier business problem solvers and project
implementers in the country.
With our detail-focused, system-oriented, procedureformulating, completion-syndromed, over-achiever ap
proach to problem solving, CPAs are ideal to spearhead an
assault against almost any ineffective or inefficient area
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of a business. That’s why businesses around the country
are changing the job description of the CPA controller to
one that resembles one of chief information officer. This
allows our industry counterparts full rights and privileges
to deal with every area of the business . . . rather than lim 
iting them to the accounting area.
Just think about the many problems you have helped
your clients solve in areas outside the traditional service
boundary. What allowed you to be effective working in
these uncharted areas was the client’s absolute belief in
you. Typically, you didn’t sell them, influence them, per
suade them, or facilitate change using the skills we have
been discussing. You told them what to do .. . and they lis
tened attentively to their omnipotent advisor. Well, this is
a relationship luxury that you can’t count on having with
a critical mass of your clients, and one you can’t afford to
have either.

T he Omnipotent A dvisor ; a R elationship You
C a n ’t C o u n t

on

H a v i n g as well as C a n ’t A f f o r d

Think about it as “substance over form.” In this case, we
define substance as being some unique combination of tech
nical skills, experience, and expertise. We define form as
encompassing persuasiveness, listening skills, communi
cations ability, selling competence, and so on. Our profes
sion’s approach has been, if you have enough substance,
then to heck with form. Or put another way, if you have
enough knowledge, then who cares how you deliver it. For
a variety of reasons, w ith a few of your clients, you and
your personnel have been able to build “substance over
form” relationships. These clients regularly pick up the
phone and bounce ideas off you. They sit down with you
several times a year to review issues “that keep them
awake at night.” You, in turn, deliver the “substance” with
virtually no “form” by taking on the undisputed expert role
and telling your clients what to do to fix their problems.
However, strategically speaking, how many expert con
fidantes can your firm truly expect to create and maintain?
Certainly, a few of these relationships will naturally evolve
with the more experienced members of your organization
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in specific circumstances. However, these are not rela
tionships you can count on having with the majority of your
clients. And even if you could build as many of these re
lationships as you desired, the risk and cost of this level
of expertise, intimacy, and specialization is extraordinar
ily high. On one hand, it’s expensive to train (if even pos
sible) all of your personnel to be skilled enough to tell peo
ple what to do and be right. On the other hand, any
employees that even come close to achieving this unreal
istic level of competency are likely to leave and take your
clients with them.
Given that it is difficult (we believe impossible) for any
(and certainly not all) of your people to be visionary enough
to consistently get away with telling your clients what to
do, the liability that goes hand in hand with unquestioned
expertise is ridiculous. U nless you are charging about
$1,000 a minute, it would be hard to feel good about this
approach as a business strategy. Think about it. Which
strategy do you think carries more liability exposure:
telling people exactly what to d o , or teaching someone how
to become an advisor or facilitator who can help clients a r
rive at their own solutions?
The answer is clear to us. There is no comparison. The
approach of developing everyone’s advisory or facilitator
skills (consulting framework skills) results in a quicker
payback, greater profitability, little to no liability, and will
slow the growth of splinter firms. The omnipotent advisor
is a high-risk, high-cost, low-reward approach to consult
ing; a relationship too difficult to establish, even more dif
ficult to maintain, and destined to fail.

I f T his I s S o S traightforward,
T hen Why the O pposition ?
Because being the trustworthy, loyal, friendly, courteous,
kind, brave, clean, and reverent Scouts that we are, we’ve
been taught to “dance with the one who brung us.” This
translates to, generally speaking, the success CPA profes
sionals have achieved is based on “providing substantive
advice” while acting in the role of expert. Working with
clients to only help them better organize their strategy,
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feel better about their approach, fine-tune an idea, iden
tify necessary missing skills, and so on doesn’t convert into
a valuable service in the minds of most CPAs. These kind
of services certainly don’t fit the traditional “substantive
advice” objective that we have historically endeavored to
deliver. Our professionals have made a living providing so
lutions. However, in the business advisory role coming up
with the solutions is often not nearly as im portant as ask
ing the client the right questions.
Our misperceived idea as to “what is valuable” gets us
in a great deal of trouble. Reconsider the AOMAR client
satisfaction survey results (introduced in chapter 1) indi
cating that clients are looking for new ideas, customized
advice, guidance and direction for the future, and advice
based on perceived opportunities, just to name a few. In re
sponse to this request, the members of our profession have
screamed even louder for guides and checklists in order to
provide this unique advice and guidance (putting greater
onus on the CPA to become an even more specialized “an
swer person”).
As we facilitate CPA firm strategic planning sessions,
the demand for more focused skills sets rings louder and
clearer than ever. The problem is .. . w e’ve missed the big
ger picture. Have we forgotten, or just chosen to ignore,
the fact that there have been specialized guides, checklists,
and methodologies available for purchase for decades?
With this kind of support, why have firms across the coun
try committed to increased specialized training, subscrip
tions to vertical industry information, and more, with less
than stellar results? Because we are still trying to “dance
with the one who brung us”—we are seeking the undis
puted expert role so that clients will seek us out. Think of
the arrogance of this approach. We think that if we spend
a couple of months (or even a year) developing an exper
tise that we will know as much as or more than our clients
do about the businesses they have been operating for gen
erations. All the training in the world may not accomplish
this.
If we looked for a thousand years, we couldn’t find a harder,
more costly, less rewarding, riskier way of trying to imple
ment consulting.
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This brings us back to where we were at the beginning of
this chapter. We feel that the technical skills for consulting
currently exist or are easily attainable or supplemented
through currently existing books, guides, educational pro
grams, and so on. The part CPAs have trouble with is all
the rest. And “all the rest” is what this book is all about.
The “soft skills,” as they are so often referred to, are fun
damental to delivering consulting. The good news is—with
ju st a little practice, everyone can develop the necessary skills.
We are not saying that CPAs don’t possess these skills.
That would be ridiculous. Successful firms are successful be
cause the CPAs have been able to communicate with clients
in a way that motivated them to action. However, CPAs are
not accustomed to selling and delivering services for which
they are not considered to be the experts. It’s one thing to
talk a client into adopting a tax strategy that has a pre
dictable outcome. Motivating that same client to restructure
his or her distribution channels is far more difficult. So, to
help you completely develop your consulting fr amework
skills, we wrote this chapter as a primer to the “soft skills.”

C ommunication F oundation
This section is on the psychology behind communication.
We discuss four fundamental tips that will enhance the
success of your efforts. They are:
1.
2.

Make your first impression work for you.
Be aware of the nonverbal messages you are sending
and receiving.
Ask questions.
Listen.

3.
4.

M aking

a

G ooD F irst I mpression

It is scary to think about the dramatic impact the first few
seconds make in an introductory meeting. The concept that
people can, and often do, judge a book by its cover unfor
tunately has validity. People have learned to survive in
business (and in life) by making quick judgments based on
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very little information. So in about the time it takes to say
this isn't fair, you can appease or alienate a potential client
without making a sound. This occurs because what we
wear, how we look, our size, our demeanor, how we smell,
and so on, all send messages. With this in mind, consider
the five steps everyone in your organization should incor
porate into the first few seconds of every contact:
1. Look into your client's eyes.
2. Smile.
3. Verbally acknowledge the person, saying, for example,
“Hi, how are you?"
4. Say the name aloud. I f you don't know it, ask, then say
it aloud—everyone likes to hear their own name.
5. I f a t all appropriate, reach out and touch—normally
this is a handshake (avoid the wet-noodle and bonecruncher handshake styles).
In addition, continually ask yourself the question, How
would I like to be treated? When this type of attitude be
comes standard operating procedure, you can rest assured
that your clients will start out with a positive feeling to
wards your organization. Dr. Karl Krumm, a psychologist
friend of ours, put it best when he relayed this comment,
“Always keep in mind that everybody needs to feel like
they are somebody.” So when you start out every encounter
focusing on treating the client the way you want to be
treated, you send the all-important message that he or she
is special to you and your firm.
There are many m essages that are sent and received
during the first few seconds of an introductory meeting.
Becoming aware of them and learning to respond appro
priately are of critical importance. Some of these m essages
are verbal, some nonverbal, which leads us to the next
topic.

I nter preting N onverbal M essages
You can learn as much about what is being said by watch
ing . . . as you can by listening.
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Dr. Albert Mehrabian, a noted researcher in the
area of nonverbal communication, estimated that
more than 90 percent of a person’s feelings is com
municated nonverbally. Another communication
researcher, M.L. Knapp, cited a series of studies
that indicated that listeners tend to give more
weight to vocal cues (such as inflection, tone, and
pitch) than to the words themselves.
Nonverbal m essages dramatically affect the
meaning of the words we say. How can we use this
information to our advantage? Well, it isn’t as
hard as it might seem.

The F irst Im pression
The first step is to recognize the impact of nonverbal m es
sages. The next hurdle is to become accustomed to con
stantly interpreting these messages, and to become aware
of what you do that sends some kind of signal. For instance,
how you are groomed, dressed, or smell reflects what you
think of yourself, how much money you make, your level
of education, and more.
Unfortunately, quick judgments such as these usually are
based on stereotypes. Even though stereotyping is a form of
discrimination, we all do it in varying degrees. We know . . .
not you. Go ahead and tell us that you don’t have a clue as
to the income, political posture, or hobbies of police officers.
Do they belong to the National Rifle Association? Are they
typically Democrats or Republicans? Regardless of your an
swers, if you had any opinion at all, you are guilty of stereo
typing. Each stereotype carries with it some combination of
expectations and perceptions. These then become the ruler
by which all comments and gestures are measured.
For example, many people still have a perception that
CPAs sit in ill-lit rooms wearing little green visors and
adding up numbers.
It’s human nature to subconsciously group people into
predetermined categories. So think about how your client
is likely to categorize and interpret the nonverbal messages
you are sending, like the way you dress, the formality of
your office, the car you drive, and so on. The key here is
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not to change to fit a certain image, but rather, to be aware
o f the messages associated w ith certain careers, possessions,
and lifestyles. This awareness will then allow you to take
advantage of the positive impressions and adapt or over
come the negative ones.
For instance, it would not be advisable to drive a Lexus
and wear a $600 suit to visit a prospective farm client. As
a CPA, you already have to deal with a city image. Adding
an expensive foreign car and a high-priced suit to your in
troduction would be disastrous. However, if you visit that
same farmer wearing jeans and boots, you’re likely to be
less intimidating. If wearing jeans and boots is a deviation
too far from your style, then at least take off your coat and
loosen your tie.
This same “formality reduction factor” is applicable in a
number of other situations too, such as touring a manufac
turing plant floor or a construction site. The reason you need
to pay attention to this kind of stuff is because you always
want to work towards creating an environment that isn’t dis
tracting to your client. In other words, your clothing, groom
ing, introductory first few seconds, and so on, should not de
mand more attention than what you want to say or do.
A general concept to keep in mind regarding first im
pression nonverbal m essages is that it is very difficult to
sell more than one idea at a time!
For example, if your job is to better understand what is
happening on your client’s manufacturing shop floor and
you show up in a suit, you are likely to receive heightened
resistance. The idea you would likely be selling in this in
appropriately formal attire is that you are a “Suit,” some
one in management trying to con the plant out of necessary
equipment, funds, and so on. By dressing more like the
workers on the shop floor, you have one less strike against
you, and are one step closer to achieving the desired results.
For this same reason, women in business were alerted
years ago (through books like John Malloy’s Dress for Suc
cess) to the value of dressing in more conservative clothes.
Why? Because a woman wearing a skirt slit half-way up
the side was attracting too much attention to her appear
ance. Considering the concept that it is hard to sell more
than one idea at a time, it becomes imperative that we do
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everything possible to ensure that what we have to say or
do is not being diminished by other distractions.
The issues w e've just discussed relate to the kind of first
impression you make. And that’s important. But ongoing
body language, both your client’s and your own, carries
even more weight.

O ngoing Body Language
By constantly monitoring your client’s nonverbal cues, you
have the opportunity to adjust and fine-tune the commu
nication experience to maximize its effectiveness. Here are
some common areas to observe:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tone o f voice
Posture
Eye contact
A rm and leg position
Body movement (nodding head or squirm ing due to rest
lessness)
Facial expressions
Physical distance between you and your client

When you are with your clients, pay close attention to eye
contact, both yours and theirs. Strong eye contact shows in
terest, but if it is too strong, it becomes intrusive. On the
other hand, if you are continually looking away, then you
are sending nonverbal messages that are likely to be inter
preted negatively, such as not being confident, or even worse,
not being truthful. Obviously, at the same time, your clients
are sending back messages through their eye contact as well.
We’ve worked with thousands of CPAs across the coun
try, and this simple but important area of eye contact is
one (of many) that needs some serious work. In exercise
after exercise, CPAs exclude people due to sloppy eye con
tact. Some CPAs just don’t want to look at the person they
are talking to; they want to look at the floor, the walls, or
the ceiling. Others have no problem maintaining eye con
tact in a one-on-one conversation, but when another party
is added, they neglect eye contact with the new member.
Remember, it is up to us to maintain eye contact with
everyone in the group, whether that is one person, or many.
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Why? Because it’s part of the job of a good communicator to
manage your eye contact in order to make sure everyone
feels included. By doing so, you also let your communication
group know you are being confident, honest, and sincere.
However, a more important job is for you to monitor your
client’s eye contact. If a client won’t look at you during your
conversation, then there may be a problem. Maybe the
client is embarrassed about an activity going on at work,
or maybe the terminology you are using is too technical,
or maybe he or she is shy. The point is . . .
Loss of eye contact is a signal that a problem exists. It’s your
job to discover what the problem is and then find a way to
make it go away.
Another message to monitor is arm and leg position. If your
client’s arms and legs are crossed, and he or she is leaning
away, this could signal resistance. But then again, maybe
your client is just cold. Or how about when the client glances
at his or her watch? During a meeting, you always need to
keep part of your mind focused on watching such nonver
bal cues. It’s important to note that gestures usually mean
something. When you observe one (or more importantly, a
group of them), don’t ignore what you’ve seen—react to it.
We do not profess to be experts in the field of nonverbal
communications. Nor do we attempt to dissect every body
movement and stamp a meaning on it. However, when two
or three messages relay the same thing, it’s time to respond.
Unfortunately many people ignore this strategic and valu
able input and find themselves constantly misinterpreting
conversational m essages and being misinterpreted as well.

C ontrolling th e M essages You Send
Not only should you monitor the nonverbal messages you
and your clients are sending, but you should also control
your messages. As the need arises, you may specifically
manufacture some messages to improve the effectiveness of
your communication. Here’s an example of what we mean:
If you are meeting with a client late in the day and you’re
tired, you might unintentionally send messages of disinter
est (such as yawning a number of times or lazily sagging in
your chair). Think of the message you are sending to the
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client: “Thank you for coming in to see me. I’m exhausted
and a little distracted, but I’ll try to wake up enough to help
you. By the way, you get to pay the same rate for my time
as if I were fresh and alert.” To prevent this misperception,
manufacture a quality, caring, attentive nonverbal message
by purposefully sitting up and leaning forward in your chair.
By now, you might be thinking: "Let me see if I understand
you correctly. You’re saying that I should become m anipu
lative and phony if I w ant to improve my communication
skills. Well, I don’t like i t . . .and I don’t buy it!”
We suggest you think of manufacturing nonverbal m es
sages as simply utilizing one of the tools available that can
expedite better communications. Conscious utilization of
nonverbal communication isn’t any more contrived than
walking up to someone and shaking hands. Weren’t you a
little self-conscious and uncomfortable the first couple o f
tim es you stuck your hand out?
The fact is, the controlled mixing of verbal and nonverbal
messages is just a good communication technique. In order
to communicate proficiently, you have to consciously work
on it. With practice, incorporating many of these nuances
will start to come naturally. Others will be uncomfortable.
But over time, most of the once-contrived techniques (like
shaking someone’s hand) won’t seem contrived at all.
The average communicator can start bridging the gap
by consciously tuning in to the nonverbal world. Once
you’re aware of body language, it becomes easy for you to
take advantage of this new information. We all do this now
for the more obvious messages. For instance, if you see a
dog showing its teeth, you quickly recognize that a close
confrontation is not in your best interest. By continuously
monitoring the subtle but ever-present nonverbal m es
sages around you, your ability to understand and be un
derstood w ill improve dram atically. Table 5.1 outlines a
few basics of nonverbal communications.

A sking Questions
Now that you’ve made a good first impression and are on
the lookout for nonverbal messages, you need to get a bet
ter understanding of the client’s situation. Good question
ing techniques can make a world of difference here.
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T a b le 5.1 N o n v e rb a l M essa g es
Positive Messages
Action

Result

Make eye contact

One of the most important things to do.
Establishes credibility and trust.

Include others in the
conversation

Include all people present in the meeting
by looking at them, and when
appropriate, asking them questions.
Otherwise, you are likely to forge an
adversarial rather than an advocate
relationship with those left out of the
conversation.

Lean forward

Demonstrates interest in the topic and
the person.

Use, but don’t abuse,
gestures

Makes the conversation more animated
and higher in energy.

Wear clothing appropriate
to the area and the
occasion

Being a little over-dressed is safer than
being under-dressed.

Nod in agreement

Denotes that you are paying attention
and depicts a high level of
understanding. Don’t always assume,
however, that someone nodding at you is
in agreement with what you are saying.

Smile

A simple act that can quickly change the
dynamics of any conversation.

Sit at right angles or next
to your prospect at a table

Encourages the perception of equality
and “teamwork.”

Sit at the head of the table

Conveys that you are in charge or
demonstrates authority.

Mimic the other’s motions,
attitudes, tone of voice

Often done unconsciously by the most
persuasive of people because it reinforces
the idea that “I’m like you,” which is a
powerful connection technique.
(c o n tin u e d o n n e x t p a g e )
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T a b le 5.1 N o n v e rb a l M essa g es (co n tin u e d )
Negative Messages
Action

Result

Excluding people from a
conversation

When someone isn’t included in a
conversation (this pertains to group
dialog), such as with occasional eye
contact, a reference to them, or questions
when appropriate, you may do more than
alienate them, you might create covert
enemy.

Leaning away from the
client

Gives the impression of disagreement
regarding the subject or lack of interest.

Pointing fingers

A threatening or scolding gesture. If you
are going to point, use an open whole
hand.

Fidgeting or playing with
an object, such as a pen

Takes people’s attention away from what
you’re saying.

Sitting across from each
other with a desk or table
between you in a
teamwork situation

The desk is a barrier to building a
relationship because it “feels” adversarial
or authoritative. However, if this is
the message you want to convey, go
ahead.

Expressionless face

When you don’t convey interest (like
trying to smile, keeping your eyes open,
nodding when appropriate, and so on), it
is easy to disconnect with your clients,
leaving them cold to the experience.

Standing tall when others
are seated

This is an “I’m in control” move, which
can be negative unless you are trying to
create formality or assume authority.
This technique is powerful in a
conversation when you want to change
the dialog from an idea-sharing to a
take-action mode.

Crossing your arms

This delivers the nonverbal message that
you are closed to whatever idea is being
discussed or that you don’t believe what
the other person is saying.
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Good questioning techniques lead to a gold mine of
knowledge. This knowledge not only incorporates the facts
pertaining to a given situation, it includes the perceptions
and the emotions that surround it as well. This under
standing is necessary because your clients often are not
able to articulate what their difficulty is . . . only that some
thing is wrong. They just give you sy mptoms. Other times,
clients will describe some ancillary problem because they
are too embarrassed to tell you about the real one. That’s
why you have to look at the whole picture—the words and
the emotions—in order to be able to read between the lines.
In other words, you’re normally hired for two reasons:
1.
2.

To identify the unhealthy condition
To help find a cure for it

Here are some tips that will help you perform a better di
agnosis.

Take N otes and R efer to Them Often
A client will often reveal several issues or concerns in a
single statement. Written reminders will help you go back
and address each one. Also, jot down any off-the-wall com
ments you hear. These may lead you to the real problems
later.
We use a tech
nique called the in
vestigative tree (see
the graphic). The
theory is that one
question often un
covers many issues,
and frequently, all of
them need to be ad
dressed. However, in
a normal conversa
tion, without taking
notes, you end up fo
cusing on only the
most familiar of the
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issues. The rest die a quick death. Note the graphic is like
an upside-down tree. The root or trunk represents the
question, and the branches depict significant responses.
For example, let’s assume you ask your client, “So why
did you call this meeting?” The client might reply as fol
lows (the italic indicates branches—key words—you might
jot down to remind yourself of areas and potential oppor
tunities that require further investigation later):
Well, I thought it was time I came in to see what I need to
provide you so you could finish my tax return. You know,
it scares me when I think about my taxes, that’s why I avoid
working on them. It reminds me that I have done such a
poor job planning for my retirement. It’s not that I don’t
try, but it seems all of my discretionary income is going to
wards saving for my kids' college fund, which looks like it
is going to fall short of what I had hoped. By the way, have
you heard anything about this new retirement community
being built about 15 miles from here? I was thinking that
might be something for my parents to consider as it is get
ting harder and harder for them to get around. Now that I
sit back and think about all of this . . . it makes sense that
I’m such a wreck. My stress level has to be off the charts.
While this is exaggerated for the purpose of this text, it’s
not far from reality. Here’s a case where the CPA asked
one simple question, and five important issues were raised
that require further investigation. Why? Because as advi
sors, it’s important that we understand what is bothering
our clients. By always keeping this communication chan
nel open, opportunities for providing assistance will con
stantly arise.
As a note-taking technique, when you conceptually think
about your questions as an upside-down tree, it helps you
tune in to responses that would create new branches. When
you hear a comment or thought that needs more attention,
write down a key word to remind you of the newly created
branch and circle it. Continue on your current course of
questioning and note-taking, and when you have reached
the end of the current branch you are investigating, stop
and review your notes. Find one of the circled words jot
ted down earlier and start a new series of questions until
you fully understand that issue as well. By continuously
identifying new information branches, you make it much
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easier to go back later to uncover important ideas or con
cerns.
The problem of skipping over important information is
obvious in so many conversations. Not only do we overlook
valuable information because we forget to go back and pur
sue it later, but we make the reverse mistake as well. This
occurs when we string two or three questions together. If
you pay close attention to the questions you ask during the
next week or so, don’t be shocked at how many times you
ask more than one question at a time. Since the person
you are talking to isn’t using our note-taking technique,
nine tim es out of ten, he or she will answer only one of the
questions you asked. This is regrettable because often the
two or three questions strung together were all significant.
In our experience, the questions that are skipped over by
the client are then usually overlooked by the questioner as
well. Therefore, it’s important to use whatever techniques
you can to ensure that the questions you ask are answered,
and that the issues your clients raise are investigated. This
focus increases your chances of helping your clients expo
nentially.

Ask Open-Ended Q uestions
Open-ended questions force your clients to do the talk
ing. A question that has become a personal favorite of
ours for starting conversations with clients is, “So w hat’s
been keeping you awake at night lately?” Another stan 
dard is, “What do you see as your biggest challenge in
the upcoming six months?” You can easily play off that
later w ith the same question, substituting the word “op
portunity” for “challenge.” Once you ask one of these
open-ended questions, let the clients take you where they
w ant to go. Then, play off each of their answers w ith
more specific questions that help you understand the is
sues relative to that information branch. This technique
stim ulates conversation and facilitates a thorough in 
vestigation. However, the key is to use open-ended ques
tions to facilitate topic freedom w ithin the conversation.
Then use closed-ended (yes-no, or narrow confirmationtype) questions to verify understanding.
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The following example demonstrates how to ask openended questions and then play off the client’s responses.
CPA: So, what’s been keeping you awake at night lately?
Client: I’d have to say lately it seems we spend a lot more
time focusing on cash flow. As you know, sales have been
steadily increasing, but that has the negative effect of in
crementally squeezing our cash supply.
[Information Branch: Cash Flow Problem]
[Information Branch: Steady Increase in Sales]
CPA: You say your business is growing faster than your
cash flow. What do you think is causing you to grow so
fast?
Client: Well, w e’ve introduced a new product and our cus
tomers have been very excited about it.
[Information Branch: New Product]
CPA: Tell me about your product.
Client: It’s a portable power tool which allows one repair
person to do work that, until now, took two.
CPA: Who uses it?
Client: Anyone who performs field repairs on heavy equip
ment.
CPA: How big is the marketplace?
Client: Our calculation is that there are at least 12,000
workers who could use our product.
CPA: Are you planning to market only in Texas?
Client: Today, yes. But we hope to include California and
New York before the end of the year. If that turns out okay,
then we’ll expand throughout the rest of the states. We
also have our eye on Europe.
[Information Branch: M arketing Expansion]
CPA: How many of these tools do you need to sell in or
der to pay the bills . . . given the first year’s planned ex
pansion?
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Client: Right now, about 600. But we need to add more
manufacturing capacity within the next few years. And
with the combination of these facilities and our new sales
offices, our overhead will drive that break-even number to
about 1,800 within the next eighteen months.
[Information Branch: M anufacturing Capacity]
CPA: What are your sales now?
Client: So far, we are halfway through the year and our
sales and backlog total 500.
CPA: Does this sales volume stress your cash flow?
Client: Well, I guess the answer is yes since it currently
is out-of-control. We can easily m eet our payables and pay
roll for the next couple of months . . . but after that, we’ll
need more money.
CPA: How much additional money do you need in order to
handle your anticipated growth over the next twelve
months?
Client: Our management team feels we need to double our
lending limit. It currently is $200,000.
[Information Branch: Increased Lending Limit]
This conversation can continue easily for hours. The ab
breviated scenario is used to illustrate questioning built
around the words who, what, where, when, why and how.
The CPA follows the client’s lead with a combination of
open and closed questions to facilitate understanding.
During this conversation, several issues were identified.
First, in the near term, the client needs help planning for
adequate cash flow around growing sales. This is compli
cated even further by planned new product expansion into
new markets. In addition, demand is expected to stress the
plant’s capacity within a few years. All of this equates to
a complex set of issues that will require lending limit ad
justm ents and more. In this example, the consultant has
barely scratched the surface regarding questions left to ask
in order to fully understand each information branch. But
this example makes it easy to see how a question about
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cash flow can lead to a number of other concerns, just by
following the client’s lead.

When You Are U nsure o f the N ext Q uestion to Ask,
Take a Few M oments to Think
Silence is a powerful tool in communication. Using it
demonstrates confidence and intensifies the moment. An
excellent technique to gain thinking time is to look at your
notepad and look for the information branches we dis
cussed earlier. Whether you are actually reading your
notes or not is irrelevant. But since your client assumes
that you are, it is easy to gain a few uninterrupted mo
ments to gather your thoughts.

U sing the Global F unctions
Questioning Checklist

as

Your

There is one more technique that will help in your inves
tigation. Remember throughout the information-gathering
process that you are not trying to find one hot button, you
are trying to identify all of them (within reason). Often,
the first concern identified is not the primary one, it’s just
the most comfortable one to talk about.
For example, years ago, a new client called us and said
he was having trouble managing the growth of his busi
ness. After we qualified him over the phone to verify that
he was ready to hire someone to help him, we set up a
meeting at his office. For the first hour or so, we talked
about information he needed that he was not getting. He
told us about the inadequacies of his accounting system.
He introduced us to his sales department personnel and
made it clear they were falling short of expectation. After
all of this, with continued diligence in our questioning, he
finally revealed the reason he called us. He was turning
over his entire ten-employee staff about once a year.
This embarrassed him and was something he was not
initially willing to talk about. After about fifteen minutes
more of venting frustration, we were hired on the spot to
find out why he was experiencing such ridiculous turnover.
Before we concluded the meeting, he pre-warned us that
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his management style probably had a lot to do with it. Af
ter a week of interviews, observations, and investigation,
we met with him and summarized the results of our
findings—his employees thought he was a jerk. We ad
dressed that particular problem by hiring a vice president
with thick skin and good people skills. The employees in
teracted with the VP, and the owner limited his jerk re
actions to the privacy of the VP’s office.
The moral of this story is that, most of the time, there
are a variety of open issues that need to be addressed.
Some won’t surface immediately because the client is un
comfortable talking about them. Others won’t surface in
the beginning because the client will attempt to confine
his or her concerns to areas in which he or she feels you
have expertise. And most clients view our skills as far more
narrow than they really are. Therefore, we need to be pre
pared to bring out issues in a multitude of areas. That’s
why we came up with using global functions as a spring
board for our investigation. Remember from chapter 1 that
these areas include the following:
Planning
Products or services
Personnel issues and employee benefits
Operational efficiency
Profitability
Marketing
Technology
Financing
Information management
So what do the global functions have to do with the in
vestigative process? Simple. Use these functional areas as
a checklist in the investigative process. While this next
statem ent sounds bad, it’s human nature, not client intel
ligence that we are referring to.
Clients rarely remember all of their problems.
A natural response to this statement is, “So if my clients
can’t remember their problems, how am I supposed to un
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cover them?” Well, maybe a clearer way to say this is,
clients rarely remember all of their problems without
prompting. This is why the global functions become so im
portant. During the investigative process, you need to page
through in your mind each of these functional areas and
where applicable, ask more questions. Here’s why.
In numerous consulting workshops, we add an uncontrolled
element to our role-play scenarios: we involved real clients.
While this is becoming a common occurrence, recently we
added an extra step to the process. Several days before the
workshop, we asked each client to list ten areas of their
business that “kept them awake at night.” In addition, we
requested that they consider all aspects of their business,
not just the accounting area. Finally, each role-play (real)
client was to send us a copy of their list the day before the
workshop, with the items prioritized from 1 to 10, with 1
being the most critical issue to resolve.
The day of the workshop, the role-play clients arrived at
their designated times with their copy of the problem list
in hand. We asked each of these people to relax and act as
naturally as possible given the “fish bowl” in which this ex
ercise was conducted. Our only request was that they put
the list away once the meeting began. Remember, these
clients made up the list, they then prioritized it, faxed it to
us, and then reviewed it before starting the exercise.
In our role-play scenarios, two groups performed the
same tasks without being able to observe the other. The
client was then asked to provide feedback on the success of
each consulting group. Given all of this, you would expect
the role-play clients (there were several) to be organized,
thorough, and provide each role-play group with the same
information. At least we did! We were wrong! Very wrong.
The information divulged was different for each group be
cause the clients were responding to the questions being
asked. Remember, the one asking the questions, the listener,
is controlling the conversation. So, not only were the an
swers different for each group, so were the priorities. And
guess what—no group ever uncovered even the top five of
the ten pre-defined priorities.
Just to show you how much our questioning and listening
skills need to be improved, here is one situation that re
ally hit home with all of us. One consulting group asked
one of the smaller business owners if he had any financial
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projections to share regarding his business. The business
owner responded, “No,” that he had never done any pro
jections regarding his business.
At this time in the conversation, the consultants were
trying to gather information about anticipated volume. The
odd thing was that the client had brought with him the
performance history and projections of one of his similar
sized competitors, which he wanted to emulate. We knew
he had brought that with him so after the exercise, we
asked him why he didn’t share those numbers with the
consultants. The owner replied, “I forgot. Their question
was addressed at me providing my company’s projection,
which I didn’t have. And I was so caught up in all the
things we were talking about, it skipped my mind.”
This is just one example of many. Here were a series of
clients who were organized and prepared, and yet the in
formation uncovered by the consultants differed dramati
cally. For example, with one interviewer, the client might
say that the company’s biggest problem is in collecting
their receivables. With the next interviewer, the priority
might be identified as ineffective automation in sending
out statem ents and delinquency notices. Yet, with a third
interviewer, the real issue causing chaos would be identi
fied as the lack of accountability. While all of these state
ments are likely to be true because all of them are inter
connected, making sure you understand the real problem
is hard because the client will follow your lead when re
sponding to your line of questions. This latest change in
our role-play scenarios with real clients using a priority
list has continued in numerous workshops. The results are
consistent: clients rarely remember all of their problems,
and even if they did, the priorities would change depend
ing on who was interviewing them.
By using open-ended questions and following the client’s
lead, you will uncover a vast amount of information. How
ever, the client is likely to have forgotten a few important
issues. And some issues identified might be part of other
much broader problems that haven’t been uncovered. So
it’s a good idea to visit the global function list throughout
the investigation in order to maximize your understand-
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ing of all of your client’s concerns. Here are just a few of
the questions that should come to mind:
1 . Planning:
Does the client have a plan?
When was it last updated?
Does the plan drive the organization or does the or
ganization drive the plan?
Does the plan respond to changing market demand?
2 . Products or services:
Are the products or services growing or declining
in demand?
What products or services are on the horizon?
How are the products or services continually en
hanced to respond to market changes?
Are the products or services in the right mix for the
customer base?
What mechanism does the client use to get prod
uct or service feedback?

3.

Personnel issues and employee benefits:
Does the client have high turnover?
Do the people seem motivated?
Do they take care of the customers in a quality man
ner?
Is the operation open to litigation due to inconsis
tent policies?
Do the employees know what is expected of them?
Do people work as a team, or is there constant in
fighting?

4. Operational efficiency:
Does the operation flow smoothly?
Do steps, paperwork, functions overlap to the point
that duplication of effort is common?
Are there needless steps, paperwork, functions be
ing performed?
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5.

6.

Operational profitability:
•
•

Is the product mix optimum?
Are the products priced in a way that leverages the
organization’s ability (quantity, quality, speed)? Is
the gross margin in line with industry?

•
•

Is the profit margin in line with industry?
Are adequate funds, motivational commission sys
tems, and customer contact procedures in place to
support the sales volume required?

Marketing:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
7.

Is marketing haphazardly handled or adequately
planned?
What is the client’s market share?
What is their targeted market share?
Has the marketplace been segmented in order to
determine the lowest cost and most effective con
tact strategy?
Has the customer been clearly identified by the client?
What motivates that customer to buy?
How often does the marketing plan facilitate con
tact with the most likely customers?

Technology:
•
•

8.
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Is there technology that can economically be used
to streamline a function or process?
Do the people know how to use the technology that
is available to them?

Financing:
•
•

•

Does the client have enough funds to adequately sup
port R&D?
Has the client set up credit lines or established
lending or investment relationships to support the
strategic plan?
Does the client have the right kind of resources
(both talent and capital) to fulfill the expectations
of the company’s plan?
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9.

Information management:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does the client’s information system provide
timely, relevant, concise and accurate information?
Is there adequate communication within the orga
nization?
Is the company information protected through daily
backup and off-site storage?
Is there a disaster recovery plan in place?
Does the reporting system deliver the right infor
mation to the right people?
Do we report everything, or just on the exceptions
we expect people to react to?

Questions like these lead the client into thinking about
each area of his or her business, which then converts into
uncovering more opportunities.

Avoiding the Impulse
Quick S olutions

to

A nnounce

There is one major hurdle most CPAs have trouble over
coming during the implementation of expanded question
ing techniques; we call it prem ature speculation. In other
words, as soon as a client starts telling us his or her con
cerns, we start the stop watch. We begin running a race
that nobody else knows or cares about. The objective of the
race, which only other CPAs seem to be aware of, is to tell
our clients how to solve their problems. As soon as we can
speculate what the problem is, we change into our
“answer-person” super-hero outfit and solve the life dilem
mas of our clients.
All too often, because of our history as technicians, CPAs
want to provide quick answers. This may be because we
have trained our clients to expect solutions to complex
problems in a minimal amount of time. But we need to rec
ognize that the only reason our profession has been able
to live up to this expectation is because traditional ac
counting is repetitive and well-defined by rules. Consult
ing is just the opposite.
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One of the first rules a consultant must get used to is
. . . there are very few rules . . . if any at all. Second, solu
tions rarely are all right, all wrong, all black, or all white.
They usually present themselves in various shades of gray.
To arrive at the best alternative, you have to factor in more
than the expected benefits. You also have to consider the
disadvantages of each option and the likelihood that the
personnel assigned can and will properly implement the
solution.
If the solution with the greatest reward is too compli
cated for company personnel to carry out, then a seemingly
less attractive alternative may be the right choice. Fol
lowing this same logic, if management does not believe in—
or is not committed to—a particular solution, then recon
sider the other alternatives. Remember, your objective is
to help find a solution that works, not just find a solution.
When you consider that a consultant has to identify the
client’s problem, understand the pros and cons of possible
alternatives, analyze the commitment and experience of
the personnel involved, and plan on how to overcome any
anticipated hurdles, why would anyone feel compelled to
provide instant solutions? We don't know why, but we do
know that most CPAs are guilty o f this.
Maybe CPAs have an overwhelming urge to demonstrate
competence. Unfortunately, premature responses, more of
ten than not, produce exactly the opposite results. Con
sider the interplay between the client and CPA in our pre
vious example. Many interviewers would have stopped the
questioning process as soon as they had a nibble on their
line. In our scenario, as soon as cash flow was identified
as a concern, the typical modus operandi would be for the
CPA to deliver a twenty-minute monologue on how to con
trol cash. Another soap box oratory that could quickly fol
low would be one of slowing expansion.
The problem is . . . we too quickly jump to conclusions
as to what is really bothering our clients. In the conver
sation above, while cash flow may have been the first is
sue to be identified, maybe the client has a more immedi
ate desire to deal with the less than adequate lending limit.
However, we haven’t asked enough questions to really find
out yet. A discussion on cash flow or slowing expansion
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may be reasonable, but at a later time. It’s just that we
need to be much more patient during the questioning phase
of our work. And if you want to introduce a possible solu
tion, rather than just pressing your monologue button, con
sider converting possible solutions into questions. Consider
the following:
CPA: Have you thought about reducing some of your fixed
cost by establishing distributorships rather than sales of
fices?
Client: Well, we’ve never used distributors. We’ve always
set up our own offices. Do you think using distributors
would help us manage our cash-flow crisis?
CPA: A lot of companies have found that to be the case.
So, we should take a closer look at this possibility and out
line its pros and cons. I’ll make a note of that and we’ll get
back to it later. Now, what factors are motivating you to
grow at such a fast pace?
Client: The demand is there. But more important, we
bought the exclusive right to manufacture and sell this
product. That right is contingent on our having a presence
in at least three states within three years. Also, we need
to sell 10,000 total units within five years. If we jump both
hurdles, we will have satisfied the terms of the contract
and will retain the exclusive rights to this product for the
remainder of its patent life.
This sample dialogue reveals two questioning techniques.
First, if a direct question is asked, give a short answer
(tabling further discussion until later often works well).
Then, resume the questioning. This technique allows you
to return your focus to the task at hand—the investigation
process. By doing a thorough job here, it’s easy to under
stand your client and his or her business. The second tech
nique is, when a thought comes to mind that appears to
be a solution, make a note, wait for the appropriate time,
and present it as a question. If the client likes the idea,
you’ll look good. If the client already has considered the
idea and rejected it, you still look good for asking a logical
and relevant question.
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Always keep this in mind: the object of this investiga
tive phase is to gather as much information as possible.
You have the greatest opportunity to succeed in this quest
when you’re asking questions, not when you are giving an
swers. Why? First, your revelation may seem ridiculous in
light of some aspect of your client’s situation that has yet
to be revealed. Second, most of the time, your client will
wrestle with a problem for several hours or days before
coming to you. When you spit out an answer after ten min
utes of conversation, in a way, you are saying to the client,
“Hey .. . thanks for coming in. However, your problem is
so simple and trivial I don’t have to give it a second
thought. But don’t worry, most of my clients are as stupid
as you are.” Give your clients the respect they deserve.
Make sure you truly understand what’s been keeping them
awake at night before you give your opinions.
Once we feel we have accumulated enough facts, espe
cially if the problem is complex, we give ourselves time to
think. We like to allow ourselves at least one night’s sleep
on the information before proposing alternatives. No one
will object to your asking for this time. If the problem were
simple, you would never have been called in to solve it in
the first place. Once some time has passed and you have
had a chance to review the information again, don’t be sur
prised if many new or improved ideas come to mind.
This leads us to our last communication foundation ele
ment. While improving your ability to ask questions is crit
ical to consulting, this enhanced skill won’t have any im
pact if you don’t put significant emphasis on this final
communication component.

Y our J ob I sn ’t

to

H ave Answers

As a consultant, the client pays you for a variety of rea
sons; to talk to you, to bounce ideas off of you, to get your
perspective, to help identify a problem, to help solve a prob
lem, etc. But considering all of this, it is still not your job
to profess instant solutions.
We know we are repeating ourselves, but as tax ac
countants, our job is to have answers. We are the undis
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puted experts. However, when it comes to running some
one’s business, we are merely trying to fill the role of be
ing valued advisors. And as that advisor, our first job is to
ask questions. Our second job is to listen to whatever the
client says regarding those questions. Third and fourth, re
spectively, we are to ask even more questions and listen
even more attentively to the client’s responses. At such
time that our contact has told us all he or she wants to
share, then we move to the fifth step in the consulting
process, and ask questions of other key people in the or
ganization. This leads us to our sixth step, to listen some
more.
It may appear we are toying with you, but not as much
as you think. We have made a living for almost two decades
billing for consulting services that are based on the premise
that our clients not only know what their problems are,
but how to fix them as well. For example, once a client
identifies a problem, our firm members have learned to re
spond (almost instinctively now) with questions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

What has worked in the past?
What should work, but seems to be less effective than
anticipated?
What does your competition do that seems to work?
What have you thought about doing?
What do you see as being your biggest downside risk if
you stay your present course?

Based on the client’s response to these and similar ques
tions, an incredible number of times, two or three good
ideas will emerge that can immediately improve their sit
uation. This kind of approach allows us to focus our job
around helping our clients articulate, organize, and prior
itize their primary objectives. Then, we assist them in iden
tifying, cost justifying, managing, and implementing what
ever solutions they choose. Do we suggest ideas? Do we
provide answers to many questions? The answers to both
questions is, “Absolutely.” However, that input comes as a
natural part of our involvement, with equally valuable
ideas and comments being shared by other members of the
management team. Most of the time, we contribute more
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than other group participants. But this is not because we
are authorities, but rather because we take the time to cap
italize on the knowledge workers surrounding us. Often,
this is done on almost a covert basis. For example, if poor
accountability regarding the budget appears to be the prob
lem, we would ask questions that lead our clients to that
conclusion. We might start with the remark, “Tell me a lit
tle bit about the budgetary process.” Then we might follow
with, “What happens if a manager ends the year 20 per
cent over budget?” If the client responds, “Nothing,” then
we ask, “Do you think that’s an appropriate reaction in
light of the corporate objective?” The point is, we try to
leverage the client’s knowledge first. After we have ex
hausted that resource, we provide whatever information
we know, or request time to contemplate the information
presented, and then attempt to identify the next step in
the process.
We also believe that one of the best sources for identi
fying and fixing problems is to talk with the $6-per-hour
workers. Since we are outsiders, through one-on-one in
terviews, surveys, facilitated discussions, and so on, we
commonly get to hear, see, and review information many
of the management team members are not privy to. There
are a variety of reasons for this. One is that many man
agers don’t make themselves very approachable. Another
reason for communication breakdown is the manageremployee relationship. Employees are much more likely to
criticize processes and management policy with an out
sider, especially if they want change to occur. If the areas
in question are sensitive or the criticism is likely to be
about powerful players in the organization, then you might
have to put in an extra layer of anonymity protection, with
vehicles such as questionnaires, if you want to get the real
scoop. Why does this work so well with a consultant and
not with management? Because the outsider does not pose
the same threat to employees’ jobs as speaking directly to
management. A third reason managers don’t obtain this
critical information is many don’t pay attention to their
workers. There is a status misconception you will find in
a multitude of organizations that goes something like this:
A $60,000-a-year worker is at least three times smarter.
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with at least three times better ideas, than a $20,000-ayear worker.
Well, this just isn’t true. The $20,000-a-year worker most
likely won’t have the same level of education and knowl
edge or understanding of the business, and won’t have the
confidence, communication skills, or opportunity to pack
age ideas as well to sell to top management. But make no
mistake about it, there are plenty of untapped, valuable
ideas waiting to be discovered if you just take the time to
listen to this resource.
Keep in mind that it is common for management to iden
tify problems, and reasons for those problems, that are dif
ferent from those identified by their employees. Some
times, management is responding more to the symptoms
that the actual causes. The actual workers, the people cop
ing with the day-to-day problems, are typically your best
source for good solutions. Think of it this way. If you as
sume that the people working in the trenches have the
right solutions, then it often becomes our job to find out
how to make their ideas work. It’s like finding a diamond
in the rough .. . there are plenty of idea gems buried within
the workforce that you have to cut, mold, and polish into
workable solutions. This leads us, once again, to the con
clusion that it's not as much our job to have the answers
as it is to know how to fin d or uncover them.

Listening I s Critical I f You
Want to B e E ffective
The last, but certainly not least, of our communication
foundation tips is to listen. If you don’t listen, you can’t
successfully consult. Listening also is the most difficult of
these tips to consistently implement. Why? Because it’s
normally not the focus of anyone’s agenda; people spend
alm ost all o f their time either talking or preparing to talk.
For example, why do you think most people can’t remem
ber someone’s name once they’ve been introduced? It’s sim
ple: we’re so busy thinking about what we’re going to say,
we don’t think about what is being said. To be a good lis
tener, you have to be intent on listening.
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We've tested this point for years with thousands of CPAs.
For example, after spending fifteen minutes discussing the
importance of listening, I mention that each participant of
the workshop will have to stand up and give a three-minute
talk on a recent family event. Following this statement, I
will make a comment about a personal family experience
in which the names of my wife, daughter, and two dogs are
stated. There have been only one or two tim es when any
one has remembered all four names. Most of the time, it
takes all the participants working together to get three of
the four names! The reason—as soon as everyone was no
tified of their upcoming speaking event, all listening
stopped. Their minds were focused on identifying what they
were going to say.
The exercise described above is only one example of sev
eral. Even more regularly, we conduct a listening skills ex
ercise that reveals the same behavior—that people love to
talk and hate to listen.
In this experience, participants are typically broken into
groups of three: a listener, a talker, and an observer. The
observer’s job is to make a mark every five seconds on the
sheet we provide for a period of five minutes. The mark is
charged to whoever is talking at the five-second interval.
Given that, before the clock starts, I make it clear that the
objective is for the listeners to spend as much time as pos
sible listening. I also instruct the talkers not to take on a
deposition style of responding to the listener’s questions
. . . that I want them to answer as if they are an interested
party to the conversation. I do ask, though, that the talk
ers stay self-aware enough to ensure they don’t ramble on
and on to a single question. What we are looking for is two
things. First, can the listener ask the kind of questions
that stimulate conversation. Second, can the listener stay
tuned into the tal ker’s responses well enough to continue
the conversation.
Based on the results fr om thousands of participants, we
find three common traits. Participants have a tendency to—
1. Ask closed-ended questions (rather than open-ended
ones) which restrict rather than extend conversations.
2. Listen for the purpose of identifying areas in which
they have expertise rather than just listening to learn.
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3. Change the role from being the listener to the talker
as soon as a problem area is uncovered in which the
CPA feels competent.
The listeners in our exercises, with the sole objective of
spending time listening, still average talking 50 percent or
more of the time, often up to 70 percent. After this exercise,
it is common for the listeners to sigh a sigh of relief, com
menting that they have just experienced the longest five
minutes of their lives. Think of it this way . . . if we talk
more than 50 percent of the time when we focus all of our
energy on listening, just think how much we talk when we
are in our normal conversation mode. We have concluded
that many professionals don’t need a client in the room to
perform their monologues. They just need someone avail
able long enough to identify which monologue to launch.
So now that w e’ve reported the idea that nobody likes to
listen, notice the hardship that’s created in our question
ing technique example. Every question, except for the
opening one, came from the client’s previous answer. So
by listening to your client, you not only gain insight into
problem areas, but you receive clues for your next question.
Even when the topics go beyond your current background,
by using our approach, it’s rarely noticeable. It allows you
to identify your client’s areas of concern without requiring
a great deal of specialized knowledge. And we find great
solace in the fact that what we don’t know today we can
find out through research, education, or supplement
through association, tomorrow.
Playing off your client’s responses works well because
you condition yourself to ask questions and listen, rather
than talk. Therefore, you minimize the opportunity of ex
posing your weak areas. Rarely w ill you stumble from ask
ing questions, but falling is easy when you’re talking. Other
ways of saying this—
•
•

It’s better to remain silent and be thought a fool than
to speak and remove all doubt.
I t’s much harder to ask a dum b question than it is to
give a dum b answer.

Getting the client to talk, staying focused, learning to ask
open-ended questions, taking notes, stealing think tim e,
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and listening are very basic ideas. However, just because
they’re basic doesn’t mean they’re not important. Quite
frankly, the basics seem to be the first techniques we for
get. Make sure you and your staff revisit these concepts
regularly. And don’t stop there either. Form role-play
groups with other members of your firm to refine these
concepts and skills. Hire an outside consultant to come in
and work with your people to develop more confidence and
expertise in this area. Sit down with one of your closest
clients and play the game “Can I uncover your top five con
cerns?” (we have an exercise at the end of chapter 7 which
could be used for in-firm role-plays or with a close client).
All of this is overwhelming to some. But even if you are
comfortable with the concepts, you need to allow yourself
a comfortable nonthreatening forum to improve your skills.
If you make this commitment, your firm’s ability to deliver
value-added consulting services will increase exponen
tially. Take it upon yourself to put together a program to
help each member of your firm find the consultant buried
inside.

B efore Y ou M ove On
We have included two role-play exercises to give you an idea
as to where your communication weaknesses are. The first
one is a good warm-up exercise in that it is the least threat
ening. The Listening Exercise is meant to highlight whether
you tend to t a l k. . . or get others to talk. Obviously, the more
you can get your clients to talk, the greater chance you have
to find out what might be bothering them. The second ex
ercise, th e Musical Chair Listening Exercise, is done one per
son at a time in front of your role-play group. Read the rules
carefully. Feel free to modify them to suit your organiza
tion. The purpose of this exercise is to bring attention to the
fact that we miss a significant number of opportunities to
uncover areas for which clients have concerns. There are
several other issues that this exercise uncovers that ham
per the consulting investigation, including missing nonver
bal messages, sending negative nonverbal messages, elimi
nating discussion by asking too many closed-ended
questions, and asking two or three questions at a time.
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Finally, and potentially the most important exercise of
all, is one of self-assessment. Just as in the last chapter,
you are asked to identify skills you plan to improve and
activities that will facilitate that improvement. Once
again, this is a personal exercise. It’s easy to skip this step,
but don’t. Right after you have read each chapter is the
best time to decide which ideas and techniques you want
to incorporate into your personal consulting toolkit.
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L is te n in g E x ercise
This is a listening exercise designed for three or four people.
It is simple to do. Get a couple of volunteers from your office
and sit down in a room together to try this. One will take on
the role of Listener, another of Talker, the remaining one or
two will act as Observers. The exercise starts with the Listener
asking the first question. From there, the Listener, by listen
ing to the responses of the Talker, is to keep the Talker talk
ing. Theoretically, the Listener should have minimal time
recorded by the end of this exercise. To do this, the Listener
has to ask open-ended questions, note branches in conversa
tions, and pay close attention to the Talker. Note: Talker, an
swer the Listener’s questions and stop talking. While you are
not trying to make it difficult for the Listener, you are also not
supposed to listen to the first question and then talk for five
minutes straight. After the exercise is complete, rotate so that
everyone can role-play every role.
One of the observers is to act as a timekeeper. The other ob
server, if there is one, is to watch for nonverbal clues. This
sheet is for the timekeeper. Here’s how it works. In fivesecond intervals, sequentially place the abbreviation (Abbv) of
the person talking in the next available space below. Common
abbreviations might be L (for the person on your left) and R
(for the person on your right), 1 and 2, the first initial of each
person’s name, or whatever is easier for the Observer to re
member. At the end of the five-minute exercise, tally up who
was doing all of the talking.
If there is a second observer, the sheet following this is for you
to take notes as to nonverbal cues you noticed during the ex
ercise. List both positive and negative attributes that you no
ticed, and at the end of the exercise, share your findings with
the rest of the group.
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L is te n in g E x ercise T in ier S h e e t
Listener Name:

Abbv:

Talker Name:

Abbv:

Total time: Listener:

# times 5 or > marks in a row:

Talker:

# times 5 or > marks in a row:
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L is te n in g E x ercise O b serve r S h e e t
Listener Name:
Talker Name:
Note the nonverbal cues delivered by both the Listener and the
Talker. Comment about their style, how they use gestures,
what they do with their hands, how they position their bodies,
eye contact, confidence in voice, whether they included every
one in the conversation, and anything else you see that con
veys nonverbal messages.
Listener:

Talker:
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M u sic a l C h a ir L is te n in g E xercise

Rules of the Game:
The objective is for the consultant to keep the client talking
using investigative questioning techniques for a total of ten
minutes. The exercise is played with three people: a consul
tant, client 1, and client 2. Client 1 is the primary decision
maker for the consultant, however, client 2 is considered by
client 1 to be a valuable confidant.
The rotation of the game is: the new player becomes the con
sultant, last round’s consultant becomes the current round’s
client 1, and last round’s client 1 becomes the current round’s
client 2. With each round, a new consultant is brought into the
game and everyone else in the game rotates to a new position.
A round is over either (1) when the clock counts down from ten
m inutes to zero, or (2) when the consultant earns his or her
third strike.

There are five ways for the consultant to earn a strike:
1.

Any time an area of potential opportunity is introduced,
the consultant is to yell “branch.” If the consultant does
not yell “branch,” a strike is earned.

2.

If the consultant asks more than one question at a time
without correcting him self or herself, a strike is earned.

3.

Anytime either client sends a nonverbal message that
could he meaningful to the conversation, the consultant is
to yell “m essage.” If the consultant m isses it, a strike is
earned.

4.

If a closed-ended question is asked without the consultant
yelling “closed” before the question is completed, a strike
is earned.

5.

If the consultant doesn’t make eye contact with client 2 for
at least five full seconds every sixty seconds, a strike is
earned. Client 2 is to watch for this and declare the strike
as client 1 has the lead in this exercise and is likely to re
ceive all the attention.
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Consultant:
Notes: ____

Consultant:
N o tes:____

Consultant:
N o tes:____
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S e lf-A ssessm en t T im e L in e
R e la tiv e to D e v e lo p in g M y L is te n in g S k ills
The following are S k ills I plan to Im prove:
___________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

__ _________________________________

By when:

___________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

___________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

__ _________________________________

By when:

___________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

The following are A c tiv itie s I plan to A tte m p t:
__ _________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

___________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

Chapter 6

D elivering
Value-Adding
Services

P

reparing to deliver value-adding consulting services
starts with taking a closer look at each of the words
in this phrase.
Delivering is more than just offering or performing ser
vices; it includes the ability to provide:
The right product or service,
at the right price,
in the right quantity,
of the right quality,
at the right time,
in the right manner or fashion,
and at the right place for a particular situation.
The words value-adding represent a perspective. Deliver
ing value-adding services means more than obtaining re
sults. It encompasses the balancing of:
The benefits achieved
against
The costs to obtain them.
Value also denotes that a transition is in order. This tran
sition is for consulting CPAs to move from primarily deal
ing with their clients’ pasts to concentrating on ways of en
hancing their futures. Because the future is not bound by
rules or laws (as opposed to tax preparation, audits, fi
nancial statem ents, and so on), our recommendations are
often merely educated guesses. Since solutions are rarely
109
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clearly right or wrong, good communication skills become
essential to the consulting process.
Good communication, future-focused services and the
proper balancing of costs versus benefits is the foundation
to providing value to your client. But keep in mind that
value is a judgment that only the client can bestow.
The term service is a reminder that much of consulting
is intangible and relationship-sensitive. A major portion of
the product consultants provide relies on their ability to
perpetuate a problem-resolution environment.

Cash , Capacity,

and

Capability

Helping companies come up with implementable solutions
is not an “at any cost” proposition. Therefore, we have to
consider the resources of the client in determining how to
deliver the services requested.
There are two basic resources we, as CPAs and consul
tants, have to offer. The first is knowledge, which has been
gained through years of education and experience in deal
ing with business, accounting, and tax matters. The sec
ond is manpower; it is common for CPA firms to supply
the necessary management skills and labor force to com
plete a project. Historically, these resources have been
packaged as one service. But for consulting purposes, they
need to be thought of, sold, and delivered separately. Why?
Because, in order to be effective and efficient, consulting
services need to be delivered in a manner commensurate
with the client’s resources. Simply stated:
Offer the services in increments the client can afford.
The larger the client, the more likely it can afford to retain
consultants for advice, vision, and labor. Conversely, the
smaller the client, the less likely it can pay for this bundle
of services. Interestingly enough, Fortune 1000-sized busi
nesses often provide their own advice and vision and out
source the labor. This has become a huge marketplace for
large accounting firms, especially for the four largest firms.
Middle market sized operations will just as likely be in need
of the advice and vision as the labor side of the consulting
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service, depending on the project. And finally, small orga
nizations will have a constant demand for advice, vision,
and labor, but will rarely be able to afford the labor. There
fore, advice and vision are the focus for these organizations.
A question often asked us about this time is, “How large
is a small business?” In our opinion, the key does not lie
in the words large or small, nor in the number of employ
ees or sales dollars. Rather it lies in the resources the busi
ness has available. Every company is made up of some com
bination of cash, capacity, and capability. When cash is the
most limited resource within a company (for instance, if
paying a consulting firm $2,000 in a month would be a sig
nificant financial burden), then we approach our work as
if the business were small.
For these clients to gain the greatest impact from their
consulting dollar , we unbundle each of our services and make
a clear distinction between the costs for advice, direction and
vision, and human resources required to complete the work.
By unbundling services, the small business can opt to
supply its own consultant labor force. This person or group
of people (usually part of or all of the management team)
then work under the direction of the consultant CPA. Since
the management team rarely receives additional compen
sation for performing extra assignments, this option allows
the company to save a significant amount of money.
The idea of unbundling services is simple and hardly
seems worthy of so much attention. But the problem is . . .
it is almost second nature for CPAs to package solutions
that contain both expertise and manpower. While this com
bination is easier to manage, control and complete, it is a
luxury many small businesses can’t afford.
The tradition of the CPA performing all of the work has
evolved fr om years of practical real world experience. Why?
Because CPA firms first focused on large SEC-regulated
companies. As time passed, that support has filtered down
into smaller and smaller companies. Now CPAs provide
services from the Fortune 100 companies to the start-up
mom-and-pop shops. However, many CPAs attempt to use
the same methodology for delivering services to all sizes of
businesses. The problem is . . . the one-approach-fits-all
method ju s t doesn't work.
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For years, the philosophy behind consulting has been,
“If the client wanted to do it themselves, they wouldn’t
have hired us.” This is a fairly realistic perspective for a
business that has more cash than capacity or capability.
However, cash usually is the m ost lim ited resource of the
small business. With this in mind, the philosophy behind
small business consulting should be:
The client has done everything they know how to do. They
have hired the consultant to help them identify what needs
to be done next, direct and train them as to how to do it,
and orchestrate the completion of various projects.
The bottom line is . . . time-consuming, tedious, repetitive
tasks have to be delegated to the client when performing
certain small business consultations or engagements. This
change in approach is difficult because old habits have to
be broken—habits like providing both the brain work and
the grunt work.
Consider this: Small business owners are the designated
fire fighters, managers, salespeople, janitors, bookkeepers,
and everything else. Unfortunately, this day-to-day in
volvement keeps them focused on the present. Since many
small businesses can’t afford the overhead, at least on a
daily basis, of a visionary person (like a CEO or CFO), a
void in the company’s perspective is created. That’s where
consultants are needed most: to fill that void by helping
the client with the brain work of planning, organizing,
growing, and becoming more profitable.
Ultimately, the difference between delivering mediocre
versus superior services lies in the consultant’s ability to
quickly and correctly identify the proper level of service
(brain versus grunt work) for each client. Here’s the
process that we follow:
1.
2.

Identify projects: Determine the various services or ar
eas for which the client has asked for assistance.
Break each project into tasks: Itemize the specific tasks
required to complete the job. Sequence these tasks in
the order in which they should be completed. Then
identify any possible scheduling conflicts (yours or your
client’s). Find the skill level required for each specific
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task. In other words, identify which areas require your
expertise and identify which tasks can be delegated
(preferably to your client, or if that is impractical, to
a less experienced member of your firm). Next, con
sider the time required to complete each task.
Match client resources against task requirements.
Your client has some level of capability, capacity, and
cash. Evaluate each area for strengths and weak
nesses.

This does not have to be a formal process. With small pro
jects, this is a very quick mind exercise that you most likely
go through, at least subconsciously, right now. The larger
the project, the more important it is to inject formality in
this process. The following example illustrates this threestep process:
Todd, a new client, has spent two years writing a software
program in his spare time. He feels his package has a great
deal of revenue potential so he wants to market it. Unfor
tunately, Todd has very little money. He comes to you for
suggestions on financing. Additionally, he would like to
open an office, but is afraid he may not have the negotiat
ing skills required to obtain a competitive lease. Finally, he
says that he may need some help automating his financial
information.
Your first step, as discussed previously, is to identify the
projects:
1.
2.
3.

Financing
Office space and negotiating the lease
Setting up books

Next, break each project into tasks and itemize the re
quirements. Continuing with our example, let’s take a look
at Todd’s situation.
1.

Financing. In order to obtain a loan, specific informa
tion needs to be provided to the lender. Although this
can be time-consuming, the critical skills are (a) deter
mining what information should be prepared, and (b)
massaging that information into a marketable format.
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Assembling most of the documentation does not demand
a high level of expertise. The tasks might include the fol
lowing:
•
•

Identify the required loan documentation.
Prepare a draft of each item required by the loan
document.

•

Massage the documentation to maximize its pres
entation.
Present the loan package.

•

Office space and negotiating the lease. The actual ne
gotiation of a lease generally is not time-consuming.
However, the expertise required is high because the
negotiator m ust be able to recognize a fair offer when
it comes to monthly charges, utilities, common area
maintenance, taxes, insurance, finish-out allowances,
and so on. The tasks associated with this phase might
include the following;
•
•
•
•
•

Identify two or three acceptable locations.
List the pros and cons of each space.
Prioritize the locations.
Compare financial commitment.
Negotiate the lease.

Setting up books. Setting up a small company’s books
requires a high level of skill due to the demand for ac
counting expertise and computer knowledge. Both
types of expertise are required since Todd plans to au
tomate this function. The time necessary to perform
this task also is high. So, in this example, the task
breakdown might include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Verify that an automated system is warranted and
feasible.
Identify the best accounting software alternatives.
Investigate which package is the best fit.
Install the application.
Create a chart of accounts.
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Design reports.

•

Start entering financial information.
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After the project is analyzed and the tasks identified, the
next step is to review the client resources and match them
to the requirements. Continuing with Todd’s situation, we
will look at the resources of cash, capacity, and capability.
Cash. Since this is Todd’s tightest commodity, most of
the detail work has to be done by him in order to m in
imize the cash requirement.
2 . Capacity. Because Todd quit his previous job to focus
on his software company, for the most part, all of his
time is available. Todd’s capacity, or time available to
take on more work, is his most abundant resource.
3. Capability. Todd’s skill levels need to be analyzed in re
lation to each of the three projects identified at the start:
a. Financing. With a little guidance, Todd has the
ability to put together a draft of most of the loan
documentation. However, the cash-flow statem ents
and breakeven analysis are going to require some
extra coaching.
b. Office space. Todd knows where he would like to
locate and can pull together an analysis of his top
candidates. However, he does not feel prepared to
adequately haggle over the lease particulars.
c. Autom ated books. Todd, as a programmer, has an
abundance of computer skills that will aid him in
automating his accounting. Like many program
mers, he has a good understanding of accounting,
but will need some occasional technical guidance.
1.

The B alancing A ct
Having reviewed Todd’s resources, it is time to match them
against the task requirements. Since Todd has more ca
pacity and capability than cash, the approach is clear:
To limit his cash outflow yet achieve his objectives, Todd
must do most of the leg work!
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This makes the consultant's role more difficult because
he or she is just performing the brain work: planning, task
identification, and project orchestration. For instance,
here’s how we might approach this project.
1. Financing:
a. Create a “To Do” list for Todd of the required loan
documentation.
b. Instruct Todd to prepare rough drafts of the as
signed documentation.
c. Once the drafts are delivered back to us, look them
over for errors and suggest improvements. In this
phase, the focus is to improve the overall mar
ketability of the package—to verify that the pack
age emphasizes the strengths of the information.
For example, make sure Todd’s many contacts and
good standing in the local software market are
highlighted. Check his projections for feasibility
and thoroughness. Look over the projected income
and expenses to verify that the anticipated profits
are ample to repay the requested note. Help Todd
with the presentation of his documents—in other
words, assist him in preparing a loan proposal that
can sell his ideas.
d. Finally, since Todd does not feel secure with his
presentation skills, accompany him to the meeting,
and aid him in selling his loan package to the bank.
2.

Office space and negotiating the lease:
a. Ask Todd to select three places in which he would
like to locate.
b. Once these sites have been identified, have Todd
create a list of the pros and cons of each space.
c. Review his choices with him, guiding him by point
ing out the relative importance of each item on his
list. After getting an idea of Todd’s needs and de
sires in office space, it’s time to choose the preferred
location.
d. Schedule a few hours to meet with the landlord to
negotiate a lease.
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By having Todd do all the leg work, you minimize your in
volvement, making your services affordable. But most im
portant, you can offer your expertise where it is most ben
eficial: negotiating and finalizing Todd’s new lease.
3. Setting up hooks:
Since Todd is a programmer, he is familiar with software.
However, he doesn’t know much about accounting software
for personal computers.
a.

Give Todd a list of several system s that will ac
commodate him. Then refer him to a local software
or computer store to find more information on each.
Advise him to call if any questions arise during his
investigation.
b. Advise Todd to choose the package with which he
is most comfortable.
c. Next, instruct Todd to install the software, estab
lishing the default chart of accounts and financial
statements.
d. Tell Todd to print whatever information he creates.
Meet with him to review it. Suggest additions, dele
tions, and changes to the information presented.
e. Advise Todd to make the corrections that result
from your meeting with him.
f.

Look over the corrected information. Finally, iden
tify the monthly information necessary to prepare
the financial statements and define procedures for
accomplishing this task.

How Do You Find th e Right Balance?
Obviously, the example above represents a simple situa
tion. However, the general principle is always the same:
Find the appropriate balance between the requirements of
a project and the resources of the client: whether the re
sources are in the form of cash, capacity or capability.
In Todd’s case, the total project is estimated to take about
70 hours. If the consultant performs all of the work, at
$150 per hour, the charge would be around $10,500 (which
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is out of line with Todd’s financial position). However, if
you take on the role of planner-project manager-delegator,
the consultant’s involvement is reduced to only about 20
hours, or about $3,000. This approach not only saves Todd
a great deal of money, but allows him to learn more about
his business along the way.
It is your job to help your client find the right balance
for each project. In each of your planning meetings, always
be candid and set the proper level of expectation. Rem ind
your client that the level o f your involvement is under his
or her control, and that the more time you spend on the pro
ject, the more it will cost. Conversely, the more work the
client w ill do, the less you have to do, which in turn saves
the client money. Whenever possible, provide your client
with estimate ranges for the various levels of service. By
doing this, you give your client the tools necessary to log
ically manage your efforts.
As your client’s situation changes, so will your involve
ment. As a client grows and becomes more profitable, man
agement skills may be more in demand than cash. There
fore, additional services (capability/capacity) may be
appropriate. And that’s great . . . as long as the services
provided are in line with the budget available.

A S imple F ormat
We offer this simple, four-point consulting format to help
you maximize your effectiveness and minimize the con
sulting dollars:
1. Meet with your clients and assign them tasks . . . or
homework.
2. From time to time, assist them when they call for a d 
ditional direction.
3. A t designated regular intervals, meet with your clients
and review their homework.
4. Conclude each meeting with a new list o f assignments.
By keeping this in mind, you will find yourself delegating
more and more work. And that is the first step towards
providing valued services to the small business.
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What If the Client D oesn 't
Want to D o the L eg Work?
Let’s consider, for a moment, that your client has little money
and no inclination to provide the time or skills to keep the
consulting bill within reason. What should you do? This is
the easiest answer in the book: don't take the job. Too many
CPAs get burned this way. Knowing when to walk away is
the key to both your profitability and your sanity. Given this
situation, it’s time to draw your unreasonable client a map
as to how to get to one of your competitors’ offices.

T he E nd R esult
By looking at each project and balancing each task’s re
quirement with the resources available, a consultant can—
•
•
•

Deliver value-adding services.
Make a significant contribution to the client's prosperity.
M aintain high billing rates.

The challenge in delivering these small business consult
ing services lies in the CPA's ability to change from the
doer role to that o f project leader or coordinator.
Your focus needs to be on working to improve your project
management and task identification skills. The ability to
quickly reduce a large project into bite-size pieces is para
mount if you want to step up to the small business challenge.
Even though this strategy can be demanding and, at
times, stressful, we feel consulting is still the most excit
ing and rewarding job in accounting. You’re involved,
you’re contributing and you’re making a difference in your
clients’ future. Remember though .. . anyone can provide
consulting, but few can provide real value. And that’s our
constant challenge.

E stimating

the

P roject: P ricing

Upon initial glance, this might seem to be a topic that
should be covered later in this text. However, it’s impor
tant that we cover it now. Why? Because we need to be
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comfortable with pricing in order to effectively deal with
the questions that arise during the selling process. This
book is organized so that each chapter builds on the skills
and techniques discussed in the previous ones. But before
we get started, please take out a blank sheet of paper and
respond to this situation:
You have a bookkeeping client for whom you prepare
monthly financial statements. She pays you $250 a month.
She recently commented that she would like to bring this
function in-house. Your client is willing to use the same
software you use in-house to do her monthly processing.
What will you charge her to make this transition?
Now that you have written down your estimate, it’s time
to continue reading. We will ask you to redo this exercise
at the end of this chapter in order to see if our approach
impacts the estimate you have just completed.
One technique that maximizes your ability to get a com
mitment is phasing. Phasing is nothing more than break
ing projects into bite-sized pieces. Each phase should have
a logical completion point, one at which a client gains ad
ditional insight as to the probable benefits to be gained.
Projects under this approach are typically estimated by
phase, and while a general idea as to the total cost has
been identified, the more tightly controlled budget is at the
phase level. The client understands that each phase cre
ates a management decision point—an opportunity for the
client to stop the project, continue the project as planned,
restructure the project, re-assign personnel, or make some
other change in course.
When our firm uses the phasing approach, our first
phase is almost always the “We need to get a first-hand
look at what’s really going on” phase, which is best de
scribed as information-gathering. Typical techniques in
clude—
•
•
•

Interviewing key personnel.
Observing operations, technology, and so on.
Conducting a survey (often the survey gathers infor
mation from many more than the key personnel that
would normally be interviewed).
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•

Reviewing documentation, including financial, organi
zational, procedural, and legal information.

•

Completing a simple organizational flowchart which il
lustrates the business processes.

The first phase usually includes the preparation of a gen
eral project plan, with a detailed description as to what
should happen or be expected in the next phase. While that
sounds easy, determining what you are going to do in each
phase (even if it’s just the next phase) can be a mind-numb
ing time-consuming process. A great place to start is to re
view the approach, timetable, and outputs from other pro
jects you have completed. If your project is a totally new
experience, don’t get caught up in detailing the entire job;
just lay out the objectives from a broad perspective, and
only create a detailed plan for the next phase. At the com
pletion of each phase, only lay out the next phase in de
tail. Why? Because even a project with which you are in
tim ately familiar always has surprises that create
problems or delays. Trying to identify every step along a
road you may not travel is usually a w aste of time. In other
words, when the project is an unknown, we rarely plan in
detail beyond the next immediate objective because we are
so unsure of what we are likely to encounter. And by the
way, we make this known to our clients. The clients not
only understand, but they get a better understanding of
how we work while we simultaneously gain more project
freedom and flexibility.
For example, let’s assume one of our clients wants our
firm to help with their marketing program. As stated
above, the first phase is the “let’s get a first-hand look at
what’s really going on.” While we would outline generally
what is entailed in a marketing plan, going much further
than that doesn’t make much sense until we know how
their organization works, the strengths and weaknesses of
their products or services, as well as what’s been done in
the past. It would be a waste of time to detail much of a
marketing plan early on because so much of it could eas
ily be rewritten by the results and findings of each phase,
especially phase I. With this in mind, some guidelines to
follow when using the phasing approach are:
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Generate a project timetable or time-frame.
Break the project into reportable phases.
Make sure each phase has a logical completion, one
from which the client obtains new information as to the
benefits that should be attainable.
Hold each phase to less than $5,000 ($2,000 to $3,000
is even better).
Plan an oral presentation of the progress and findings
at the end of each phase (and build that into your pric
ing).
Utilize the client’s personnel wherever possible, to
manage the phases and total project cost.
Identify the tasks required in detail for the next phase.
Eliminate phases in four- to eight-hour blocks of time.
If this is a very small project, two-hour blocks would
be appropriate. Don’t try to estimate price down to the
half hour; there are too many surprises.

P ricin g Factors
When it comes to pricing a phase or a project, there are
several factors that drive price up or down. Consider each
of the following (as well as combinations of them) before
quoting any prices to a client regarding a potential con
sulting engagement.
T im e F ram e. When will the project start and when does
it have to be completed? The narrower the time frame, the
higher the rate. The longer the time frame, the more flex
ible the rate. When a client calls you and demands your
availability the day after tomorrow, and you have to make
arrangements to accommodate that demand, then it makes
sense that your time should be billed at premium rates. If
a project calls for you to complete it in record time, or un
der tight deadlines, once again, the price for your work
should go up.
C lien t W ork. Is the client contributing personnel, or is
your firm supplying all of the labor? Logically, the more
work your personnel are expected to perform, the higher
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the project price tag, but the more leverage you have.
Therefore, your personnel hourly rate flexibility is likely
to increase. The more work the client is willing to perform,
the lower the project price tag and the less flexibility you
should allow your rate structure. Why? Because when you
are leveraging the use of your client’s personnel, your work
is going to be confined primarily to high level project plan
ning, orchestrating, managing, coordinating, etc., which is
premium rate work.

Documentation. What are the documentation require
ments? The more documentation required (especially if
numerous memos m ust be entered into the file due to the
liability exposure of the project) the more you have to
charge. Documentation typically comes down to two ele
ments: quantity and quality. If you are responsible for
maintaining both, factor in additional dollars to cover your
administrative burden. Whenever possible, we try to off
load the burden of meeting documentation to the client be
cause rarely can we bill as much time as the effort requires.
This way, our involvement is limited to the review and
editing of the information; an effort that takes consider
ably less time which converts to a bill that is palatable to
the client.

Experience. What is your experience performing this
type of project? If the work you are being asked to do
stretches your fifteen-plus years of experience, then the
project price or your rate should go up. If you have little
experience in a particular area, or the work could easily
be done by less experienced personnel, then your standard
rate or a competitive price would be more in order.
Work Schedule. Who controls the work schedule? If you
can come and go as you please, filling in gaps of availability
in your schedule, then the client should receive a compet
itive or lower rate. When the client regularly demands your
appearance based on their schedule and timetable, then
your rate should go up.

Politics. This is one of the most common billing factors
that is overlooked. Is the project one that will involve more
than normal company politics? This is also a factor that is
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constantly underrated. Company politics burden the con
sultant’s work in every company. However, some compa
nies are far worse than others. Be careful when taking on
family business engagements, for example. It’s easy to
think you can just get in and do your job. But what you
quickly find out is that you have to spend an inordinate
amount of time sitting between powerful fighting factions
within the organization. These fighting factions often feel
that updating each other is a waste of money. So you are
caught in the middle arguing over higher than normal fees
because the reality of the job is .. . you have to keep every
one informed in many complex projects. Obviously, the
more political the project, the higher the price. An easy
rule of thumb is . . . the more departments (or in a family
business, the more executive level family members) that
are involved in a project, the more political that project
will be.
R e ta in er . Is a replenishable retainer part of the fee
arrangement? This is simply a financial consideration. Cer
tainly, it makes sense that if you are holding a client’s
money and applying your charges against that money, that
client is more likely to deserve some concession, be it price
or otherwise.
N u m b er o f H ou rs C om m itted . What is the magnitude
of time or fees this project will consume? Generally speak
ing, the more hours the project involves, the better break
on fees the client should expect. This is not a new concept
. . . it’s simply volume buying. The shorter the project, the
higher the rate.
While the following is a theoretical statement, we make
it to relay a point. When you sit and talk with a client,
during the first few hours, they are getting access to an
encyclopedia of knowledge gained from years of experience
at the “hard-knocks institute” for next to nothing. After
the discussion has rambled on for forty or fifty hours, these
same clients are mostly accessing day-to-day capabilities
which include your logic, gut instinct, business savvy and
implementation skills. The point is that your hourly fee for
the first few hours should be thousands of dollars per hour,
and after ten to twenty hours, your rate should approxi
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mate your standard rate. When your project takes you in
the hundreds of hours, then a discounted rate is more fair
for the value provided because by this time, many of the
issues you are dealing with you are figuring out as you go.
So in theory, the more work you do for a client, the less
significant the leverage they access to for their fee. So it
makes sense that the greater the number of days your
client commits to, the more consideration should be given
to discounting hourly fees. This theory also makes you
think twice about how little you charge (or conversely,
what a deal you’re giving) those clients that pick your brain
for a few hours every few months. Doubling your rate might
be more in order for them.

How and When to U se Price Adjustm ents
An analogy we use in our firm is to compare ourselves to
a hotel. Whether the hotel is fully occupied or almost empty,
the overhead it takes to run our operation doesn’t vary that
much. However, when you reserve a room early, you get ac
cess to discounted rates. When you demand a room at the
last minute while a convention is in town, you’ll likely get
the worst room for the highest price. When you guarantee
to stay a certain number of nights a year, depending on the
magnitude of that commitment, deep discounts are given
with greater access to quality rooms. We have some of the
same dynamics at work in our profession. Yet as we travel
the country, so many firms pretend that each person has a
rate appropriate for every hour of their time. This is cer
tainly true if there is always a queue of work waiting that
requires the same effort and experience; this is no differ
ent than a hotel that is always fully occupied with a wait
ing list to get in. However, in most firms, this level of con
sistent activity only occurs during tax time or during a few
large audits. This is why we have changed our pricing struc
ture to look towards the above factors to determine how
much to deviate from standard pricing (both up and down),
or which rate is appropriate for the project at hand.
As you consider this more complex rate adjustment sys
tem, consider this hardly discussed fact: underestimation
o f our value is what we do best.
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The best way we know to ensure that your compensa
tion is fair for both your firm and your client is to price
each phase or project only after considering the factors
identified above first individually, then as a group. How
they interact with each other plays a big role too.
For example, if we are hired to complete a project under
a tight deadline with quality documentation in a highly
political environment, then we would likely estimate the
project at our standard hourly fees and then double that
amount. If the project is very competitive and our overall
fees are not as negotiable, then we take a counter approach.
We look at each of the criteria and determine a way to con
tractually lim it their impact. For example, to limit docu
mentation exposure in a strategic planning engagement,
we would demand as part of our proposal that someone
fr om the client's office write up the notes from the plan
ning sessions and forward them to us for review and edit
ing. As a safeguard against a highly political environment,
we would demand a refillable retainer as part of the con
tract. If the deadline was very tight, we would specify the
exact expected outputs and implement a formal changeorder process to ensure the communication of the impact
of project modifications. It boils down to this: Considera
tion and incorporation of pricing factors and phasing are
keys to profitably pricing engagements.

C ommissions and C ontingent F ees :
Where D o T hey F it In ?
Commissions and contingent fees are here to stay. Now
part of the present, commissions and contingent fees will
be more and more a part of the future. Let’s consider when
and how these can be used to your benefit.
First, we’d like to paraphrase a Journal o f Accountancy
(November 1990) article:
If you are engaged to perform an attest function for a client
(that is, audits, compilations, reviews), then you can’t
charge your client a commission during the period of en
gagement unless it is by a ruling of the court. However, if
you are not engaged to perform the attest function, thereby
obviating the opportunity of an independence issue arising,
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you can charge commissions and/or contingent fees. How
ever, disclosure is required.
Some state boards of public accountancy have added a lit
tle more bite to the disclosure mentioned in the AICPA ar
ticle. For example, we interpret the Texas State Board of
Public Accountancy, in section 501.13 (Payment and Com
missions) under Rules o f Professional Conduct, this way:
Any time commissions are to be paid, a written disclosure
specific as to source and amount must be acknowledged by
the client before any party becomes contractually bound.
Charging commissions and contingent fees for non-attest
projects is an issue that has been violently opposed for
years. The rules as they are today came about because the
AICPA settled with the Federal Trade Commission in or
der to protect the attest function. A strong case was made
that licensing restrictions regarding commissions would be
restraint of trade for CPAs. Because of this, we believe that
the potential of future restrictions regarding this topic are
infinitesimal. Each CPA needs to consider ways to incor
porate or compete with the effects of these relaxed re
strictions. Your latitude in this area varies from state to
state. However, by ignoring the changes occurring in this
area, you may find yourself at a serious competitive dis
advantage.
Ways to make charging a commission or contingent fee
advantageous include charging a percentage o f—
•
•
•
•

Funds raised in a financing scenario.
A negotiated lease or note reduction.
Sales or excise tax overpayment discovered.
Increased profits for some specific period of time after
a marketing consulting engagement, to name a few.

The point is . . . the possibilities are limited only by your
resourcefulness. Commissions and contingent fees boil
down to a risk-versus-reward decision. If you are willing
to gamble that your efforts will produce the desired out
come, then you can leverage your income by charging a re
sults-oriented fee. This leverage occurs because people of
ten are willing to share a greater percentage of their gain
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than they will pay in up-front costs that have no guaran
tee of positive results.

B efore You M ove On
Earlier, you were asked to take out a blank sheet of paper
and respond to the following situation:
You have a bookkeeping client for whom you prepare
monthly financial statements. She pays you $250 a month.
She recently commented that she would like to bring this
function in-house. Your client is willing to use the same
software you use in-house to do her monthly processing.
What will you charge her to make this transition?
As we mentioned, it’s now time to redo this exercise. We
have included an Engagement Pricing Form on the fol
lowing page to facilitate this process. This time, think
about whether there should be a short investigative Phase
I. In other words, is installing your general ledger system
really the right solution? What about training on either
the hardware or software? If you included training in your
estimate, was it a fixed cost? What happens if it takes more
time to train than anticipated? Did you assume that you
did all the set-up (like installing Windows, the new ac
counting software, etc.) or did you have the client install
everything but your data-files? Did you provide your client
with a total fixed fee for the project or did you identify the
phases required and only provide an estimate for each one.
Did you allow yourself a large enough margin of error in
your estimate? While there is no right answer, the ideas
discussed in this chapter may have given you a few extra
tools and a little more leeway the next time you are asked
to price a service.
Typically, this exercise reveals one of two things, or both.
First, we normally estimate price too conservatively, m iss
ing important project steps or phases as well as underes
timating the time to complete each one. Second, we tend
to estim ate projects in too exacting of a manner. An esti
mate is just t h a t . . . an estimate. The original number you
identified at the beginning of the estimating section of this
chapter should have been rounded up to the nearest $250
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or $500, for example. We often see numbers like $935 or
$2,150, as compared to $1,000 or $2,500. The difference
comes in client perception. A number like $935, much more
so than a number like $1,000, will lead your client to an
expectation that you know exactly what his or her partic
ular project will cost, a fact we rarely know.
We have included another form as well at the end of this
chapter. You guessed it, a self-assessment exercise. You
know the drill. This is a personal exercise, one that is easy
to skip over. But as we have stated each time, it’s an im
portant process that will help you identify the changes you
want to incorporate into your consulting capabilities.
Take time now to fill out the Engagement Pricing Form
and then compare this price estimate to the one you com
pleted earlier. Finally, complete the Self-Assessment form.
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E n g a g e m e n t P r ic in g F orm
Client: _
Project:
Current Phase Name:
Task

Hours

Rate

Total

Total For This Phase:
Remaining Phases: Name

A pprox. Hrs. Dollar Est.

Total Project Estimate:
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S elf-A ssessm en t T im e L in e
D e liv e r in g V a lu e -A d d in g S e rv ic e s
Based on the materials covered in this chapter, please take a
few moments and assess your weaknesses. Note of any skills
you plan to work on as well as a time-frame to re-assess your
progress. In addition, if there are activities or exercises you
plan on attempting, jot them down and note your intended com
pletion date. This form is provided solely as a self-improvement
tool.

The following are S k ills I plan to Im prove:
____________________________________

By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:

The following are A c tiv itie s I plan to A tte m p t:
____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

_______________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

C hapter 7

The Structure o f the Calls

OW that we have covered why consulting is important
to implement, tips on how to improve your communi
cation skills and some ideas and techniques that should help
you price, organize, and deliver consulting services, it’s time
to do something with all of this. This takes us to a variety
of calls: the discovery call, the sales cal l , and the consulting
call. The structure of all three have a great deal in common.
All of them have an investigation phase and a closing phase.
Within each of these phases, there is significant similarity
in the methodology. However, each call type has a different
objective, therefore the structure varies to accommodate
that difference. Before we get into detail about each, take a
moment and review this outline of all three calls.
When you look at each call type in table 7.1, notice the
similarity. A question that could easily come to mind is,
“How can the steps be so similar yet be effective with call
objectives so different?” Well, at a conceptual level, all
three call types come from the same methodology—the
sales call. But in practice, since the implementation is dif
ferent, we have incorporated some unique wording in the
processes to denote their nuances. Each call type requires
the consultant to (1) uncover relevant information, and (2)
do something with that information.

N

U ncovering R elevant I nformation
To be effective in the investigation phase of the calls, your
investigative skills will be seriously challenged. For ex133
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T a b le 7.1
Discovery Call

S tr u c tu r e o f th e C a lls
Sales Call

Consulting Call

Investigation Phase
• The introduction
• Becoming acquainted
with the business
• Qualifying the
prospect

• The opening
• Information
gathering

• Relating
• Discovery and
interviewing

Closing Phase
• Abbreviated sales
pitch

• The sales pitch

• Identifying the
next step
• Seeking agreement

• Our approach
• The summary
• The close
Objective

• Qualify, qualify, and
qualify!

• Close, close, and
close!

• Reviewing findings
and identifying
suggestions
• Presenting the
action plan
• Persuading and
facilitating
• Supporting
• Solve, solve, and
solve!

ample, with the discovery call, before you commit a great
deal of your time, you need to uncover—
•
•
•
•

When the project is expected to get underway or be com
pleted.
Who will be involved in making the final hiring decision.
What the budget is for this project.
How high this project’s priority is to the organization.

The answers to these questions will qualify the prospect or
client and help you identify the appropriate next step. If the
next step is a sales call, then once again, your investigative
skills will be taken to task. In the sales call, you are trying
to determine what will motivate the prospect or client to
buy your services. Therefore, your mission is to uncover—
•
•

Information that identifies the client’s concerns.
Whether these are concerns for which you can provide
assistance.
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What creates enough urgency for the client to hire your
organization.
The expected benefits that your involvement will bring.
Whether those benefits are worthy of the expected price
to obtain them.

When you find the an
swers to these questions,
Call Information
your chances of closing
new consulting opportuni
ties have exponentially im
proved. If you don't know
the answers, then most
likely you will attempt to
“close on air,” which has a
high failure rate (more on
this later). As for our final
call, the consulting call,
our focus is to dig deeper
and obtain enough de
tailed information about
the client’s concerns that
possible solutions can be
determined. The difference
is “cut-off.” Consider the
call information graphic to
the right. The shaded box
represents all the informa
tion available about a par
ticular business. The cut-off point for each call type is
where the line intersects with the box. Note that in order
to achieve the desired outcomes for each call type, a dif
ferent level of understanding about the company should be
uncovered during the process. As you can see, the discov
ery call requires the least amount of depth regarding com
pany specific information. On the other hand, the consult
ing call requires the greatest amount of company
knowledge.
In the discovery call, we just need to ask a few basic
questions in order to differentiate a “tire kicker” (someone
more interested in looking than actually buying) from a le
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gitimate prospect. Then, we try to understand the urgency
and budget of the project so the most effective course of
action can be taken to close the sale (assuming it is a sale
worthy of closing). With the discovery call, the cut-off is
very high (little company information needs to be uncov
ered) because the focus is on qualifying the buyer, not un
derstanding the business. With the sales call, our under
standing of the company has to go a lot deeper in order to
identify the business concerns and anticipated impact of
our involvement. We are trying to find ways to help the
organization that deliver savings or profit opportunities far
greater than the cost of our participation. But the call type
requiring the greatest understanding of the business by
far is the consulting call. With this call, we need to get a
broad enough understanding of each problem so that we
can determine—
•
•
•
•
•
•

The causes of the problem.
The conditions that exaggerate or diminish it.
What has been tried in the past to correct it.
What some of the probable fixes are at this time.
The skill level required to implement the suggested so
lutions.
The potential cost and benefit of each solution.

Too often, CPAs ignore the lines in the call information
graphic. For example, during the information-gathering
stage of the sales call, rather than getting the last bit of
information needed to wrap up and close the business,
CPAs often prematurely jump directly into the discovery
and interviewing stage of the consulting call. This not only
blows the effectiveness of the sales call, but puts the CPA
in the position of giving away fr ee consulting advice. Why
do we do this? We’re not sure. But our guess is that as
CPAs, our training and our professional ethics tell us that
we can’t take on any work unless we have the skills to do
it. Therefore, during the sales call, we actually try to gather
enough information so that we can determine the specific
approach we would use to solve the problem, in order to
verify that we meet the skills test.
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The problems is, half (to sometimes all) the work of a
consultant is determining a logical approach to solving the
problem. We are reminded of an experience that happened
about eight years ago when a large hospital asked our firm
to bid on a contract to provide business advice and ad
ministrative support to each new doctor setting up an of
fice in its about-to-open branch hospital. This was a big
project, especially for our new firm, which was just created
after spinning off from another one. We were primarily
competing against three of the “Big Six” firms. We were
included because of the exposure through our weekly news
paper column and a couple of very visible projects.
We put together a lengthy proposal, which we rarely do
(see our criteria for preparing proposals later in chapter
10). An exhibit in this proposal was a two-page outline of
all of the steps we would take to assist each new doctor.
After the hospital administrator reviewed all of the pro
posals, our firm and one other were selected as finalists.
Both firms were asked to prepare an extended proposal
providing even greater detail as to our planned approaches.
Our firm responded by stating that we were not going to
update our proposal, but that we would be delighted to per
form the request for a fee. However, our competition pro
vided the enhanced proposal. To our knowledge, no firm
has ever been hired by the hospital to help the doctors in
the way that our proposal was addressing. Why? Because
the hospital decided it could do much of the work inter
nally. The point is, what we do best—and our most unique
work product—is how we approach the work (the plan). Af
ter you have given away the plan, people with far less skill
can implement it.
That's why it is so important to differentiate between infor
mation you are gathering and delivering in order to close a
sale versus that needed to determine what you would do to
improve the situation.
The single biggest problem CPAs have in the implemen
tation of the various calls is losing sight of what we are
trying to accomplish during the investigation phase of each
call type. There is a critical distinction we always need to
keep in mind. In the discovery call, all we are trying to de-
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termine is what kind or level of attention the prospect or
client needs now, from immediate personal attention to
just sending information in the mail. With the sales call,
we are asking questions in order to identify problems or
concerns that carry a sense of urgency, and to find expected
results that will justify the fees we would charge for our
involvement. The investigation we perform in a consulting
call is to dig deeper into the problem areas in order to ar
rive at a plan of attack. The “plan of attack” is definitely,
unquestionably, a “for fee” function. As noted earlier, once
the hospital obtained excruciatingly detailed blueprints for
helping the doctors, it decided it didn’t need any of us. So,
while the concept of the investigation process is similar in
all three call types, in reality, they are not structured to
uncover the same information.
One last note: don’t worry about failing the professional
ethics test of not having the right skills. These are skills
you already have, even if some fine-tuning may be in or
der. For example, you may not be able to install a network,
but you are more than capable of identifying processes that
are ripe for automation. Being able to identify, manage,
and facilitate necessary change within your clients’ orga
nizations is the most important skill you bring to the table.
Once you have identified the issues that need further in
vestigation or to be addressed, the client (with your assis
tance) can hire the necessary specialists. And if you pos
sess a required specialized skill or two, that’s icing on the
cake.
With this explanation and distinction behind us, let’s
first take a closer look at the discovery call.

The S tructured D iscovery Call
Let’s start out by reviewing our call outline.
1.

Investigation phase:
•
•
•

The introduction
Becoming aquainted with the business
Qualifying the prospect
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Closing phase:
•
•
•

Abbreviated sales pitch
Identifying the next step
Seeking agreement

Next, let’s review our call objective. It is to qualify, qualify,
and qualify. The discovery call is typically made via a phone
call. Why? Because you are typically responding to a request
for information, a referral from a client, a telemarketing
lead, or another type of blind inquiry . The phone call is your
best approach because it allows you, without committing a
significant amount of your time, to determine the interest
level of the inquiry, if there is work to be done, if it’s the
kind of work that would be profitable, and whether you can
perform the work given the project’s timetable, to name a
few. These are typically lukewarm calls (instead of cold calls)
because they are invited; however, you have little to no idea
where they might lead. You might find a $50,000 fee-peryear opportunity, or someone who is trying to gather infor
mation for a term paper in school. That’s why the discovery
call’s objective is to qualify the prospect or client to see what
the best course of action is. Before we look at this call type
in detail, note that we will be referring to the contact per
son as a prospect. Why? Because this is the process for de
termining whether there is any opportunity or desire to con
vert this person or business from being a prospect (a
potential client) to becoming an actual client. Without fur
ther adieu, here are the stages of the discovery call.

D iscovery Call—Introduction
The introduction in the discovery call is very brief, usually
just a sentence or two. Here’s an example of a telephone
scripted open we would use:
Hello, my name is Steve Winters and I am a CPA with Win
ters, Winters and Reeb. I am calling in response to your re
quest for more information regarding our planning services.
Is now a good time for you?
The underlined portion of this script has a variety of in
serts depending on your organization’s promotional ap
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proach. Some firms offer a free tax review, a free hour of
consulting, a free information packet (a do-it-yourself type
of document or book), a free first phase of a project, or other
offers in order to entice the prospect to respond. In addi
tion, this script works equally well on almost any luke
warm telephone solicitation, such as responding to a client
referral lead.
If the prospect doesn’t have time to talk now, immedi
ately respond by asking when would be a good time and
volunteering to call back then. Assuming that now is a good
time to proceed, you can move on to the next step.

D iscovery Call—B ecom ing Acquainted
With the B usiness
It is at this point in your script that you need to identify
a question or two that will facilitate a discussion of the
background of the person and the company you are call
ing upon. You are just trying to solicit a brief introduction
so you will have a general feel for the size of the business,
the industry it is in, the number of employees, and so on.
A comment like “Before we get started, could you tell me
a little about your business (yourself)?” is one of our de
fault questions. A question that could follow this one might
be, “Can you tell me what caught your interest in our mail
ing (the underlined portion could also be substituted with
phrases such as our telemarketing call, your conversation
with our client, and so on) enough to request more infor
mation (a return call, a tax return review, and so on)?”
Only a couple of questions are required at this stage.

D iscovery Call—Q ualifying th e Prospect
Once you have a view of the business from about 30,000
feet, it’s time to move on to the most important part of this
call—qualification. “Qualifying” prospects is simply asking
them a series of questions to find out whether they are re
ally in the market for a specific service, who is going to make
the decision, when, and why. People who don’t take this step
seriously find themselves wasting an inordinate amount of
time and giving away a bundle of free advice. They fall prey
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to the infamous “tire kickers,” who love to talk to you and
barrage you with questions for the sole purpose of uncover
ing your approach to solving their various problems with no
intent to hire you. How do you smoke these people out? You
can eliminate about 95 percent of them by qualifying them
using the following questions and techniques.
T im e F ram e. The first issue to address is time frame.
Ask the potential client, “What is your time frame for get
ting this project underway?” or “When do you want this
[some service] to be completed?” It’s amazing what people
say when you ask them direct questions. With just one or
two direct questions, you’ll find many “tire kickers” con
fessing right then and there that they are just looking for
information. Once a date or period is identified, you have
taken a giant step in starting to determine how to best al
locate your time regarding this prospect. Often, the caller
states that the project time frame is still months away,
but that his or her organization is in the information
gathering stage. This is exactly the kind of data you are
trying to uncover, because instead of setting up a face-toface appointment, a more appropriate strategy might be to
send information about your firm and references and set
up a meeting a little closer to the decision date. Why? Be
cause you want to make your sales pitch as close to the de
cision-making time as possible. There’s a general rule in
selling:
Whoever is the last to impress has the greatest chance of
success.
If you show up and make a great impression three months
too early, by the time the client narrows the field, you can
easily be left out because others are more firmly etched in
the client’s mind. It’s the old adage, “out of sight, out of
mind.” However, with larger engagements, the strategy is
a little different due to the longer selling cycle. So while be
ing visible close to the decision point is critical regardless
of engagement size, with very large engagements, getting
in early plays an important role too. For example, arriving
on the scene early for a $50,000 or greater project can pro
vide you with an incredible advantage. This occurs because
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you might get the chance to mold the requirements of the
proposal process to best suit your organization. The closer
the skills sets required to do the project match those of your
firm, the more likely you are to be awarded the project.
Therefore, understanding the decision time frame is a
strategic piece of information. You want to maintain your
visibility throughout the process by staying in touch with the
potential client, with the vast majority of your face-to-face
energy expended near the time the decision is to be made.
D e c isio n M aker. The next critical piece of information
to collect is who the decision maker is. This is a tough ques
tion to ask and most versions of the question cause more
harm than good. For this reason, we ask you to memorize
these words: “Besides yourself, is there anyone else who will
be involved in making the final decision?’' This question
assum es the person you are talking to is a decision maker.
One of the base rules of communication is:
Never challenge someone’s status or independence.
This is a concept we included in our communication frame
work based on the book You Ju st Don’t Understand, by
Debra Tannen, Ph.D. According to Dr. Tannen’s book, and
our experience as well, any time you challenge someone’s
status or independence, you are likely to threaten that per
son. And if you do, you have an uphill battle to either get
good information or close the business.
That is, if you ask the question, “Are you the one who’s
going to make the final decision?” you’ve created a highrisk, low-reward situation. What happens when the per
son is the only decision maker? You’ll hear a confident and
potentially arrogant reply, “Yes!” So, you were lucky .. .
you dodged a bullet. Since this person is the only decision
maker, he or she is not as likely to take offense at the
wording of the inquiry. But what happens if the person
you are speaking with is not the only decision maker, or
worse yet, not a decision maker at all? You have put the
inquirer in the position of having to admit that he or she
is unimportant and just a pawn in the information-gath
ering process. In this situation, you have not gained an
ally. You may have embarrassed someone that could help
you get the job.
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By asking the question the way we suggest, regardless
of the inquirer’s position in this process, no one has to lose
face. The interesting part of this is that by including some
one as a decision maker with the expectation that more
people are likely to be involved as well, callers seem to
readily admit their position without feeling exposed.
Given all of this, why is it so important to know who is
making the decision? Because the worst position you can get
yourself into is selling your services through someone. We
are not saying that you don’t have to appease and provide
support to the decision gatekeepers. But from the beginning
of the sales or consulting process, you have to set your sights
on being face-to-face with the people who call the shots. Oth
erwise, you will spend an inordinate amount of time con
vincing the wrong person to do business with you. You can
rest assured that 9 times out of 9.1, if you can’t get at least
minimal visibility with the decision makers, you might as
well be throwing money out the window, because the odds
of your selling efforts turning into revenue are virtually none.
B u d g e t. The next question to ask pertains to the pro
ject’s budget. This is not a sensitive question to ask, even
though you may not get an answer. “How much have you
budgeted for this project?” or “What did you plan on spend
ing?” are acceptable alternatives. You need to know this
information in order to assess reasonability. If the client
won’t divulge the budget, then suggest some broad price
ranges in order to level-set their expectations. For exam
ple, make a comment like, “The past few strategic plan
ning meetings we have facilitated, depending on the nu
ances each client has requested, ranged from $7,000 to
$10,000.” What you are trying to avoid is a client saying
all the right things, and clearly ready to go, but with an
unrealistic expectation of fees. If you don’t qualify on price,
it is easy to find yourself expending a great deal of effort
only to find out that the client expects a $10,000 service
delivered for a $1,000 fee. We have a philosophy at our
firm that is appropriate to reiterate here:
When a potential client expects far more than can be de
livered for a price far less than is reasonable, this is the
kind of prospect that needs a map detailing the directions
to your fiercest competitor.
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P rio rity . Once a prospect acknowledges a price range
that is within the realm of reasonableness, the last ques
tion we ask concerns priority. Simply stated it’s, “What’s
the priority of this project to your organization?”
Here, we are trying to determine whether this is the pres
ident’s pet project, was mandated by the board, is an iden
tified component within the strategic plan, or is just one of
many projects going on simultaneously. The higher the pri
ority, the more urgency it has, and the more likely the client
is focused on getting the project completed. And the inves
tigation being conducted by the client is often to find skill
sets, not justification. The lower the priority, the more im
portant justification may become in our efforts. In other
words, the client may have little commitment to the project,
but is testing for feasibility. Under this circumstance, it may
be up to you to create a sense of urgency and identify lost
opportunity or over-expended costs in the scenario where no
action is taken. Logically, the lower the priority, the greater
the possibility that the project will be canceled or postponed.
Of the four questions, this one doesn’t have to be asked. The
answer can often be determined by the general tone and
nonverbal messages of the conversation. As a rule, however,
the larger the company, the more important it is to ask
rather than just interpret. Why? Because large companies
implement numerous projects simultaneously and assign
priorities to them. As well, large companies are the most
likely to shift courses instantly and literally walk away mid
project. Therefore, it’s important to know your project’s pri
ority in these circumstances up front.
Going back to our telephone script, here’s a summary of
the questions you might ask in this stage of the call:
1.

Time frame: “What is your time frame for getting this
project underway?” or “When do you want this [some
service] to be completed?”
2. Decision maker: “Besides yourself, is there anyone else
who will be involved in making the final decision?”
3. Budget: “How much have you budgeted for this pro
ject?” or “What did you plan on spending?”
4. Priority: “What’s the priority of this project to your or
ganization?”
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Once you have asked, and the client has satisfactorily an
swered, all four of these questions, you have performed the
essential time-saving, tire-kicker-avoiding job of qualify
ing. Does it always work? No, but almost always. And typ
ically, based on the answers to these questions, a selling
strategy will unfold. You may have to drop everything in
order to respond, or you might create a plan to stay in
touch with the client over the next few months so that
when the urgency increases, you are in position to step in
and take on the business. The main thing is that by qual
if3dng your prospects every time, you avoid the free ex
change of billable time for wasted time.

D iscovery Call—Sales P itch
This is the first stage of the closing phase of the discovery
call. By this time, you have spent five to ten minutes find
ing out about the business and qualifying the prospect. You
have already expended the bulk of your time commitment
and you are only a few minutes from finishing this call.
Before you tell the prospect what you think the next course
of action should be, you need to provide a brief introduc
tion to your firm’s capabilities.
The question to answer during this exercise is , Why is
your firm special? This is done by reviewing the firm’s cre
dentials, describing its various services, identifying indi
viduals’ diverse levels of experience, and conveying a sense
of compassion and caring for the welfare of the client. There
are a million ways to approach this part of the call. But to
ensure that you don’t ramble at a point you need to ap
pear the most confident, jot some notes down as to points
you want to make. An example of something we might say
would be:
Our firm is made up of three CPAs, one programmeranalyst, and three administrative people. Because of our
small size, when you hire us, you work with the partners.
You are not immediately transferred to a person with just
a few years of experience. We have a mission statement at
our firm that’s short, but gets to the heart of why we think
our clients do business with us. Our mission is, “Turning
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Vision Into Reality.” We work as closely as you want us to
in order to help you identify and implement your plan for
success. We want to be more than your CPA firm, we want
to be one of the reasons for your future success.
While this may sound hokey, it’s the way we feel. And in
terestingly enough, it’s the way many small businesses
want their advisor organizations to feel. So we use it to
our advantage. Sculpt any narrative you are comfortable
with that will allow you to quickly and succinctly share
with your prospect why you are the firm of choice. Let me
remind you, however, that if you have determined that this
prospect is not worth pursuing, you might want to skip
this stage altogether. You don’t want anyone holding on
tight as you are trying to kick him or her away because
your sales pitch about the firm was too good. Any way, as
soon as you’ve said your piece, it’s time to identify the next
step.

D iscovery Call—Identifying th e N ext Step
Usually, the discovery call ends up with one of the follow
ing outcomes, listed from highest to lowest qualified:
•
•
•

•

•

A face-to-face appointment at their office.
A face-to-face appointment at your office.
Sending additional information, including your busi
ness card and a note that states that you will be call
ing on a specific date if you haven’t heard fr om them.
A call-back note to your files when a prospect is found
to be worthy of more of your time, but is not ready to
meet with you yet, and there is no information appro
priate to send. This is one of the main justifications for
a general brochure about your firm because you can put
something about your organization in the prospect’s
hands, even though it really doesn’t address any spe
cific issues.
Sending additional information, including your busi
ness card and a note asking the prospect to call if he
or she ever needs anything.
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•

Referral to another organization more appropriate for
his or her needs.

•

Referral to a competitor because you want this prospect
to waste someone else’s time, preferably someone who
is constantly getting in your way with good business
opportunities.

Based on the information you gained during the investi
gation phase (the introduction, becoming aquainted with
the business, and qualifying the prospect), it should be
clear at this time what course of action you want to sug
gest. But before we go on, we want to remind you of a fact
that so many consultants ignore. Remember:
A waste of time is a waste of time, regardless of how you
package or document it.
Just because you have some time to spare or you felt too
pushy to ask the questions identified above, you are not
doing yourself or your business a favor by staying busy
with people who are not interested in buying anything from
you. Even if you are very sophisticated in your use of com
munication and persuasion techniques and “can sell ice to
Eskimos,” don’t expend significant energy on prospects
without promise. You most undoubtedly have plenty of
clients to court additional services from. And if not, go
home and relax, play golf, or do something fun. The point
is, don’t set up face-to-face calls with clearly unqualified
prospects. Your return on your time invested will only look
good if “busy” is the only criteria.

D iscovery Call—Seeking Agreem ent
The last stage of the closing phase of the discovery call is
seeking agreement. After you have suggested one of the
above alternatives (or any other alternative you create),
ask the prospect if he or she agrees with your approach.
This is often as simple as, “Is this OK with you?” If it is
not, find out why. If it is, all that is left to do is follow
through. If this is just a note to your calendar and an in
formation drop, that’s easy. However, if the next step is to
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m eet face-to-face in a sales call situation, that can be a lot
harder. So we've included our 1-2-3 approach to making
that sales process work in your favor.

T he Sales P rocess
There is a common misconception that learning how to
make a sales call is an exercise reserved for salespeople.
This is disturbing because:
Everybody sells . . . regardless of job titles or duties.
From the executives to the cleaning crew, those who de
velop the art of persuasion always seem to lead the pack.
But before we start dissecting the structure behind sell
ing, consider this important matter:
Once a prospect is qualified, selling opportunities should be
conducted face-to-face whenever possible, so avoid selling
over the phone.
Here are a few reasons why:
•

•

•

Some of the issues being discussed may be complicated.
These can be difficult to communicate over the phone.
With face-to-face selling, you can utilize aids such as
sample documents, pictures, marker boards, and flip
charts to clarify the material being presented.
When your initial meeting is by phone, it’s rarely billable. Even if you are hired to perform a consulting pro
ject via a phone conversation, often a free introductory
m eeting is still scheduled. When your initial meeting
is face-to-face, not only can you save time, but de
pending on the content of the meeting, it may be par
tially billable.
Since the client hasn’t hired you yet, there is still a
great deal of marketing to do. It is difficult to establish
the kind of rapport required to close a deal via the
phone. Also, you have little control over your selling en
vironment when using the telephone. Therefore, faceto-face communication gives you an edge. You not only
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have greater control over the environment, but you can
utilize visual tools in your marketing strategy.
It is much easier to motivate clients into making a com
mitment when you are sitting across a table from them.

F eature, B enefit , Result
Okay . . . the stage is set. The prospect is in your office re
questing assistance (or you are in his or hers), but has yet
to engage anyone to perform any work. Before we start
selling, there’s another issue to consider. Let's make sure
we remember w hat we are really selling. The feature, ben
efit, result technique w ill help you stay focused.
Most people sell features and a few sell both features
and benefits. However, only the silver-tongued salesperson
incorporates results into the sales pitch.
Assume you are attempting to sell a burglar alarm system.
The feature is the physical electronic components. The ben
efit is a warning sound, which will occur should an intruder
break the electronic barrier. But the result, and what the
customer is looking to buy, is greater protection for the fam
ily. People buy perceived results.
Let’s take this example a little closer to home. A new client
comes to you seeking tax assistance. The feature is the tax
return. This is the physical product you sell. The benefit
is that the client can m eet the information filing require
ments imposed by the government. The anticipated result
is two-fold: first, that the Internal Revenue Service will be
satisfied and leave your client alone and second, that you
will have found most (if not all) the money he or she is en
titled to. For the most part, we believe clients are buying
peace o f m ind when they hire CPAs to prepare their tax
returns. If you don’t believe this, ask yourself this ques
tion:
If you could legally and enforceably write your clients a let
ter that released them from all future tax liability regard
ing a particular year, would they care whether a tax return
was filed?
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We believe the answer is, “no.” What motivates people to
action (creates a sense of urgency) is an expectation of re
sults. Therefore, we need to incorporate results-oriented
thinking into our sales kit by utilizing the feature, benefit,
result technique. This is best accomplished by taking our
client’ requests and breaking them down into features, ben
efits, and expected results in order to make sure we spend
more time selling what the clients really want to buy.

T he S tructured S ales Call
It’s time to begin pulling all of these tips and techniques
together. These tools are most effective when incorporated
into a logically organized selling strategy. Everyone ap
proaches this a little differently, and that’s fine. However,
we offer the following outline of our sales call as an alter
native for you to consider:
1. Investigation phase

2.

• The opening
• Information gathering
Closing phase
•
•
•

The sales pitch
Our approach
The summary

•

The close

Our version of the sales call has two phases or six steps.
As you can see, it is very similar to the discovery call. Just
as with the discovery call, most of the time and effort is
spent in the investigation phase, or the first two steps, of
this process. Why? Because if you don’t gather the right
kind of information up-front, all the sales skills in the
world won’t help much during the closing phase.

The Sales Call—O pening
The first few minutes of selling are political, not technical.
The objectives are simple—introductions and rapport
building.
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Introductions. This step of the opening stage of the
sales call not only includes introducing yourself and your
staff (if present in the meeting), but making sure you know
the client’s name(s) and correct spelling(s). Commit these
to memory. A technique we use is to immediately use (and
at least two or three more times in the first ten minutes
of the meeting) any participant’s name in the conversation
like, “Well Joe, how did you find out about our firm?”
Additionally, during this step we need to find out about
the client’s background, the company, and his or her au
thority within the company. This information is critical in
order to gauge the kind of questions to ask later.
Finally, it is crucial to review and consider the “first im
pression” issues introduced in chapter 5 in order to start
this step of the call as positively as possible. Note that it
is premature for you to begin selling the skills of your firm
at this time. The objective of the introductions step of the
opening is to move through the formality of meeting each
other so you can begin to build rapport.
Little things can make a big difference:
•

Be careful about seating arrangements. If you sit next
to a client at a table for a meeting, it might be too awk
ward to make eye contact. Always think about being
able to make good eye contract with all those present.
Also, don’t trap the client. If two or more from your firm
are making the sales call, avoid sitting on each side of
the client. If you do, you may make the client feel
trapped, and it’s impossible for the client to maintain
eye contact with both of you. There are a number of
other issues regarding seating, such as the formality
created by putting a barrier or distance between you
and the client, or positioning yourselves so that you can
easily use a flip chart or marker board.

•

Phrase introductions carefully. Introduce yourself as a
business consultant as well as a CPA to avoid being pi
geonholed as a “tax guy.” If someone else uses tax ter
minology to introduce you, say, “While it’s true that I
have substantial expertise in tax and accounting, I also
consult with businesses on a variety of issues, such as
. . . (the blank can be filled in by whatever suits you—
loan assistance, operational planning, marketing, tech
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nology implementation, and so on). Continue by stating
something like, “These are areas where I have in the past
been able to really add extra value to my client relation
ships.” The point is, don’t set yourself up as someone who
just delivers a product. You also can and do deliver ad
vice; make sure your client understands that distinction.
This entire step only takes three or four minutes typically,
but they are important minutes not to waste.

Rapport Building. Building rapport is the second part
of the opening stage of the sales call. Rapport is most eas
ily established when the client does the majority of the
talking. To make sure this happens, ask open-ended ques
tions, questions that require a response other than yes or
no. For example, “Tell me about yourself,” or “What do you
do in your spare time?” The objective here is to make some
personal connection with your client, which then allows
him or her to become more comfortable with you. Two
strategic facts of life are—
1.
2.

People do business with people they like.
People like people who listen.

So let your potential clients talk about themselves and
their interests. This quickly accelerates the rapport-build
ing process since almost everyone would rather talk than
listen. Why? Once again, because listening is hard work.
To talk is human, to listen is divine. In the selling envi
ronment, listening is your job.
The rapport-building step might take as little as a few min
utes or as long as half an hour. But you’re in control; you’re
asking the questions. When you feel the time is right,
change the tone and get down to business. Some say that
once you have identified three common interests with your
client or prospect, you have sufficiently covered the rapport-building phase. But rest assured, when the client is
ready, he or she will give you a sign. It might be obvious,
such as the client starting to discuss his or her situation,
or subtle, nonverbal signals such as watch-glancing, chairsquirming, or eye-wandering. There are many clues to
monitor. When you encounter several messages denoting
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impatience or disinterest, get down to business. Otherwise,
you will lose the client.

Sales Call—Inform ation G athering
At this point, you’ve decided that it’s time to get down to
business. This can best be accomplished by asking a transi
tional, open-ended question like: “What prompted you to call
and set up this meeting? ” or “What’s been keeping you awake
at night?” or, if this is a continuation of the discovery call,
“In our conversation last week, you m entioned.. . . ” There
are many acceptable variations. The two major ingredients
are casual tone (not negative or accusatory) and phrasing
that allows the client to answer easily. Normally, CPAs
will say something like, “What’s your problem?” or “How
can I help you?” Both of these questions often lead down
a road you don’t want to go.
The question “What’s your problem?” is negative because
it keys on the word problem. It also assumes that the client
has identified the problem. In reality, the client may just have
a feeling that the company is inefficient in the way it is cur
rently invoicing and collecting from its customers. The client
may have come to you to kick around a few ideas in order to
determine whether or not there is a problem to discuss.
An even bigger issue regarding the question, “What’s
your problem?” is that it is a status-attacking question. Re
member, good consultants don't challenge status (at least
at this time)! One commonly construed underlying message
of the above question is, “Tell me, you lowly ignorant busi
ness subhuman, what wisdom can the great one bestow on
you today?” In consulting, you want to avoid the role of
“the omnipotent one.” Rather, you want to be thought of
as someone to kick around ideas with, or someone to talk
to about issues to determine whether action should be
taken. The question, “What is your problem?” does not re
flect a role of equality, but one of expert and follower or
manager and employee.
The second question, “How can I help you?,” seems in
nocent enough. But it assumes that the client not only
knows what the problem is, but that he or she is familiar
enough with your firm to request a service you offer. In a
way, this is a very limiting question. Why? Because most
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clients see their CPA in a very narrow light. That light
shines based on whatever specific services you perform for
that client. While your firm might be outstanding in the
strategic planning arena, if the only work you do for that
particular client is the audit, you are likely to be catego
rized as the auditor. So when you ask the question, “How
can I help you?,” you might as well be saying, “Do you need
any audit services today?” Don’t allow your client to nar
row the subject matter to his or her interpretation of what
you can and can’t do.
We know this sounds like nit-picking. However, this
points out why CPAs so often wind up exactly where they
don’t want to be. Our ability to deliver needed services to
our clients is rarely limited by our capabilities. It is almost
always one of misunderstanding, miscommunications, or
misinterpretation. Stated more succinctly, CPAs lose busi
ness because they are often careless with words.
In the world according to GAAP, we have been technicians
for too long.
Successful consulting requires a good balance between po
litical and technical skills. For example, we recently per
formed some internal control work for a manufacturing
client. The real issue was that the department heads for
manufacturing and accounting were at odds with each
other. Our role was to implement a solution acceptable to
both sides. This project was 20 percent technical and 80
percent political. There were plenty of acceptable solutions;
the problem was getting agreement on one. In this case,
communication skills were far more important to the suc
cess of the project than technical expertise. As a matter of
fact, the client company had several people more experi
enced technically than we could supply. However, after two
years of attempting the project internally and getting
nowhere, they hired our firm and the project was completed
in less than a year. Communication skills often play as
large a role (and many times, a larger role) in consulting
as technical skills.

After the Transition Question. Once the discussion is
focused on the business concern, continue your role as
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Sherlock Holmes (renowned for uncovering the obscure)
and investigate further. At this stage of the sales call, your
job is to unveil issues, concerns, opportunities, and so on,
many of which are far from being volunteered, in order to
find out how to motivate someone to buy your services. The
objective of the information-gathering phase of the sales
call is to gain knowledge about the client’s situation and
identify his or her hot buttons.
To gain the necessary knowledge, your investigation
needs to—
•
•
•
•
•

•

Uncover your client’s concerns.
Identify what your client expects to gain, protect, or re
duce by addressing these concerns.
Quantify the value of resolving each concern.
Estimate (roughly) the cost associated with fixing each
problem area, including your fees.
Weigh the expected gain, the likelihood of achieving
that gain, and the cost of implementing the needed
changes against each other to ensure the end justifies
the effort.
Determine whether you have, or have access to, the re
quired resources, including both time and skill, to man
age or perform the detailed work relative to this
project.

The information required to satisfy issues such as these
can best be gathered by utilizing questioning techniques
like those found throughout earlier chapters. Also, pay spe
cial attention during this stage to taking notes and using
the investigative tree note-taking technique found in chap
ter 5. Be careful not to sound like you are interrogating
the client. You are attempting to gather information, not
put the client on the spot. And finally, do whatever it takes
to avoid the desire to—
•
•
•

Jump to conclusions.
Give premature solutions to problems you have just
identified.
Tell clients what to do (phrase your ideas as questions).
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In addition to obtaining general knowledge about the client
and his or her situation, another important aspect of this
stage is to identify your client’s hot buttons. Hot buttons
are the key to persuasive selling. Hot buttons are issues
or needs that push your client into action because there is
a sense of urgency about them. These buttons are rarely
obvious. The problem is, if you haven’t discovered the hot
buttons, and quantified the value of resolving them, when
it comes time to close, you will be closing on air. If you try
to close on air, the client will not be motivated to buy.
Closing on air means that you are trying to persuade the
client to commit to doing business with you when there is
no tangible reason to do so. With traditional services, there
are built-in client motivators. Therefore, our role is to con
vince our clients that we can do the work, not that it is
necessary to do it. For example, in the tax business, we
have built-in hot buttons. The clients have to file their tax
returns by a certain date. As these dates draw near, peo
ple will automatically be motivated into action in order to
avoid penalties, interest, and exposure to the Internal Rev
enue Service. People also are typically externally moti
vated regarding audits and financial statem ents, especially
if an outside source (such as a lender) is demanding them.
In these cases, the clients come to us boiling over with anx
iety, focused on meeting their deadlines.
With consulting, rarely are there dates that create this
sense of urgency. Even when dates exist, they often are in
ternally generated (which means they are subject to
change). Therefore, during the investigation phase of a sales
call, you not only have to pinpoint the ideas or concerns that
are keeping your client awake at night, but you have to
quantify the expected results of addressing them. Other
wise, the client may walk away from a meeting with you
knowing that a problem exists, but thinking that it’s just
one of those irritants that’s not worth the cost of resolving.
C ase E xam p le. Let’s say Mike wants your help in se
lecting an accounting system for his small business. He
spends several hours outlining the requirements for this
new system. While Mike has done a good job, you know
through experience that even if you found a system that
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satisfied every wish on his list, he would likely be unhappy.
This dissatisfaction would occur because the price would
be beyond reason, the system would require that he change
the way he has always done business, or it wouldn’t per
form many of the “not listed” but assumed functions.
Therefore, you feel a work-flow analysis should be done
in order to identify what and how paper travels through
the company, the information outputs that are required,
and the bottlenecks that cause the organization problems.
You know this preliminary step will cost from $5,000 to
$10,000, and will be in addition to the research he is re
questing that you do. Mike has already commented that
he is concerned about money so you know he is going to
resist this idea.
In order to sell the work-flow study, you are going to have
to find a hot button to push.
During your investigation, Mike told you about several
friends who spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on com
puters that proved to be marginally effective. He also com
mented that his greatest fear was making the same m is
take. For that reason alone, he has never made the
transition into the world of automation. However, when
asked why he has decided that now is the time to auto
mate his accounting, Mike replied, “Because my inability
to adequately manage my inventory, invoicing and ac
counts receivable is not only putting the company in a ma
jor cash bind, but causing me to lose customers because of
too many out-of-stock conditions.”
Well, if you ever wanted a hot button to slap you in the
face, there you have it. By the way, if most CPAs actually
quantified their clients’ hot buttons to the degree we
demonstrate in this scenario, our closing ratios would be
excellent. But even in this case, there is still more work to
do.
So far, Mike has said he is scared of spending a couple
hundred thousand dollars acquiring a marginally effective
system. He has also told you that, by not doing something,
he is losing business. The logical next question, and we can
tell you this after monitoring hundreds o f role p la y sce
narios, is rarely asked. The next question should be: “So
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how much revenue do you feel you are losing each year due
to stock-outs?” He replies, “H alf a million in sales.” Then
ask, “If you had the automated accounting system you iden
tified earlier up and running, how much of that stock-out
revenue loss could be avoided?” Mike states confidently,
“At least 75 percent of those stock-outs wouldn’t happen
with a better inventory system .” Finally you ask, “What
would you say your average gross margin is on the item s
that are typically out-of-stock?” “My average gross margin
is 35 percent on almost everything we sell,” is his reply.
Even with all of this great information, you also need to
quantify what Mike thinks is the downside of purchasing
a marginally effective system. Maybe you should say some
thing like: “You stated earlier that you have several friends
who spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on marginally
effective computers and that your greatest fear is making
the same mistake. What do you feel a mistake like this
will cost you?” Let’s assume that he replies, “I’m concerned
that I’ll spend $200,000 and still have the same problems
I have today.”
In this case, he has just quantified the risk of failure to
find the right system at $200,000 plus valuable employee
time. There are a lot of questions you can ask to quantify
the value of doing or not doing something. And those ques
tions vary based on whatever the client said last.
Before you end this phase of the sales call, you want to
make sure you have identified all the issues Mike is con
cerned about. As discussed in chapter 5, when this time
occurs, visit the global functions checklist. Consider this
continued exchange with Mike:
Consultant: Mike, so far you’ve identified cash shortages
and inventory stock-outs as critical issues costing you
money. Are there any other areas of the business that
you’re apprehensive about at this time?
Mike: No, if I can get a system that will help me better
manage my inventory, everything else will fall in line.
Consultant: Well, if you don’t mind, I would like to review
several functional areas of business that our clients con
stantly struggle to improve.
Mike: Go ahead.
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Consultant: First, are you getting the kind of information
you feel you need on a daily basis to run this business?
Mike: Yes, except for inventory of course.
Consultant: How about your people. Do you feel you have
motivated personnel?
Mike: Yes. I try to treat and pay everyone fairly. Most of
my people think they should earn more, and I don’t blame
them. I think I should earn more too. However, I am won
dering if I should put my salespeople on commission. Right
now, because there are so many service issues the sales
people have to deal with, they are all paid a salary.
Consultant: A number of our clients have struggled with
that same issue and we have some ideas to share. How
ever, I would like to ask a few more questions in this area
first. Do you feel your company is at much risk due to the
expanded laws regarding sexual harassment and discrim
ination based on regulations like the Americans with Dis
abilities Act?
Note several things in this example. First, we have begun
the process of reviewing the global functions (information
management was touched on, followed by personnel) to
broaden our understanding about the problems the client’s
business is facing. While we try to get clients to volunteer
this information with questions like, “What do you see as
your biggest opportunity (or hurdle) in the coming six
months?” for many reasons, they might not think about
many areas for which we could provide valuable assistance.
Therefore, we can fall back to the global functions check
list to assist in our efforts.
Also notice an important characteristic about the ques
tioning above. Many CPAs, when the idea of salary versus
commission was introduced, would have focused intense
attention on this topic. While we are admitting that more
questions can be asked, during the sales cycle, you want
to keep the conversation on a high level. Keep your ques
tions on a quantification level. For example, asking a ques
tion like, “What do you feel you would gain by putting your
salespeople on a commission system?” might be appropri
ate. This might lead to more justification for getting you
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involved. However, if you have plenty of justification al
ready, you might set this issue aside as something that
should be discussed in more detail later.
The key is to keep from succumbing to the temptation
to dive in and solve problems. Once you have quantified
an issue, or found out it can’t be quantified easily, the in
vestigation needs to quickly revert back to high-level ques
tioning. And in this case, once personnel was covered, an
other global function should be introduced. Remember the
graphic at the beginning of this chapter. Selling requires
much more high-level investigative questioning than con
sulting. If you are not diligent about maintaining that
high-level perspective, you will find yourself to be the most
popular overworked, underpaid consultant around.
We’re not trying to tell you what questions to ask.
Rather, we are reminding you that you need to gather the
kind of information that allows your client to better un
derstand the magnitude of the decision he or she is about
to make.
Considering the scenario above, by quantifying the risk
of making a hasty judgment regarding which new ac
counting system to implement, you begin to build a wall
of reasoning that adds support to your involvement. For
example, Mike has said that he doesn’t want to do what
his friends have done and virtually throw away several
hundred thousand dollars. On the other hand, he feels he
is walking away from over $130,000 a year in lost profits
due to his mismanagement of inventory ($500,000 in lost
revenue times a 75 percent recapture ratio if a good in
ventory system were implemented times a 35 percent gross
margin). By asking the right questions, Mike is allowed to
convince him self (which is the most persuasive way) that
it is time to take action. While his fear of buying the wrong
system is costly, his inaction is carrying an even higher
price tag.
Now that there is adequate information, later when it is
time to ask for the business, your fees of $10,000 to $50,000
(which might have seemed enormous at the start of this
conversation) are being fairly compared to the anticipated
results. In other words, by spending the money up-front to
do adequate investigation as to the needs of the business,
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you not only significantly reduce Mike’s chances of w ast
ing several hundred thousand dollars, but you offer an end
to the annual $100,000-plus profit bleeding that is cur
rently occurring.
If we don’t quantify the expected results, we can’t cre
ate the proper perspective regarding our fees or a high
enough level of urgency. Or more simply put, without this
required information, you will be closing on air, which
rarely converts into business opportunity.

The Last Step to Information-Gathering. Once you
have asked all of the questions you can think to ask, it’s
time to briefly summarize what you have learned. Review
the issues the client has identified as problems that need
to be addressed. Note the emphasis on client. Be careful
not to take on the task of establishing the priorities your
self. This sets the stage for the next step of the sales call
which will be covered momentarily.
Investigative Questioning Wrap-Up. The difference
between selling investigative questioning and consulting
investigative questioning is that with selling, all we really
want to know is what’s bothering our client, what it’s worth
to him or her to fix it, and how that compares to what we
will charge. When you start asking detailed questions as
to what kind of commission structure Mike has in mind,
what his competitors do, and so on, you are attempting to
determine the feasibility and implementation steps of the
idea. This is consulting. This is what you need to get paid
to do.
Keep in mind that this is the most difficult transition
you will be asked to make in this book. However, there is
nothing that will provide you more opportunity, more rev
enue, higher client satisfaction, and greater success with
your projects than improving your investigative skills. Im
proving this process is not only powerful for selling, but
essential to being a quality consultant.

The C losing Phase o f th e Sales Call
Now that we have covered the investigation phase of the
sales call, it’s time to move to the closing phase.
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Due to the quality of the information you gathered ear
lier in the sales call (because you were listening, taking
notes, qualifying, quantifying, and so on), you are ready to
convert this into new business. Remember however, that
this is a dynamic process. If you are in one of the later
stages of the sales process and new information is uncov
ered, if necessary, put your investigative hat back on and
ask more questions. Based on what we’ve accomplished
thus far, it’s time to move to the first stage in the closing
phase, which is the sales pitch.

The Sales Call—Sales P itch
The intent of this stage is to discuss who you and your firm
are and what you and your firm do.
Many cover this information in the rapport-building
stage. However, we believe that the beginning segment of
a sales situation should be conversationally dominated by
the clients; let them empty their buckets. In other words,
until the clients have had ample time to express their feel
ings and concerns (emptied their feelings-concerns buck
ets), we know from experience that it will be hard to get
their full attention. Once their buckets are empty, the
stage is set. As well, waiting until you discover the issues
that need to be addressed allows you to tailor your sales
pitch to fit the services that fit the situation. It’s time to
begin the firm’s floor show. This includes—
•
•
•
•

Discussing partner and employee credentials.
Outlining the various services your firm performs.
D istributing firm brochures, newsletters, and other
sales information.
Introducing references.

As we stated in this same stage of the discovery call, the
question to answer during this exercise is, Why is your firm
special? This is done by reviewing the firm’s credentials,
describing its various services, identifying people’s diverse
levels of experience, and conveying a sense of compassion
and caring for the welfare of the client. This is not ac
complished by running down a competitor, but by making
sure the client sees the value-add your organization brings.
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As noted by one of the bullets above, during this step of
the closing phase, this is a great time to tell stories that
demonstrate how you have helped others in similar cir
cumstances, to mention that your firm has numerous
clients in their specific industry, and so on. This is also the
time to assure the client that together, you will form the
kind of team that can identify and uncover solutions that
will be beneficial to the organization. Unlike the discovery
call, the sales pitch in the sales call is much more detailed.
While this stage would only be a paragraph of words in
the discovery call, in the sales call, you want to make sure
your client understands why your organization’s skills
match the requirements he or she has previously outlined.
This stage is likely to take any where from 5 to 15 minutes.

The Sales Call—Approach
By following the structured sales call, here’s about where
you should be at this time:
•
•
•
•

Everybody knows everybody
Everybody likes everybody
The client's bucket has been scraped clean
The client is in awe o f your firm's capabilities

The next step is to discuss how you would approach solv
ing the client’s problems. Most often, we start by discussing
the cash, capacity, and capability technique. It always
seems to comfort clients when they understand that—
•
•

We offer various degrees o f involvement.
They control our degree o f involvement.

After everyone is comfortable with this concept, we lay out
a game plan that could resolve their dilemma. Although
we can rarely pinpoint the exact details of our approach at
this point, we can speak in general terms (because our ear
lier investigative process was focused on identifying hot
buttons and quantifying them). Remember, this is a sales
call, not consulting. This is not the time to lay out the in
tim ate details of the plan, even if you have a good idea
what they are. We can’t say this enough: Don’t give away
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the plan—that’s what consultants are paid to do. In this
stage of the closing phase, all you are trying to do is con
vince the client that you know what you are doing.
For this reason, phasing becomes an essential technique.
It is logical that we need to do more investigation before
we can give the client a more definitive outline of our game
plan. Based on the information we have gathered about
the company, we can estimate the cost of phase I (usually
between $1,000 and $3,500).
If we have performed a similar project for a similar sized
company with similar circumstances, we would provide the
client with an overall estimate for the project at this time.
If we haven’t, then we might relay a wide range, quoting
a past project or two as a point of reference until we know
more. Or more commonly, we tell the client that we can
only provide a reasonable estimate after having a better
understanding of the business, its people, and the obsta
cles. We know what you may be thinking, that this strat
egy would never work with your clients because they de
mand to know the cost before they will hire you. While it’s
true that clients do demand a cost estimate, they don’t re
quire one. We’ve been selling services this way for almost
two decades with minimal resistance. The key is to make
sure that you are not trying to close on air.
During the investigation phase of the sales call, you
should identify enough of the client’s at-risk money that
your client feels that it’s worth spending money to get a
better understanding of the problem. We remind our
clients that if they decide not to proceed with our involve
m ent after we have completed phase I, they can use the
information we gather to proceed on their own or with any
other firm. This lets them know that we are confident in
our work and that the effort has value even if the project
is not feasible at this time.
Using our phasing technique, the client can commit to
the overall project in general, but only has to specifically
commit to one stage within the project. Even though it is
incredibly rare when we don’t perform all the various
stages of a project, the client commits to them one at a
time. This creates a type of safety net for the client. If they
don’t like the way the project is progressing, then at the
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end of every stage, there is a logical place for us to be dis
missed and for someone else to take over.
For example, let’s say that a very small client is inter
ested in obtaining financing: Our first step would be to an
alyze their situation. Let’s assume that in this scenario,
based on the information we gained during the investiga
tion phase, we estimate that it will take two hours to take
a cursory look. If the client’s actual situation was similar
to what we expected, our second stage might be to help
identify the funds required and how they should be spent.
This could take another couple of hours. Specifying the in
formation that needs to be prepared for the loan proposal
is a likely third step requiring a couple more hours. At this
point, we would jointly decide who is going to prepare what.
The point of this is that we lay out a simple approach in
multiple stages. We make it clear that our estimates are
merely rough guesses and that we charge by the hour.
Therefore, unexpected problems, lack of information, un
usual complexity, and so on, increase the time require
ment. However, the reverse also is true.
A downside to our multiple phase approach is that oc
casionally a client gets the wrong impression as to the over
all cost of a project. So we work hard to ensure that we
don’t have any misunderstandings in this area. We attempt
to—
1. E stablish the appropriate expectations as to the antic
ipated results.
2. Make it clear that the price is for a certain phase only.
3. I f appropriate, inform the client that our fees are for
the services we perform and not for achieving specific
results.
Given the above, we might conclude this way. Assuming
the client does most of the detailed preparation of the loan
package, by the time we lay out the required documents,
look over and critique the loan package, and attend sev
eral meetings with bankers, our charge for a loan package
like this would typically be around $2,500. If we were com
fortable with that as a reasonable price, we would men
tion it to the client.
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We lay out our approach in multiple stages, give some
general estimates, and allow ourselves plenty of flexibil
ity. The clients are usually satisfied because they only have
to chew their projects—and costs—one bite at a time.

The Sales Call—Summary
By this time, you and the client have covered a great deal
of information. Now is the time to bring it all together in
preparation for the close. In this stage is summarizing the
issues, quantifying the reasons for taking action, and re
viewing the game plan that has been identified.
Here’s where you can pull all of this work together and
make the client beg for your involvement. For example, re
considering Mike’s computer dilemma, the summary might
sound something like this:
Mike, you mentioned earlier that you really wanted to avoid
making the costly mistake of purchasing an ineffective com
puter system. You even said you were concerned you could
easily throw away $200,000 by making poor decisions. You
also told us that you feel you are walking away from at
least $130,000 a year in lost profits because of your current
inventory control capabilities. Just a few minutes ago, we
talked about our firm and how we’ve developed a great deal
of expertise in this area. You even commented that you hold
one of the companies we’ve assisted in high regard as to
their effective use of automation.
With this in mind, let me summarize what we see as the
financial side of this situation. The last two projects like
this we performed for clients similar to your organization
ran in the $30,000 to $50,000 range for consulting services.
And as we discussed earlier, we will be able to pin this num
ber down much better after we complete phase I of our
work. Given all of this, you have a high-side approximate
cost of $50,000 to ensure that you don’t buy $200,000 of
technology trash. You’ve stated your upside cash flow po
tential is at least $130,000 a year in additional profits. Over
the course of the next three years, you have identified al
most $600,000 dollars at risk.
As you may have noticed, not only did the summary re
capture the reasons uncovered in the investigation phase
as to why action is necessary, but the firm’s capabilities
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and experience were directed towards solving the problem
as well. This client should be chomping at the bit to say,
“I'm ready. Please, please! When can you get started?” This
is why the close follows the summary. The close in this sit
uation would be a “no-brainer.” All you have to do is fin
ish with something like:
Mike . . . we know we can help. We are asking you to spend
$50,000 with us to protect $600,000. We have availability
to get started either next week or the first week of next
month. When would be better for you?
This closing sentence has several complexities to it. For
that reason, it’s time to take a look at the many variations
of how the close works.

The Sales Call—Close
It’s time to examine the final stage of the sales call. By
this time, you have successfully—
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Gained your clien t's trust by building rapport.
Gotten down to business by asking a transitional openended question.
Investigated the client's problems by listening and ques
tioning.
Fine-tuned the flow o f the meeting by using all o f your
available communication skills—both verbal an d non
verbal.
Identified your client's hot buttons.
Quantified the reasons for the client to take action.
Given your sales pitch.
Sum m arized the key points.
Outlined the approach you w ill follow to resolve the var
ious concerns.

Therefore, the close is imminent. The close is a critical part
of the sales call because that’s when you ask for the busi
ness. Until now, you could have made a great deal of mis
takes that would have little impact if you finish with a
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strong close. On the other hand, you could have been flaw
less up to this point and blow it all here. This is the point
at which most people fall on their own swords.
A technique that can dramatically minimize the fre
quency of this sword falling is called the trial close. Trial
closes allow you to identify or further define obstacles ham
pering the selling process. In other words, if you are look
ing for a yes answer, why are you still hearing no? For in
stance, let’s say your client has a problem that you wish
to solve. But based on a couple of recent negative experi
ences, you really don’t want to accept the client’s job un
less you can also manage the project. A trial close might
be, “Let’s assume that by tomorrow afternoon I can put to
gether a plan that addresses this situation. If you like the
plan, could we get started next week with me as project
manager?”
This trial close conditionally asks for the business. In
this case, it also positions you as project manager and es
tablishes a beginning time frame. If the client has no ob
jections, he or she is allowed to accept the proposition con
ditioned that you can put together an acceptable plan. By
asking for the business in a trial close format, this allows
you to bring unresolved issues to the surface. For exam
ple, the client might respond, “Well, I like the idea of you
managing the project, but I’m not sure I can afford that
luxury.”
This response clearly resolves the project management
issue assuming the money can be worked out. Therefore,
the trial close has leaped successfully over one hurdle and
identified another. The next step is to come to terms on
the finances of the project with another trial close, such
as, “Well, assuming you and I can come to terms regard
ing my fees, is next week an acceptable starting time?”
The point is, by properly utilizing the trial close tech
nique, you can identify the hurdles that stand between you
and your final objective: approval. This process also is
worthwhile because you can obtain commitment before
valuable time is spent preparing a proposal or preliminary
material.
Once you have jumped the various hurdles (satisfied
your client’s objections), it’s time to ask for the business.
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There are several guidelines to follow when attempting to
do this:
1. Don't let your potential clients leave without asking for
their business. People normally avoid making deci
sions. By forcing the issue face-to-face, you increase
the odds of obtaining a positive response. It’s much eas
ier for them to refuse you later, over the phone or by
letter, than right then in person. This fact has clearly
influenced a whole category of product sales that fall
under the consumer credit contract provisions. For ex
ample, products such as swimming pools, sunrooms,
magazines sold door-to-door, and hundreds of other
products fall into this category, which requires that
several days pass (often three) before the contract is
valid (providing ample time for the customer to back
out). Why? Because it is hard to turn people down faceto-face.
2.

Before you ask for the business, discuss your rates and
how you w ill bill for the project. Try to minimize the
number of possible put-offs, or buying objections, be
fore you ask for the business. Don’t let rates bog you
down; cover them up-front in a matter-of-fact way.
When your potential clients are forced to ask you for
this information, or when you are shy about revealing
your fees, the cost of doing business is given more of a
spotlight than it deserves.

3.

I f you require a retainer, discuss it with confidence. Be
confident when asking for a retainer. Nothing is worse
than someone requesting a retainer and then stum
bling all over trying to explain why. If the client wants
to know why, he or she will ask. After you mention the
retainer, expect your client to be silent. This is not a
bad sign. It is normal. Everyone seems to require a few
moments of silence before deciding to spend money.
These quiet seconds are often used to decide some fi
nancial specifics, such as whether there is enough
money in the checking account, what bills are due this
week, and so on. Regardless of why, don’t overreact to
the silence.
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4. Ask for the project in a way that suggests an affirm a
tive answer. As we stated above, most people avoid con
frontation. They would rather say yes than no. So,
phrase your closing question in a manner that takes
advantage of human nature. For example, “We could
get started next Monday or Thursday. Which would be
better for you?”
By phrasing your question in a positive fashion,
there is an implied yes to doing business together. So
in order for your client to turn you down, he or she
would almost have to argue with you. In contrast,
“Would you like to sleep on this decision?” suggests an
easy out for the client to postpone making a decision.
5.

When it's time to ask for the business, ask and shut up.
A t this point in the marketing game, after you have
asked for the business, the old saying goes, Whoever
talks f i r s t . . . loses.
In other words, learn how to live with the silence that
follows tough questions. If you say anything, you di
vert attention away from the question, giving the client
an opportunity to change the subject, postpone the de
cision, or many other less desirable alternatives.
If your client has a real objection, this silence will
give him or her time to formulate a response. Re
member that an objection is not fatal; each time you
satisfy one, you get another step closer to making the
sale.

6. I f the client does postpone the decision, find out what
m ust he done to finalize the deal. If your client must
postpone the decision for good reason, such as needing
approval from a higher company official or wanting
time to check your references, be sure to agree on the
next course of action before your meeting is adjourned.
This might entail a “to do” list, scheduling another
meeting or identifying who should contact whom and
when. If the responsibility of contact falls on your
client’s shoulders, always give yourself another in,
such as, “If I don’t hear from you by Friday, can I call
you on Monday?”
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By following the structure of the sales call, and by paying
attention to what may seem to be the minutia of detail sur
rounding each step within it, your ability to close tough
business situations will improve dramatically. The good
news is, once you get comfortable with the process, it will
become natural very quickly. After you close the business,
it’s time for you to move on to the consulting call.

The S tructured C onsulting Call
As stated in the beginning of this chapter, the discovery
call, the sales call, and the consulting call have a great
deal of similarity. Since we have gone into the discovery
and sales calls in detail, we want to mainly point out the
nuances of the consulting call. The place to start, as we
have done with each call type, is to review the structure:
1.

Investigation phase:

2.

• Relating
• Discovery and interviewing
Closing phase:
•
•
•
•

Reviewing findings and identifing suggestions
Presenting the action plan
Persuading and facilitating
Supporting

C onsulting Call—R elating
The first stage in the investigation phase is relating with
a client. How is this different from the opening (the com
bination of the introduction and rapport-building) in the
sales call? Simple. By this time, you have already sold the
client your services, and hopefully, have developed some
rapport with the owners or management team. Therefore,
while we always have to be concerned about maintaining
good impressions (or making a good first impression every
day), our beginning of the meeting dialog shifts from mak
ing a connection to building on the one we have already
established. That’s why we refer to this step as relating,
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which is defined by Webster’s as “to establish a meaning
ful relationship with a person or thing.”
There is nothing we need to say about this area; this is
nothing new. One of the reasons our profession has thrived
over the years is because our professionals know how to
build strong client relationships. The foundation of this re
lationship often rests on our ethics, including trust, hon
esty, and integrity. It certainly doesn’t hurt, however, if
you also make a concerted effort to accelerate the rela
tionship-building process by talking about shared hobbies,
enjoying some after-work activity together, or showing in
terest in subjects that you know are of interest to the client.

C onsulting Call—D iscovery and Interview ing
The second step in the investigation phase is discovery and
interviewing. Discovery is virtually the same as informa
tion-gathering, except that rather than looking to quantify
why something should change, you are now looking for
ways to facilitate the necessary changes. Interviewing is
self-explanatory. While this could be said to be a tool of
the discovery process, because so much time is spent uti
lizing this technique, we included it to differentiate the
kind of analytical investigation a consultant performs on
his or her own versus the information gathered through
formal interviews with key personnel.
All of the tips and techniques discussed throughout the
book so far regarding communication skills, questioning
techniques, avoiding premature speculation, paraphrasing
your ideas as questions, not feeling you have to have an
swers, and more absolutely apply here. Remember in the
sales call section, when we discussed making sure that
both you and your client understand the value of hiring
you (quantifying the reason for fixing the problem). Well,
in the consulting call, you are attempting to solve, solve,
and solve. Once again, this does not mean that it is your
job to have the answers. It means that it is your job, with
heavy involvement from the client, to arrive at alterna
tives and help evaluate them. For example, in a recent
workshop, a real client participated in the role-play sce-
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narios. Here’s an excerpt from that dialog that supports
our position:
Consultant: Tell me a little bit about your business.
Client: I’m the president of a restaurant chain. We have
seven successful company-owned locations, and have fran
chised four more,
[Later in the conversation]
Consultant: Why the mix between wholly-owned restau
rants and franchised ones?
Client: Years ago, all of our locations were wholly-owned.
But as you know, the cost of expansion is high. There is
not only the cash flow requirement to fund new locations,
but you need to know the area in order to select good lo
cations, you need to find management that you can count
on and trust, and a number of other issues. The bottom
line is we saw franchising as being an excellent alterna
tive in that it looked to be very lucrative, provided us with
more buying power (which would be good for both the fran
chisees and our own locations), and allowed us to grow
much more rapidly with significantly less risk.
Consultant: How is the franchising going?
Client: Not nearly as well as we had hoped!
Consultant: Why?
Client: I don’t know. We’ve sold four locations, and they
seem quite happy. But we need to do more to support them
on an ongoing basis, especially if we want them to remain
happy.
Consultant: Like what?
Client: More products, better marketing, lower costs . . .
you k n o w. . . anything to help them attract more customers
and make more money. Since we take a cut of the gross
revenue, it’s in both of our best interests for us to help
them grow.
Consultant: What’s stopping you from making all of that
happen?
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Client: Time! I just don’t have enough time to get all the
things I should be doing done.
Consultant: Is there someone you can delegate more work
to?
Client: No. Everyone here is already so busy. Besides, the
kind of person I need to help me would cost us about
$50,000 per year. I’m just not ready to spend that kind of
money.
Consultant: I’m just curious. If you had this $50,000-peryear person working for you, how much o f your time do you
think you could realistically free up?
Client: Probably about half, easily more than a third.
Consultant: If you spent that freed-up time selling new
franchises, conservatively, how many could you sell in a
year?
Client: Maybe five, but conservatively, three or four.
Consultant: How much revenue in franchise fees would
you expect from each of those newly established franchises
in a 12-month period?
Client: In the first 12 months, probably around $50,000
each.
Consultant: Are there any other benefits that you would
enjoy by having, let’s say, three new franchised locations?
Client: Definitely. As I said earlier, with each location, we
gain greater buying power, which makes every location
more money, including company-owned restaurants, and
spreads the cost of promotional and advertising pieces be
cause there are more operations sharing the cost burden.
Consultant: What do you think that would be worth to
you?
Client: I don’t know, but it would be in the thousands of
dollars.
Consultant: So, you feel that you could conservatively add
three new franchised restaurants per year netting you an
average of $50,000 each, and that you would gain thou-
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sands of dollars in savings per year through greater buying
power if you had more time you could devote to this area?
Client: [Long pause]. It seems kind of silly that I've hesi
tated hiring someone to help me, doesn’t it? Your question
doesn’t even consider the compounding nature of adding
three franchises a year, because by the end of the second
year, I would have added the equivalent of six $50,000-ayear income streams. I have to admit, putting off $300,000
to $500,000 in revenues or savings just to save $50,000 in
pay roll cost doesn’t make much sense.
This is a perfect example of how consulting heavily utilizes
communication and questioning skills, avoids premature
speculation, is more powerful when ideas are paraphrased
as questions, and requires patience to refrain from too
quickly providing clients with answers. This is not to say
that the consultant doesn’t have to have any knowledge at
all. But when you believe that your clients or their em
ployees have the necessary answers, the discovery and in
terview step of the consulting call becomes a fun game.
You know there is buried treasure in your client’s company
and that a map exists, even though no one person has the
entire map. The object is to successfully piece that map to
gether by combining your expertise with theirs.
It wouldn’t surprise us if you were thinking, “Consult
ing can’t be this easy. My clients would never pay for this
kind of service . . . and even if they did, they would be mad
at me for billing for this!” Well, we certainly can’t speak
for the world. But we can repeat what thousands of CPAs
have said after they have tried this, “I wish I would have
starting doing this a long time ago. It’s easy, it’s profitable,
and the client is really happy with the outcome.” Anytime
clients are involved in our workshops, we ask them if the
information discussed in the role-plays is valuable to them.
Each time, to the amazement of the participants, the an
swer is emphatically, “Yes.”
While consulting, many of the answers or potential so
lutions will fall out just as they did in the questioning di
alog above. However, many will not. And that’s OK. This
is to be expected. But for each branch identified on the in
vestigative tree that is not resolved, a go-forward action
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plan should be established. This is where you apply tech
niques such as (1) “to-do list” planning, (2) cash, capacity,
and capability, (3) phasing and others, to satisfy the needs
of your clients in a way that matches the resources of your
clients.

C onsulting Call—R eview ing Findings
and Identifying Suggestions
This is the first step in the closing phase of the consulting
call. Review of findings and identification of suggestions is
the analytical part of your work. After you have gathered
the information you need, you take it back to the office, or
to a space in the client's office, and reflect on what you
have found. Reflection is an important tool for CPAs. But
as we discussed earlier, our desire to provide instant an
swers gets in the way of utilizing this as often as we should.
Usually, after allowing yourself even minimal time to think
through the events that transpired and the information
gathered, you arrive at some startling revelations. Many
times, reflection allows you to envision ideas far better
than those you originally pictured. Or even more impor
tant, after some thought, you realize that you are operat
ing without some critical information. This realization
forces you to take a quick step back into the information
gathering process to collect more information. At this
stage, you need to keep bouncing back and forth between
gathering information and analyzing it until you feel that
you really understand what is going on.
CPAs are uniquely qualified for work like this. We, as a
profession, have excellent skills when it comes to looking
at business systems, processes, procedures, workflow, and
so on, and deriving more efficient and effective ways to
m eet or exceed organization objectives. Our only drawback
here is that we often expect these revelations to come in
stantaneously. So make sure that you allocate time to this
creative process. This not only includes quality think time
(several hours of noninterrupted thought), but also a few
days to let your brain subconsciously do some work on its
own. Obviously, the more complex the project, the more
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think-time you have to allocate to it. But it’s amazing the
time-saving, money-generating, cost-reducing ideas that
come forth when you give yourself enough flexibility.

C onsulting Call—P resenting the A ction Plan
This is the reporting step of the consulting call. Large firms
do this well. Formal reporting is part of their methodology
for managing projects. For smaller projects, which are of
ten done by smaller firms, we change the rules slightly.
While the reporting element is still essential, we change
the delivery from written to oral reporting. Chapter 9 ad
dresses many of the techniques required to manage m eet
ings and make high quality presentations. At this point,
we just want to explain why reporting is so important.
In almost any project, many aspects will work as
planned, a few better than plan, and a few (although it
sometimes seem s like all the important ones) worse than
plan. This is just a day in the life of a consultant. We’ve
seen from our own experience, as well as our CPA firm
clients, that too often we are faced with enormous chal
lenges and are constantly asked to scale the highest peaks.
Upon arrival at the summit (overcoming the continual bar
rage of hurdles), in total exhaustion we might add, you will
inevitably be greeted by the dreaded phrase, “What did you
get done today (this week, this month) . . . it seems we
haven’t made any progress at all.” Often in these cases, an
unexpected problem arises that you or your team works on
furiously for hours, days, and weeks to resolve. Many
times, these problems are caused by the client or their per
sonnel, or they are just unexpected problems unique to that
particular situation. Instead of being greeted with acco
lades and gifts for your creativity and genius, you are
slashed by the penetrating suggestion that you have un
derperformed. There are few moments harder to take than
these. Why do they happen? How can you avoid them?
Client reporting is the answer.
The action plan presentation is your minimum presen
tation requirement. When you use phasing, this step comes
up quite often. But if you have a project with a phase that
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lasts weeks or more, then you have to incorporate mini
updates along the way too. Our rule:
Martyrs don’t live long and prosper
in the field of consulting.
Translated, this means that when you encounter a signif
icant problem (one that requires more time than planned),
let your clients know. While you want to let them be aware
of what you are up against, you also want to assure them
that their problems are in good hands. Why do you go
through all of this effort? Because we believe that when
we are losing sleep attempting to solve a problem, so should
the client. While they have the luxury of leaving the pro
ject in your hands, they typically will also try to gain an
understanding of how a problem might position them for
less desirable alternatives. The good news, and what
makes this all worthwhile, is that when you finally iden
tify an implementable solution and share it with the client,
he or she is as excited about your accomplishment as you
are. This is a hard lesson to learn, and one we didn’t take
to heart easily. We spent the first 5 years of our consult
ing lives accomplishing incredible feats with less-thanoverwhelmed clients. When we shortened our phases and
added this reporting step to the process (and occasionally
threw in extra reporting steps along the way), we found
greater appreciation for our work, higher client satisfac
tion, and less friction over fees.
In the consulting call, the action plan presentation step
is an excellent way to let your client know where you are
and open a dialog about where to go. This is not something
that should take days to create. Obviously, the more com
plex the project, the more formal the oral report. For ex
ample, instead of using a typed meeting agenda as you
would for most meetings, you might use presentation tools
such as PowerPoint™, Freelance™, Astound™, or any other
software package that would help you deliver complex ma
terials succinctly and easily. Don’t be shy about keeping
your client informed. It’s funny. CPAs tend to think this is
a non-essential and costly step compared to the other work
performed. However, the less your client knows about what
you are doing day to day, and what you are accomplishing,
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the less satisfied he or she is likely to be with your work.
This is just another case in point where the politics of do
ing the work can easily be more important than the actual
work itself.

C onsulting Call—Persuading and F acilitating
A great plan or a superior idea is meaningless if there is
no consensus to take action. As a consultant, being able to
take on the role of change agent is critical to ensuring for
ward momentum. Too often, we get bogged down in our
analysis and our quest for the right answer. After hours,
days and even weeks of deliberation, it is common for our
professionals to enter a room of their peers with their sta
tistically valid or highest probability of success approach
to choosing an action plan. We weigh the pros and cons of
each alternative, assess the risks, and then hold steadfast
to the idea that one solution is better than another. U n
fortunately, while our analysis is most likely correct, it of
ten contains a fatal flaw. We don’t consider the “people fac
tor,” which can easily undermine even the best of ideas.
We are not suggesting that CPAs change their deliber
ate conscientious approach to problem solving. However,
once your analysis is done, when you sit down with your
client’s management team, it’s time to peel your pride of
ownership from around your suggested alternatives and
open your mind to another set of decision-making para
meters. The new parameters are simple and straightfor
ward. They are—
•
•
•
•
•

Does the client-management team believe in the alter
native?
Does the client-management team understand the nu
ances of implementing the alternative?
Will the management team know, at a gut level, how
to respond when the alternative goes awry?
Will the alternative receive a great deal of resentment
or undermining from the rank and file?
Is the alternative one that fits the style and capabili
ties of the company’s personnel?
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Depending on the answers to these questions, the best solu
tion could easily move from last on your list to the number
one position. The “people factor’’ is what makes consulting so
difficult. As a consultant, you are not trying the find the per
fect solution for you, but one that achieves the greatest re
sults given the environment and personnel that will imple
ment it. And as a consultant, you will not always be there to
implement it. So, you have to strive to install systems and
procedures that will endure when you are not around.
It is here, at this step, when you have to determine if it
is best to motivate, educate, and persuade those around
you as to why one option is better than another, or for you
to do everything in your power to make an inferior idea
work because of the commitment and support that sur
round it. The persuading and facilitating step does not, by
any stretch of the imagination, mean that it is your job to
get people to do what you want. Rather, it is your job to
help your client achieve success by taking action, with the
appropriate personnel working as a cohesive team. This of
ten means that your ideas get scrapped and you have to
scramble to shore up all the holes that exist in the alter
native chosen.
Before we leave this step of the consulting call, we would
like to remind you of what we consider to be an important
perspective. The day you believe your answers are always
the best ones, well, that’s the day you need to stop doing
this kind of work. People are unpredictable, projects are al
ways unveiling unforeseeable difficulties, the work envi
ronment is constantly changing, and the marketplace is
perpetually shifting. Given this, how can any one person
have the vision to predict the result of an action taken
amidst this evolving chaos? Keep in mind that taking on
the role of change agent is difficult. It not only requires the
skills we cover in this text, but a great deal of business ex
perience combined with uncommon patience and humility.

C onsulting Call—Supporting
This is the last step of the consulting call. Doing this well
separates a great consultant from a marginal one. After an
action plan is identified and agreed upon and tasks have been
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assigned, there are political issues, conflicts, new priorities,
and so on that can quickly throw your client off track.
Let’s say your client is ready to implement an expanded
marketing plan. A week or two (of a three-month concen
trated front-end effort) after the project starts, which was
deemed the number one priority by management, a new
priority called “our biggest client is unhappy with our prod
uct and is threatening to change suppliers” instantly rises
to the top of the list.
This kind of scenario is so common it can’t be considered
an anomaly. Yet, a tremendous amount of work is at stake
if the client, as soon as the crisis is averted, doesn’t im
mediately pick back up where he or she left off. If the un
happy client leaves, then implementing the expanded mar
keting plan in this case even becomes more important.
Supporting is the step that keeps you involved and in con
tact with the client. Supporting occurs in actions such as—
•
•
•
•

Occasional phone calls (planned in advance by you us
ing a contact management systems).
Pre-arranged quarterly update meetings.
Working on-site while performing other services so you
can watch for the anticipated changes.
Strategic, tactical, and budgetary planning meetings.

Just because your portion of the project is over doesn’t
mean that you should walk away. When you take on con
sulting work, you should sell your ongoing involvement as
a critical success factor to the client’s future. We do. We’re
not talking about this function consuming a great deal of
time, or billing much money for that matter. We are sim
ply referring to the act of providing a watchful eye over
the progress of your client in some systematic way. By do
ing this, when projects get derailed, you can easily and
quickly step in to help get them on-track again.

The Num ber One F ailing
All three of the call types discussed in this chapter have
some overlap, a great deal of similarity, require the same
skill sets, and work in conjunction with each other. For ex
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ample, before you meet with a referred client, conduct a
discovery call. Once the prospect has been qualified, and
there seem s to be mutual benefit to doing business to
gether, a sales call is the logical next step. And at such
time that the prospect accepts your offer to deliver services
and becomes a client, a consulting call is in order. Each
call type picks up where the previous one left off. As we
stated in the beginning of this chapter, the key is cut-off.
Often, there is a natural delineation between one call type
and another. For instance, you make a phone call and ex
ecute the stages of the discovery call. Once qualified, you
set up an appointment to make the sales call. Once the
client hires you, you set an agenda and timetable to begin
the project later (the consulting call).
Sometimes, however, the delineation between these call
types is vague. Sometimes they occur one after the other,
or even simultaneously, in the same setting. In these cases,
you have to create the necessary distinctions. For example,
if you find yourself making a sales call before a discovery
call was made, then the two call types blend together. Be
cause you are in a selling environment, you should follow
the process of the sales call. However, once the opening
phase (which includes the introductions and rapport-build
ing) is complete, the discovery call objective of qualification
becomes the focus of the information-gathering phase. If
the prospect doesn’t meet the basic tests of qualification,
you quickly cut your losses, stop selling, and find a courte
ous way out. If the prospect is qualified, then you just con
tinue with the sale process and ask a lot more questions.
As you know, at this point, the call objective would shift
from one of qualification to quantification.
If the sales call goes well and the client says, “Let’s get
started right now,” then do so. You have to make the clear
distinction at this point that you are on-the-clock and be
ginning the project. There should always be a clear dis
tinction between the sales call and the consulting call.
Why? Because one is for free and the other is not! A prob
lem we have within our profession is that we continually
merge the sales call with the consulting call. If we can’t
make the necessary distinctions between them, there is no
way our client will be able to. With the consulting call, the
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objective is to solve. This is significantly different than the
sales call’s objective of quantification.
The number one failing we see in our work with CPA firms
is that all three of these call types are performed simulta
neously with no distinction between them. This typically re
sults in a great deal of wasted time, prospects who just won’t
make the final commitment to specific consulting services
and consulting expertise given away. By understanding the
differences between each of these, their nuances, and their
cut-off, you will not only find yourself generating more con
sulting work and revenue, you will also find yourself in a
better position to satisfy your clients. Why? Because your
skill in performing these calls will help them better under
stand the priorities of their organization, the value of tak
ing action, and the plan to facilitate the necessary changes.

B efore Y ou M ove O n
We have a variety of exercises for you pertaining to this
chapter. This is partially the case just because there is so
much material here. However, although many of these con
cepts seem familiar, they will not have their full impact
until you experience them first-hand, by participating in a
role-play or two.

The D iscovery Call R ole-Play
The first exercise is a discovery call role-play. The RolePlay Scenario Sheet assumes that the CPA firm regularly
sends out advertising direct mail pieces that include a re
turn postcard. Potential customers can check any of the
following boxes:
□
□
□
□

Yes, I want more information about the various
services you offer.
Yes, please call me. I would like to talk about ways
your firm can help me.
Yes, I would like to take advantage of your 30minute free consulting offer.
Yes, I would like to take advantage of your free
tax return review.
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This sheet identifies a few scenarios for the “potential
client” in this role-play.
Here’s the way this role-play works:
1.

The consultant makes the discovery call in front of the
entire group.
2. A speaker phone is utilized in the role-play room so
everyone can hear.
3. Those observing use the Discovery Call Observer’s Note
Sheet and record constructive advice to be passed on
to the consultant at the end of the call.
4. The “potential client” takes the role-play scenarios list
and sets up in some other room in the office. The “po
tential client” can choose one of the scenarios on the
list, or can make up his or her own. Regardless, the
scenario has to be identified and written down before
the role-play begins.
5. The consultant reviews the Discovery Call Prompter
(the next form) to help him or her prepare for the call.
Feel free to look over the discovery call section of this
chapter as a refresher before the call. We recommend
using scripts in this type of call not only to build con
fidence, but because the calls are meant to be short
and to the point.
The objective of this exercise is to qualify the “potential
client.” Although you might have to live up to an adver
tising obligation, you want to either minimize how much
time you waste, or maximize how much opportunity you
might uncover. Part of this exercise is for the consultant
to correctly identify the “potential client’s” situation. For
example, if the “potential client” is merely a student look
ing for information with no business opportunity, the con
sultant should be able to correctly state that at the end of
this exercise. The consultant should also correctly deter
mine whether this “potential client” should be—
1.
2.

Referred to someone else so as to not waste any addi
tional time.
Sent information and noted in a tickler file to call back
because there might be opportunity in the future.
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Given an appointment at the office in order to live up
to the advertising commitment but minimize the time
commitment.
Given an appointment at the client’s office to maximize
potential opportunity.

If a free tax return review is the requested service, having
the client mail in or fax the return to minimize the time
commitment is also an option if it is determined that the
client’s only desire is free advice. Have everyone in the
room cycle through this exercise one at a time until every
one has participated except the “potential client.” Then,
someone should take the “potential client’s” place so that
person can also experience this exercise.

Paper C losing Exercise
The next activity is a two-page paper closing exercise ap
propriately called Closing Exercise. A situation is described
and you are asked to identify your client’s hot buttons,
write out a trial close, and, with additional information,
propose a closing statement. This exercise is meant to
make you think through the sales call process and lay out
the most difficult step of all, the close.

Sales Call (Inform ation-Gathering) E xercise
This is an exercise many firms redo often. Why? Because
it is focused on identifying consulting opportunities and
then quantifying reasons justifying the consultant’s in
volvement. Skill development in this area can quickly in
crease revenues. The first step is for each person to work
through and fill out the Client’s Priority List. Put yourself
in the shoes of a client you know well and follow the in
structions from there. After everyone has done this, then
divide up into groups of three; one participant is the con
sultant, another the client, and the third is an observer.
Logically, the observer should take notes on the sales call’s
Observer’s Note Sheet.
To start the exercise, the client should hand his or her
Client’s Priority L ist to the observer. At this point, the con
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sultant is given about 20 minutes to uncover all the issues
on the Client's Priority L ist by interviewing the client. Once
the time expires, the consultant is to identify the issues
uncovered, prioritize them, and discuss how they were
quantified. This information should be compared against
that found on the Client's Priority List. Finally, the ob
server is to share his or her observations about the exer
cise.

Self-A ssessm ent
This is the last exercise. Each chapter has built on skills
found in the previous ones. However, the exercises in this
chapter force you to pull them all together. After you have
gone through the forms and role-plays, you will find that
you are comfortable in some areas, and extremely uncom
fortable in others. Analyze this discomfort to determine
what developmental areas you should be focusing on.
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R o le -P la y S c e n a rio S h e e t
The S tr u c tu r e d D isc o v e ry C a ll —O bjective: Q u a lify
• I n v e s tig a tio n P h a se
• The introduction
• Become aquainted with the business
• Qualify the prospect
• C lo sin g P h a se
• A bbreviated sales pitch
• Identification o f the next step
• Seeking agreement

Role-Play Scenarios:
□

□
□
□
□

□

□
□

Wants additional general information because prospect is
a pack-rat. Checks all information request boxes because
of curiosity. Has no intention of spending money.
Wants a free half hour of consulting and the prospect feels
a need for help, but has no money.
Wants additional information, specific to planning. Has a
company that is ripe for a planning engagement.
Is a student wanting information for a project.
Works for a company now, thinking about starting a busi
ness, and would not blink an eye at spending a couple thou
sand dollars for assistance.
Wants a fr ee half hour of consulting, but is just curious. No
need exists to prospect’s knowledge. Wants as much free ad
vice as possible.
Wants additional information, specific to automating a PCbased QuickBooks® level accounting system. The company
can easily afford a full-blown accounting system.
Doesn’t remember sending anything in or talking to any
one, and is too busy to talk.
Wants a free half hour of consulting, feels a need for help,
and has a business large enough to pay for such assistance.
(c o n tin u e d o n n e x t p a g e )
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R o le-P la y S c e n a rio S h e e t (co n tin u e d )
□
□

□
□

□

Wants free tax review and currently does a 1040EZ.
Doesn’t remember sending anything in or talking to any
one, but is struggling with several business issues at the
current time.
Interested, not ready now, call back in six months.
Works for a company now, thinking about starting a busi
ness, and spending $300 for assistance would be an enor
mous commitment to make.
Wants free tax review, is having some problems with an
IRS audit, and spends about $1000 a year on a tax return.
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D isc o ve ry C a ll O bserver's N o te S h e e t
Consultant:
Client:
Write down your observations regarding the consultant’s ques
tioning style, use of open-ended questions, or lack thereof. Did
the conversation comfortably lead to qualifying the business?
Did the client drop clues that the consultant never picked up,
or clues the consultant picked up but never followed? Did the
consultant make a commitment that was unwarranted given
the way the call went? Please note any thoughts you have that
might help the consultant in future discovery call situations.
Notes for the C onsultant:__________________________________
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D isc o ve ry C a ll P r o m p te r
Write down your scripted open.

Write down an open-ended question or two.

Consider now whether the following four areas were addressed
during the discovery call:
1. Time Frame
The first issue to address is time frame. Ask the potential client
a question such as, “What is your time frame for getting this
project underway?” or ‘‘W hen do you want this [some service]
to be completed?”

2. Decision Maker
The next critical piece of information to collect is, who is the
decision maker? This is a tough question to ask and most ver-
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sions of the question cause more harm than good. For this rea
son, we ask you to memorize these words: “Besides yourself, is
there anyone else who w ill be involved in making the final de
cision

3. Budget
The next question to ask pertains to the project’s budget. This
is not a sensitive question to ask, even though you may not get
an answer. “How much have you budgeted for this project?”
and “What did you plan on spending?” are acceptable alterna
tives.

4. Priority
Once the potential client acknowledges a price range that is
within the realm of reasonableness, the last question we ask
concerns priority. Simply stated, “What’s the priority of this
project to your organization?”

Notes
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C lo sin g E x ercise
Situation:
You have just completed an information-gathering meeting
with your new client. She operates a computer network con
sulting firm and wants to expand her practice. She currently
has five programmer-analyst employees working for her. She
wants you to help establish a marketing plan. She has told you
that she thinks she has lost over $200,000 worth of projects
due to the fact that she has been very haphazard regarding
how she markets her business. This loss in project revenue is
partially based on inside information about her competitors.
While it appears she spends about as much in marketing as
her competitors, she consistently does not receive nearly as
many inquiries regarding her services.
Your new client also is interested in improving her billing
process. She feels it is slow and inefficient, and because of that,
she knows of over $20,000 in lost billings from last year that
are uncollectable because those projects are complete and con
sidered paid-in-full.
Finally, the owner seem s to have excellent skills in attracting
and closing new projects. However, she is not so good (by her
own admission) regarding day-to-day firm administration. She
would like to brainstorm with you about ideas on how to im
prove firm administration because, if things stay the same, she
feels her lead programmer-analyst will get so frustrated he will
quit.
Step One: List your new client’s hot buttons.

1.

_______________
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Step Two: Without committing to a price or a cost estimate,
write down an example of a trial close.

Step Three: Write down an example of a closing statem ent
based on the following additional facts.
Assume that you are comfortable with the skills required to
perform this engagement, that your price estimate to help your
new client create a marketing plan is $10,000, that for an ad
ditional $2,000 you could review her billing system procedures
and be in a position to make recommendations, and that the
three-hour brainstorming meeting regarding firm administra
tion would run about $400. Assuming that all three projects
have the same priority and she wants to hire someone to help
her with all three immediately, what is your closing response?
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S a le s C a ll (In fo rm a tio n -G a th e rin g ) E x ercise
C lie n t's P r io r ity L is t
Put yourself in the shoes of one of your good business clients.
For the sake of this exercise, consider that you have a good re
lationship with your consultant, you call or see him or her two
or three times a year, and that you have gladly accepted a lunch
or office appointment. Write down the business you are in, where
you are meeting, the last time you met, and why you met. Fi
nally, list your current priorities; areas that are of concern for
you in the business. In other words, list what is keeping you
awake at night. None of these areas has to be financial. After
you have listed at least four areas of concern, prioritize them.
•

_____________________________________

Priority:_______

Priority:

Priority:

Priority:

Priority:

Priority:
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S a le s C a ll (In fo rm a tio n -G a th e rin g ) E xercise
O bserver's N o te S h e e t
Make notes regarding the progress of this exercise. As poten
tially sensitive situations occur, jot down how well or poorly
the CPA handled them. Some issues to consider are:
Did the CPA listen carefully to the conversation, or talk too
much?

How well did the CPA make eye contact with all the players,
use gestures, have a confident tone of voice, act interested, and
so on. Write your thoughts regarding nonverbal messages.

Did the CPA seem to pick up on subtleties of the client’s com
ments and concerns?

Did the CPA interrupt the client or start talking before the
client completed his or her thoughts?

Did the CPA m iss consulting opportunities (branches)?

In what area(s) did the CPA seem most comfortable?

Other comments regarding this exercise.
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S elf-A ssessm en t T im e L in e
R e la tiv e to I m p ro v in g M y C a ll S k ills
Based on the materials covered in this chapter, please take a
few moments and assess your weaknesses. Then, using the
form below, make note of any skills you plan to work on as well
as a time frame to re-assess your progress. In addition, if there
are activities or exercises you plan on attempting, jot them
down and note your intended completion date. This form is pro
vided solely as a self-improvement tool.
The following are S k ills I plan to Im prove:
____________________________________

By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:

The following are A c tiv itie s I plan to A tte m p t:
_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

_____________________________________

By when:

Section 3
I d e n tify in g a n d
M a r k e tin g
Y ou r S e r v ic e s

C hapter 8

Two A pproaches
to B u sin ess
C onsulting

Winters and Associates, a successful CPA firm, decided to
offer some new, specialized consulting services. As a logi
cal place to start, these services were marketed to its ex
isting client base. Immediately, there were several hot
prospects. Within a couple of months, the consulting pro
jects fully utilized what normally would have been off
season idle time by management and staff. Yet, additional
requests were being made. Rather than miss these lucra
tive opportunities, management hired personnel for the sole
purpose of consulting.
Six months later, operating with a beefed-up consulting
department, the pent-up demand of the existing client base
had been consumed. The consulting requests were starting
to come in at a more normal pace. Over the next twelve
months, the nonbillable time of the consulting staff was
growing and beginning to get out of hand.
Knowing that the firm’s financial resources were drain
ing fast, management put together a comprehensive mar
keting campaign to expand the firm’s consulting visibility.
This resulted in an even more restricted cash flow because,
while there was significant interest due to the expanded
marketing effort, new business was slow to materialize. The
firm quickly discovered that selling consulting services to
new clients was a much harder and slower sell than sign
ing up existing clients. And since Winters and Associates
was not financially strong enough to support the everincreasing idle time of its expanded consulting department,
at least for the length of time it would take for demand to
catch up with supply, the firm decided to go back to its
bread-and-butter services and leave consulting to other
CPA firms. Because of this decision, one of the partners
took several of the firm’s key employees, a good number of
the clients, and started a competing firm. The result was
199
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disastrous. It took years for Winters and Associates to re
cover from its consulting fiasco.
This scenario should ring a familiar bell. If you didn’t per
sonally go through it, you most likely know someone who
did. History reflects that CPA firms have had difficulty im
plementing consulting and we blame most of the problems
on three factors:
1.
2.
3.

Confusion between consulting services and consulting
packages
Delivery of consulting through a one-approach-fits-all
strategy
Consulting service and consulting package offerings in
consistent with firm objectives

The first factor was covered in chapters 1 and 2. The sec
ond factor, delivery of consulting through a one-approachfits-all strategy was discussed in chapter 6. Finally, “con
sulting service and consulting package (niche service)
offerings inconsistent with firm objectives” is the focus of
this chapter.

U nderstand

to

Whom

the

S ervice I s Targeted

Before you offer any new service, you need to understand
whom the service is targeted to serve, and why it is im
portant for you to serve that market. This is where the
concepts of the fortress and empire come into play. Let’s
take a closer look at the meanings we’ve assigned to these
terms.
Throughout history, fortresses
were built in order to protect
com m unities from outside
forces. Barriers were created
(w alls, m oats, and so on) to
fend off would-be attackers.
All the needs of the commu
nity were supplied from
w ithin the confines of the
fortress.
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Empires were built by
conquering new territo
ries and expanding well
beyond original bound
aries. The community’s
needs were supplied
through a combination
of resources available
within the empire’s own
fortress and in the new
wealth found amidst
the annexed provinces.
With these brief defi
nitions in mind, here’s how these terms form the founda
tion of our service offerings analysis.

Fortress Objective: Client R etention
and Service E xtension
The fortress has a short-term horizon and is directed at of
fering consulting packages to a community of existing
clients. The goal is—
To enhance loyalty and revenues while simultaneously deny
ing opportunities to competitors by building a wall of es
sential business services around your client base.
With the fortress, consideration should be given to the
short-term needs of the CPA firm’s client base, the prof
itability of delivering a particular service, the CPA firm’s
in-house talent, and the CPA firm’s long-term objectives,
in this order.
This approach is a client base protection strategy that
simultaneously generates additional revenues. By contin
ually offering client-desired consulting, you eliminate the
need for clients to look to your competitors for help. In or
der to keep your competition at a distance, you build a wall
of services that addresses all reasonable consulting oppor
tunities.
For example, let’s say one of your major clients requires
financing support. The fortress suggests that you find a way
to satisfy this need, or your client’s cry for help will be heard
by competitors. And should one of them respond, all of the
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other services you provide to that particular client are at
risk. By remaining visible and maintaining at least some
level of involvement with the
client, you minimize the chance
of losing account control. Your
firm also presents the positive
image of being a one-stop-shop,
a firm that can cater to all the
needs of its community.
A real plus for the fortress is
. . . it typically returns a high
profit in minimal time. Why?
Because revenues can be gen
erated quickly (you know the
Business Valuation
Review Services
clients are ready to buy since
Computer Consulting Operational Audits
Economic Analysis
Business Turnaround
they are asking for the services)
Succession Planning
Dispute Resolution
Financial Planning
Regulatory Compliance
and the cost of marketing is low
Negotiation
Quality Control
(since
they are existing clients,
Forensic Accounting
Benchmarking
the selling cycle is short and in
expensive).
What services should a
fortress offer? Well, according to a recent AICPA Manage
ment Consulting Section Survey, the consulting packages
in the graphic above were considered hot. On the other
hand, according to a recent AICPA Information Technol
ogy Section Top 15 Technologies list, the following tech
nologies and functions were considered of prime impor
tance to the marketplace:
1.
2.
3.

Image processing
Security
Communications technologies—general

4. Area networks
5. Client/server computing
6. Business process re-engineering
7. Expert system s
8. Telecommuting
9. Electronic data interchange
10. Electronic commerce
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11.
12.
13.

Workflow technology
Collaborative computing & groupware
Intelligent agents

14.
15.

Mail technology
Quick response
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Which consulting packages are best for your organization
to implement? While picking a service or two from the two
lists above would likely work, we think asking your clients
w hat they need on a regular basis is probably the safest
and most accurate alternative.

Empire Objective: N ew C lient A cquisition
The second alternative,
the empire, requires a
long-term horizon and
is time- and resource
intensive. We call it the
empire because its in
tent is—
To select a few niche
consulting packages
and use them to an
nex new clients while
also supplying them
to the community
within the fortress.
This approach, referred to previously as the “swiss cheese”
approach, is the one most commonly employed by large
firms. The tools used are consulting packages, specializa
tion, or nontraditional services. This might also be called a
“niche service” approach. But there’s more to this method
ology than just offering a few niche services, which is why
we gave it the more expansive title of empire. Within the
empire strategy, firms market highly specialized consult
ing packages to attract new clients, while simultaneously
supplying these services to their current client base. The
great news for large firms is that, based on the critical mass
of clients alone, it is easy for demand to outstretch supply.
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Large firms often don’t have to consider new client acqui
sition to justify the expense and effort required to deliver
these various nontraditional services. On those occasions
when the supply for a unique service is undercommitted,
they just re-allocate those resources to the delivery of some
other consulting package.
However, for the rest of us, the empire approach
doesn’t work quite so easily. Because of the small size of
our client base relative to the largest twenty CPA firms,
these unique packaged services will almost always be under
utilized when the current client base is the main target.
So while you may be able to increase revenues in the short
term by delivering these services to your current client
base, the empire is much more effective for client acquisi
tion. Think of it this way: With the empire approach, you
are making a few highly specialized consulting packages
visible in order to create a distinction between your firm
and your competitors. Since you have unique skills and ex
perience in these consulting package areas, the empire
highlights these strengths to attract new clients.
As you can see from reading just these few paragraphs,
randomly offering “consulting packages” in order to make
a few extra bucks might prove counterproductive to the
long-term positioning and success of your firm. The first
step is to determine whether the fortress or empire strat
egy is right for your organization. Then, based on that de
cision, many issues as well as what consulting packages to
offer should become much clearer by the time you get
through the worksheets at the end of this chapter.
Before elaborating more on the specifics of these two ap
proaches, two more definitions need to be reviewed:
1.

Subcontract: An arrangement with outside sources to
provide a CPA firm with temporary staff or expertise.
From the client’s perspective, the contracting firm (for
example, your firm) is in charge of the work. There
fore, as the manager of the project, it’s important for
the CPA consultant to stay involved and visible to the
client. Logically, your firm is also the one held re
sponsible. As the manager of subcontract workers, the
CPA firm’s role is not only technical, but also admin
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2.

istrative, from project planning through the billing and
collection function.
Refer: To send or direct a client to other sources for as
sistance without any expectation of further involve
ment.

Knowing when to subcontract versus when to refer plays
a major role in the successful building of either the fortress
or the empire. Let’s now examine the nuts and bolts of each
approach.

Bu ild in g Y our F ortress’ Wall

of

S ervices

First, identify the wanted services—those services your
clients want to obtain. The simplest way to do this is to
listen. Clients tell you what they want in many ways—by
the questions they ask, by sharing interesting comments
from friends such as, “Joe tells me his CPA is . . . , ” and so
on. More directly, you can have each member of your staff
ask about the client’s near-term operational priorities at
the end of meetings and phone conversations (this tech
nique is not only sim ple and free, but effective). More for
mal alternatives to solicit this kind of information include
sending out surveys or questionnaires and conducting fo
cus groups.
After gathering the information you need (and by the
way, this is an ongoing process), prioritize these wanted
services into a sequence of highest to lowest demand based
on your clients’ responses. Next, consider your competition
and increase the priority of those services most likely to
receive CPA competitive interference. This process helps
you distinguish the services o f greatest interest to both your
competition and your client base.
After you have thought through the services that are in
high demand, it’s time to identify your skills inventory. You
accomplish this by reviewing the background and experi
ence of your managers and staff. A good way to begin this
phase is to have each member of the firm analyze and list
his or her own talents and strengths. Emphasize that this
is no time to be modest or shy about abilities (for exam
ple, your data entry person may be a closet programmer,
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more than capable of expanding some of your technology
service offerings). Once you have consolidated this infor
mation, you are likely to have a broader insight into the
skills possessed by your in-house talent.
Another resource that
you need to consider is
that available through
subcontracting. Many
firms across the country
are regularly utilizing
subcontractors or out
side consultants to help
deliver client-demanded
services. This is a criti
cal support system for
fortress firms because it
is highly unlikely that
the internal talent alone
can satisfy the varied
desires of the client
base. Therefore, finding
reputable firms that are capable of supplying quality con
tract services is essential. In a way, we are suggesting a
strategic alliance with those who can augment your inhouse talent. By making such alliances, you—
•
•
•

•

Build additional loyalty by becoming more responsive
to client needs.
Provide a training ground for your personnel as they
learn from these specialized outsiders.
Generate additional revenues. First, many times you
can mark up the contractor’s fees. But even if there is
little to no room for mark up, your billings from either
including members of your firm on the contractor’s
team or managing the project can be significant.
Strengthen your fortress’ wall of services and make it
more resistant to competition.

Finally, determine which services your firm should offer
(offerable services) by balancing wanted services with
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available in-house and subcontract skills. This process re
sults in identifying the services that—
•
•
•

Protect your client base.
Are easy to provide.
Are profitable to deliver.

The steps just described work well in helping you deter
mine which services you should offer to your fortress com
munity, Still, you have to be ready to deliver client-tailored
services as well as the services you formally offer. For ex
ample:
Let’s assume that one of your clients is about to begin the
painful process of converting inventory and receivables
from a manual system to a computerized one. Let’s also as
sume that this is not one of the consulting services or con
sulting packages that has come out of your service analy
sis. However, your client has come to you for assistance or
has commented that he or she needs assistance.
The first question to ask yourself is . . . “Do we have ac
cess (internally or through subcontract) to the skills re
quired to perform this project?” If the answer is no, then
the AICPA’s one-consulting standard precludes you from
taking on the work due to the professional competence is
sue. For the sake of this discussion, let’s assume the re
quired skills are available.
The next question is . . . “Is it likely that a competitor
(who offers basically the same services we do) will take care
of our client if we don’t?” If the answer is no, then the de
cision as to whether to pursue this job should be based pre
dominately on its profit potential. Should competitive pres
sure exist, the client’s relative significance to your firm
becomes of paramount importance. If the answer is not sub
stantial, then once again, the project’s overall economic im
pact determines your level of involvement. But if the client
is an important player in your firm’s revenue stream, then
taking on a marginally profitable, or even unprofitable, job
may be warranted to reduce the threat of poaching.

B uilding th e Wall Profitably
Building the fortress’ wall of services is likely to require a
variety of talents and unique expertise. Few firms have
the diversity of in-house talent to pull this off. So with each
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new opportunity, availability of talent becomes a central
issue, raising questions such as—
•
•
•

Do we have the in-house talent required for this project?
I f we have the talent, is it currently available?
I f the in-house talent doesn't exist, is it worth develop
ing?

•

I f the talent is worth developing, should we train exist
ing personnel by contracting with someone already pos
sessing this specialized knowledge, or work out a spe
cial on-the-job training arrangement with the client?
Should we ju s t subcontract this work because client de
m and is likely to be sparse?

•

This series of questions brings up an important point to
emphasize regarding the fortress: m inimize overhead!
Looking back at our computer implementation example
and assuming competitive threat, if the talent is not read
ily available in-house, then subcontracting is the next best
alternative. Why?
Because hiring or internally developing unique technical
skills is a very low priority in the fortress strategy.
The reason why is simple. The needs of your clients are
constantly shifting. Responding to these shifting needs is
what the fortress is all about. In other words, some of to
day’s very specialized demanded services are likely to be
less important several months or a year from now. For ex
ample, expertise in how to implement one of the various
peer-to-peer network systems has changed dramatically
with the delivery of Windows95™. Since consulting ser
vices and consulting packages are exceptionally sensitive
to timing, adding overhead in order to meet today’s client
needs could be the catalyst for disaster tomorrow.
The importance o f low overhead cannot be overempha
sized. Since you have a narrow primary marketplace (your
clients), and since consulting work by nature is nonrepet
itive (you don’t build a good client-consultant relationship
if you have to solve the same problems over and over), the
demand for unique consulting services is unpredictable at
best. This environment often creates a string of feast-or-
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famine situations. That’s why the success of this approach
depends so heavily on a firm’s ability to maintain leanand-mean overhead. Here’s another way to think of it: pic
ture your consulting offerings as an accordion. Imagine it
expanding and contracting based on current opportunities,
client demands, and competitive pressures. The expansion
should, for the most part, be supplemented through sub
contract arrangements. This allows the contraction to oc
cur without threatening the viability of the firm.

Real World Exam ples
The fortress is not only a viable alternative, it is also the
option best suited for most CPA firms. Why? Because few
firms have a large enough client base to support day-in-dayout specific consulting packages, or even more grandiose, a
fully staffed consulting department.
For those of you who feel the fortress is more theoreti
cal than practical, we offer these concrete examples.
Not so long ago, the American automotive industry focused
on large cars. Since large luxury cars were the most prof
itable, building small cars was almost perceived as an in
convenience.
The Japanese auto manufacturers thought differently.
Some of them viewed the American hesitation in develop
ing the small car market as an opportunity to expand into
the United States. So they did. Once they established an
excellent reputation for building quality small cars, they
announced luxury small cars. Today, these auto makers are
providing all shapes, sizes, and styles of cars and trucks to
the American consumer. This expansion has significantly
impacted the profitability, and at times the viability, of the
big three American automobile manufacturers.
Here was a situation where the American automotive in
dustry overlooked the changing sensibilities and needs of
its community. However, if the fortress strategy had been
followed, the Japanese would have been denied their easy
invasion of the marketplace, and the American automobile
manufacturers might have been able to maintain a much
greater market share than they enjoy today.
If you think the auto industry experience was a unique
and extreme case, consider a more current example, the
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banking industry. The combination of deregulation, in
creased regulatory scrutiny, new technology, and marginal
long-term interest investment yields has led to a financial
battlefield. Over the years, banks, savings and loans, and
credit unions have found an increase in their investment,
rather than their lending, portfolios. As these institutions
try to loosen their lending policies in order to achieve a
better financial balance, an ultracompetitive environment
has been created. Financial institutions are making cut
throat deals to attract consumers and businesses alike. But
what’s surprising is that although these organizations con
tend they are very creative and aggressive, they have lost
sight of the needs of the fortress community they serve.
Here’s an example:
Financial institutions have traditionally attracted cus
tomers with competitive checking and savings alternatives,
interest rates, lending policies, and so on. Today, while
these services are still important, other new services are
gaining in priority. For example, customers want—
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Access to free automated teller machines for both de
posits and withdrawals.
An ability to apply for loans anytime.
Quick turnaround of lending requests.
An ability to move money between accounts anytime.
An ability to pay bills electronically with a more tradi
tional accounts payable type functionality.
Zero balance and disbursement accounts to improve
cash management.
Concentration accounts that roll excess funds to out
standing loans, lines of credit, or overnight investments.
Electronic funds transfer and electronic data inter
change to minimize the administrative costs of doing
business.
Lock boxes with electronic accounts receivables updates.
Consumer and business credit card services . . . and
much more.

The bottom line is . . . consumers and businesses alike are
demanding 24-hour banking. Obviously, providing this list
of services requires a strategic focus. However, the mar
ketplace is making its expectations clear. Very soon, many
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of the financial institutions that are conducting business
the same way they always have are going to wake up and
find mass movement of their customers to competitors—
not because of better rates (because they might be higher),
but because of high-priority new services.
Here’s how this story translates using our fortress and
empire terminology.
Bank E, using an empire approach, selling a niche service
such as concentration accounts that roll excess funds to out
standing loans, lines of credit or overnight investments, will
motivate many of Bank F’s customers to subscribe to Bank
E’s new services. It is probable that in order to take ad
vantage of this new service at a reasonable cost Bank E
will require Bank F customers to move all of their business
to Bank E. Bank F has lost a tremendous business oppor
tunity overnight! Why? Because it lost sight of the fortress
it was serving. Had a fortress approach been taken, then
Bank F would have spent less time playing musical inter
est rates, and focused more energy on the desired services
of its customer base. This would have rendered the empire
approach of Bank E less effective and would probably have
stopped the mass customer migration.
What we are saying is, those firms that expand into the
consulting arena may soon be encroaching on your client
base. If one of these firms is engaged for a specialized pro
ject or two, within a year or so you may find yourself with
fewer clients. The fortress approach dictates that if one of
these specialized services is required, you are better off
subcontracting to potential competitors (or referring them
to a noncompetitor) than letting competitors run loose
among your clients. This way, you maintain control of the
account.
The handwriting is on the wall in big bold letters:
PROTECT YOUR CLIENT BASE. Sustaining a wall of ser
vices around your clients is the best way to build a fortress
that can stand up to the competition.

B uilding

the

E mpire

What do you do if you don’t have a client base to protect?
What if your current client base isn’t big enough to sup
port your desired lifestyle? Or if the current work you per
form isn’t challenging enough? Are you looking for a growth
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vehicle that would allow you to promote and retain your
quality personnel? It is these kinds of questions that lead
us to our next approach, the empire, which is committed
to client base growth.
As a starting point, the
empire is almost a superset
of the fortress. When you
think about it, there is some
logic to this. Securing your
homeland should be an inte
gral part of an expansion
program. And as you know
from our previous discussion
on the fortress, securing
your homeland is accom
plished by taking care of the
consulting needs of your cur
_________________________
rent clients.
The empire focuses on the
CPA firm’s strategic plan, not the current needs of the
client base. However, the empire does attempt to take ad
vantage of all business opportunities within the current
client base as long as they are consistent with the longrange plan. An example of an empire firm’s mission state
ment might be—
To build a consulting department that has the skills and
reputation to expand and dominate new markets by pro
viding superior services in arbitration, divorce litigation
support, and valuation.
Considering the above mission statement, if a current
client needed support in the resolution of a partnership
dispute, since arbitration is part of the long-range plan,
this project would be aggressively solicited. However, if fi
nancing were the demanded service, it would most likely
be referred to some other firm. Note: Empire firms should
try to refer nonstrategic services to firms that complement
their areas of expertise so that their referrals can be rec
iprocated. Or, they can move one step forward in institu
tionalizing the arrangement and form strategic alliances
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with firms that deliver complementary services and ex
pertise.
Why would an empire firm give up a service opportunity
just because it wasn’t part of the strategic plan? The rea
son is focus. With the empire, you endeavor to use spe
cialized services (often consulting services) to attract new
clients. Since many specialized services (as exemplified by
those in the mission statem ent above—arbitration, divorce
litigation support, and valuation) are typically nonrepeti
tive in nature, the idea is to continuously add clients in or
der to maintain a steady supply of service delivery oppor
tunities. From day one, the empire’s spotlight has to be on
penetrating new territories. To encourage potential clients
to hire your firm, you m ust offer super-quality services to
the masses. To provide super-quality services, you have to
possess unique experience and expertise in a specific field
or area. To attain this level of specialization, your firm
must choose a few select services, and then continually
fine-tune and develop their delivery.
As your list of services becomes more narrow and spe
cialized, the geographical area of your target marketplace
will most likely have to expand. In other words, if you need
to work with ten clients per year, and only one out of 100
businesses will require your service, then your marketing
campaign had better encompass at least 1,000 businesses.
If that ratio were one to 1,000, then your exposure would
need to be ten times broader.
Creating super-quality service distinction and visibility
is costly, both in time and money. Therefore, deciding to
implement an empire strategy is not a decision to take
lightly. For it to be the right choice, you have to decide on
the specialty services that will be the cornerstone of your
future practice. We believe that the kind of general prac
tice (GP) consulting we have been preaching about
throughout this book should be a big piece of that corner
stone for the vast majority of small to middle-market CPA
firms. However, many organizations will develop highly
specialized consulting packages and leave the general con
sulting to the CPA firms that maintain account control.
This can be a very lucrative choice, especially in the short
term. If supporting a few specialized consulting packages
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is the choice your empire firm is learning towards, recog
nize that you are significantly changing the long-term po
sition of your business—from one of being a CPA consult
ing firm to one of becoming an organization supporting
CPA consulting firms. If you can maintain good relation
ships with the CPA firms you support for an extended pe
riod of time, you are likely to find that you have protected
yourself by building an extensive client list of your own.
This becomes critical to accomplish as time will improve
the odds of the two CPA firms (yours and the one who orig
inally put you in contact with the client you support) run
ning into service overlap disputes.

D eterm ining th e Most Appropriate Services
With the empire approach, services offered are based pri
marily on the CPA firm’s long-range plan. So, performing
some business planning internally is the right place to
start.
Note: By having one of your firm's CPA consultants facili
tate the internal planning sessions, you will provide an ex
cellent forum for training and confidence-building. If you
would rather bring in an outside facilitator, assign one of
your CPA consultants to work very closely with the facili
tator in order to glean as much information as possible from
the experience.
The CPA firm’s skills are also a major ingredient to the
future services of an empire-focused firm. These can be di
vided into two categories: current skills and planned skills.
Current skills should be fairly self-explanatory—those
skills currently in-house or available through other
sources. Planned skills are those to be obtained through
training or future hiring. Both are viable alternatives. In
order to choose the best option for your organization, you
need to consider the technical expertise needed as it com
pares to the aptitudes and interests of the current staff,
managers, and partners.
An interim solution to this development process is to es
tablish a good working relationship with subcontractors.
This not only allows you to offer super-quality services from
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the onset, but also to tap the subcontractors as trainers for
your consulting staff.
______________________________
Offered services are
the end product of
blending a CPA firm’s
long-range strategy (or
plan) and its skills. An
other way to put this is,
offered services are
merely those services
identified within the
long-range plan that
can presently be sup
ported. As additional
skills are developed, of
fered services should be
expanded to encompass
these changes.
Before any offered
services are actually delivered, the central focus turns to
the project. Remember, with the empire, you are attempt
ing to deliver a few super-quality services to a larger mar
ketplace. This large target market should contain many
opportunities. It is the intent of the empire approach to
skim off, or cherry pick, those projects with the highest
profit potential.

M anaging R isks During the Transition
The empire’s expansion philosophy takes a great deal of
time and money to implement, especially compared to the
fortress. In order to be successful, from the onset you need
to sell to both your clients and prospects simultaneously.
Why? Because today’s prospects will be slow to react to
whatever marketing effort you put in place. Experience dic
tates that it takes about a year to eighteen months before
a new target audience builds enough trust and confidence
in you to solicit help. This means your current client base
will play a critical role in allowing you to bridge this span
of time. So, especially in the beginning of this transition,
every consulting opportunity within the current client base
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that is consistent with the long-range plan m ust he ag
gressively pursued. Some projects inconsistent with the
long-range plan also may be undertaken during this ini
tial time frame if excess consulting capacity exists, as long
as you don’t lose sight of your final objective.
Since your current client base is limited in size, at some
point you will have capitalized on all of the lucrative pro
jects matching your current and planned skill set. The trick
is to create an effective marketing campaign that produces
new clients and service opportunities before you have de
pleted the excess service demand from your existing clients.
This is the risk associated with the empire. If you don’t cre
ate the necessary stream of new clients fast enough, your
firm will have to be financially prepared to carry your con
sulting department during this transition. The hope is that
eventually a transition will actually occur and there will be
adequate demand for your select group of super-quality ser
vices. For many firms, this transition never occurs, mostly
due to haphazard marketing efforts and minimal financial
commitment from the beginning.
This is one of the main reasons why the empire is riskier
than the fortress. The empire assum es that you are build
ing a long-term niche specialty firm. This requires a higher
cost structure, including higher overhead and marketing.
Higher overhead will come in the form of subcontractors,
staff development, and training costs. During the time that
demand for your niche services outstretches supply (espe
cially in the beginning, due to service demand from your
current client base), the expenses associated with your em
pire transition are likely to be immaterial. And once you
begin to expand your market and sign up new, lucrative
opportunities, your overhead should be very manageable.
But, in the interim, if demand declines (which is very pre
dictable) and overhead costs continue to rise or maintain,
this strategy will certainly place a great deal of stress on
the financial resources of your firm.
The best way to minimize this risk is by understanding
that marketing is forever in the empire. M arketing m ust
he consistent and continuous. The sooner you start mar
keting to these vast unconquered territories, the sooner
you will reap the rewards. Too often CPAs become over
confident due to the responsiveness of their current clients.
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By the time an expansion marketing campaign is finally
implemented, it often is too late. The transition period dis
cussed above has exacted too much of a financial toll. The
result: the empire crumbles.
The point is . . . the empire is for the aggressive,
marketing-minded, growth-oriented CPA firms. Firms adopt
ing this approach will, no doubt, face a few fortress-minded
CPA firms. Don’t be concerned because these firms have to
be part of the empire’s marketing strategy. The empire firms
should position themselves as subcontractors to fortress
firms. These two methodologies really work hand-in-hand, es
pecially when empire firms support the idea that the fortress
firms maintain control of the account. Therefore, as an em
pire-builder, you should expect to sign agreements that pre
vent your firm from invading other services which are al
ready provided within the fortress of the contracting firm.
Many lucrative client-requested projects are being ig
nored today by CPA firms. Delivering a few super-quality
services using an empire approach is not only profitable,
but the work is fun and challenging as well. And if our pre
diction is correct, within ten years many successful, pros
perous firms will be highly specialized. This means the
empire-builders will be way ahead of the game and wellpositioned for the twenty-first century.

Combining B oth A pproaches
Some of you may be using both approaches simultaneously.
And that’s OK. You can build an empire and also protect
your fortress at the same time. But problems will arise.
Understanding the pitfalls will help you avoid the most
common mistakes.

Danger #1: Ineffective M arketing
Remember that when you sell to your empire market, you
need to be selling competence, experience, and so on—
because the potential clients don’t know you. When you
sell to the fortress market, you need to sell how you have
helped others—so the client, who already trusts and re
spects you, can relate to the services you have to offer.
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Consider a traditional firm newsletter. It is common for
newsletters to dedicate 70 percent or more of the available
space to technical matters (which your clients often could
care less about, since you handle those problems for them).
This type of newsletter conveys that you are a quality ser
vice provider, but a message such as this isn’t necessary
to deliver to your clients. Hopefully, they already believe
you are a quality service provider. However, demonstrat
ing competence is important if you want to interest people
who are unfamiliar with your work. Therefore, when you
send out the standard newsletter described above to both
your fortress clients (those that already know, like, and
trust you) and empire prospects (those that don’t know and
don’t care about you), your marketing effort is compro
mised and is only marginally effective at motivating either.
For the fortress, 80 percent or more of the newsletter
should describe, in non-accounting terms, the many ways
you can and have helped your clients. For the empire, 80
percent or more of the newsletter should focus on con
vincing the audience—prospective clients—that your firm
has the background, experience, and specialized knowledge
to add value to their organizations. The point is . . . m es
sages that will motivate the fortress marketplace are com
pletely different from those necessary to motivate the em
pire marketplace. So when you use both strategies in your
firm, it is easy to get careless about how you communicate
to each group. The net result of trying to optimize your
marketing dollar by creating a one-approach-fits-all cam
paign is wasted money and poor results.

Danger #2: Spreading Y ourself Thin
When you utilize both approaches simultaneously you risk
dissatisfied clients. This occurs because of limited re
sources and is more evident the smaller the firm. Let’s say
for exam ple that a firm has three CPAs. One primarily
does tax work, another audit and the third financial state
ment preparation. When these three services represent 98
percent of those demanded by their clients, everything is
fine. But as client demand changes, and as each partner
creates new niche areas of expertise, it will become harder
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for them to maintain command over the traditional ser
vices as well. Time will simply be spread too thin. Because
so much energy and emphasis has to be given to estab
lishing new niche areas, existing clients are often ignored
in an effort to sustain the viability of these services. Clients
can easily be lost to a competitive firm reaching out to sat
isfy unfulfilled needs.
Therefore, the smaller the firm, the more limited the peo
ple resources, the more important it is to determine the
primary strategy in advance. Is your organization’s focus
to take care of and grow the services delivered to the ex
isting client base (fortress)? Or, does the firm plan on mak
ing it’s mark by providing a few super-quality niche ser
vices (empire)? It is our contention that during the next
ten years, many small firms will choose the empire strat
egy and become niche service providers to other small and
middle-market CPA firms who have committed to main
taining their fortresses. These small firm strategic al
liances will basically allow them to operate with most of
the same advantages that large firms enjoy today. They
can have offices with fortress mentalities, and when ap
propriate, deliver unique niche expertise (empire) from
people who are scattered throughout the country.

Danger #3: Com placency
Competition can change a marketplace overnight. As an
example, today you may be comfortable referring all com
puter work to outside vendors. This approach works as long
as your accounting peers don’t expand into the technology
arena. Once a direct competitor builds strength in one of
your weak areas, they can and most likely will use it to in
filtrate your client base and eventually take away other
work you provide. Even though a middle-of-the-road strat
egy works now, it may not work for much longer. As a mat
ter of fact, in many markets the competitors have already
restructured their priorities, and you may soon feel an
abrupt impact as the results of their last year or two’s work
comes to fruition. Dramatic change in your market may
not be eminent, but rest assured, change will occur. Don’t
be caught off guard.
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Danger #4: F orgetting Your Game Plan
If you are building a fortress, then the marketing effort
m ust be focused at your current clients. If you are not di
recting your marketing efforts where they belong, you’re
walking on the edge of disaster. You will miss opportuni
ties because, at some point in the future, your clients’ re
quirements will either shift or be satisfied by current ef
forts. New opportunities for service will arise, and if you
are unaware of these new demanded services, you are
opening the door to poaching by competitive CPA firms.
If you are expanding your empire, an aggressive, con
sistent campaign promoting your services needs to extend
well beyond the current client-base boundaries. Again, a
poorly defined marketing strategy will doom your endeavor
to build an empire. And remember, don’t allow the initial
wave of interest you enjoy early on (typically generated by
current clients and referrals from those clients) to lull you
to sleep regarding the importance of marketing.
In order to be successful, you need to be able to do ei
ther one of the following:
1.
2.

Adjust quickly to current client demand (the fortress
strategy)
Continue to expand into new territories where the mar
ket for your super-quality services is untapped (the em
pire strategy)

Since both strategies require planning and preparation,
the earlier your approach is identified, the better. We of
fer this analogy:
In sports—whether it be football, basketball, golf, tennis,
racing, and so on—those who win the gold follow some kind
of game plan. Their strategy may take an offensive or de
fensive flavor. The objectives, talents, and current condi
tions determine which tactics they utilize. The players and
teams with the best game plans are the ones most often
found in the winner’s circle.
The same planning and preparation is required when im
plementing a firm-wide consulting philosophy or niche con
sulting packages—you need to follow a plan. If you want
to posture your firm defensively, then consider the fortress
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approach. If you view consulting or niche consulting pack
ages as an offensive weapon for expansion, then follow the
empire strategy. If you want to adopt both strategies, plan
ning becomes even more essential to prevent sloppy vacil
lation between the two.

A S ummary

of the

D ifferences

Table 8.1 recaps the differences between the fortress and
the empire as discussed throughout this chapter. We know
through experience that it is easy to get confused with this
methodology. By the time you fill out all the worksheets
in this book, and as you begin to develop your firm’s strat
egy and formalize your marketing plan, you will most likely
be re-reading this chapter. Determining what strategy best
suits your organization is critical if you want to maximize
and protect your scarce personnel and financial resources.

T a b le 8.1

C o m p a rin g th e F o rtress a n d E m p ir e S tr a te g ie s
Fortress

Aggressively pursues almost
every consulting opportunity
with existing clients.
Centered around client-base
protection. Leverages client
relationships through service
extension and referrals.

Defensive approach: Expands
by taking care of the changing
needs of clients and client
referrals.
Requires minimal time and
money to implement. Low costs
of marketing and commitment
to personnel training and
overhead.

Empire
Seeks out only those
opportunities consistent with
the firm’s long-range plan.
Targets client-base growth.
Leverages clients assessable
through strategic alliances,
industry-specific target
markets, networking with
complementary product or
service providers, and so on.
Offensive approach: Takes
business away from less
specialized service providers.
Requires a great deal of time
and money to implement.
Substantial cost of marketing
and commitment to
personnel training and
overhead.
(c o n tin u e d o n n e x t p a g e )
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T a b le 8,1

C o m p a rin g th e F o rtress a n d E m p ire S tr a te g ie s
(c o n tin u e d )
Empire

Fortress
Low risk—due to minimal time and
money required to implement. Also,
because firm continually shifts
services to meet the needs of client
base, the sell cycle is short, and
revenue opportunities are plentiful.
Services provided change rapidly
since they are based on the everevolving needs of the client base.*
De-emphasizes past services that
are not a priority to the current
client base.
Works with a select group of
subcontractors or forms strategic
alliances with empire firms, since
the fortress emphasizes a wall of
services with minimal overhead.
Stays involved in the project
regardless of who actually performs
the detailed work.

High risk—due to larger
overhead and predictable
revenue shortfall during the
transition from a more
traditional accounting firm
to a niche specialty firm.
Services provided remain
fairly consistent over time
because they are based on
the firm’s long-term strategic
plan.*
Service offering is not
dependent on the demands
of the current client base.
Refers requests that do not
fall within the long-term
plan to other firms, especially
if there is an alliance with a
fortress firm. Does not stay
involved if the services are
outside the firm’s niche
offerings.

*As long as client-demanded services are consistent with the CPA firm’s long-range strat
egy, the variation between these two approaches is strictly in the marketing effort: The
em pire will direct its efforts towards generating new clients, while the fortress will at
tempt to hold on and expand service delivery to the clients it already has.

It’s T ime

to

M ake

the

D etermination

Consulting and consulting packages are services that are
education- and experience-intensive. . . the highest and best
use of both. These services are directed at helping our clients
solve today’s problems and take advantage of tomorrow’s
opportunities. The challenge is to support our clients in a
manner that allows them to more profitably manage their
businesses, financial affairs, estates, and so on.
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We believe that the future of our profession lies in our
ability to expand our offerings into areas that help busi
nesses survive and thrive. We also believe that CPAs are
uniquely qualified for this job. Some of our current breadand-butter compliance work, like tax and bookkeeping, will
soon fall prey to a growing service industry of new CPAs
and nonlicense holders. Experience will become our most
distinguishable and marketable characteristic. And, since
consulting and consulting packages require both the theo
retical and practical application of knowledge, these nontraditional services are our edge for competing in the
twenty-first century. Understanding whether your firm is
a fortress, empire, or some combination of both is critical
if you want to maximize your firm’s potential in the most
cost-effective way. By incorporating and utilizing the strat
egy best suited to your firm’s objectives, you will—
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve your ability to plan, because each strategy has
nuances and market reactions you can anticipate.
Be better able to respond to your marketplace with ap
propriate services.
Be able to send m essages that will motivate your clients
and prospects to action more consistently.
Significantly improve your odds for success when
launching new services.
Enhance client satisfaction and loyalty.
Be able to accomplish all of the above more efficiently
and less costly than without the use of this methodol
ogy.

B efore You M ove On
We have been working through the exercises at the end of
this chapter with firms for at least ten years. They were
created to force everyone to think about the skills they pos
sess. As with any organization, it is critical that you take
advantage of what you and your staff do well. It is also es
sential that you leverage what you enjoy doing. Filling out
the Skills Inventory Worksheet will help you get a better
understanding of what you and your people have to offer.
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After you finish this exercise, move on to the Requested
Services List. This form was created so that you would list
all the services you have personally heard one of your
clients or prospects request in the last twelve months. You
can also give a copy of the form to every staff member to
complete.
The next form, Anticipated or Upcoming Requests, is in
cluded so you can jot down those services you think will
be important in the next few years, even if they are not in
demand now. This becomes your own “services watch list.”
Each of these lists should prove helpful as you begin to
think through whether your firm should adopt a fortress
or empire primary strategy. Once that decision is made
these lists should provide assistance in laying out a ser
vice delivery strategy—including what services you should
offer, what services you should build capability for inter
nally, what services you should develop relationships to
deliver, and more. And once these decisions have been
made, it will be time to create a marketing plan to ensure
your marketplace is aware of what you have to offer, which
is the subject of our next chapter.
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S k ills In v e n to ry W orksh eet
Take an inventory of the skills you feel you have to offer. Keep
in mind, these are not services, but personal skills you possess.
While there may be some similarity, such as tax knowledge
logically manifesting itself as a tax service, other skills—
speaking skills, being a good communicator, or knowing a for
eign language—might not be as directly attributable to a cur
rent service offering. If there are others in your firm, have
everyone fill out this form. Then merge the lists together to es
tablish a comprehensive list of skills.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.

_______

____________________________
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R e q u e ste d S e rv ic e s L is t
Prepare a list of all the services you have personally heard one
of your clients or prospects request in the last twelve months.
Remember, this list is based on personal experience only. Once
again, feel free to have everyone in your firm fill this out.
D e sc rip tio n :
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A n tic ip a te d o r U p co m in g R e q u e sts
Prepare a list of all the services you believe will become im
portant to your clients in the next eighteen months to three
years, even though they may show little interest at this time.
You are completing this list as an exercise to keep you think
ing ahead of your clients’ needs. Then this becomes your “ser
vices watch list.”
D e sc rip tio n :

Chapter 9

M arketing Your C onsulting P ractice

eople are too busy, too distracted, and generally too fo
cused on their own problem s and opportunities to be
very observant o f all the messages around them. Therefore,
if you want to get their attention, you have to develop a
m arketing strategy that w ill be delivered with enough fre
quency that it becomes hard to ignore, rather than hard to
catch.
In order to accomplish this, you need to design a mar
keting program that covers at least a year’s horizon; eigh
teen months is even better. It also should be designed to
best utilize your firm’s skills and resources. A marketing
plan not only manages tools like advertising, but every
method and technique your organization uses for (or pro
hibits you from) obtaining new clients. Consider organiza
tions you and your firm belong to, your network of friends,
your compensation plan, the sales and communication
training that is provided to everyone in the firm, the in
ternal structure of your organization, and so on. These are
but a few of the factors to consider when developing a qual
ity marketing plan.
We are not referring to a three-pound document which
takes months to create; we’re talking about an informal
action plan laying out issues such as the following:

P

•
•
•

Actions planned
How often you plan on making something happen
Whom you are attempting to reach
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•
•
•

What you are expecting your audience to do in response
to each effort
What each step will cost
How you will know if what you did was effective

In our profession, the level of commitment required to pull
this together is rarely found. Most marketing plans are va
porware. A simple test to determine how your organiza
tion feels about marketing is to answer this series of ques
tions:
When you conduct your firm's planning sessions, where is
m arketing on your agenda? Is it after the real issues have
been covered, or somewhere towards the top o f the agenda?
Is m arketing considered by the partners to be essential or
optional?

If marketing is not positioned near the top of your agenda,
it’s in the wrong place. Since today’s efforts generate next
month’s or next year’s opportunities, a good marketing
plan is imperative if you want to remain successful as a
firm , and especially if you want to compete in the con
sulting marketplace. Otherwise your results will be in
consistent. When you consider that the demand for con
sulting is erratic to begin with, a sloppy marketing effort
will only make matters worse.
Here’s one more reason why marketing should be a fo
cal point within your firm.
You have to continually attract new clients in order to sur
vive.

The explanation is simple. Some percentage of your cur
rent clients won’t request your services next year. Their
reasons for leaving will be varied, from moving out of town,
to being dissatisfied with your products or services, to no
longer requiring outside assistance. Many of their reasons
will have nothing to do with you or your firm, they’ll just
reflect changes in the clients’ lives. So attracting new
clients is not just a growth issue; it also is necessary in or
der to maintain the status quo.
If you still are not motivated to concentrate on market
ing, reconsider something we pointed out in chapter 3: the
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“shrinking slice of the pie” syndrome. With the growth of
CPAs in public practice in raw numbers being proportion
ally greater than our economic growth, competition will
continue to increase. More competition translates into
more firms fighting over the opportunities that exist. Your
marketing plan is your strongest tool to help your clients
differentiate your firm from all the rest.

D eveloping

a M

a r k e t in g

S trategy

The first step to a good marketing strategy is considering
your firm’s—
•
•
•
•
•

Products and services.
Customers.
Competition.
M anagement team.
Financial resources and limitations.

This analysis is likely to require some research, including
focus groups, surveys, interviews, and numerous brain
storming sessions. Otherwise, you will be attempting to se
lect the best approach for selling something that hasn’t
been identified. What makes this kind of planning confus
ing is that effective marketing is difficult to identify. What
works for one CPA firm may prove to be worthless to an
other. Think of your organization’s marketing plan as a
suit of clothes; even though two suits may appear to be the
same, altering each one to fit the individual wearing it re
sults in the best fit.
So where do you start if you are not sure how to tailor
your suit? From a simplistic viewpoint, any good strategy
must focus on—
1. U nderstanding the potential clients.
2. Identifying their hot buttons.
3. Pushing those hot buttons.
The remaining sections of this chapter will discuss in de
tail how to accomplish this.
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D eveloping Y our M arketing P lan
Putting together a quality marketing plan doesn’t have to
be expensive. It doesn’t have to take an inordinate amount
of time either. But make no mistake about it—creating a
marketing plan, especially for the first time, is not an effort
to take frivolously. There are numerous steps involved. The
good news is that once you have gone through the process,
the next time around is substantially easier and quicker.
Here are the steps you should take and, generally, the
order to take them:
1. Understand your market.
2. Understand what you are selling.
3. Determine your objectives.
4. Establish a budget.
5. Fine-tune your target audience.
6. Fine-tune your message.
7. Choose the exposure vehicles that are best for your or
ganization.
8. Monitor the results.

U nderstanding Y our M arket
As we covered in earlier chapters, our business is chang
ing. CPAs are offering services to smaller and smaller or
ganizations, clients are demanding more for their money,
and the needs of the marketplace are moving away from
compliance. We are being asked to offer more services that
impact our clients’ future success rather than just to re
port on their past performance. While CPAs in public prac
tice tend to know the multitude of services our profes
sionals can deliver, our marketplace does not have this
same understanding.
A recent survey conducted by the AICPA regarding its
national advertising campaign provided some interesting
information. The survey included 500 key decision mak
ers, including CEOs, COOs, CFOs, chairmen, presidents,
owners, partners, treasurers, trustees, principals, vice
presidents of finance, and controllers. (Although many of
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these job titles are predominately held by CPAs, no CPAs
were included in the survey.) A different set of 500 key de
cision makers was surveyed both before and after the ad
vertising campaign. Basically it worked like this. Various
m essages were imbedded in advertisements, including five
print, five radio, and one television advertisement. The sur
vey respondents were asked whether they agreed with the
message contained in each ad. Some of the most interest
ing results are shown in table 9.1.
To us, these are startling findings. Even though the peo
ple in this survey were not CPAs, they certainly should be
aware of a CPA’s capabilities. For example, it’s shameful
that only 47 percent of those surveyed after the ad (Im
age) campaign felt “CPAs can help individuals and busi
nesses plan for the future.” Only 44 percent agreed that
“CPAs see more than the numbers, they see opportunities.”
We can’t blame the ad campaign for these results—we need
to take a hard look at ourselves. We have done a horrible
job letting our clients know what we are capable of doing.
It would be one thing if only 44 percent agreed that CPAs
T a b le 9.1 A IC P A N a tio n a l A d v e r tis in g (Im age) C a m p a ig n
Agreement With Message
Ad Message

Before Campaign

After Campaign

CPAs can provide the financial
insight crucial to retirement
planning

28%

41%

CPAs see more than the numbers,
they see opportunities

33%

44%

CPAs can help screen potential
merger and acquisition
candidates

25%

36%

CPAs can help individuals and
businesses plan for the future

37%

47%

CPAs are a trusted resource for
knowledgeable solutions to
business and financial
planning needs

45%

55%
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were the premier provider of automation solutions, but
that w asn’t the topic. The question was whether they
thought CPAs can “see beyond the numbers.” And their
answer is frightening. Clearly, not only do we not under
stand our market, but our market doesn’t understand us
either. And each of us, especially in relation to our own
clients, is to blame for this.
So what does our market want? Obviously that varies
from area to area, industry to industry. But when you con
sider some of the examples shared in chapter 1, helping
companies find ways to survive and thrive is way up there.
Consider the services identified each year by the AICPA’s
Technology Research Subcommittee (the top 10-50 tech
nologies). This is a list of technologies that organizations
around the country are struggling to implement. And there
are numerous other places to look. Your best source of in
formation is in your own backyard. Talk to your clients,
conduct focus groups, and survey your clients on a regular
basis. They are the ones you should care about. They are
the ones you should know about. They are the ones that
you should understand.
Before we leave this topic, we want to leave you an idea
to ponder. It is our belief that the single largest purchaser
o f CPA services in the twenty-first century is likely to he the
CPA in industry. Why? Because the jobs of controller, vice
president of finance, and so on, more and more, are to man
age all operational or informational issues. This change in
role redefines these traditionally accounting jobs to only
be about 20 to 30 percent accounting. The remaining 70 to
80 percent includes a multitude of other operational re
sponsibilities. Therefore, when you match the expanded
scope of services we are suggesting for public CPAs (con
sulting and consulting packages), it mirrors very well the
scope of control that our counterparts in industry are man
aging. And our counterparts in industry are screaming for
assistance. We know this because we conduct classes for
controllers around the country, and have done so for more
than ten years. We are probably in front of more than 2,000
controllers each year in discussion settings. The opportu
nities have never been greater for our profession, assum 
ing we take the time to understand our marketplace.
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U nderstanding W hat Y ou A re S elling
We've spent a great deal of time on this subject in earlier
chapters. Remember the feature-benefit-result technique?
One example used was a burglar alarm: the contacts,
horns, and inferred devices are the features; notification
that someone has entered your home uninvited is the ben
efit; protecting your family is the result. And our point was
that people buy results. This is one angle.
You need to understand exactly what it is you are
selling—whether it’s expertise, piece of mind, a long-term
relationship, improved odds of success, or a higher level of
confidence. Are you selling a product (such as a tax return)
or a service (billing purely for your time, however the client
determines to use it)? Taking this a step further, specifi
cally, what services do you offer? And more important,
what are the logical outcomes a company can expect when
buying each of your services?
You know you have accomplished the step of under
standing what you sell when you can give a series of pop
quizzes to everyone in your organization, asking questions
about what it is you do and why people do business with
you, and hear similar responses. For example, ask the sim
ple question, “Whom do you work for?” If you get the an
swer, “I work for a CPA firm,” you’re not even close to
where you need to be. We will cover this in more depth
later in this chapter.

D eterm ining Y our O bjectives
Why are you spending your valuable resources (time and
money) marketing? What are you trying to accomplish?
Why now? If you are marketing just because you think you
should, don’t do it. If you are marketing to retain your cur
rent clients, make a note of that. If you are trying to build
more referrals, make another note. If you force yourself to
sit down and answer the few simple questions at the start
of this paragraph, you’ll be halfway there. After you go
through this exercise, let a day or so pass, and then review
the questions and your answers again. Don’t be surprised
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if you add another reason or two, or more sharply define
the ones you have already written down.

ESTABLISHING A B UDGET
This is something you know how to do in your sleep. We
have included a form at the end of this chapter that we
use to identify each exposure alternative, when we plan to
use it, how many people we are targeting, and what it is
going to cost. It’s just a simple form we put together to
help us look at the combination of alternatives we have se
lected, so we can make sure we try to get the most from
each one as it relates to everything else in the plan. The
last item on the form is imperative—determining what re
sults you expect from the exposure campaign. List and
quantify your reasonable expectations before you leave this
step, such as number of new clients, growth in total rev
enues, new projects delivering a specific niche specialty,
and so on.
Beware of this common costly error regarding the budget:
Spending an entire year's exposure budget on a week-long
comprehensive advertising campaign.

This kind of blitz m entality is typically very ineffective.
The success of a blitz campaign is based on the premise
that you have a product or service that is so unique, so
much in demand, that people will beat your door down to
obtain it once they know your organization exists. It also
assumes that your customers or clients will be so enam
ored by your product or service that they will remember
you forever. This phenomenon virtually never occurs. The
normal result of blitz exposure is that it draws significantly
more prospects during the blitz period than would a nor
mal advertising effort. The problem is, in order to justify
this financial outlay, the blitz would have to generate a
year’s worth of traffic during the blitz period since mini
mal funds will be available for marketing after the event
is over. The reality usually is that three or four normal ex
posure efforts will have a greater cumulative impact than
the blitz effort.
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This is not to say that blitz campaigns are ineffective.
Organizations use this kind of exposure method all the
time. The key is that the money expended for the blitz ef
fort is still just a small percentage of the overall exposure
budget. This way, a great deal of attention is drawn to the
product or service in a short period of time, and then that
visibility is maintained on a month-in-month-out basis by
the normal planned exposure itinerary.
So the trick is to put together an exposure campaign that
can be implemented in small increments over a long pe
riod of time. Why? Because visibility and exposure need to
emulate a dripping water faucet. Even though each drop
of water may be insignificant by itself, as these droplets
continue, they make an impact. You have to constantly
chip away the various distractions surrounding your po
tential clients. Then, in that fleeting moment when you
have their attention, your message must quickly motivate
them into action. Consider being able to emulate this drip
ping water faucet when you allocate money to your mar
keting budget.

F in e -T uning Y our T arget A udience
The first issue is to think through how the fortress and
empire strategies apply to your objectives. Here’s a quick
review of how each can impact your marketing approach.

The Fortress
By choosing the fortress, your target market is your ex
isting client base. Our Fort Worth office follows this strat
egy. Since it has been operating for many years as a tra
ditional practice, a sizable client base has been established.
Therefore, client base protection is a primary focus.
To accomplish this, all marketing efforts are directed to
wards building client loyalty. One way to do this is to promote
a wide range of services. So about eight years ago, we put to
gether a list of services (created during several brainstorming
sessions) that became the primary wall of services surround
ing our Fort Worth client base. By promoting these services,
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we subtly remind our clients that we can take care of a wide
variety of their needs. This list included these services;
•

Negotiation and arbitration of operational, financial,
and personnel issues
Tax planning and minimizing
Management and leadership training
Help in obtaining financing
Acquiring and selling businesses
Strategic and tactical business, technology, or market
ing planning
Business valuations and litigation support
Managing audits and reviews
Accounting, budgeting, and reporting assistance
Internal controls and procedures advice
Technology consultation and training
Profit enhancement or cost reduction analysis
Cash management assistance
Prebankruptcy and bankruptcy support

How did we create this list? After completing the Skills In
ventory Worksheet (found at the end of chapter 8), inter
viewing a group of our clients, and composing the Re
quested Services Worksheet, we came up with a services
offering that we felt fit the needs of our client base.
If a client is in need of a service outside this list, we will
either refer them or satisfy their need through the use of
subcontractors. The decision as to which way to go is easy
to make. If the service desired is performed by a competing
CPA firm, then we will most likely perform the work through
subcontractors. Remember, the idea behind the fortress is
client base protection. We don’t want anyone making inroads
with our clients that might threaten their loyalty to us. So
we only refer when no such threat exists. Note that your ser
vices list constantly changes in the fortress approach.
To keep our clients’ attention, we have to continually re
mind them that we are their CPA firm, and that we offer
a wide variety of services. The good news is, it’s easy to
accomplish this with fortress-style marketing. Why? Be
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cause we know our clients by name, where they work, where
they live, what they do, and so on.
Due to the availability of this information, the cost of
communicating the details about various new services is
relatively low. By utilizing monthly or quarterly newslet
ters, workshops, direct mail, or even a firm open house,
you can stay in touch (we cover these in more detail later).
This regular communication is an essential element of
building loyalty.
The primary requirement of a fortress marketing cam
paign is that you consistently and regularly expose the
firm’s various services. Response to this campaign is not
as important as its visibility. Even when you don’t achieve
additional direct revenues from the services promoted, the
main objective will still have been met. That is—
You have reminded your clients that you care about them,
that you always are looking for new ways to keep them sat
isfied, and that you provide much more than traditional
CPA services.
This constant barrage of information also tells them that
something exciting is always going on a t your office. As a
result, they will want to stay in contact with you. By cre
ating these positive and recurring images, your clients
should always think of you first for help. And that’s a crit
ical marketing objective of the fortress.

The Empire
If you select the empire, your target market is much
broader than your existing client base. Typically, this ap
proach is selected by firms—
•
•

With an inadequate number o f clients, such as a re
cently opened office.
Desiring a change in stim ulation, such as a group of
CPAs who are tired of performing daily tax work and
have decided it would be more rewarding to build a lit
igation support practice.

In both of these cases, new clients have to be actively so
licited. The first question we want to address regarding
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this subject is, “Are CPAs allowed by our Code of Profes
sional Conduct to actively solicit uninvited prospects?”
While the level of flexibility in this area varies from state
to state, the AICPA’s Code of Professional Conduct, as
amended January 14, 1992, states under Rule 501 Acts
Discreditable:
A member shall not commit an act discreditable to the pro
fession.
Rule 502 Advertising and Other Forms of Solicitation states:
A member in public practice shall not seek to obtain clients
by advertising or other forms of solicitation in a manner
that is false, misleading, or deceptive. Solicitation by the
use of coercion, over-reaching, or harassing conduct is pro
hibited.
Clearly, this is one area that has undergone significant
change in the last fifteen years. It wasn’t long ago when a
CPA needed to be invited before a personal contact could
be made. Today, it’s really just a test of ensuring that you
are not utilizing deceptive advertising practices. This is an
easy requirement to meet if you choose to do so.
In order to be effective, the empire requires that you de
vise a marketing approach that defines a fairly narrow
market segment. This allows you to promote a unique prod
uct or service which is enticing and valuable. As an ex
ample, consider the broad range of services we defined ear
lier for our firm. This list, while proving valuable for our
Fort Worth office, was too broad for our Austin location.
Since the Austin office had only been in operation for a few
years, at that time its client base wasn’t large enough to
support its two principals. Expansion was necessary.
Therefore, the empire approach was adopted. The services
were refined to suit a more targeted audience. For exam
ple, the Austin office promoted—
•
•
•

Strategic and tactical business, technology, and mar
keting planning.
Help in obtaining financing.
Negotiation and arbitration of operational, financial,
and personnel issues.
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Advice on how to improve internal controls and proce
dures.
Even though we provided other services, we publicized
those services that im pacted sm all business profitability.
Some of the vehicles we utilized to communicate and
demonstrate this concentration were—
•
•
•
•

Publishing columns on management issues for local
newspapers.
Presenting lectures to various business organizations.
Producing a television series called You and Your
Money, which was aired by a local CBS affiliate.
Writing several publications for the Small Business Di
vision of the Texas Department of Commerce.

This kind of exposure helped us build a business expert im
age in our local community. From there, we have branched
out on a national basis through a variety of vehicles—
including nationally published articles, video and live tele
vision networks, and public speaking engagements.
The empire strategy is designed to sell niche specialty
services to a broad marketplace while the fortress is de
signed to sell a broad set of services to a concentrated mar
ketplace. Regardless of your approach, in order to fine-tune
your market, you should consider how these strategies fit
your organization. Once you have made that determina
tion, the strategy itself will begin to dictate which alter
natives to consider.

M arketing Segm entation
Market segmentation is simply the process of breaking a
market into relatively homogeneous and identifiable
groups.
According to the book Principles of M arketing, second
edition, by Lamb, Hair & McDaniel (South-Western Pub
lishing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, 1994), here are some basics
on this subject.
The term market means different things to different
people.. . . First, they are composed of people or organiza-
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tions. Second, these people or organizations have wants and
needs that can be satisfied by particular products [and/or
services]. Third, they have the ability to buy the products
[and/or services] they seek. Fourth, they are willing to ex
change their resources, usually money or credit, for the de
sired products and/or services.
Within a market, a market segment is a subgroup of peo
ple or organizations sharing one or more characteristics
that cause them to have similar product [and/or service]
needs. [For example, on one extreme, you can define every
client you have as a market segment. On the other extreme,
every business in the world can be defined as a market seg
ment.] The process of dividing a market into meaningful,
relatively similar, and identifiable segments or groups is
called market segmentation. [Segmentation can follow a va
riety of directions. Common bases are geographic (by city,
region, country, etc.), demographic (by age, gender, income,
etc.), psychographic (personality, motives, lifestyles), bene
fit (according to the benefits they seek from a product or
service) or usage (divides a market by the amount of prod
ucts or services consumed).]
The point of all of this is that in order to put together an
effective marketing plan you have to pinpoint your mar
ket. The better job you do defining each market segment
you are targeting, the better able you will be to create
meaningful “action enticing” m essages for that segment.
Notice the Market Segmentation Worksheet at the end of
this chapter. It contains a picture of a box. Above the box
is a bulleted list including clients, nonclients, business
clients, individual clients, top 15 percent, bottom 85 per
cent, specialized industries, and so on. The top row of the
box represents all potential clients. The next section below
that subdivides “all potential clients” into “current clients”
and “nonclients.” The “current clients” section can be sub
divided numerous ways. In this example, we chose “busi
ness clients” and “individuals.” “Business clients” can be
subdivided into even more categories, such as specialized
industries and so on. The reason you should try to look at
your marketplace this way before you put together your fi
nal exposure campaign is because the more relatively ho
mogeneous and identifiable groups you can find, the less
expensive and more powerful the advertising message is
likely to be.
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M anaging P rice per Contact
Managing price per contact is more difficult than it sounds.
This is the process of determining the specific exposure ve
hicles that will do the best job of getting the attention of
your target audience. One extreme would be television ad
vertising where you could pay from several hundred to
thousands of dollars for a 30-second spot during the local
evening news. Another extreme would be a coupon stuck
in a package of coupons for literally a few cents per thou
sand mailed. Paying the least money possible per contact
is not the objective; making contact with your target au
dience in a way that motivates them to view your message
for the least money is. The following scenario should shed
some light on the complexity of this issue:
Let’s say your firm, in Austin, Texas, put together a news
paper advertisement announcing several new specialized
services. Assume that you want to purchase a half-page ad,
to be run for one day during the week, for $4,000. If the
newspaper is delivered to a quarter of a million people, then
your cost per contact is only $1.60 per hundred. This is an
excellent price per contact. However, this assumes that you
are selling a product or service that all 250,000 subscribers
are likely to be interested in. In the accounting business,
this just isn’t even close to reality. So, in order to make this
more realistic, let’s say you were targeting general con
tractors. After a little research, you find out that there are
only 200 general contractor organizations that subscribe to
the newspaper. Now your price per contact is $20, which is
a fairly costly price per contact, but still within reason if
you know the 200 contractors always read the newspaper.
So, in order to increase the odds of being seen, you put the
ad in the paper for 5 days straight. Now your price per con
tact, assuming some volume discount for advertising, would
be about $70 per contact. As you can see, it doesn’t take
long for this to get out-of-hand.
Consider this. Instead of taking out a half-page ad in the
newspaper, how about buying a full-page color ad on the
back of the Associated General Contractors of Texas’s bi
monthly magazine called Infrastructure. This has an aver
age circulation of 1,600 copies, and, for the sake of this ex
ample, is subscribed to by your 200 general contractor
target audience. This ad would cost $950. Your price per
contact is now $4.75 for full color exposure on the back of
the magazine (which has a theoretical shelf live of several
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months). With this alternative, you are also getting to the
other out-of-market (but still viable) 1,400 general con
tractors for free. If the back cover of Infrastructure proved
effective, you could advertise for a year (in all 6 issues) and
still only be paying $28.50 per contact ($950 per issue X 6
issues / 200 local general contractors = $28.50 per contact).
Defaulting to mass media advertising to sell highly spe
cialized products or services is usually taking the lazy way
out. The fact is that it is easier and quicker to spend ex
tra money than to try to identify the more cost-effective al
ternatives for contacting your particular audience. Re
member, the most common mistake regarding exposure is
spending money on m edia targeted to a much more general
audience than you are trying to reach.
There may not be one best medium to advertise in. All
we are trying to point out here is that you have to balance
cost per contact with finding the best way to get the at
tention of your target market. Obviously, segmentation be
comes key in helping you manage this complex issue.

F in e -T uning Y o ur M essage
One of marketing’s worst enemies is disorganization. Too
often, marketing is done on a haphazard basis with little
thought given to—
•
•
•

Overall theme.
Creation o f a consistent message.
Achievement o f a specific objective.

This leads us to a question of paramount importance:
What is in your exposure proposition that w ill create enough
urgency to p rod your potential client into action?

If the urgency generated by your proposition is lukewarm,
then the results will most likely be marginal. Creating a
m essage that motivates your client to action is what mar
keting is all about. Unfortunately, there is no magic for
mula to achieve this reaction. But there are some guide
lines. Each message you send must be—
•

Simple. (Make it easy to understand; being subtle here
is wasted money.)
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•
•

•

•

Concise. (You probably get less than a second to get
their attention, so net it out.)
Clear. (Don’t assume too much. Be clear about what
you have to offer. You have a great deal invested to get
attention, so don’t let your audience walk away won
dering what you’re selling.)
Consistent. (Your m essages shouldn’t change dramati
cally from one contact to the next. While you certainly
can point out different features, services, and so on, you
should provide a consistent message as to who you are
and what your organization is all about.)
Repetitive. (Marketing has often been referred to as a
contact sport. It takes numerous contacts to make any
impact at all.)

Make sure that your exposure messages meet these crite
ria. And by the way, be careful not to describe your ser
vices in jargon or accounting terms. A common mistake we
encounter is firms using short descriptors in their adver
tising, as in this example:
Below are some of the services we perform. If any of these
are of interest, please contact us. We do:
Strategic Planning,
Succession Planning,
Personal Financial Planning, etc.

Well, these descriptors are fine for communicating to an
other accountant, but they hardly deliver the kind of m es
sage or sense of urgency that’s worthy of our advertising
dollar. Business owners may turn away from your m es
sage, confident that they don’t need—•
•

•

•

Strategic planning . . . but they might need someone to
help them figure out how to double revenues in two
years.
Succession planning . . . but they might need to improve
the communications among family members and make
sure that the younger generation is ready to take over
the business when the time comes.
Personal financial planning . . . but they might want to
make sure they have set aside enough money to pay
for their children’s college educations.
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Yes, these are either one-and-the-same or a component of
the service mentioned. However, while the message strate
gic planning is concise, it does not meet the criteria of sim
ple and clear (because this service can be broadly inter
preted as to scope, price, involvement required, output
expected, and so on).

T he R ole

of

E xposure

Even if your work is unsurpassed in creating the best m es
sages, keep a perspective about the role exposure plays in
this process. Exposure is like a quarterback. When the
team wins, he gets too much credit. When the team loses,
he is handed more than his share of the blame. Exposure
by itself doesn’t accomplish anything: your products or ser
vices have to be in demand; the clients have to be ready
and able to buy; the exposure vehicles have to be seen or
heard; and much more. This is one of the main reasons you
have to be visible month after month—exposure relies on
the timing of all of these factors coming together. Even if
all of this works as planned, the best you can hope for is
an opportunity to sell. If you are not prepared to capital
ize on this opportunity, then the time and money spent im
plementing your exposure plans are wasted.
Exposure doesn’t have to be expensive to he good. How
ever, it does have to be well-thought-out to be effective.
Creating an effective exposure plan is far from a science.
However, the more facts you have, the more likely your ef
forts will result in profit rather than just another expense.
With this in mind, let’s take a look at the various expo
sure alternatives.

C hoo sing the E xpo sure V eh ic les T hat A re
B est fo r Y our O rganization
Exposure is a catch-all word to define any and all commu
nication that gives your firm visibility. It is the subset of
the marketing plan that lays out the who, what, where,
when, why, and how of gaining visibility for the CPA firm.
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Generally, exposure fits into these two categories:
1.

Institutional exposure focuses on image and percep
tion. This type of visibility sells features such as qual
ity, competence, experience, uniqueness, and so on. But
it rarely creates a sense of urgency. In other words,
people become aware of your firm and the services pro
vided, but you’ve given them no reason to call you to
day rather than tomorrow. The results of your efforts
may not be visible for months or even years. This is a
common exposure approach used by CPA firms.
2. Promotional exposure is built around an immediate re
sponse to some event or item such as a sale, a work
shop, or a coupon. If immediate action isn’t taken, the
offer expires. This alternative is less often utilized
within the CPA industry. But perhaps it is one that
should be given further consideration.
With this in mind, let’s look at our various exposure op
tions and consider how each might be used.

N etw orking
The most obvious form of promotion, and always one of the
best, involves the circle of people you work with or know.
Most people call this networking. Webster’s defines net
working as—
The exchange of information or services among individuals,
groups or institutions.

Networking may include participation in professional as
sociations, charitable organizations, specifically desig
nated peer groups, loose associations with other profes
sionals, and many other variations. The objective behind
networking is to establish contacts that will—
1.

Provide access to additional or unique resources.

2.
3.

Refer clients.
Augment your knowledge through the sharing o f ideas.

Whether you have chosen the fortress or the empire, net
working in some form should be the cornerstone of your
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exposure plan. With the fortress, your primary network is
your client base. With the empire, since normally the client
base is either not substantial enough or not centered
around the desired type of services, your primary network
will be other professionals, friends, organizations, specific
industry organizations, and so on.
As an empire operation, our Austin office tends to focus
its networking energy on professionals, such as CPAs (both
in public practice and industry around the country), at
torneys, bankers, and insurance agents, and a few profes
sional associations. Our Fort Worth office, utilizing a
fortress strategy, concentrates its primary energy on the
client base, and occasionally, various professional associa
tions and attorneys. One of the professional associations
our firm sought out was one that would leverage both of
fices. It was Southern and Western Accounting Group
(SWAG). This group of CPA firms provides a forum for
partners to have an open exchange of ideas as well as to
share information (not only financial, but strategies, com
pensation plans, organizational issues, and so on). There
are many such groups both nationally and internationally,
such as Accounting Group International (AGI) and Asso
ciated Accounting Firms International (AAFI).
There are literally hundreds of these kinds of organiza
tions around the country, each with its own nuances and
unique qualities which attract member firms. For exam
ple, gross revenue is often a distinguishing factor. In other
words, one group might try to find firms throughout the
world with revenues between $2 and $6 million, while an
other tries to find firms in the $250,000 to $1 million range.
For example, SWAG is a group of CPA firms from various
cities across Texas and Oklahoma that do not compete in
the same geographic area with revenues between $250,000
and $2.5 million. Associations such as these meet several
times a year to discuss business and professional issues
and concerns common to the member firms. Often these
m eetings are held in resort environments to focus atten
tion away from the everyday world back at the office. Of
particular value is the open and informal sharing of mem
bers’ financial results. This financial summary helps mem
bers to focus on each other’s successes, problems, and even
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failures. The sm allest firm members can anticipate growth
problems and those a little larger are often reminded of
what got them there. The group’s agendas cover the gamut
of administrative, practice development, and structural
topics. We mention this type of network to emphasize that
being able to discuss critical matters freely with peers can
be very rewarding and profitable. One doesn’t always have
to re-invent the wheel.
One down side of networking is that it is often hard to
quantify the results of your promotional efforts. But here’s
a motivational factor that eases this frustration;
Every time you make someone aware o f why your firm is
special, you create an outside salesperson.

Not only can this salesperson freely introduce your firm to
people you don’t know, he or she does this without be
coming a part of your firm’s overhead. This situation is al
most too good to be legal. Therefore, be sure that your ex
posure plan pays attention to the expansion of its “network
sales force.”
A common obstacle that hinders the effectiveness of net
working is ego block. This occurs when the CPA perform
ing the networking function doesn’t want to appear too
anxious to obtain new business, so he or she doesn’t do
much selling. Comments may be made as to firm size or
current projects but the network is never really informed
as to the skills and services that can be provided by the
CPA firm. This aloofness is ridiculous! But it also is very
common. It is almost as if there were an unwritten rule:
When a CPA shows interest in obtaining new clients, then
he or she openly adm its to a lack o f success. If you think
this rule doesn’t exist, then ask yourself this question: Has
anyone ever asked if you were interested in taking on an
other client?
You’re guilty, aren’t you? What benefit can be obtained,
except for some ego stroking, from sending the message
that you have all the business you want? Remember, the
point of networking is to obtain new clients. Everyone
knows that. So don’t kid yourself. The next time you or one
of your staff members participates in a networking func
tion, make sure some selling takes place.
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R eferrals
Referrals are the result of effective networking. As we dis
cussed above, referrals are generated through the use of
your network: your client base, employees, friends, family,
associations, and so on.
After surveying thousands of CPAs participating in our
training, we have learned that most firm s credit referrals
for more than 80 percent (often more than 90 percent) o f all
new business. Based on this response, it’s obvious that the
most effective marketing tool used by our profession is
first-class client service. By keeping your current clients
as happy as possible, you build loyalty. The marketing part
comes in when these loyal clients become part of your net
work “sales force” and tell their friends how pleased they
are with your work.

Developing an Effective Network “Sales Force.”
Due to the success of referrals, it makes sense that your
exposure plan should be built around this resource. In
other words, spend much of your exposure resources sub
tly educating and reminding those people most likely to re
fer you the different ways you can help. Why? Because
most of the time, when someone asks for help, the cry
isn’t—
Hey Sue, do you know o f anyone who can help me with some
mundane accounting work?

Instead, the inquiry will more likely be—
Sue, I'm trying to p u t together a financial package for my
hank and need a little help. Do you know of anyone I can
call?

When people ask for help, they’re usually requesting a spe
cific skill or expertise. And while Sue may be your great
est supporter, she probably thinks of your organization
from a narrow perspective; those services to which her or
ganization subscribes. She most likely has no idea about
the numerous other unique services you offer. So when
someone is requesting help in an area in which she has no
knowledge of your firm’s skills, even if she has the confi
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dence to refer you, the referral will most likely be weak
(maybe to the point of being ineffective), such as—
I think the CPA firm o f Jones and Sm ith has done that sort
o f work.

The point is that your network of outside salespeople needs
to know a few details regarding your operation. We are not
suggesting that you immediately start pulling people aside
to make a sales pitch. We are proposing that a sales pitch
be made through a designed exposure campaign and when
ever a suitable opportunity presents itself. And consider
this approach when you do.
Describe your services by telling a story that lets others
know about a specific service, such as succession planning.
Even if the story isn’t an exact match with the discussion
topic, it may lead to something. For example, if Bob, one of
your clients, starts talking about being uncomfortable about
who might replace him when he retires, you might say, “I
recently prepared a plan for a doctor who was worried about
the very same issue. He decided to sell his practice over a
five-year period to his partner. While we looked at a vari
ety of alternatives, here were some of the reasons . . . . ”
This makes it clear that you know something about the sub
ject and that you have experience in such matters. Using
this technique, you’ve informed your client in a way that is
clear and easy to understand. Many CPAs would respond
with something far more obscure like, "Our firm does suc
cession planning all the time. We should get together and
talk about that sometime.” Remember—people love stories.
You don’t have to give away any secrets to tell these stories
either. And if you think your prospect or client might rec
ognize the company you’re talking about, change the facts—
use a different industry, or change the family members from
a father and two sons to a father and three daughters. What
ever you do, when you sell yourself in these networking sit
uations, try to deliver your message through stories so that
it is interesting to the listener and easy to follow.

Thanking Everyone Who Refers. The second issue sur
rounding referrals is recognition. When members of your
network refer business to you, what have they done? The
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most important factor is that your network was willing to
risk something for your gain. Each time a referral is made,
that individual has put his or her good name and reputa
tion on the line in order to put money in your pocket. What
happens if your firm does sloppy work, gives bad advice, or
charges more than expected? One thing you can count on
. . . whoever made the recommendation will hear about it.
So what do these people gain by going out on a limb like
this? The overwhelming majority of CPAs we polled com
mented, We try to send them a "thank you” letter. Our im
mediate response is, You try or you do? The most common
rebuttal, We send a letter most o f the time.
Let’s pause here for a moment and review what we’ve
covered so far.
Eighty percent or more of most CPA firm s' new business
comes from sources who might receive a thank-you letter for
their high-risk, low-reward efforts.

What’s really odd about this is the fact that many firms will
spend thousands of dollars developing a brochure, thousands
again on various advertisements, thousands to sponsor
events, and so on; yet the one resource that clearly generates
the most new business might receive a thank-you letter.
Every firm should rethink its position on this matter. We
have. In many business relationships, the best way to thank
someone for a referral is to reciprocate. However, because
this is not always possible, our solution was to make an
arrangement with one of our clients who manufactures
candy. We identified a variety of products (of different sizes
and costs), presented them with our credit card, and set up
a procedure for anyone in our firm to call in and initiate a
referral package with an attached card. By the way, our
thank you is not conditioned on whether the referred client
does business with us, because whoever made the referral
took the risk as soon as he or she mentioned our name.
There are hundreds, even thousands of ways to inex
pensively thank those who are partly responsible for the
growth of your business. So choose one that best suits your
situation. You might send a novelty item (such as pens,
hats, or shirts), movie passes, or a gift certificate. And
whenever possible, use a client’s product or service for this
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thank you because it not only sends a great message, it
supports an organization that is already doing business
with you. It’s not what you send that matters, but that you
clearly say, Thank you, your referral means a great deal to
us. The gift demonstrates a little extra effort on your part
to show how much you care.
Note: There are many advertising specialty agencies that
can provide you with some interesting novelty items. For
people who refer business to you and work on an ongoing
basis with organizations within your target market, buy
something especially nice that is likely to remain visible
in their offices. By taking this route, you can print your
firm name and logo inconspicuously on the item. Then
when other people see and comment on it, a discussion
about your firm is sure to follow.

Community R elations
This also is a form of networking. Typically, this kind of
exposure is gained through involvement with civic organi
zations and charitable activities. Because the focus of these
events is other than business-building, you have to be more
subtle about selling. If it appears the only reason you are
involved is to hawk your services, you are likely to do more
damage than good. However, this doesn’t mean that you
should refuse conversation about your firm when asked.
By the way, it’s easy to get someone to ask about your
firm. The best way is to ask questions about your conver
sation partner’s livelihood. After enough interested in
quiries on your part, most people will respond appropri
ately and ask about your background as well. Yes, this
sounds a little manipulative. But chances are that people
have been doing this to you all your life; you just didn’t
know it. Learning to use techniques like this will help you
better control and manage your communications.

Personal Sales Calls
Personal sales calls are the most effective method of sell
ing. That’s why a good portion of this book discusses ways
to improve the skills used in this area. But, personal sales
calls are also the most costly to make. One reason why this
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alternative is so expensive is because each minute a CPA
spends selling is theoretically a minute that could have
been billed. Another reason is because selling time is hard
to leverage; you normally make personal sales calls one at
a time, which takes an enormous amount of time. Because
of the high costs associated with this alternative, you only
want to use it when you have identified potential clients
who are interested, qualified, and ready to buy.

R esearch and D evelopm ent (R&D) Approach
This approach is like selling on-the-job training. It’s called
the research and development (R&D) approach because
you know you are capable of doing the work, but you
haven’t actually performed the same kind of job the client
is requesting. Therefore, while your existing experience is
adequate to help you navigate successfully through the
project, you know there will be times when you will have
to do some extra reading, research problems, develop pro
cedures, and much more. While almost every project re
quires some on-the-spot creativity and exploration, your
inexperience will require you to spend a disproportionate
amount of time working through such issues. So in order
to make the client feel more comfortable with your inex
perience, you either give away a piece of the job, or per
form the job a t reduced rates.
R&D is an excellent technique to use when attempting to
provide new services. Enticing an existing client to allow you
to perform work at a bargain price in exchange for a refer
ence is a great deal for everyone involved. Why? Because it’s
hard to obtain new clients with a sales pitch like this:
Well, we've never done this kind of work before .. .but we've
always wanted to. You would be a great organization to cut
our teeth on.
The R&D approach gives you a track record and confidence,
which are both essential to selling consulting services.

Client Sem inars and W orkshops
These are excellent vehicles. They allow you to sell by of
fering education. Whether you are promoting new services,
or reviewing old ones, teaching is marketing.
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One of the requirements for success is that you offer
something worthwhile. In other words, each seminar or
workshop should be organized in a self-help fashion. If you
put on a show that is clearly centered around creating new
business, it will most likely backfire.
The fact is, when you teach someone how to do some
thing, you sell yourself. Some will ask you to merely act
as their consultant while they attempt to do the work. Oth
ers will get excited about the idea, but hire you to perform
the work since they are too busy to do it themselves. And
yes, a few will actually use the newfound skills you helped
them develop on their own. But don’t be afraid of giving
away information for fear the participants will be able to
handle the tasks without your involvement. Most problems
are complex. Therefore, regardless of your thoroughness,
you will not be able to address all the issues in sufficient
detail to enable your clients to figure everything out on
their own. In fact, it is typically a plus if they do attempt
to proceed without you. This means your information was
valuable to them. And when they inevitably hit a snag,
they’ll call you for assistance.
Everyone wins. By teaching a skill or identifying how to
better use a tool, you gain two things—enhanced clientbase loyalty, and usually, additional opportunities. Either
one is enough to make client seminars and workshops a
worthwhile effort.
Even if your clients do not take advantage of a valu e
adding service offer such as a sem inar, your invitation
rem inds them of your existence and informs them of
your capability to perform that service. For those who
do not attend, consider following up after the event by
offering the hand-out m aterials. This gives you one
more contact. And as has been said before, m arketing
is a contact sport.

Join t Sem inars and W orkshops
These can create the same positive results as client sem i
nars and workshops, with the added value of exponentially
expanding your audience.
Joint seminars, in our opinion, are one of the most pro
ductive marketing vehicles used by professionals. You find
lawyers, stockbrokers, insurance agents, psychologists,
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bankers, CPAs, and others forming strong alliances. These
alliances are made in order to take advantage of the re
ferral network and share client bases. So instead of refer
ring business randomly, most opportunities are referred to
those within the group.
These loose associations create two advantages:
1.

2.

Each firm has some access to the clients of the other
through formal presentations, newsletters, and so on.
This literally can double or triple the size of your avail
able audience overnight. This temporary merging of
client bases also gives you direct access to a great many
people who would otherwise be difficult to contact.
These alliances form an umbrella of professional ser
vices. The combination of these services forms a pro
tective wall (a fortress) that enhances client loyalty and
satisfaction.

Joint seminars and workshops can be used by both fortressand empire-minded firms since this vehicle facilitates both
protection and expansion. Because those in attendance al
ready have demonstrated an interest, marketing is not only
easy but inexpensive as well. The trick is to find the right
professionals to associate with. Even though this task may
be time-consuming, the potential benefits of establishing
such organizations are fantastic.

W riting
Writing rarely brings potential clients to your doors. How
ever, when one does come, being published helps create an
image that differentiates you from your competition. We
estimate that we close more than 80 percent of the prospec
tive clients we talk to about nontraditional services par
tially due to the perceived value created by exposure ve
hicles such as writing.
As for the marketing value of writing, this channel cre
ates much more interest when the topics discussed are spe
cific in nature and targeted towards a small group (such
as addressing theft control for retailers). When you write
specific pieces, you can expect them to generate more op
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portunities than general ones. Obviously, just being pub
lished isn’t the key. The more important issues include—
•

W ho p u b lish e s y o u r work.

•

Size of circulation.

•

Target market.

These become central to determining whether your writ
ing efforts will impress prospects.
Writing obviously is an exposure vehicle in which we be
lieve. An effort made in this area should pay off, but over
a long period of time. Therefore, writing most often is se
lected as part of an empire-building plan.

Public Speaking
Public speaking, like writing, has a long-term payoff.
Geared more towards an empire philosophy, speaking is a
unique avenue to demonstrate your knowledge.
Speaking on general business topics gives you access to
large audiences. The benefit here is the expansion of your
network. Covering topics in specialized areas creates more
immediate opportunities. However, in either case, if your
speech is merely a sales pitch, you will not only insult your
audience, but will lose its confidence as well.
There’s one other issue you face with public speaking.
You are taking on the role of expert. So be prepared and
have a good presentation. Unlike writing, your audience
can immediately challenge any comment you make. How
you handle these potentially hostile situations often is
more important than the speech itself. (Refer to the pres
entation guidance in chapter 11.)

P ublicity
Used to promote image, publicity is both an empire and
fortress alternative. However, the empire relies on this vis
ibility much more than does the fortress.
Publicity can come in many forms. The most common is
through news releases. Every time your firm decides to offer
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a unique service, or makes a contribution to the local com
munity, a news release should be sent to all major television
and radio stations and newspapers. The format of a news re
lease is simple. The AICPA is a great source for this. Just look
in the front of the materials of any seminar you attend. A
short press release has been inserted for your use announc
ing the fact that you have gained new knowledge in a unique
area. At a minimum, you can follow that format to create press
releases of your own announcing different accomplishments.
Additionally, there are many other ways to achieve free
exposure. As an example, we contacted a local television
station, a CBS affiliate, and sold the idea of our firm pro
viding advice in a business tip series called You and Your
Money. It ran every weekend during the 6 P.M. news for
over a year. This gave us excellent exposure, great credi
bility, but no short-term results. That’s why this type of
visibility belongs more in an empire strategy.
Along these same lines, several years earlier, we did the
same thing with the local newspaper. We proposed a
weekly column on small business. It was approved after
about nine months of negotiation.
The point is that you have to be creative and find free
ways to promote your business. Publicity not only gives
your firm exposure, but enhances your credibility and im
age too. A word of warning though: alternatives like the
television series or the weekly column are time-consuming
commitments. Therefore, even though this visibility had
no out-of-pocket costs, it was still expensive in unbilled
time. This type of exposure has to occur over a long period
of time for any benefit to accrue.
The good news is that publicity is free (except for your
time). Therefore, something as simple as a news release
should be incorporated as standard operating procedure
and used extensively. Consider this: Being covered as part
of the news gives you much more visibility than does a paid
advertisement. So start a program right away to take ad
vantage of all the free exposure you can get.

Cross-Selling
This channel of exposure has been widely used to gener
ate business for CPA firms in the past. Because it is client-
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base focused, cross-selling is predominantly a fortress
strategy. Cross-selling is the act of selling one service while
providing another. For example, while performing audit
services, you can drop a few premeditated hints about other
expertise within your firm that could be of benefit. This is
an effective technique because the best time to sell future
services is while you are solving current problems.
It’s important to note that the best chance we have for
cross-selling is when we are in front of our clients. Tax
practitioners have an enormous window of opportunity
each year—Tax Time! During these few months, we have
face-to-face meetings with a high percentage of our clients.
Make sure you have a game plan for blending in a few
sales messages during your client conferences. Look for oc
casions during these conversations to mention some of the
other services your firm offers. When you consider the ef
fort of communicating with your clients using other mar
keting methods (such as direct mail, newsletters, seminars,
and so on), you simply can’t afford to let this window of
opportunity slip by.
Another important point that needs to be made is that
effective cross-selling requires the creation of a client ser
vice plan for your major clients (at least the top 15 per
cent). This plan should identify the services you have or
are delivering, as well as those you intend to deliver. The
services you intend to deliver should be prioritized and
scheduled on a time-line. The client service plan is a re
minder to all within the firm as to what concepts are im
portant to sell to each client, which in turn generates a
smooth flow of opportunities. Your messages are consis
tent as to what the client should focus on because it’s easy
for members of your organization to stay tuned in to the
client’s current situation. This plan should have a horizon
of a couple of years and is essential to maximizing your
ability to cross-sell. A Client Service Plan form is included
at the end of this chapter.
If you are not currently aware of a client’s additional
needs, consider making an investigative sales call. This
commitment is easily justified for your firm’s larger or
more financially significant clients. Regarding the others,
prepare occasional surveys or newsletters that solicit this
kind of information on postage-paid reply cards or conduct
a focus group or two each year.
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N ew sletters
Since we mentioned newsletters previously, we would like
to take this time to make a few points regarding the
fortress approach. First, newsletters are an excellent mar
keting and exposure vehicle. But they should be prepared
with marketing in mind. Preprinted (canned) newsletters
that just have your firm’s name stamped on them don’t
sell. They do educate . . . which is good, but they don’t tell
your clients who you are or why you are special. Our rule
of exposure is—
Don’t send out any material or information that doesn’t sell.
Don’t just send out any newsletter; send out a selling
newsletter. This can demand a great deal of work if you
create it yourself. So consider incorporating some combi
nation of canned and personal information into each issue.
For instance, besides a few canned articles, discuss the
benefits one of your clients has reported from a new ser
vice you provide, or introduce a new person you have hired
and highlight one of his or her unique skills you want to
showcase. Additionally, don’t get bogged down in how ele
gantly this information is presented. Instead, make sure
it always sells your firm and is sent out on a regular ba
sis.

Prom otional P ieces
Promotional pieces are image-building alternatives. While
most firms develop them, too many spend an inordinate
amount of money doing so. Their objective is to provide you
with something tangible to leave with a potential client—
something that will act as an inside salesperson.
Brochures, firm resumes, and so on are almost like busi
ness cards. They rarely generate business, but they’re ex
pected. We feel they are important and should be presented
in a professional manner. We also feel that many firms
place too much emphasis and spend too much money on
vehicles such as these that do not generate new business
opportunities.
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Major A dvertising M edia
The media include television, newspaper, radio, and gen
eral audience magazines. Although these alternatives can
be expensive, at times they may be your best logical al
ternative. The decision as to whether you should utilize
m ass media to promote your services lies in the answers
to these questions:
1.

Can you obtain information that w ill narrow your tar
get market?
2. I f so, are there exposure vehicles more targeted towards
the audience you are after?
If the answers are no, then using general media is proba
bly your best choice. However, you should make an im
mediate effort to start collecting demographic information
about your clients and potential clients in order to find
some common thread that can be used to better segment
your market.
In an earlier discussion on mass media, we alluded to
the fact that this channel often is a choice of convenience.
For some firms, money is in greater supply than time. This
makes the mass media alternatives very attractive. This
is fine. But recognize that when you opt for convenience,
when you analyze the cost-benefit of your exposure cam
paign, your price per contact is most likely much higher
than it needs to be.

D irect Mail
This is a great alternative for both the empire and the
fortress. However, it is much more cost-effective and pro
ductive when generating interest for the fortress. Even
though this form of exposure is impersonal, it is still likely
to gain your target’s attention because your client will rec
ognize who sent it.
Direct mail is typically used to promote an event or some
special offering. Seminars would be an example of this. But
don’t limit yourself. Think of ways to create urgency other
than by seminars—like sending money. That’s right . . .
money! As an example, if you are promoting a new con-
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suiting service, send out a hundred dollars of play money
that can be used as payment against your newly offered
service. Make sure the “money” has an expiration date of
six weeks or less or it won’t be as effective at generating
an immediate response. Remember, the objective is to cre
ate some urgency for the client to call.
The act of sending “funny money” or coupons accom
plishes a number of things. Besides creating urgency and
calling attention to your new service, it does so without
discounting it. Sometimes, when you discount a service,
you create an impression that the service is not worth the
full price. Sending “money” does not lead to the same im 
pression. Besides, you would spend that same amount or
more on a marketing call anyway.
Try to be creative and think of ways to take advantage of
direct mail. One CPA firm told us that it had an excellent
response from sending out a series of postcards (one each
month for about six months) which dissected and discussed
the firm’s mission statement. Another idea is to create a se
ries of postcards or brochures that sell your various services,
one at a time. We and many others have purchased prod
ucts from Paper Direct to help us create small but cus
tomized service announcements. You can buy preprinted
brochure paper and even templates for your wordprocessor
designed for use with your laser printer which deliver very
professional marketing pieces. Call and get their catalog by
dialing 800-A-Papers. If you don’t have time to create your
own sales materials, consider Mostad & Christensen (800654-1654). This firm delivers marketing products and re
sources focused at supporting the sole practitioner gain
quality exposure. If you are committed to marketing to the
point that you are considering hiring a Marketing Director,
call Alan D. Koltin, CPA, president of Practice Development
Institute (PDI), LLC (800-227-0498). His organization not
only helps with techniques like direct mail campaigns, but
also in creating and implementing comprehensive market
ing programs. Regardless of how you decide to implement
this, there are an endless number of ideas that can be ef
fectively communicated through direct mail.
As far as direct mail is concerned for the empire, you
have to be persistent. If you are not willing to mail at least
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four pieces to the same audience, then direct mail is a
waste of time. The empire audience is not intimately aware
of your firm, at least not the way your clients are. So your
first mailing most likely will be tossed into the trash can.
The second might be held for a few seconds before the “file
13” decision is made. By the time the third or fourth mail
ers arrive, your prospective clients should at least start
wondering who you are. They also should start recogniz
ing your name. So with consistency and repetition, the odds
begin to swing in your favor that your promotional piece
will be carefully reviewed.
Another issue regarding direct mail is timing. People
don’t have good memories. Therefore, even when your mail
ers are read, if the prospective clients are not in need of
your services at that time, the promotion or announcement
won’t produce any results. You have to mail to a group of
people over and over again. When your message to provide
help arrives at a time when your prospects perceive they
need help, that’s when the payoff comes. But since you’ll
rarely know exactly when that will happen, you have to
remain visible month after month. Because of the re
quirements of repetitive visibility and presenting a mean
ingful message, you should segment your audience as much
as possible before you start a campaign like this. This way
the impact of your campaign is significantly greater due
to targeted m essages to a select audience.

Trade-Related
This vehicle includes magazines, other publications, con
vention booths, and so on. When you are targeting an in
dustry or trade, look for ways that specifically focus on
your target audience. By utilizing these vehicles, you can
more easily get the attention of those who would be most
interested in your products or services. This type of expo
sure is empire-oriented because it attempts to expand into
a specialized area.
A note of warning: Any form of promotion needs to be
exciting. Even though trade vehicles are addressing an in
terested niche market, your promotional material, trade
show booth, or article, needs to stand out. Regardless of
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how, when, or where you publicize your firm, your poten
tial clients always will be distracted by the thousands of
other companies also trying to get their attention.

Signage
This channel includes billboards and exterior or interior
promotional displays. As far as billboards are concerned,
this is more like the mass media we discussed earlier. It
is expensive because it is geared towards reaching a gen
eral audience. However, if your firm concentrates in an
area like manufacturing and your city has a manufactur
ing district, then this general medium could become more
targeted with careful placement. Even though billboard
presentations can be expensive, when they are targeted
they can be an excellent alternative to help you expand
your empire.
Exterior and interior promotional displays should pro
mote more than just your firm name. Interior signs,
plaques, awards, and so on need to be tastefully done, but
they should also help promote the kind of work performed
by members of your firm. In other words, more selling em
phasis should be given to the workplace, especially in the
waiting and conference areas. A spin-off of this idea is to
use one of your old computers in the waiting area to dis
play firm propaganda through a presentation software
package such as PowerpointTM, AstoundTM, Freelance™, or
CorelDraw™. This way, you can tastefully let this waiting
(and captive) audience better understand your firm’s ca
pabilities.

T elem arketing
Telemarketing is one of our industry’s fastest growing
methods for identifying prospects. Firms all over the coun
try are finding this to be a profitable and productive vehi
cle. In the past, many organizations found themselves frus
trated because the leads generated using this technique
were much harder to convert into new business than those
referred by clients. However, in the last few years, tele
marketing has evolved into one of the tools of choice for
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middle-market and large firms. Why? Because while the
cost of setting up a telemarketing program is too expen
sive for most small firms, this vehicle can generate a wait
ing list of prospects at a very reasonable price for larger
organizations. But even more important, instead of rely
ing completely on the more passive approach of generat
ing leads through client referral, telemarketing is proac
tive.
Some firms have used a combination of telemarketing
plus some giveaway to get in the door. For example, one
firm calls up likely prospects (businesses in selected in
dustries) and gives away a quick onsite review of previ
ously filed excise tax returns. They then provide a written
report of their findings. For those organizations that have
overpaid their excise taxes, which include most of these
targeted businesses, they also offer a variety of fee options
to file the necessary amended returns. This is an example
of a telemarketing giveaway that is turning out to be a
great way to open doors and provide immediate value for
this particular CPA firm.
Telemarketing is also an excellent method to maximize
participation in some event. For example, a telemarketing
follow-up to a seminar invitation should dramatically im
prove attendance. Many organizations are also using this
technique to gather essential information, such as con
ducting client, market, and competitive surveys by tele
phone. Common offerings that are used to entice telephone
prospects into opening their doors to an outsider include
free tax reviews, a free hour of consulting, a free booklet
(self-help on a specific topic), and free software, to name a
few.

M onitoring

the

R esults

Once you have developed an exposure campaign that de
fines your target markets and delivers appropriate con
sistent and repetitive messages to those markets through
cost-effective vehicles, it's time to monitor what you have
done. This is the step most often ignored by those who ac
tually do create marketing plans. Monitoring the results
is something everyone agrees is important, but a task that
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rarely receives much attention. A plan is significantly more
effective if it is also monitored. So what does monitoring
mean? Basically, you need to track the results of each ex
posure or promotion. Make notes as to what you did,
whether it generated any phone calls or comments, if any
new business resulted from it, time of year, day of week,
and any other information that could prove pertinent (for
instance, your biggest competitor staged a free workshop
at the same time you offered your for-fee seminar).
Create an exposure notebook to record this information,
including a calendar for recording the exposure schedule.
The notebook also should include everything your firm does
to create visibility, from mass media (such as newspaper
or radio) to lectures, to networking meetings, to publicity,
to articles published, and so on.
This information, over time, will help you identify what
works for you. Also, note that interest or inquiries are a
better indication of the effectiveness of exposure than are
new clients or revenues. Remember, the objective of expo
sure is to prompt your potential clients into action—to get
them to call you. If you judge your exposure plan by sta
tistics, such as new clients, then you are assum ing that
your firm is able to convert 100 percent of the interest gen
erated into requests for services. That assumption is not
only invalid, but it may lead you to alter an effective ex
posure plan when the real problem may be the firm’s mar
keting and communication skills.
The real benefit to monitoring results is it keeps every
one focused on fine-tuning the marketing effort. For ex
ample, let’s say your organization pays a 10 percent com
mission based on the first year’s billings to anyone bringing
in a new client. Let’s also say that your firm is proud of
this commitment to marketing. However, the partner
group is very dissatisfied with the number of new clients
brought in by the junior partners. Rather than assuming
that the 10 percent commission is in line and that you have
ineffective junior partners, monitoring requires that you
take a much closer look at the system in place. You may
find that the only people who ever make any real money
under this system are the senior partners. Are they just
better marketers? They might be. They also have a great
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many more contacts than the junior partners. Therefore,
just playing the numbers game alone, the odds of a senior
partner bringing in new business are far greater than the
odds of a junior partner doing the same. In addition, busi
ness owners without a contact name at a CPA firm will
usually ask for one of the named or senior partners. This
is because owners have found out over the years that they
are almost always better served by working with whoever
has the most influence. We bring this up because com
pensation system s are a definite part of the marketing
plan. And on numerous occasions, we have found that the
compensation system is rewarding behavior that is the ex
act opposite of what the firm desires. Take this junior part
ner-new business issue for example. What we have found
several times is that the compensation system is struc
tured in such a way that it is far more rewarding for the
junior partners to bill work in-house than to find new busi
ness. If the firm wants junior partners to make the effort
to gain more community contacts, then maybe junior part
ners should get an additional 10 percent (or 20 percent of
the first year’s billings) for all new business brought in.
Why? Because, once again, junior partners typically have
to work two to three times as hard to grow their contact
network as compared to senior partners. So make sure your
compensation system provides the greatest incentives for
the behavior you really want to encourage.
Every aspect of your marketing plan has to be challenged
as time tests it. If it is accomplishing what the firm
desires . . . great! If not, change it. Regardless, note the de
tails of what you are doing so that later, when you ana
lyze what has happened, you have a better chance of de
termining what worked, what didn’t, and maybe even why.

D on’t L et Marketing Get Out

of

H and

A word of warning on this subject. Marketing is like a bed
of roses; it contains beautiful flowers and prickly thorns.
One major thorn is that you can spend an endless amount
of money performing the marketing function, with much of
it proving to be of no value. You create twice the problem
when you add the fact that the time you take to market is
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mostly nonbillable. These two issues make it easy to see
why the abstract world of marketing often gets out of hand.
A good, first step to help keep things under control is to
be honest about which resources are expended as part of
your marketing strategy, and which are expended just for
fun. This is a critical distinction because often you find CPAs
talking marketing when they are really just playing. As an
example, a golf outing with a client is only marketing when
the firm can reasonably expect this time to deliver some in
creased benefit to the firm. That benefit should be identifi
able before the meeting takes place. The next issue is, Could
that same benefit ju st as easily have been achieved through
a less time-intensive activity? For instance—
If you are working on an extended project with a client,
then the marketing benefit of playing golf may be the main
tenance of ongoing rapport. If that client makes a sub
stantial contribution to your yearly revenues, then spend
ing the time and money to reinforce rapport is certainly
valid and justified.
When the possibility exists that a client may retain you to
perform some additional work, then, once again, golf may be
a productive use of time. However, the time involved should
be commensurate with the potential reward. Spending $500
in unbilled time to take on a $300 project is playing!

The point is not to lim it golf or any other activity, but to
recognize these activities for what they really are. If you
don’t, then when you analyze the commitment to market
ing versus its return, you’ll quickly conclude that market
ing just doesn’t pay. And nothing could be further from the
truth, especially if you do the right kind of marketing.
Financially, it’s a great idea to mix pleasure and busi
ness whenever possible. So if you or some members of your
staff enjoy sailing for example, then arrange an outing with
an interested client. This kind of arrangement is not only
good public relations for the firm, but a perk for you or the
employee. Just remember to label it as such.

M anaging Your M arketing T ime
Because marketing, at times, is like a black hole, you can
easily get sloppy with your time. We are not referring to
lack of effort, but to misguided effort. To minimize this
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waste, everyone involved in marketing within your orga
nization (which should be everyone) needs to undergo a
crash course in time management. An old, but good, book
on this subject was written by Alan Lakein, called How to
Get Control of Your Time and Your Life (New American
Library, New York, 1973, revised edition 1996). We make
a special effort to practice many of the techniques set forth
in that book. One particular technique Lakein suggests is
simple, easy to implement, and effective. When it comes to
marketing, just ask yourself—
Is this the best use of my time right now?
This question has several nuances. For example, it spawns
the question, “Will the marketing effort I am making right
now provide the firm with the greatest benefit?” For many,
the answer would be something like, “No, but the things I
can do that would have significantly greater leverage take
more time than I have right now. So this is at least some
thing positive.” It’s this kind of thinking that allows mar
keting to get out of hand fast. If you only have an hour, then
spend it working on the high-leverage functions. Don’t just
attend a luncheon, work on that direct-mail piece you com
mitted to send out. The problem is . . . the best use of your
time is often something less appealing than what you are
(or plan to be) doing. All of us are vulnerable to being side
tracked by unimportant time-consuming projects that have
little or no impact on our goals. When this occurs, we need
to quickly identify what is happening and stop it. Remem
ber, time does not discriminate. Everyone, regardless of
race, color, creed, wealth, sex, height, or foot size, has the
same twenty-four-hour day. Learning to make the best use
of your time has always been important. But as far as mar
keting is concerned, good time management is essential.

M arketi

n

g

One reason why consulting has been difficult for CPAs to
implement is due to our lack of internal planning. Con
sulting must be marketed. When the marketing effort is
n’t properly planned, it’s not only very costly—but even
worse—it’s ineffective.
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There are many ways to attract the attention of both
your current and future clients. We have covered only a
few. Selecting the best combination of alternatives is not
something to take lightly, because marketing costs can
quickly get out of hand. Creating a marketing plan is es
sential to ensuring that your exposure impact is high, yet
financially manageable.
By becoming proficient at gaining visibility for your firm,
you will be able to differentiate your services from those
offered by the competition. This should translate into an
abundance of new opportunities for you and your firm in
the upcoming years, especially in the field of consulting.

B efore You M ove On
Now that you have completed this chapter, it’s time to put
it all together and decide on a strategy for implementing
the growth of consulting in your firm. This is hard work
and it requires a significant amount of thinking time. The
forms that follow are organized so you can work through
these exercises in a chronological fashion. Here are the
steps to follow:
As needed, refer to the information in this book and
your notes for ideas.
2 . Fill out the Consulting Questionnaire at the end of
this chapter, focusing on potential goals in areas such
as growth, type of work you want to do, and market
ing strategies.
3. Review your answers to the forms at the end of chap
ter 8—the Skills Inventory Worksheet and your lists
of services, the Requested Services L ist and A ntici
p a ted or Upcoming Requests. Compare those answers
to your answers to the Skills Inventory Review form
at the end of this chapter, and match your firm skills
to necessary services.
4. Use the Consulting Skills Enhancement Worksheet at
the end of this chapter to develop a plan to enhance
your current consulting skills (such as using training,
role-play situations, or selling the R&D approach) as
1.
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well as for new skill development among staff. Re
member to consider the skills needed for services you
plan to provide in the future.
5. Segment your target market using the M arket Seg
m entation Worksheet at the end of this chapter. Con
sider the fortress and empire as you segment your
target audiences.
6. Complete the Exposure Self-Assessment form, noting
what you think you should be doing that you are not,
what you should change, and whether you should re
quest additional resources.
7. Make copies of the Client Service Plan form at the
end of this chapter and fill out one for each client that
you consider in the top 15 percent of your total clien
tele.
8. U se the Exposure Plan form at the end of this chap
ter to help you decide on the exposure alternatives
that are acceptable to you and your organization for
the remaining 85 percent of your client base.
9. Based on the ideas noted in the Exposure Plan form,
use the Exposure Budget form at the end of this chap
ter to help you establish an annual budget for your
firm's marketing campaign.
10. Record the results of your plan by charting monthly
revenues for new clients, appointments made, con
sulting revenue, new service revenue, or whatever cri
teria best suit your plans.
11. At least quarterly, review the effects of your market
ing efforts and adjust or fine-tune accordingly.
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C o n su ltin g Q u e stio n n a ire
Think through and answer the following questions (guessing
is good enough) in order to arrive at your consulting plan ob
jectives.
What were last year’s annual revenues?

What is our revenue goal (actual plus projected) for the cur
rent year?

What is our projected revenue goal for next year?

Of our current year’s revenues, what annualized dollar
amount would consulting represent, based on the way con
sulting has been defined in this book?

Of our next year’s projected revenues, what dollar amount
do we anticipate consulting to represent, based on the way
consulting has been defined?

How many clients do we currently have? What is our goal
as to number of clients?
Current # of clients

Goal # of clients

What percent of our clients are businesses versus individu
als (based on number)?
Business percentage

Individual percentage
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What would we like those percentages to be (based on num
ber)?
Business

Individual

What percent of our clients are businesses versus individu
als (based on revenues)?
Business

Individual

What would we like those percentages to be (based on rev
enues)?
Business

Individual

How many clients make up 15% of our total revenue?

What is average annual billings per client?

Could this average easily be increased?
Y es/no______________If yes, what percentage?
What are the strengths of our firm? (List the top three as
they pertain to consulting)
1.

3. _______________________________________________________
What are we going to do to take better advantage of those
strengths next year?

(c o n tin u e d o n n e x t p a g e )
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C o n su ltin g Q u e stio n n a ire (c o n tin u e d )
What are our firm’s weaknesses? (List the top three as they
pertain to consulting)

2.
3.

What are we going to do to minimize the impact of those
weaknesses next year?

What four services do we want to focus on developing for
next year? (List in confidence order)

2.
3.

Estimate our firm’s marketing and exposure budget for next
year.
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S k ills In v e n to ry R e view
Consider the skills of those in your office as well as your own.
Match those skills against your services list to insure that you
are taking advantage of your strengths and minimizing your
weaknesses. U se this form to list skills that your organization
has but that are not being fully utilized, and work that could
be re-organized to take better use of available skills.

Under-Utilized Skills

Re-Organized Work to Take Advantage of Existing Skills
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C o n su ltin g S k ills E n h a n c e m e n t W orksh eet
Nam e:

Year:
Current Skills Needed

Type of Training

Month $ Budgeted

Future Skills Needed

Type of Training

Month $ Budgeted

Total Budget:
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M a rk e t S e g m e n ta tio n W orksh eet

Identify How You Are Going to Segment Your Market
Clients
Nonclients
Business clients
Individual clients
Top 15 percent
Bottom 85 percent
Specialized industries
Retiring clients

YUPies
DINKs
Generation X
Estate clients
Tax clients
Financial statement clients
Consulting clients

Segmenting Your Marketplace
All Potential Clients
Current Clients
B usiness Clients

Nonclients

Individuals

Segment Your Market As Much As Possible
H Fortress

□ Empire
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E x p o su re S e lf-A ssessm en t
Based on your opinions about the way your firm markets its
services, fill in your responses to the following questions:
W h a t s h o u ld w e he d o in g t h a t w e a r e not?

W h a t a r e w e d o in g th a t w e s h o u ld c h a n g e

...

a n d how ?
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W h a t ch a n g es, i f any, in reso u rc es s h o u ld w e he c o n sid 
e r in g o r re q u e stin g ?
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C lie n t S e rv ic e P la n
Fill out one of these for each client who represents a major
client (top 15 percent) for your firm. It is important that you
have a strategy tailored to each of these clients that outlines
what services have been provided, what services you plan to
provide, when, for how much, and how you are going to make
it happen.
Client name:

__________ ______

Client address:
Contact nam e:
After hrs #:

Day phone #:
Fax #:

Services performed (current to past)

Email:
Frequency Revenue

Future services to perform

Expected revenue

When start

1 . ___________________________

______________________

____________

2.

_________________________

______________

_______________________________

3. ______________________

__________________ __________

Strategy to create the urgency for the client to hire us for the
identified future service.
1.

2.

3.

MARKETING YOUR CONSULTING PRACTICE
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E x p o su re P la n
Based on the previous exercise, write down all the exposure al
ternatives your office should be planning on utilizing during
the next twelve months.
Writing
• Networking
Publicity
• Referrals
Cross-selling
• Community relations
Promotional pieces
• Personal sales calls
Major advertising
• Research and development
mediums
approach
Direct mail
• Client seminars or
workshops
Trade related
• Joint seminars or
Signage (outside)
workshops
Telemarketing
• Public speaking
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E x p o su re B u d g e t

Exposure Alternative

Total

Month

Contacts:

No. of
$
Contacts Budgeted

Budget:

Expected Results
By
By
By
By
By
By

Section 4
Administrative and
Organizational Issues

C hapter 10

B illin g and E ngagem ent
C onsiderations

his is an area where personal preferences, organiza
tional structure, and risk management all play a role.
For example, even though consulting service collectability
should improve by utilizing multiple billing cycles in a
month, this administrative hassle may be deemed dispro
portionate to the gain (especially if collections haven’t been
a problem in the past). With this in mind, we would like
to share with you our approach regarding a few billing and
engagement issues.

T

Tracking Your T ime

for

B illing P urposes

Accounting for hours and minutes has to be the most te
dious and boring task associated with our profession. It is
so hard to keep track of miscellaneous phone calls and
other interruptions. But, over time, these minutes add up.
This is especially true for consulting because you can eas
ily find yourself delivering six hours worth of advisory ser
vices in fifteen-minute increments (that is, through tele
phone calls); an amount of time you can’t afford to give
away. So making an effort to record all o f your time is es
sential if you want consulting to be profitable. However,
because of the management policies of many organizations,
while recording all of your time is administratively feasi
ble, it is not politically practical. Let us explain.
The problem of recording time often is tied to that of
billing it. Not all time is worthy of being billed, at least
not at full rates. In a fair number of firms, certain time is
285
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not recorded because the worker does not want the time
billed. More importantly, the worker doesn’t want to ar
gue with the billing partner as to why the time wasn’t valu
able. In other cases, partners might not log the time be
cause they have already made the determination that the
time wasn’t going to be billed. Their theory is, “why cre
ate meaningless entries and paperwork?”
This dilemma can be solved by deciding to record all
time, understanding that all time won’t carry a full charge
(if one at all), and then itemizing everything on the con
sulting bills. This includes billable and what we call no
charge time. By doing this, you will find that—
•
•

Clients w ill not call as often asking for an explanation
of fees.
Clients will pay on a more tim ely basis.

Historically, the CPA profession has created bills that have
a one- or two-line description along with a fee. In consult
ing, this can be deadly. Not only does this type of bill jeop
ardize your getting paid, but it can also impair your chances
of being hired for future work. Why? Because traditional
work is not completely understood by your clients, and
therefore it is hard for them to judge if the actual time spent
was necessary. Consulting is different. Because the client
is usually very comfortable with the objectives and imple
mentation plan of most management projects, he or she is
more likely to scrutinize the manner in which the time was
spent. By providing an itemized bill, you give your client
an easy way to review your efforts and progress. For ex
ample, an itemized bill might look something like this:
For professional services rendered in connection with:
Lease of an office building: 4/21/97
Telephone conference call regarding
lease of an office building between
Lynda, Sam, and Prominent Point
leasing agent Jim.
Discussion with Lynda and Sam
about conference call, pros and
cons of leasing the building,
various other issues regarding
the same matter.

1 hr

$150.00

1.2 hrs

180.00
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Meeting with Sam concerning: 4/25/97
Americans With Disabilities
3.5 hrs
Act requirements.

525.00

Telephone conversations with: 4/22/97-4/30/97
Leasing agent regarding maintenance
.3 hrs
fee cap.
Leasing agent regarding increasing
.2 hrs
the build-out allowance.
Lynda regarding lease-versus-buy
decision.
.4 hrs
Numerous quick conversations with
Sam regarding various computer
1.4 hrs
accounting system issues.

210.00

T otal

$1200.00

45.00
30.00
60.00

When there is price sensitivity, an itemized bill gives the
client an opportunity to satisfy his or her concerns by re
viewing the detailed time. This often triggers a reminder
of the variety of events that happened to make up that time,
such as that one phase of the project was more complicated
than expected, or that additional work was requested.
Detailed billing is especially helpful in the worst-case
scenario, in which the client challenges the value of some
specific portion of your work. It’s advantageous because,
at this point, instead of arguing about the overall fee, you
are now only discussing a few line items on the bill. This
helps resolve issues expeditiously and, if concessions are
made, they are based on smaller numbers.
For example, consider the bill above. Let’s say that
Lynda is upset by the $60 charge regarding the lease-buy
decision conversation. She maintains that since no new in
formation came out of that discussion, she shouldn’t have
to pay for it. We would then remind her, very politically of
course, that we are paid by the hour, not by specific re
sults, and that she initiated that conversation. Immedi
ately after our “we bill for our time” explanation, we would
likely continue with, “Would you like for us to remove that
line item from the bill?” Lynda replies, “When I first called,
I did. Now I’m not so sure that’s fair.” We would follow her
statem ent with, “It’s OK. We’re glad you called. It would
have been much worse if you would have been angry with
us and we didn’t know it!”
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Consider what happened here. While this conversation is
fictitious, it’s based on many just like it that have occurred
in our experience. There are several critical points to re
view. First, the argument was over $60, not the entire bill.
Had the bill been summarized instead of itemized, we could
have offered Lynda a 10 percent discount (which would have
been $120) and had less impact than we had deleting an en
tire $60 line item. Keep in mind that the public is so numb
from retail marketing that it takes discounts of around 30
percent or more to get people excited. So putting yourself in
a position of having to discount an entire bill is a bad situ
ation. By contrast, under our scenario you have the luxury
of discounting a specific line item by 100 percent.
One last thought on recording detailed time entries. Ei
ther you can spend some time with your partners and staff
outlining the kind of narrative they are expected to use
when writing a time entry, or each billing partner can spend
hours rewriting those entries at billing time. It is our ex
perience that partners often procrastinate when it comes
to reviewing and completing bills in the first place. Adding
the extra laborious step of having to edit each line item on
a consulting bill will only make matters worse. Therefore,
it seems the logical choice is to spend time up fr ont identi
fying the kind of work explanations you are looking for, and
then training your staff properly, so the partner review ef
fort required at billing time will be minimal.
Now that w e’ve reviewed the issue of recording time, let’s
consider billing it. Our first topic of discussion is the time
we code as no-charge or gratis time. Most billing partners
attempt to charge it if at all possible. The perception is
that if the time isn’t billed, it didn’t serve any purpose. We
disagree. Our experience has been that gratis time is not
only valuable, but a necessary part of the consulting busi
ness. When a bill is created, we specifically itemize any
nonchargeable time. This enhances client loyalty, allows
us to operate in a martyrdom-free environment, and indi
cates our commitment to the success of the project.
The idea of creating a martyrdom-free environment is
critical because—
•

What your clients don't know, can and w ill work against
you.
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•

I f you expect to benefit from giving your clients some
thing, they have to know you've given it to them.

Any long-term arrangement with a client requires some
give and take on both sides. This usually results in some
discounted or free time somewhere along the way. Free
time can have significant value as long as the client is
aware of it. And the bill is an excellent forum to demon
strate this supportive commitment and attitude.
Discounting your bill or applying a credit against work
you already have done can work in your favor too. The m es
sage is—
Time is money, but not all time is worth the same amount
o f money.

In other words, you are communicating a quality control
measure. When you perform premium-rate work, you ex
pect to bill and receive premium rates. But since all work
can’t be of the same value, occasionally, when an inequity
occurs, it makes sense to adjust your bill. This can be per
ceived as an attempt on your part to balance the relation
ship between rates and value. And this kind of perception
is one of the keys to client satisfaction.

F requency

of

B illing

The frequency of billing in most CPA firms is monthly.
This cycle is not only in line with cash-flow requirements,
but it’s easier to manage (and requires less overhead) than
weekly or biweekly billing.
With consulting projects, being paid, whether it is a re
tainer refreshment or regular billing, is an indication of
management’s satisfaction with your performance. Be
cause the perception of your value as a consultant is usu
ally more emotional than when you perform traditional
work, you need to keep a close watch on the current feel
ings. Frequent billings are suggested.
Our time line is simple. Bill your consulting time often
enough so that no individual bill exceeds the client’s cash
flow comfort zone. For example, if a client feels $1,000 is
a big project, bill before you accumulate that level of out
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standing charges. Regarding large projects, because we are
a small CPA firm, we tend to bill at intervals when the re
ceivable becomes more than we want to carry. So, if after
ten days we have accumulated $10,000 of work-in-process,
we will bill it. As a general rule, other than the rare large
consulting project which we might bill at any time (a
$50,000 or greater project), we add a midmonth review of
our consulting work. We send out an invoice to clients who
have work-in-process that is either becoming too sizable
for us to carry or for the client to pay. There’s another way
of saying this. B ill in increments the client can afford.
Additionally, if a project can be logically broken down
into phases, an alternative to billing midmonth might be
to send out an invoice at the conclusion of each phase (in
addition to the monthly billing cycle). If you are working
off of a retainer (normally a retainer should carry you to
the end of the current phase), end-of-the-phase billing is
merely a retainer refr eshment to cover the next step of the
project.
Billing your clients frequently also reminds them that
you are hard at work on their behalf. If a number of weeks
pass before you present your client with an invoice, he or
she may get the impression that nothing is being done.
Finally, if the project is volatile, it may be imperative to
bill weekly or—in some extreme cases where large re
sources are committed—daily. An example of a volatile sit
uation would be performing a consulting engagement for
a bank with imminent takeover by the FDIC. In such a sit
uation, the agreement between the CPA firm and the client
bank should be that an invoice will be prepared before day's
end for that day’s work, and submitted to the bank for pay
ment, with the payment electronically transmitted to the
CPA firm’s account before closing.

L atest P ricing T rends—S urvey H ighlights
Now that w e’ve talked about phasing, estimating, track
ing your time, and frequency of billing, let’s take a few mo
ments to cover fees and pricing trends. The best way we
know to address this is to present you with some highlights
from a 1997 report called “Fees & Pricing Trends in Man-
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agement Consulting,” by Kennedy Research Group (KRG),
located in Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire. The following ex
tracts presented in this section are a combination of direct
quotes and many times, for the sake of brevity, para
phrased findings of this study.
KRG conducted an extensive survey of the world’s leading con
sulting firms, with 92% of the respondents holding either man
aging partner or partner level positions with their firms. The
sample distribution of firm sizes effectively mapped to the land
scape of the management consulting profession. Respondents
hailed fr om a wide variety of firms, fr om solo practitioners to
500+ employees, resulting in a representative sampling.
The report introduction had some information that imme
diately caught our attention because it discussed consult
ing utilization. This is a subject that always commands a
great deal of interest. It said:
The key to operating profitability in consulting requires at
tention to a multitude of details. Yet the widely accepted
profitability model for the consulting profession can be re
duced to three criteria: utilization, fees, and staff leverage.
Each factor needs to be considered in relation to the other,
and there is room for flexibility. For example, if fees can be
significantly increased, then utilization can be reduced to
attain targeted profitability.
While this position would receive little debate, it was what
followed that caught our eyes. KRG commented:
It is difficult to exceed 75% utilization rates with any con
sultant, regardless of the work available. Yet, if these rates
fall below 60%, profitability becomes increasingly difficult,
and perhaps impossible.
And in an example of survey-identified average hourly
rates (included below), annualized revenues generated
were projected assuming the following KRG-termed “typi
cal” utilization rates:

Partner
Project managers
Consultants
Associates/analysts

Average
Hourly Rates
$270/hr
$212/hr
$166/hr
$108/hr

Utilization
Rates (%)
59
66

70
70
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Notice both the average rates and the utilization. Clearly,
because of the level of marketing and nonbillable activity
consulting requires, consulting cannot be expected to de
liver the typically expected utilization rates found within
traditional CPA services. As to the spread of billing rates:
.. . while they ranged in the survey responses from $35 to
$700, many partner level rates were $500/hr or more.
Strategists commanded the highest average fee/hour rate
at the partner and project manager level, marketing and
sales consultants were a close second, with financial advi
sory consultants generating the lowest fee/hour rate of the
group.
The survey went on to say that the fee per hour outlook
for the financial advisory group was “relatively unfavor
able” due to considerable competition. And as we have
maintained throughout this book, it makes sense that
those who help businesses plan a course for a successful
future or help them create more revenue are the ones able
to command the greatest fees. This idea is also consistent
with the comments we shared with you from the AOMAR
study back in chapter 1. As a side note, it should come as
no surprise that “the highest fees were being charged by
firms that cater to the largest corporations.”
As to the question of most predominately used billing
methods, KRG’s study revealed:
. . . hourly and daily billing rates are still used frequently
(nearly 40% of the time combined), though mostly by
smaller firms. Project-based billing was the most widely
used billing method for consulting firms, garnering over
35% of the sample, most likely because the relationship be
tween the service and price are linked by a defined deliv
erable. Value-based pricing strategies, though the darling
of the trade and business press in recent years, are used
minimally as the primary billing method (most groups re
ported using this method 10% or less for all engagements).
For our firm, considering the last year or two, we have
been fairly evenly split between quoting hourly, daily, and
project rates for services. However, our trend has been to
quote daily rates more often, with project rates coming in
second and hourly rates steadily declining.
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As to mark-up rates, the comment was made that the
study's findings “supported the benchmark that staff con
sultants m ust reach at least a mark-up rate of 3-times in
order to achieve minimal profitability.” The study also re
vealed average mark-ups to be as follows:
Partner
Project managers
Consultants
Associates/analysts

Mark-Up Rates
3.0
3.3
3.5
3.6

Another interesting conclusion was drawn fr om the data:
Consultants at firms of all types agree that “perceived
value” is the #1 key criteria to clients when evaluating con
sultants. The “quality of the relationship” is a close second.
“Price” placed 11th out of 15 criteria, but consultants agreed
that most clients believe fees are too high. However, they
also agree that rates will continue to increase at healthy
rates into the year 2000.
There was one finding that was contrary to an approach
we discussed in our book. It was “that there was no cor
relation between length of the project and average fees gar
nered.” We expected to find that the longer the project, the
more likely hourly fees would be discounted. As we dis
cussed in the estimating section of chapter 6, there is good
logic as to why project magnitude would have an impact
on rates. It comes back to the idea that as utilization goes
up, rates can go down and leave considerable room for prof
itability. We have come up with several reasons as to why
no correlation between project length and rates was found,
but they are purely speculation. We share this with you
because this KRG finding has already made us rethink our
pricing position on the rare occasion when we take on a
$100,000+ job. It comes down to this. If a client wants us,
a small firm, to commit a noticeable percentage of our re
sources to its project, it needs to pay a premium rate, or
at least not a discounted one, for our time. Why? Because
of the likely probability that we will be unable to react as
quickly to some of our other clients’ demands since our re
sources will be fully committed. Our modified philosophy
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was supported by the survey as it found that large pro
jects, which it defined as $500,000 and over, commanded
premium pricing in the marketplace.
We found a great deal of the information in the KRG
study to be interesting and helpful to our planning. As you
would guess, the research contains much more detail than
what was discussed above, as well as more information.
For your own copy of this study, contact Tim Bourgeous,
Kennedy Research Group, at 603-585-3101, or by email at
tcb@kennedypub.com.

Getting P aid

for

Your Involvement

Here are three key words to remember regarding the
billing and collectability of consulting fees. They are—
Retainer, retainer, and retainer.

Traditional CPA work has been paper-oriented. For ex
ample, during tax season, we produce tax returns. When
we perform audits, we deliver an opinion. For bookkeep
ing engagements, we compile financial statements, and so
on. The point is, even though accounting is a service, the
end result to the client is commonly a tangible product.
Consulting is just the opposite. The result is often in
tangible, such as the resolution of a dispute between labor
and management or a new marketing approach. Therefore,
there are many circumstances where adopting a retainer
billing philosophy is critical to the success of the consul
tant. For example, after a consulting project has been com
pleted, a client may begin to question whether the end re
sult warranted the rate charged. It is easy, especially using
hindsight, to rationalize why a fee is out-of-line. And once
a problem has been solved, management’s motivation to
pay for its resolution often falls in priority. Even worse, as
time passes, the perceived value of the consulting service
diminishes or is taken for granted. These statements are
partially true given the “beast” itself (consulting). A major
part of the consultant’s job is to facilitate necessary change.
This means that the consultant helps management help
themselves. By taking this approach of pushing manage-
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merit to solve their own problems through your facilitation,
you direct the spotlight on their efforts. While this is the
most effective approach for the organization, it often puts
the consultant into the position of being taken for granted
or viewed after the fact as unnecessary. Here's an exam
ple:
Not very long ago, we conducted a planning meeting for an
association that had been floundering in direction. After fa
cilitating multiple days of sessions, and working individu
ally with several small teams, a plan of attack for the group
was mapped out. In one of the last days of planning, in one
of the teams, a member commented, "We should have bro
ken into small teams a long time ago. We are so effective
when we work like this.” The comment seemed to overlook
the fact that our process and facilitation played a signifi
cant role as to why their small groups could gain the ground
they did. The perception, by a number of the participants,
was that the board members just magically got their act
together and reached consensus. The reality was . . . had
we not been there to facilitate the necessary exchange of
information, to keep them on-track, and to have them fol
low a logical decision-making process, they would have
floundered for many more months (maybe even years). By
keeping the spotlight off us and our role, and the system
focused around maximizing the talents of the management
team (in this case, the association’s board), we made it easy
for some to minimize the value of our involvement.
This is why we maintain that with consulting, some of the
collectability issues are inherent in the beast itself. Con
sulting is no place for the thin-skinned or the ego-maniac.
The product we deliver is intangible, which is therefore
constantly being challenged, interpreted, and misinter
preted. In addition, because of the high reliance and in
volvement of others, the success of our work is heavily de
pendent upon factors over which we have no control (such
as the client’s implementation of the action plan). There
fore, whenever possible, we want our fees to be based on
performing the job . . . not the results thereof. Retainers
are a tool that help facilitate the right perspective. Also,
think of it as an insurance policy that protects the value
of your time.
Note: We don’t object to being held to results. However,
in “results expected” cases, we either value-bill the job, add
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a premium to the project fee, or add a premium to our rates
to cover additional work that might be necessary to secure
the desired outcome. Given all of this, there are a number
of reasons why retainers and consulting so often work
hand-in-hand.

The Value of C onsulting F ees Is More Subjective
Clients have a preconceived perception of a product’s value,
such as a tax return. This judgment as to what constitutes
a fair price is usually based on two things:
1.

2.

Comparison to a sim ilar product. Typically, account
ing jobs are repetitive: tax returns are produced year
after year, financial statem ents are generated monthly
or quarterly. This repetition and past experience es
tablishes an expectation as to a product’s value.
Experience and quality o f work. Most people assume
that all CPAs have the same knowledge and therefore,
that all similarly produced products, such as audits,
are identical. This assumption, which doesn’t distin
guish between various degrees of experience and work
quality, creates a commodity marketplace. Therefore,
preparation of a tax return, financial statem ent, or au
dit is subject to being shopped. This theoretical com
parability establishes an acceptable fee range.

Ideas, on the other hand, are not subject to this same kind
o f price rigidity. Each consulting project is unique, so com
parison to the past is not as relevant. Even in a competi
tive bidding situation, it’s often difficult to compare one
proposal to another because factors such as experience and
communication ability are key ingredients. In consulting
projects, the consultant’s skill—not time and effort—
determines the value of the service. The bad news is that
value is often intangible and highly susceptible to inter
pretation. Therefore, your client’s perception of your work
is of greater importance than the actual work itself. This
makes consulting more political in nature than traditional
CPA work. And if the internal politics aren’t handled prop
erly, the project is destined for difficulty, if not failure.
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The good news is that this political environment and un
certainty allows for greater leverage in pricing, especially
when the results are better than anticipated. But if the out
come of your effort is even remotely tainted, then your fees
are at risk. As an example, if you were hired to obtain fi
nancing, and the approved loan amount is considerably less
than expected, then the perceived value of your work dimin
ishes even if the situation was beyond your control. Collect
ing a retainer before the work is performed protects you fr om
clients who tend to place a subjective value on your time.

Project D eadlines Are Internally G enerated
There is another issue regarding retainers. With tax re
turns, audits, and financial statements, compliance dead
lines help focus management’s attention to a project. These
deadlines are often externally dictated, for example, by
stockholders, banks, and vendors.
In the consulting arena, deadlines are most often inter
nally generated. Management decides on a daily basis what
issues are “hot.” These priorities can easily shift if an ex
ternally imposed deadline appears. Internal deadlines are
subject to change for many other reasons, such as a slow
ing economy or a new marketing opportunity. Many pres
sures can force management to reallocate available re
sources. Internally motivated projects are the first to be
reviewed, shuffled around, or canceled. Since consulting
projects are often internally motivated, holding a retainer
protects your fees should a resource reallocation occur.
Also, collecting a retainer ensures that your project at least
starts out as a priority item—because clients don’t pay in
advance for low-priority work.

C lient Comm itment Is Im perative
Client commitment is the most important component in
the success of a project, because almost all consulting re
quires a great deal of client participation. Since problems
are rarely solved with simple solutions, the people (in your
firm, your client’s company, or a combination of both) who
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implement the ideas determine a project’s success or fail
ure. The pay ment of a retainer demonstrates commitment
from the client, because once again, no one pays in advance
for unimportant services.
There’s one additional factor to consider. Ideas that are
paid for tend to be more effective. This is because every
one likes to make good decisions. If your advice is bad, yet
it was paid for in advance, then whoever hired you looks
bad. So every time management refills your retainer, they
increase their stake in the game. This intensifies man
agement’s commitment to the project as well as their sup
port of your efforts.

Retainers A ren ’t

a

P anacea

Retainers have their downside too. Years ago, our firm
started charging everyone a retainer for consulting work.
As you will see in a minute, it’s not hard to ask for a re
tainer. As a matter of fact, once you incorporate a few “re
tainer asking” tips into your repertoire, it’s almost too easy
to get paid a retainer. At one time, we found that we had
been paid up front for about four months of work. While
this sounds like a cash-flow jackpot, it created some other
problems. As a result, we backed off on collecting retain
ers shortly after that. Now we collect them just for the rea
sons discussed above. Basically, we ask for retainers to— •
•

•

Verify management’s commitment, both for starting
the project and to secure continued support in order to
complete it successfully.
Ensure that our fees are protected should the project
lose its high priority.

It’s funny though, we tend to charge retainers to a few or
ganizations you might not expect. The biggest example is
. . . we are exponentially more likely to charge a retainer
to a large organization, one that would have little to no
problem paying us, over a much smaller one. Why? Be
cause it’s so easy to get caught in the middle with a large
company. You may have support from one top manager,
but not the support of another. Each may have verbally
told consultants to start work, and when they find out what
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the other has done, a war breaks out. When this happens,
even if we still get the job, either a significant amount of
time winds up being lost (nonbillable) or the pre-everyoneapproved work is heavily discounted. Where a mere phone
call is ample to get started with smaller organizations, we
use a retainer with large companies to make sure the rig h t
people have committed to the project before we expend a
great deal of effort. One rule that has never failed us is—
If we can get a check in our hands before
the work starts, we have the top-level visibility
and project commitment we need.

On the other extreme, we tend to charge retainers to start
up companies and any time a project seems outside a com
pany’s “natural” capacity to pay. With start-ups, retainers
are obvious. This group is willing to sign up for a multi
tude of services. Unfortunately, they are rarely able to pay
for all of them. Charging a retainer does both you and the
client a service; it matches high-priority work with capac
ity to pay. As to “natural” capacity to pay, we look for sig
nals. For example, if we have a client who screams every
time he or she receives a $1,000 or higher bill for services
from anyone (whether it be from our firm, the lawyer, the
brokerage house, and so on), then being asked to perform
a $10,000 project is suspect. Or, if a retailer grossing
$500,000 a year asks us to install a $70,000 computerized
accounting solution, that also would be suspect. Other than
the reasons stated above, we tend to just bill as we go (keep
in mind that we might bill much more often than on a
monthly basis).

A sking for a R etainer
After accepting the idea that collecting retainers is an im
portant billing philosophy for consulting, your next step is
to review the best way to ask for one. This is where a great
many CPAs fail miserably. Here’s a typical example of a
CPA asking for a retainer for the first time:
CPA: Mr. Client, we would love to get started on your pro
ject. We usually require a retainer in advance . . . in a case
like yours, oh, say . .. maybe $1,500?
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Client: [Doesn't say a word, ju s t looks puzzled or stares]
CPA: Is that all right? . . . ah . . . if it isn’t . . . well, maybe
we could make an exception and lower it a bit?
Client: [More silence as the client ponders the words “usu
o l l y ” "maybe," “Is that all right?" and “exception"]
CPA: How about $750 . . . could you afford $500?
By this time, the client has assessed several things. First,
the collection of a retainer isn’t a requirement because the
CPA indicated that there are exceptions. Second, the client
wonders why he or she is being singled out for this retainer
policy, and becomes defensive regarding the issue. His or
her perception of being singled out comes from the CPA’s
obvious discomfort with the idea. Third, even if the client
believes that a retainer is in order, it is clear that the
amount is negotiable. Fourth, the CPA’s stumbling has re
layed the message that the client can modify the rules.
To a v o id th is k in d o f c o n fu sio n , a sk fo r y o u r r e ta in e r
in a v e r y p o s itiv e w a y . The previous example was
close, but see if this doesn’t sound better;
CPA: Mr. Client, we would love to get started on your pro
ject. We require a retainer in advance, and on a project of
this size, we could start work with $1,500.
The message is short, sweet, doesn’t give the idea that this
issue is negotiable, and says “we’re ready to start as soon
as you write the necessary check.” By the way, the real
mistake made above w asn’t with the CPA’s first statement,
it was the fact that he or she made a second one before the
client said anything.
A sk fo r y o u r r e ta in e r w ith c o n fid e n c e. Don’t hesi
tate in mid-sentence. Avoid “uhs” and “let’s sees” and
“maybes.” The example above, if delivered in a steady tone
of voice (and assuming you weren’t sweating profusely),
would illustrate to the client your confidence in the idea,
and that it is important and necessary to collect a retainer.
After asking, don’t say another word until the client re
sponds. There is an old saying in the marketing game; He
who speaks first . . . loses.
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A sk fo r a lte r n a tiv e s i f n e c e ssa r y . If paying the re
tainer up front is a problem for a client, but you still want
the business, ask them for an alternative:
CPA: I understand your situation. What do you suggest as
an alternative?
This way, the client is committing first, which allows you
to give a counterproposal if necessary.
Client: I set aside an amount of $750. I can write you a
check for that amount today. Any additional amount would
require a meeting with the rest of the management team
and that would delay the project for at least a week.
CPA: I could work with a check for $750 today if we can
bill you each Monday and expect to be paid by each Fri
day. Would that work for you?
Some might feel this scenario really is no different than
the first one, but it is. In this case, the client understands
that an exception is being made to accommodate his or her
situation. In the first case, the retainer looks more like a
wish than a requirement. Note: The bigger the project, the
more important it is for you to follow up verbal agreements
like this one with a letter of understanding. We rarely go
to this level of formality, however, for projects under $5,000
(which represent the vast majority of our work).

How Much R etainer Should You Ask For?
This one is simple in theory, but difficult to pin down. The
amount of retainer to request is really a risk and commit
ment issue. In other words, How much risk are you w ill
ing to take that you'll he paid, and what kind o f client com
m itm ent are you looking for in the project?
For small projects, our firm requests half of the expected
fee up front. If we work out a weekly billing arrangement
(which we often do for small businesses), then a one- or
two-week retainer is negotiated.
These rules aren’t set in concrete. If the client is finan
cially strong and you are convinced that management has
a high level of commitment to the project, you can waive
the retainer requirement conditioned on the fact that you
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can bill frequently and that they pay in a timely manner.
This minimizes financial risk and constantly verifies man
agement’s attitude toward the project.

Final Caution: Stay W ithin the Lim its of th e R etainer
Most of us would rather not work at all (in other words . . .
play golf or go fishing) than work and not get paid. There
fore, ask for retainers for consulting projects in order to
minimize your financial exposure. This strategy also max
imizes the value of your work because when management
advances the retainer, they are demonstrating commit
m ent to the project.
Before we leave this subject, there is one important rule
to remember when a retainer is collected. Work within the
lim its o f the retainer. Our experience is that firms charge
retainers and then overwork them. For example, the client
pays a $2,000 retainer to get started. A month later, that
same client will get a bill for $3,000 more. CPAs often con
sider the retainer as a down payment. If that’s what you
are asking them to pay, call it that from the beginning.
However, if you are collecting a retainer, you and the client
have come to an agreement that you will work until the
money runs out and then provide an update. While this
update does not have to be a formal presentation, it is our
belief that you have a responsibility to let the client know
what you have done, where you are now, and generally
what’s left. By doing this, you don’t overspend your clients’
retainers, you keep them informed as to how their money
is being utilized, and they tend to be much happier with
your work. And the good news is, if there is a problem, you
find out about it before you’ve done thousands of dollars’
worth of uncollectable work.

P roposals
We have alluded numerous tim es in this text to the fact
that we are not particularly fond of the proposal process.
We even stated that our firm does not participate in most
requests for proposals (RFPs). This is an odd position when
you consider that proposals are the standard way of con
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ducting business for large projects. But, practically speak
ing, our firm doesn’t do large projects, which often start in
the hundreds of thousands of dollars and range into the
millions. One of the main reasons we are not enthusiastic
about proposals is because it takes a great deal of unbillable time to create ones that are likely to win. In addition,
oftentimes you are asked to provide some up-front evalu
ation or diagnostic services as part of the proposal process.
Because of both of these issues, we are reluctant to get in
volved in too many of these efforts.
However, proposals definitely have their place. And de
pending on the magnitude of the project, a certain amount
of free work is not only expected, but acceptable. To put
this into perspective, remember the AICPA’s MCS’s workin-process definition of consulting, that consulting is com
prised of diagnosing, strategizing, constructing, imple
menting, and operating.
When you are creating a proposal for a million-plus dol
lar project, then the diagnosing step is often thrown in for
a nominal fee or given away. Many times, firms will pro
vide specialized research, all kinds of analysis, and even
hire specialized consultants to help them win the project.
For example, it is not uncommon in responses to RFPs to
bring in consultants with the sole purpose of working with
the project team to create resumes that best respond to bid
specifications. Our point is, for large projects, proposal cre
ation is big business in and of itself. The reason the diag
nosing and sometimes part of the strategizing stages of con
sulting are given away in these sized projects is because
the real money is made by leveraging large numbers of
people for extended periods of time at good rates. The real
plum is in performing the construction, implementation, or
operating stages. However, for the kind of projects our firm
typically handles, from several thousand to a couplehundred thousand, with a normal big job being around
$20,000, if we gave away the diagnosing phase, we would
lose a significant piece of our revenue. Why? Because of
ten, our clients or specialists will perform much of the con
structing, implementing, or operating work.
So it makes sense that if you want to play in the skilled
labor force delivery arena (which often means you have to
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be able to amass a large full-time staff in minimal time),
then preparing quality customized proposals is essential.
It also makes sense to give away expertise to demonstrate
that you are the best firm for the project. However, this is
not an environment for which our firm is typically wellsuited. There are occasions when we make exceptions, as
with the hospital example in chapter 7. But when the re
quest for free advice becomes out of proportion with the
overall project size, or when the proposal process is being
used as a way to access free expertise, it’s time to walk
away.
Think of it another way. Many organizations pay part
ners 5 percent to 15 percent to bring in new projects. So
we use 10 percent as a guideline. When the cost of pro
posal preparation (both time and expense) exceeds about
10 percent of the expected revenue, it’s normally gone be
yond our comfort zone of what we would consider a rea
sonable marketing investment.
There is an even more important factor that drives
whether we are willing to create a proposal. It can best be
explained by the answer to this question: What are the odds
that we w ill win the RFP? Some of the criteria are:
•

•
•

If we helped the potential client develop the proposal
specifications, then we are certainly comfortable in
vesting the necessary time and energy to prepare a pro
posal.
If the proposal request is from a client with whom we
have a good relationship, we will prepare a proposal.
If we have a supportive ally who is one of, or close to,
the decision-makers and will use his or her influence
to sway the final selection, we will participate in the
proposal process.

This last reason was why we participated in the hospital
proposal. We could go on with specific situations, but the
underlying key is that we are looking for much better than
average odds of our proposal being selected.
One of the down sides of having a small firm with a good
reputation is that organizations will ask you to be involved
just so they can include your name in the list of candidates.
The problem is, in many of these situations, management
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already has an inside favorite. They just want to do a lit
tle covering themselves before going public with their de
cision. These are the situations we try to avoid. But we
want to make one thing clear before we move on. We are
not against preparing proposals, we are just against spend
ing valuable time doing make-work. If we feel we have a
real chance of winning the proposal, most likely, we’ll par
ticipate. Even with this attitude, we still lose a few. The
good news is that we haven’t had to waste the time and
money to establish a proposal department just to respond
to requests that we have virtually no chance of winning.

E ngagement L etters
Whether or not to use an engagement letter is a risk-man
agement question that we cannot address for you. Every
firm decides where the line should be drawn regarding this
issue, and it is drawn everywhere from no engagement let
ters for any clients to engagement letters for every client.
We have put together the following guidelines for our or
ganization regarding this issue.
Our firm’s guidelines as to when oral engagement un
derstandings are appropriate with the client include—
•
•
•
•
•
•

When the consulting situation is narrow in focus with
few stages.
When the engagement primarily consists of meetings
and discussions with the client.
When the engagement costs are not significant to the
client company.
When the opportunity for misunderstanding the nature
and scope of work is minimal.
When the consulting delivered is primarily demon
strating knowledge possessed prior to the engagement.
When the consultant and the client are very familiar
and have a good existing relationship.

Conversely, engagement letters are appropriate and im
portant when—
•

The consulting situation is complex.
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Misunderstandings are likely or highly possible.
There are a variety of stages required to perform the
work.
The project will take place over a long period of time,
for example, months or years (people forget as time
passes).
The future stages of work can significantly vary based
on the findings of each stage.
The level of knowledge required to perform the work is
beyond that currently possessed by the consultant (data
gathering, information analysis, and research are all
terms that signal a need to consider formalizing the en
gagement with a written understanding).
There is little to no existing relationship with the client.
The firm's professional liability carrier requires formal
understandings (or at least strongly encourages this
formality for fees in excess of some designated amount).

These are not the only issues to consider. We also view the
size of the client organization before making a final deci
sion as to whether engagement letters should be prepared.
For example, the larger the organization, the more formal
the agreement, because—
•
•

•

•
•

It’s consistent with the corporate culture; the way they
do business.
Upper management wants the engagement letter to
minimize the potential for misunderstandings between
contractor and contractee.
The client company wants to avoid being trapped into
paying for worthless services or products (it sees for
malized engagement letters or contracts as protecting
its rights).
The person hiring the consultant wants protection fr om
rebuke from upper management.
The larger company demands greater formality in or
der to better protect its assets.

On the other hand, smaller companies will more likely be
threatened by engagement letters because—
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•

•
•

They want to avoid being trapped into paying for worth
less services or products (they see formalized engage
ment letters or contracts as limiting their options).
Engagement letters are not consistent with the way
they normally do business.
They are more comfortable building personal relation
ships with customers and vendors. To many small or
ganizations, these relationships should not start off
with legal babble. (Note how many prenuptial agree
m ents never get signed.)

As we stated earlier, engagement letters often fall into the
risk management zone—what is at risk versus what is to
gain. The majority of the time, we do not ask for or pre
pare engagement letters. Why? Because much of our work
is for small business owners (who dislike the formality of
legal stylized paperwork) and is performed primarily with
knowledge currently possessed by the consultant. Large
projects—$10,000 or greater—are usually accompanied by
letters of understanding or contracts. For example, if we
were to facilitate a strategic planning session that carried
a price tag of $7,500 to $15,000, we would typically send
out a letter confirming the price along with outlining our
approach. In such a situation there would be no require
ment for the client to sign or return our letter. However,
when we perform technology consulting (finding the best
software, determining what areas of the organization
should be automated, software support, and so on) we have
the client sign an engagement letter or contract. Why? Be
cause technology is an area where misunderstandings are
not only predictable, but expected.
By considering the elements identified above, the deci
sion as to whether or not to use engagement letters be
comes fairly straightforward. When in doubt, or if the sit
uation is borderline, don’t take unnecessary chances.
Prepare an engagement letter and don’t give it a second
thought.
There is one last point to keep in mind. Don’t overfocus
on the engagement letter and lose sight of the engagement
itself. An engagement letter should be used to clarify re
sponsibilities and create a layer of protection between your
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firm and litigation. It is not a selling tool and if interjected
too early, it may kill the deal. That doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t use it. We are just saying to weigh the risks you
are taking, the client situation, the work you are per
forming, and make a decision that is comfortable for you
and your organization. If the project is borderline, feel the
fear and send out the engagement letter anyway. If a bor
derline deal is killed by the use of an engagement letter,
the odds are high that you should never have considered
doing the work in the first place.

C hapter 11

C lient C om m unications

ith consulting, often what you do is not as important
as keeping the client updated and involved in what’s
going on. For many consulting engagements, oral presen
tations and m eetings are your best tools for facilitating the
information exchange desired. This chapter addresses fun
damentals and techniques important to both.

W

Meeting M anagement
Why is it that business people dislike business meetings?
John Kenneth Galbraith, a noted economist, was quoted
as saying, “Meetings are indispensable when you don’t
want to do anything.” Dr. Peter Drucker, in his book The
Effective Executive, sarcastically comments, “One either
meets or one works. One cannot do both at the same tim e.”
If there is such a genuine belief that meetings are a
waste of time, why do we keep conducting them? Dr. Pe
ter Drucker says, “We meet because people holding differ
ent jobs have to cooperate to get a specific task done.” In
today’s fast paced environment, decisions have to be made
quickly, and then communicated even quicker. Meetings,
which can be held for all kinds of reasons, are an effective
way to gather, decide on, and disseminate important in
formation. The trick is to make sure that every time you
meet, there is an identifiable and appropriate reason for
the gathering.
In the book How to Run Better Business Meetings, au
thored by the 3M Meeting Management Team (McGraw309
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Hill, Inc., New York, 1987), several important issues are
addressed. We have summarized and paraphrased many
of the book’s concepts in the paragraphs below that we be
lieve need to be essential knowledge to the practicing con
sultant. As consultants, it is imperative that since much
of our time is spent in meetings with our clients, our skills
are exemplary in this area. This section identifies what it
takes to run a productive and effective meeting.
3M’s book cites thirteen “good reasons” for calling a
meeting. We will elaborate on three that are common to
the advisory function. You should call a meeting—
1.

When you need to reach a group judgm ent or decision.
This is the kind of meeting called when the partici
pants are expected to express opinions regarding a sub
ject or action in order to reach a consensus as to di
rection. However, many people call these meetings
when the decision has already been made. Therefore,
the meeting is not only a waste of time, but it is an in
sult to those attending.
2. When you need to analyze or solve a problem. Group
dialog regarding problem resolution brings unique in
sight and experience to the table, and simultaneously
instills solution commitment and ownership. Yet in
many companies, problem-solving meetings are really
witch hunts in disguise. In the typical meeting, it’s not
as important to fix the problem as it is to find some
one to blame it on. Obviously, this type of meeting is
often mismanaged.
3. When you need to ensure that everyone has the same
understanding o f the information. It is so easy for man
agement’s actions to be misinterpreted. As an exam
ple, let’s say an employee is suddenly let go due to
unique circumstances. By the end of the week, the
m asses are expecting a companywide layoff. A timely
informational meeting is a good way to keep the neg
ative impact of the grapevine in check.
Informational meetings need to be concise and to the
point. All too often, those conducting the meeting either
aren’t prepared to explain the issues simply and clearly,
or they arrive with a week’s worth of charts and are un
willing to skip over a single one.
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Since meetings are such an important tool to help facil
itate organizational success, it is important to know not
only when to call them, but how to run them as well. Un
fortunately, meetings with legitimate purposes often be
come disasters because they are run so ineptly. This hap
pens because there are entire corporate cultures that
rarely conduct a good meeting, and the employees climb
ing the rungs of their corporate ladders continually absorb
poor meeting management skills from people who never
knew how to run meetings in the first place.
What are the characteristics of a well-run meeting? A
m eeting needs—
•
•
•

A purpose, one that everyone knows and understands.
To occur at the right time and place.
To be called only when other less expensive, less time
intensive alternatives won’t provide a satisfactory so
lution.

One of 3M’s points that really hit home with us was, “The
real issue isn’t that meetings are a waste of time. It’s just
that too much time is wasted in m eetings.” Assuming there
is a legitimate reason to have one, there are several issues
regarding conducting a productive and effective meeting
that need to be considered.

Who Should Attend?
In order to make a contribution, attendees should have one
or more of the following:
•
•

A working knowledge of the business to be discussed
The power to make a decision or approve an agreed-to
action

•

The responsibility for project continuation or imple
mentation
Responsibility to a group that will be affected by any
meeting decisions
The need to know the information presented

•
•

The bottom line is, never invite anyone to a meeting who
doesn’t need to be there.
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How Many Should Come to the M eeting?
Keep in mind that too many people is the easiest way to
ensure that an otherwise quality meeting ends up in dis
aster. For example, experts suggest—
•
•
•

•

Five or fewer participants for decision making and
problem solving.
Ten or fewer for problem identification.
Less than thirty for informational meetings (in order
to maximize a sense of intimacy and therefore promote
personal participation).
Fifteen or fewer for training.

The point is, depending on the objective of the meeting,
the optimal and maximum number of participants changes.

How Do You Set a P ositive Climate?
This is another critical focus to good m eeting management.
Here are some key considerations that ensure a positive
climate:
• If key people can’t attend, cancel the meeting.
® Start and end meetings on time. You have an obliga
tion to honor those who work with you by ensuring their
time is not wasted due to poor m eeting management.
• Regarding levity, humor can be an asset in establish
ing a positive work environment. However, if it becomes
too pervasive, it could easily undermine and derail the
meeting.
• The 3M Meeting Management Team’s primary meeting
commandment: never begin a meeting without a written
agenda. Regardless of the informality, every meeting
should attempt to accomplish something within a spe
cific period of time. An agenda formalizes that objective.

How Often and How Long Should th e Breaks Be?
If your meeting is less than an hour-and-a-half, breaks are
not essential. But for every minute you push beyond this
hour-and-a-half window without a break, the likelihood of
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losing someone goes up exponentially. Also, studies have
shown that beyond this time frame, productivity starts to
decline, exponentially eroding as you surpass the two-hour
mark. In all-day meetings, breaking on the hour becomes
important in the afternoon if you want to maintain the
group’s energy and interest.
As for the length of the breaks, they should last about
ten to fifteen minutes. Remember that we are talking about
breaks relative to hour and hour-and-a-half sessions. For
example, breaking on the hour with a ten-minute break
works well. However, whenever you are breaking often you
need to be diligent about getting people back together and
continuing your sessions on schedule. Keep breaks under
twenty minutes or people will get involved in other activ
ities. If the breaks are too short (five minutes or less) there
is not enough time for your participants to get refreshed
and re-energized.
There is a great deal to consider if you want to run pro
ductive and effective meetings. It requires planning, orga
nization, and effort. Without all three, you’re just one of
the nine out of ten companies that just call meetings—
which tend not only to waste the company’s money, but
also to steal one of its scarcest resources, management’s
time.

E ffective Group P resentation Techniques
Besides putting in the necessary planning, organization,
and effort that is required to run productive and effective
meetings, there are certain skills that play a large part in
this process. These skills are the same as those required
for group presentations. Therefore, we have included a
high-level review of the skill set your group facilitation tool
kit should contain.
Often in consulting, meetings consist of one or two CPAs
and several members of the client’s organization. This kind
of setting usually is more formal than one-on-one dialogue.
It’s more of a presentation than a conversation. The skills
required to conduct this kind of meeting are similar to
those used in public speaking. In fact, as scary as it may
sound, this environment is public speaking. Therefore,
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w e’re including a few important group communication
techniques. With just a little practice, you should quickly
become more comfortable and effective in a one-on-many
dialogue. The following ideas and techniques were shared
with us by Communispond, Inc., a Dallas, Texas company
that focuses on communication training.

C ontrolling Your Eyes
Controlling your eyes is the act of focusing on, and talk
ing to, only one person at a time. At the end of each thought
(usually about five seconds), find someone else to address.
Controlling your eyes helps you avoid brain overload, a
condition that usually results in losing your train of
thought, appearing nervous, and repeating yourself.
Brain overload occurs because your brain receives too
much simultaneous stimulation (like looking at five peo
ple, the room, and trying to come up with an intelligent
thought within the same three- to four-second period). Fo
cusing your eyes on one person at a time seems too sim 
ple to be the answer, but it is. A side benefit in the more
formal group setting is that this direct eye contact gives
your words a personal touch. Mastering this technique is
imperative; it is the foundation for group speaking. Even
though it may be uncomfortable at first, you’ll get used to
it within a short period of time.
Controlling your eyes has another meaning to us, which
we mentioned in chapter 5. The listening exercises at the
end of that chapter focus on this. Getting the consultant
to share eye contact with either the observer in the first
exercise or client 2 in the second exercise is rare. Why? Be
cause CPAs tend to focus on the decision maker or the per
son with the highest authority. This causes them to fixate
on one person and exclude everyone else. While this con
versational style doesn’t seem to have a negative impact
on highly technical matters, when it comes to manage
ment-related issues, it is a catastrophe waiting to happen.
There are countless stories of one CPA firm being chosen
over another because an apparent observer in a conversa
tion was a powerful influencer who felt disregarded. There
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are just as many stories about quality ideas that were
covertly sabotaged for this same reason. In the facilitation,
persuasion, and consensus-building business of the con
sultant, it is essential to be aware of inclusive eye contact
and develop it as an instinctive skill.

B eing Aware o f Your Posture
Stand squarely facing the group, with your arms relaxed
at your side. This is called the neutral position. It gives the
appearance of confidence and sincerity. However, if you’re
like most people, the neutral position will feel horribly
awkward.
Most of us naturally do one of the following. We put our
hands in our pockets, behind our backs, or in front of us
(the fig-leaf position). Additionally, we often stand with one
foot in front of the other. Any of these combinations of
hands and feet look bad. As a matter of fact, almost every
position besides the neutral position is displeasing to the
eye. If you don’t believe us, videotape yourself and witness
the effect of these different stances on camera.

U sing G estures to Give Em phasis
and to Avoid Appearing Stiff
Gestures should be in line with the group size. As an ex
ample, when you are conversing with one or two people sit
ting at a table, gesturing in front of you at table top height
is very appropriate. However, with a group of seven or
eight, these gestures need to be exaggerated to have the
same impact. For example, you might stand up and use
gestures that extend beyond the frame of your body. And
when you talk to a very large group, consider gesturing to
the side of your body. Gestures made in front of you to
groups of fifty or more can be negatively impacted by the
depth perception of your audience.
Also, don’t abuse gestures by overusing them. If you do,
people will get distracted and tired fr om watching you. The
best tip we can provide is, before you start talking, take a
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second or two and muster some excitement about your
topic. Then, just let your natural energy flow into gestures.
Don’t try to confine that energy—use it to your advantage.

Projecting Your Voice
In communication studies, speaking with a strong voice
has been rated as the single most im portant ingredient to
appearing confident.
You want to talk loudly enough for people to hear what
you’re saying. Generally, if you project your voice at a level
you think is appropriate . . . it isn’t. The right volume of
ten is a notch or two above your instincts. In groups of fif
teen or more, the appropriate level may be about the point
you feel you are shouting. Don’t worry, you’re not.
The reason you should go to all of this effort of moni
toring your volume is very simple. Your clients shouldn’t
have to struggle to hear what you’re saying. They’re pay
ing good money for your time and talents; allow them pain
less and easy access to your knowledge.

Clearing Your V isual Aids
When a visual aid is first shown, such as flip chart, slide,
transparency, or marker-board, the reaction of your audi
ence will be to read it from top to bottom. During this time,
you have momentarily lost control. In order to regain every
one’s attention, mention each point shown on the visual aid
with only a brief comment. This technique is called clear
ing your visual aid. This satisfies the curiosity of your au
dience and allows them to refocus their attention back to
you. At this time, you can return to the first point and be
gin elaborating in more detail, one point after the other, un
til you have fully discussed the references on the visual aid.
Also, avoid using the overhead projector peek-a-boo tech
nique, where you put up an overhead and then cover up
the part you don’t want the audience to see just yet. This
can be very distracting. Your audience is likely to spend
more time wondering what’s being covered up and why
than paying attention to what you are saying. At best, it’s
awkward for the speaker to try to manage the cover-up:
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covering up too much, not enough, “oops, they saw some
thing they weren’t suppose to see,” and so on.

Looking, Then Turning and Speaking
The proper way to clear your visual aid is to (1) look and
point to the item with a full hand, not just a pointed fin
ger, (2) turn toward your group, and finally, (3) speak. This
tip is to remind you to speak to your audience, not to your
visual aids. So, look at your chart, but before you say a
word, turn to your audience. By doing this, you keep every
one involved, you are easier to hear, and you maintain bet
ter control of your group.

U sing th e Pow er o f Silence
What often seems like an eternity in front of a group is re
ally only a few seconds . . . time hardly noticeable. If you
are not sure of what to say next, look at your notes or flip
through some of your paperwork. But whatever you do,
don’t stand in front of your audience saying “uh.” While
we know it is h ard to get rid of that ugly sounding noise
altogether, you can minimize its use.
The ideas above are only a few tips that promote effec
tive public speaking. And with just a little practice, your
speaking capabilities should improve dramatically.

H andling Q uestions
Even if you have mastered speaking and presentation
skills, you’re not out of the woods yet. How you handle
questions is the next area that can make or break your en
tire presentation. Communispond, Inc. has some sugges
tions to help simplify this process too.
Effective question-and-answer sessions can be achieved
by focusing on the following rules:
Never lose control o f your session
A lw ays show absolute confidence
Be courteous—even if someone in your audience is out
o f line
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Maintaining control of your audience is the key to a strong
positive finish. A fter you finish your talk, say, “What are
your questions?” and raise your hand. This subtly demon
strates the etiquette expected for asking questions. And
this can be used effectively in small groups as well.
If your audience doesn’t respond, be prepared to make a
transitional statement such as, “Raise your hand if you’re
ready to start using teleconferencing at your office.” Then
you can call on individuals and ask why they do or don’t see
teleconferencing in their near future. Regardless of whether
meeting participants raise their hands or not, they are now
involved. And that’s the trick. . . because once involved, talk
ing is the next natural step. However, this also creates a
new set of problems, which leads us to our next topic.

D ealing With Q uestioners
If you are asked a question and don’t know the answer—
say so. You can always tell the questioner that you’ll find
out and get back to him or her later. On the positive side,
saying that you don’t know something adds credibility to
the issues you do address.
If a question is asked that is outside the scope of your
discussion (too technical for the rest of the group) make
the comment, “If you don’t mind, I’d like to discuss that
with you right after this session.” This treats the ques
tioner with respect, but doesn’t allow the conversation to
get sidetracked on unimportant, confusing, or inappropri
ate topics.
S p e a k in g O ut o f T urn. Let’s say someone speaks out
of turn. How do you stop that? One technique is to hold up
one hand, palm towards the interrupter, as if you are stop
ping traffic. Then point with the other (pointing in this
context refers to using a full hand, never just a finger) to
someone whose hand is raised. Follow this by saying some
thing like, “Excuse me, the gentleman in the corner had
his hand up first.” This politely but firmly says that you
are in control and re-emphasizes the proper question
asking etiquette. Of course, if the top dog of your client’s
organization speaks out of turn . . . well . . . that’s a dif-
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ferent story. While we don’t want people to be cut off when
they have used the proper technique to take the floor, cut
ting off the CEO after he or she has interrupted an em
ployee can carry a high price tag too. When this happens—
and it will—just remember who was interrupted and as
soon as possible, go back and say something like, “I believe
you had something else to say on this subject. Would you
mind sharing that with us now?” If the issue has been ad
dressed, or the participant no longer wants to make a state
ment, he or she will just say so.

Calling People by Name. This is a common mistake.
Don’t recognize a questioner by name unless you can do so
with everyone in the group. Why? Because the person
whose name you call aloud feels special, but those you don’t
know feel left out. Alienating part of your audience is not
an effective communication technique. If you feel it is im
portant to call people by name, then use name tags or name
cards so you can treat everyone the same. By the way,
when you are conducting a meeting, it is always your job
to learn everyone’s name. U se whatever techniques work
for you, but make sure that by the end of the meeting, you
have personalized your conversation by being able to ad
dress everyone individually.
A technique that we use is to write down everyone’s
name at the start of a meeting. If you didn’t do this right
away, get the names down on paper as soon as possible.
While it may be embarrassing fifteen minutes into a con
versation to say, “I’m sorry, what’s your name again?”
that’s not nearly as bad as asking that same question when
the meeting is wrapping up. After you write down the
names, try to incorporate them into a couple of your di
rected comments early on to help you memorize them.

A Question That You Plan to Answer. Let’s assume
a question has been asked that you plan to answer. What’s
next? First, paraphrase it back to your audience. Here’s an
example:
Questioner: Do you feel pre-printed newsletters are an ef
fective marketing tool?
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CPA: Are pre-printed newsletters an effective marketing
tool? Well, we believe . . .
This technique buys you time to think and keeps everyone
involved. However, don’t start off with, “That’s a good ques
tion.” This comment subtly categorizes every other ques
tion as being a “bad question.” Also, you normally don’t
need to say, “The question is” because a well-executed
rephrase makes it clear to the audience that you are re
peating the question.
If the question is antagonistic, paraphrase it to restate it
more positively; then answer it. For instance:
Questioner: Our firm has been using pre-printed newslet
ters for years and it works for us. I don’t think you know
what you’re talking about.
CPA: Why are we so adamant about personalizing your
newsletters? Well, our experience has been .. .
This takes practice to do really well, but it is an excep
tional tool for controlling your audience. Never verbally a t
tack a questioner, no matter how far he or she is out of
line. You don’t want to become the bad guy. Using your
power as the group leader to embarrass someone is a good
way to become the villain.
What do you do if one person is monopolizing the
question-and-answer phase of your talk? That’s easy. Dur
ing the first part of your answer, look at the questioner. Then
turn and look at someone else and give the remainder of the
answer. This break in eye contact fr om the original ques
tioner allows you the chance to call on someone new.
Finally, when you’re about ready to wrap up, or more im
portantly, out of time, say, “We have time for one more
question.” Take the question, answer it . . . and quit. You
do this as a meeting management technique. Obviously,
there are many times when you want to keep answering
questions as long as the client is interested in asking. How
ever, when you have asked management for a forty-fiveminute audience, and they state up front minimal time flex
ibility, make sure the meeting is over on time by controlling
the questioning phase. Otherwise, you may find it much
more difficult to get on their calendar for the next meeting.
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P ractice I s

the

S olution

to

C omfort

The techniques discussed in this chapter form the basics
of successful one-on-one and group presentation manage
ment. In the field of consulting, your success depends on
your ability to communicate to both individuals and
groups. So a little work in this area should go a long way
towards developing your client base . . . and then keeping
them satisfied.
In order to become more comfortable with public speak
ing, consider examining the numerous books and courses
available. However, nothing is as effective as practice.
Toastmasters is a good forum for improving your skills.
Another good way to improve is role-playing with a peer,
one acting as client and the other as consultant.
If these concepts are already familiar to you, then we
hope the material has served as a refresher. If this infor
mation is new, remember that you are not alone if you feel
a little overwhelmed. Regardless of your current level of
expertise in this area, improving these skills should be a
part of your itinerary to better prepare you to compete in
the twenty-first century.

B efore You M ove On
Giving presentations to a group, especially to your peers,
has to be one of the most stressful situations you can imag
ine. But as consultants, this is an imperative skill to de
velop in order to facilitate the level of change our clients
are demanding. Therefore, a Group Presentations exercise
is in order. This is a group exercise where each person
takes a turn both as presenter and as observer.
We've also included a Self-Assessment exercise. No doubt
this exercise will elicit plenty of areas you feel need work.
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G ro u p P r e s e n ta tio n s —P re sen ter's R o le
Take about ten minutes and think of a story you enjoy telling
about yourself, a member of your family, or a friend. This story
should be less than three minutes. Outline your ideas below.
Be aware of the issues covered earlier in this chapter:
• Controlling your eyes
• Being aware of posture
• Using gestures to give emphasis
• Projecting your voice
Notes or outline for talk
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G rou p P r e s e n ta tio n s —O b serve r’s R ole
Observers (or put another way, those waiting their turn to
make a speech) should use this sheet to take notes on each lec
turing consultant. Notice how each speaker controls his or her
eyes and posture, uses gestures, projects voice, uses silence,
uses visual aids (if any), and “looks, turns, and speaks” (if ap
propriate). Remember, your turn will be next; keep your criti
cism constructive.
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S elf-A ssessm en t T im e L in e
Based on the materials covered in this chapter, please take a
few moments to assess your strengths and weaknesses. Then,
using the form below, note any skills you plan to work on as
well as a time frame to re-assess your progress. In addition, if
there are activities or exercises you plan on attempting, jot
them down and note your intended completion date. This form
is provided solely as a self-improvement tool.

The following are S k ills I plan to Im prove:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:
By when:

The following are A c tiv itie s I plan to A tte m p t:
____________________________________

By when:

___________________________________

By when:

__________________________________

By when:

__________________________________

By when:

__________________________________

By when:

____________________________________

By when:

_________________________________

By when:

Section 5
C o n su ltin g P a c k a g e s

C hapter 12

F acilitatin g Your C lient’s
P lanning P rocess

f all the value-adding services a CPA can offer, help
ing an organization plan its strategy should top the
list. Why? Because planning is an essential ingredient to
success. Theodore Roosevelt said it well, “When you aim at
nothing, you’ll hit it every tim e .”
The kind of companies we tend to work for already per
form this function to some degree. The problem is, for
many, planning is not accomplished through a formalized
procedure. Therefore, the employees, including the man
agement team, are informed of the corporate direction only
through casual conversation or occasional comments. This
lack of communication is often the key difference between
performing at a marginal level versus becoming extremely
successful. Think of it this way:

O

Picture fifty ants carrying a small twig with the objective of
maneuvering in a northerly direction. What happens when
forty ants push north and the other ten are attempting to
march west?
The answer . . . chaos. The ants moving w est cause two
problems. First, they slow the progress of the overall group.
Second, within a short period of time, the entire group will
be way off course. They might even find that their move
ment has been circular.
Companies can suffer from this same kind of confusion.
It’s easy for several people or even entire departments to
operate in a vacuum when they are uninformed. Even
though these people or groups may be operating very effi
ciently, the overall progress of the company can be hin327
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dered. In many ways, the more efficient and effective these
misguided splinter groups are, the worse off the company,
because the impact they make is so inconsistent with the
goals of the leadership. These unintentionally wayward de
cisions could easily have the same negative impact as those
ten misdirected ants.
In order for an operation to continuously improve per
formance, the workers need to have a clear sense of direc
tion or mission. The theory is simple:
The more people working towards a common goal, the
greater the likelihood of its achievement.
By formalizing the planning process, you better inform the
people. Since the planning process defines the corporate
targets and identifies the actions required to reach them,
everyone has a better understanding of their roles. This
understanding synchronizes individual efforts, thus pro
moting departmental achievement, culminating in the ac
complishment of corporate objectives.
Our experience is that most businesses fail due to the
lack of good basic business practices. Here’s what we mean.
We’ve all heard that undercapitalization and poor man
agement are held responsible for many going-out-of
business sales. If this is true, then why are so many com
panies undercapitalized? Couldn’t this problem really be a
matter of overspending? And why does a company over
spend? Two answers come to mind: lack of a clear direc
tion and unrealistic expectations. Planning addresses both
of these. And what about poor management? Doesn’t it
stand to reason that poor planning leads to poor manage
ment? The point is that inadequate planning may be the
cause of most failures, whereas undercapitalization, poor
management, and so on are merely results of this neglect.
If our premise is accurate and the lack of planning is the
root of most problems, then making sure that you and your
client’s organization consistently spend quality time plan
ning may be the most important function you can serve.
This includes both short-term and long-range planning.
Short-term planning is essential to today’s survival. Longrange planning is critical to business continuation. There
fore, you need to consistently consider both in your daily
business decisions.
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P lanning V ersus R eality
Planning is dynamic. Today’s plans affect tomorrow’s re
ality; tomorrow’s reality influences tomorrow’s plans; to
morrow’s plans impact the future’s reality, and so on.
In a perfect world, planning and reality pictorially could
be demonstrated as two straight lines overlapping each
other. In a controlled world, plans could remain constant
because we eventually would fine-tune reality to match the
plan. But in our world, which is more often than not out
of control, both plans and reality are moving targets. So
our expectations need to be put into perspective.
First, don’t expect reality to emulate the plan. The best
we can hope for is that the two begin to parallel each other
at some point in the future. The net of this is, plans con
tinually need to be monitored and adjusted so that they
are consistent with the resources available. Operations
need to be continually monitored and adjusted so that the
end products and services approximate the plan.
In the absence of planning and plan monitoring, compa
nies are likely to zig and zag too often . . . and for too long.
This, in turn, sti
fles any significant
When there is an absence of Planning
forward
move
s ig n ific a n t f o r w a r d m o v e m e n t is s tif le d
ment. Scarce re
sources such as
cash,
capability,
and capacity are
often wasted on ef
forts that do not
contribute to the
organization’s long
The ZigZag Effect
term survival and
profitability.
One example is
the ladies clothing store my wife and I founded in 1980
called “Suited for Success.” It was the second clothing store
in the United States to cater exclusively to professional
working women. The concept had several advantages in its
favor. Market demand was present. The business catered
to a group with money, that wanted personal service. The
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product line was narrow and deep. All of this added up to
a situation which spelled success.
Was it successful? Yes and no. When the store stayed
true to its original concept, which was depth in tailored ca
reer clothing, it made money. However, all to often, in an
attempt to take advantage of short-term opportunities,
critical resources were tied up on fringe areas (such as ca
sual clothes or expansion of the dress line into evening
wear) inconsistent with the store concept. This not only
had an impact on the amount of backup stock in inven
tory, inventory turns, and profitability, but most impor
tant, it confused the customer. This confusion and incon
sistency caused the business to limp when it should have
sprinted. Based on surveys and interviews, it was appar
ent that customers came to the store specifically for the
purpose of purchasing professional business attire. While
in the store, these customers were typically very focused
on accomplishing their mission (completing their business
wardrobe).
So the question of success often boils down to whether
management can remain focused on its goals. Every time
a company veers off course, it can take months and even
years to reverse the momentum. In many circumstances,
long recovery cycles are too much for a business to sup
port. Therefore, many course direction deviations wind up
being deadly. By planning, and planning often, you can
avoid decisions that spread your organization in conflict
ing directions. Thus, you minimize the mistake-recovery
cycle or the zigzag effect, thereby making a significant con
tribution to your bottom line.
How do you go about doing this? Get your own firm as
well as your clients involved in both strategic and tactical
planning.

S trategic P lanning Overview
strategic planning consists of a long-term view of the cor
porate objectives. The span of time covered will vary based
on each company’s unique situation. A three- to five-year
planning window is common, but certainly not etched in
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stone. Two rules of thumb which help dictate the period
covered by the strategic plan are—
1.
2.

Twice the product development cycle.
The half life of obsolescence.

To put these in perspective, if it takes two years to develop
a product, the strategic plan should cover at least four
years—two years to create the product and two years to
capture market share. Looking at this from the other di
rection, if your client’s product will most likely be obsolete
in six years, the strategic plan horizon should be about
three years. Why? Because in this case, in three years, your
client needs to be planning its replacement product or ser
vice within a window of time sufficient to accomplish this
task. This horizon also has to be one that doesn’t allow
market share to be lost during the transition.
Another way to look at strategic planning is that it is
the mental positioning of a company at some specific point
in the future. By helping your organization formalize this
mental position, you can begin to build the bridge linking
today with the future.

Tactical P lanning Overview
Tactical planning, the counterpart of strategic planning, is
a look at a company from a short-term perspective. This
process is often broken into two phases, mainly because
each has a different purpose.
In the first phase, the annual plan, management estab
lishes the new year’s targets. The intent is to create goals,
plans, objectives, budgets, and incentives for the coming
year. This helps to focus on today’s tasks, which in turn
need to be consistent with the strategic plan.
The second phase of tactical planning, usually held
around midyear, is for management to monitor the
progress towards achieving these yearly objectives. Logi
cally, shortfalls are identified and adjustments are made.
These might include alterations to the commission struc
ture, production schedules, budgets, personnel, and so on.
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There’s a third form of tactical planning that we should
mention. Unfortunately, it’s the one most often practiced.
We call it “Grab a bucket matey . . . there's a hole in the
b o a t.” This is not the kind of planning we encourage, but
at least it’s a step in the right direction. If your client is
struggling through a crisis, get the management team to
gether quickly and facilitate daily and weekly planning
sessions. Once the crisis is averted or at least disarmed,
you’ll have an open door to move the planning horizon back
to its proper distance.
To summarize, tactical planning considers the ideas and
direction of the strategic plan along with the current situ
ation and resources of the company. This combination re
quires balancing today’s requirements with tomorrow’s op
portunities.

D eveloping

a

M ission

The first step in the planning cycle is for you to revisit the
purpose of your company or your client’s company. In other
words, develop a mission. Why does the company exist?
What is its focus? Notice that these questions are focused
on the customer because the corporate mission, in order to
achieve the maximum effectiveness, should be customerdriven. The issues are not, “Where am I?” and “Where am I
going?” but rather, “Who are my customers?” and “Where are
they going?” One of the main objectives behind defining the
corporate mission is to think through where your market
will be in the future. By performing this exercise, you can
help your organization devise a plan that will allow it to de
liver demanded products or services to this future market.
MTV is a good example. Assume for a moment that MTV
segmented the “music-video-watching-market” into age
groups (one of many probable demographics). Let’s further
assume that MTWs customer profile was kids fr om the ages
of twelve to nineteen. How successful would MTV be today
had it chosen a strategic direction purely by answering the
questions “Where am I?” and “Where am I going?” We main
tain it would be out of business. When you consider the
questions “Who are m y customers?” and “Where are they
going?” then questions, opportunities, and obstacles more
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clearly come to mind. If the true customers are now twelve
to nineteen, then next year they will be thirteen to twenty,
the year after fourteen to twenty-one, and so on. However,
if the customers are an age group, then each year, who
ever is twelve to nineteen would fit the profile.
On one hand, this distinction seems too obvious to men
tion. On the other hand, it is the kind of subtlety that or
ganizations miss every day, that eventually puts them in
bankruptcy. For example, if MTV decided that its product
served the original twelve to nineteen age group, then MTV
would be playing the music now aired by VH1, and in the
year 2020, the music would likely be classified as “The
Golden Oldies.” However, MTV decided its market was the
age group twelve to nineteen. So every year, it probably
researches the music tastes of those from eight to eleven
years of age in order to begin preparing for the format
shifts required to maintain its market share.

T he P lanning Cycle
As soon as the
mission
state
Planning
m ent is com
Develop a Mission
plete, the em
Evaluate
SWOTs
Mission
Completion
phasis
shifts
Establish Goals
Goal Attainment
towards identi
Plan Accomplishment Identify Plans
fying the steps
Objective Realization Derive Objectives
which will facil
Budget Achievement Create Budgets
Formulate Incentives
itate its achieve
ment. As high
Which lead to ...
lighted by the
graphic to the
___ __________
right, the tradi
tional approach is to break the mission into goals by con
sidering the SWOT analysis. This is an acronym for
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Then,
plans are laid out to accomplish those goals. If further
breakdown is required, plans can be divided into objectives
or tasks. Once an idea becomes measurable, monitorable,
assignable, and accountable, you’re done; it’s time to move
on to the next topic of interest.
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Once the details as to how your clients are going to go
about accomplishing each goal have been identified, es
tablishing a budget is in order. And establishing budgets
is one area CPAs can do in their sleep. Finally, no budget
should be considered complete until incentives are devel
oped and put in place that will reward those who achieve
or exceed expectation. Without incentives, there’s no clear
thread connecting the beginning of this process to its end.
By implementing an incentive program, your clients be
gin to create an environment that holds people account
able. Accountability leads to accom plishability. Creating a
system where people are held responsible for their work is
such a simple principle, yet few companies implement it.
How do we know? Once again, through our informal sur
veys of corporate controllers, one fact (which used to be
startling) is always revealed: most businesses don't hold
their personnel accountable for achieving their budgets.
Since the budget is the numerical representation of the
goals, plans, and objectives, achieving or over-achieving
the target is important. However, the common scenario is
. . . if you come in over budget, you get a light slap on the
wrist and an increased budget next year. If you come in
under budget, you get a light pat on the back and a re
duced budget for the next year. Talk about a system that
promotes the exact opposite behavior it is looking to
achieve. This widespread lack of accountability and disin
centives only re-emphasizes that there is a real need to
pay more attention to this area.
If you are a little hazy about the distinction between
goals, plans, and objectives, you’re not alone. Thinking of
an outline m ay help clarify this:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

overall message = The business mission
roman numerals = The goals
A,B,Cs under the roman numerals = The plans
1,2,3s under the A,B,Cs = The objectives

Remember that all roman numerals don’t have A,B,Cs and
all A,B,Cs don’t have 1,2,3s. Just like an outline, some goals
may be broken down into many plans. Some plans may be
further divided into a variety of objectives. On the other
hand, some other goals may require no additional definition
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at all. How do you know when to stop trying to break down
a goal? It’s as soon as all of the lowest level items identified
are defined to the point that they are measurable, moni
torable, assignable, and accountable. And by the way, de
pending on the group you are with, these terms will change.
For example, some switch the term strategies for goals, oth
ers use initiatives instead of goals. When this happens, the
term goals typically replaces either plans or objectives. The
point is, you could toss up the words goals, plans, objectives,
strategies, initiatives, tasks, and several others, and find an
organization using them in almost every order they could
possibly land. The key is, whatever the order, thinking of
them as an outline helps everything fall into place.
Now that we have summarized the planning cycle, let’s
consider the role you are likely to play.

Ou r R ole

in

P lanning

Small business planning varies significantly from that done
for larger operations, the main difference being our role.
While we are valuable to both, large companies will gen
erally ask you to perform only a small part, such as taking
on the job of budget analyst, financial information preparer,
plan writer, “gofer,” and so on. The good news is that these
larger operations can afford to pay us to perform whatever
level of detail they assign. In addition, it is common for
them to hire numerous consultants, each fulfilling some
special piece of the project. Small businesses do not have
this luxury. The detail work often has to be done by inter
nal personnel. Your role is typically going to be a combi
nation of facilitator, advisor, and visionary, which means
you might need to provide guidance and assistance to those
gathering information for the planning meeting.
With large businesses, plans are usually written, formal,
and elegantly presented. Small businesses rarely write
plans. And if they do, they are only two or three pages long
rather than two or three inches deep. Remember, with
small businesses, if you take on much more than the role
of planning facilitator, advisor, or visionary, you’ll spend
the client’s entire planning budget before the first m eet
ing begins.
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This chapter does not discuss how to perform the detail
work, such as preparing budgets, gathering organizational
data, performing client surveys, and so on. Each of these
topics could be several chapters all by themselves. What
we do focus on is conducting the planning meeting, which
provides the highest financial return to both the client and
the CPA firm. We’ve learned from experience that, for the
small to mid-sized business, budgeting falls way below
planning. As the client grows and becomes more success
ful, the budgetary process will take on a more dominant
role. But the right place to start your emphasis is on p la n 
ning, planning, and planning.

Planning From the M arketing P erspective
Besides the fact that clients benefit from formalized plan
ning, there are also two selfish motivations for performing
this function. The first is, planning sessions allow the CPA
to build a stronger relationship with the client. This oc
curs because your involvement now centers around its fu
ture, not just its past. Second, and most selfish, is that by
participating in the client’s planning process you become
privy to the future objectives and resource requirements.
As an example, let’s say the planning session identifies the
following focus areas for the upcoming year for your client;
•
•
•

Upgrade computers and accounting systems to accept
and submit EDI and EFT transactions
Develop a compensation system that will generate rev
enue growth commensurate with plant capacity
Re-engineer all departments in order to be ISO 9000and 14000-compliant

Armed with this kind of information about the client’s pri
orities, you can ascertain quickly the areas in which your
firm can be of service. Therefore, planning usually offers
a gold mine of opportunities for your firm.

The D ifficulty o f Planning
So how hard is it to pull off this planning role? It’s
simple—you do it every day informally. We’re just talking
about taking what you do informally and formalizing it.
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Basically, every time you ask your clients questions about
their future, you are helping them plan, such as by ask
ing, What do you envision your company doing three years
from now?
And just as we discussed in chapter 7, by listening to
your clients’ answers, follow-up questions will naturally
come to mind. For example:
Client: We would like to be the largest answering service
in town.
CPA: What’s another way to describe the word largest?
Client: Biggest. (Since these conversations are often re
laxed and informal, bantering like this is common. How
ever, your own style and the specific circumstances will
dictate the appropriate level of seriousness.)
CPA: Thank you for that insightful comment. OK, let me
ask the question differently. Describe largest in a more
measurable context. As an example, do you mean number
of customers, total revenue, services offered?
Client: I think we would like to take care of the small busi
ness owners. The people I’m thinking about generally have
annual sales of less than two million. We would like our
firm to provide these people with more than just telephone
answering. We want to be thought of as part of the busi
ness. What do you think, Mike (his partner)?
Client: I agree, but I also think we need to help these busi
nesses stay in close contact with their customers. I feel we
need to be on the leading edge of technology with pagers,
e-mail, faxes, and maybe even expand into areas such as
mobile phones and televideo conferencing.
And the conversation goes on. While this reflects an in
formal conversation between a CPA and two owners, con
ducting a planning session is very similar in many ways.
The difference is that instead of reacting to a comment
made by a single individual, you instead react to the com
m ents made by planning break-out groups (we will get into
the detail of conducting a planning retreat in just a few
paragraphs). This process, referred to as a planning re
treat, is usually held off-site to facilitate a relaxed and un
interrupted environment. This emphasis is on inviting or
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encouraging a creative exchange of ideas. Be aware, how
ever, that this loose, informal atmosphere also can create
problems. Many times, things are said that normally would
have been stifled. Therefore, this free exchange of ideas
can promote a discussion that reveals dramatic differences
of opinion. That’s okay . . . and most of the time, exactly
what you want to happen. But as the planning facilitator,
you have the responsibility of keeping the discussion mov
ing and on track, provoking thought, and holding tempers
in check.

Conducting

the

P lanning S ession

As a starting point, note that planning sessions should in
clude all key personnel within your client’s organization
and someone to take notes. The meetings should be con
ducted in an interruption-free setting, preferably for a day
and a half to two days. If this is not possible, then set up
a series of sessions, with each lasting two to three hours.
Two to three hours as your minimum duration is impor
tant because it takes thirty to forty-five minutes for every
one to relax and begin a meaningful dialog. With this in
mind, let’s begin our review of the basics.

M ission Statem ent E xercise
The first step is to visit the mission statement. After you
have an understanding of who you are and who your cus
tomer is, it’s time to arrive at a couple of sentences or a
paragraph that describes the organization’s mission suc
cinctly. Consider this example:
The Mission of the IBM Texas Employees Federal Credit
Union is to provide personalized member service through se
cure, convenient, and sound financial and complementary
alternatives.
Short and sweet, the first focus of the organization is per
sonal service. And with that personal service comes secure,
convenient, and sound financial alternatives. Think about
what this does. While it gives guidance to the management
team, it also empowers the employees. For example, since
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personal service is a primary focus, then committing funds
to implement “home banking” would have a higher prior
ity than attempting to expand the profit margin. The words
secure and sound provide very specific guidelines as to the
kind of investment alternatives that should be considered
for unloaned funds. Don’t misunderstand us—we’re not
saying that a mission statem ent is the answer to an orga
nization’s problems, but it does mark the beginning of plan
accountability.
Plan accountability is a framework that promotes consis
tency between all the elements of a plan, from the mission
through specific goals, plans, objectives, tasks, and so on.

Consider our credit union example. If one of the goals of
the organization was to create a high-risk, high-yield loan
fund, then the first question someone in management
should ask is, “How does a high-risk, high-yield loan fund
fit with the mission of the credit union?” Assuming the an
swer was to increase loan income, while the idea still may
be plausible, according to the mission statement, this fo
cus is not a high priority. On the other hand, if the highrisk, high-yield loan fund was an attempt to service mem
bers with marginal credit, that members without this fund
would be turned down, then the story changes.
While it seems we are dealing with semantics, the real
ity is that too many businesses today get sidetracked be
cause of short-term opportunities and thereby lose their
long-term strategic advantage. Plan accountability is the
process used to verify that the mission, goals, and plans of
an organization are consistent, and when they are not, to
either change the goals, or change the mission. For exam
ple, if a primary focus of the credit union is to maintain a
certain level of profitability, then that idea should be re
flected somewhere in the mission.
How do we go about creating, modifying, or testing a
mission statement to bring it in line with current think
ing? We use a simple strategy. Years ago, we were glanc
ing through an AICPA publication called Strategic P lan
ning, A Step-by-Step Guide to Building a Successful CPA
Firm (AICPA, New York, 1993) and we spied an exercise
that has proven quite useful. Instead of asking manage-
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merit teams to come up with a mission statement, the au
thor, Sheryl Barbich, suggested this approach:
One “game” that has been very successful in helping par
ticipants envision the future is to suppose that it is now
five years from the current date, and the firm has just won
a national award for being the most successful firm of its
size. Each group is to write a press release identifying ex
actly what the firm has been recognized for and what the
firm did in the intervening years to achieve that success.

We have used a version of this exercise for years. First, we
shorten the horizon to usually three years. Second, we tell
the planning participants to describe to the rest of their
management team what their organization has accom
plished that has resulted in winning this national award.
This takes the focus off the award itself, and the press re
lease wording, without losing the creativity and flexibility
this exercise offers. Third, we break the planning partici
pants into groups of three or four. At times, we allow
groups of up to six people, but above that, you begin to lose
efficiency and creativity. Why? Because with larger groups,
the existing personality dynamics and hierarchy stimulate
a more traditional meeting dialog, which stifles the brain
storming or think-tank environment we are trying to cre
ate. Also, we optimally are looking for four to five groups.
So, if you have eighteen people at a meeting, we would
probably break this down into three groups of four and two
groups of three. If our planning meeting is only a day and
a half, we would try to condense presentation time and cre
ate two groups of four and two groups of five. (Even if there
are only three people in a meeting, we’d keep them together
for some exercises, but for many of them, such as the m is
sion statem ent exercise, we would break into one group of
two and our facilitator would join the remaining person to
brainstorm various ideas.)
Once the planning participants have been broken into
break-out groups, we give them twenty-five minutes to
come up with ideas, and then another ten minutes to com
mit those ideas to flip chart paper. The time for this exer
cise is flexible. If everyone is working hard, we extend the
time in ten-minute increments, up to about an hour max
imum. In addition, we insist that each group’s ideas be
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written down on flip charts. We do this for numerous rea
sons. First, it forces participants to commit to their own
ideas. Second, flip charts allow you to write large enough
so that everyone can see whatever each group has decided
to share. Third, once written, it is difficult to pretend a be
lief, issue, or problem doesn’t exist. The whole point of plan
ning is to break out of the day-to-day “this is the way we
wash our clothes” and challenge the norms.
After the clock runs out on the break-out exercise, we
have each group present their winning ideas to the rest of
the management team. This update requirement keeps
everyone honest and allows each group a chance to sell
their vision of the corporate future. Once again, commit
ting ideas to flip chart paper is critical to this process. Why?
Well, here’s what happens when a group’s thoughts are
just written down on someone’s notepad or computer (us
ing computers is OK if you connect them to an overhead
panel). When it comes time for group reporting, since no
one but the group spokesperson can see all of the points
identified, issues that are confrontational or challenging
are often skipped over. And common spokesperson state
m ents are made like, “we came up with the same ideas as
the last group except one. It was . . . ” If you allow this level
of noncommittal sharing, you’re wasting people’s lives.
Think about it this way, as the facilitator, what can you
do with information this vague? Did Group 2 really agree
with every thing Group 1 said? Or did they just agree with
some of the ideas Group 1 shared. There is a big difference
as to the weight of an idea if four groups came up with it
independently versus just one. And more important, what
about those ideas that were discussed that challenged the
status quo? If you didn’t insist that each group’s ideas be
committed to flip charts before the reporting begins, many
of them will not be shared, and the planning process will
lose a significant amount of power.
Once each break-out group has made its presentation,
all the planning participants should work together to iden
tify the best ideas, ethics, principles, and so on that should
be part of the guiding philosophy of the organization. Of
ten, the exercise ends here (once general feedback has been
gathered) with the commitment that we (the facilitators)
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will pull together the beginnings of a mission statement
based on the information gathered. We then tell the par
ticipants that they will get a chance to review what we
synthesize and can fine-tune it later. This way, we don’t
get caught micro-wordsmithing the mission as a group. If
you do, you not only waste a significant amount of valu
able meeting time, but you can quickly destroy the cre
ativity of the planning session as well. If you don’t want
to take on the task of mission statem ent synthesis your
self, then assign a few people to a mission statem ent task
force and give them time during the retreat to develop a
version they can share with the entire group.

SWOT A nalysis
In our approach, SWOT analysis immediately follows the
mission statem ent exercise. This section of the planning
m eeting is focused on an open and honest evaluation of
the company’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats. It is during this phase of the planning retreat that
participants will be examining factors such as the—
•
•
•
•
•
•

Viability of the organization’s products or services.
Demographics, buying criteria, and changing demands
of its customers.
Expansion, evolution, and success of its competition.
Management team’s skills or lack thereof.
Organization’s financial position, leverage, and options.
Organization’s marketing capabilities, plans, and com
mitment.

Strengths and weaknesses are internally focused (on ar
eas such as management, personnel, products, services,
quality, and timely delivery). By the way, in company af
ter company, the most common weakness we find, based
on confidential employee surveys, is the criticism that
there is no communication between management and
workers. But what’s really interesting is that most of the
time, management thinks there is good communication be
tween them selves and the workforce. To be fair, poor com
munication encompasses a huge area, from strategic di-
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rection to job expectation, which leaves plenty of room for
disillusionment.
The opportunities and threats analysis focuses on issues
and factors that are externally directed, such as new com
petition, a changing marketplace, potential regulation, or
deregulation. For example, in the health care industry,
health care reform could be considered a potential threat,
but it is also an opportunity for those who position them
selves to leverage the changes that occur.
As with the mission statement, we have the manage
ment team break into groups for the SWOT analysis too.
We usually pre-plan break-out groups so that the mem
bers can quickly be rotated to their new assignments at
the beginning of each new exercise. We pre-plan this for
three reasons:
1.

2.

3.

It minimizes the control factor. Higher ranking man
agers often dominate lower ranking managers, poten
tially squelching good ideas.
It prevents the group from taking on a dynam ic of its
own. The longer people are together in a group, roles
and responsibilities start developing, and creativity
along with freedom of expression declines.
It gives everyone a chance to work with everyone else.
This not only facilitates greater synergy among the
management team, but it gives the owners (or execu
tive management team) a greater appreciation for the
values and perspectives of others.

Surveying Client’s Staff Before the SWOT Session.
In order to leverage our time and gain a more honest or
critical view of the organization, we recommend that a con
fidential survey be performed prior to the planning ses
sion. The survey typically not only includes planning par
ticipants, but other managers and key employees too.
While it is difficult to conduct planning sessions with
twenty or more participants, it is often a good idea to get
input from thirty to forty of the company’s personnel. So
after we review the survey with executive management
and modify the questions to their liking, we send out the
confidential survey with our firm’s return envelop to the
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approved personnel list. The survey responses help us bet
ter facilitate the planning meeting because we gain sig
nificant insight as to the organization’s strengths, weak
nesses, opportunities, and threats before the meeting
starts.
After we organize and review the survey results, we pre
pare summary slides (using presentation software) for each
element of SWOT analysis. For example, we will summa
rize the strengths outlined in the survey responses, usu
ally with one section dealing with the company and an
other focused on management. There are only a few times
that we actually modify the survey responses. For exam
ple, if the comment itself would incriminate the respon
dent, we try to make the point more general in scope. Also,
comments are sometimes very hostile towards certain in
dividuals. If there are several pointing to the same person,
we name the individual specifically. If negative comments
are random in nature but point to a specific department,
we identify the problem group. If the personal attacks are
random, but too numerous to ignore, we just point out that
employee infighting and positioning is common. Sometimes
we can’t help ourselves and we provide a quick lecture of
fering reasons why this kind of infighting occurs. We do
this under the guise of providing food for thought during
the break-out sessions.
Presenting negative information is a tough part of the
planning facilitator’s job, and therefore sometimes avoided.
However, it’s our belief that our role regarding surveys is
to share the information and not to act as judge, jury, or
sensor. Then again, it’s not our role to unnecessarily hurt
people’s feelings either. So you have to decide what infor
mation to use, what to ignore, and, if there is an unusual
set of circumstances, what to discuss with management be
forehand (without revealing where the comments came
from). On the brighter side, we try to leverage the nega
tive comments, especially if they refer to top management.
If the information available allows us to take a few shots
early on at the highest level positions, this can really open
up the planning session for some great positive discussion.
To throw off the tendency of the potentially insulted to
“seek out and destroy” the informant, we tell the partici
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pants that a point on a slide might not have come from the
survey at all, but from our own observations. And if some
thing is important but negative, appeared numerous times,
and is an idea we feel management will try to slough off
as an anomaly, we might verbally embellish the point by
stating that it was a recurrent theme. The bottom line is
we do everything we can to elicit frank and open discus
sion of the SWOT analysis. However, when it comes to sen
sitive areas, plan your strategy well. If you get sloppy and
careless, the egos and defense barriers of those involved
can destroy the entire planning effort. That’s why you, the
facilitator, are there—to maintain the necessary intricate
balance between searching for ways to leverage the orga
nization and conducting a witch-hunt.
A sample planning letter, survey, and sample slides are
included at the end of this chapter.
C o n d u ctin g th e SWOT A n a ly sis. Now, back to the
planning meeting. Explain the concept of SWOT analysis
and that participants should work through it one letter at
a time. Th en show the slides that focus on company and
management strengths. After you have introduced the sur
vey responses, provide everyone with printed handouts of
these slides. Next, create new break-out groups (usually
by reshuffling the mission exercise break-outs), and assign
the tasks of—
1.
2.
3.

Re-thinking the organization’s strengths.
Culling that list so that it only includes the top ten
strengths.
Putting the top ten strengths in priority order.

Allow thirty minutes or so to do this. As the facilitator,
part of your job is to monitor the progress of the groups.
So walk around the room and listen in on the discussions.
As the exercise timer nears thirty minutes, if the groups
are not wrapping up, then once again, extend the exercise
about ten minutes or so. The reason your exercises are
timed in the first place is because you want to keep the
planning session moving and avoid getting bogged down.
If you observe lively discussions, then take advantage of
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the positive effort. If the reverse is taking place, bring the
exercise to a close. Once the groups have committed their
ideas to flip charts, have each provide an oral report. Also,
remember to have someone from your client’s organization
at the retreat to type up each group’s responses so the in
formation can be distributed at day’s end for people to
think about. By the way, we typically ask that everyone,
at least once, be the group reporter. This forces even the
shyest of participants to take on the role of group leader,
which we believe increases creativity because everyone
stays energized and involved.
After everyone has given their report regarding company
strengths, it’s time to move to the next step—review your
client’s weaknesses. The drill is the same. First, discuss
the survey responses. Then hand out a printed copy of the
slides. Reshuffle the break-out group members and give
them another thirty minutes. Once the reports have been
given, conduct the same exercise for company opportuni
ties, then company threats.
Remember to give the planning participants breaks (re
fer to chapter 11 for useful advice on conducting a quality
meeting). Warning, warning, warning . . . don’t try to
squeeze an extra hour or two of work into each planning
day. We strongly discourage more than an eight-hour plan
ning day; six-and-a-half to seven hours is much better. As
a m atter of fact, a successful and leisurely itinerary is a
seven-hour day of planning, followed by a half day of plan
ning combined with some organized fun activity, and con
cluded with a half day of planning. While this sounds more
like play than work, note that planning retreats usually
demand high energy and produce high stress (because the
topics discussed impact each individual’s livelihood and in
clude sensitive subjects). If participants work hard in each
exercise, you can expect them to be brain-dead by late af
ternoon. If you force everyone to keep working, very little
will be gained. So breaking up the planning agenda to in
clude organized relaxation revitalizes the participants and
improves overall performance.
Once SWOT analysis is complete, it’s time to consider
everything that has been done so far in order to identify
corporate goals. Usually, this is as far as we get in the first
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day. It’s also a great place to break for the day because it
gives everyone a chance to reconsider the wealth of infor
mation discussed.

Goals, Plans, O bjectives (Strategies, Initiatives, Tasks)
At this point, the emphasis shifts towards identifying steps
which will achieve the mission, take advantage of the com
pany’s strengths and opportunities, and minimize its weak
nesses and threats. This leads us to the goal-setting por
tion of the planning retreat.
Re-establish break-out groups and pose the question,
“What should our company’s top three or four goals be?”
Why just three or four? Because goals have very broad de
finitions, such as, “open new profitable distribution chan
nels,” or “gain a competitive advantage utilizing technol
ogy.” These are not easily or quickly accomplished, and they
usually take numerous actions to complete. When you open
up planning to as many goals as you can identify, you will
not only end up with a wide disparity between their rela
tive importance, but you will also overload the management
team with more work than can be realistically completed.
When looking for your three to four goals, give careful
consideration to the mission statement. For example, the
Credit Union’s mission statem ent contains the phase “pro
vide personalized member service,” which is most likely a
goal all by itself. By taking the time to decide what this
phrase really means, you begin to break this goal down
into plans, objectives, tasks, and so on.
Answering questions such as the following will help
Credit Union management uncover how they want to go
about positioning the organization for the future:
•
•
•

What do the members want?
Will members still want to come into the Credit Union
to do business two to three years from now?
What factors do they consider important when choos
ing a financial institution for their loans?

Staying with this same logic, after the break-out groups
have identified goals, challenge them to propose an action
plan (plans, objectives, and so on) for each one.
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In a two-day meeting, it is almost inconceivable that com
plete action plans will be created to address each of the
identified goals. At a minimum, though, you want to take
this process far enough to define the goals. With whatever
time you have left, pick one of the goals and try to take it
as far as you can. If time remains, pick another. Or if you
want to cover ground more quickly, assign different groups
to different goals to speed up the brainstorming process.

The Planning R etreat Wrap-Up
One of the last steps before adjourning your planning re
treat is to assign teams to continue work on any unfin
ished areas. Before you do this, pull the owner or execu
tive management team aside to solicit how to proceed.
Sometimes, they want to take a week or two to think
through the information generated before taking any fur
ther action. That’s fine. Other times, they will ask you to
solicit volunteers to further refine each action plan. If this
is the case, consider incorporating some nonplanning par
ticipants into each team to enhance acceptance of proposed
changes as the plans develop. And just because an idea
gained consensus during your planning session doesn’t
mean it will receive any attention after the retreat. We
bring this point up early on in one of our slides in order to
set the right participant expectation level.
A “sanity check” is a good idea before the meeting is ad
journed. As the planning process progresses, you, the facili
tator, are supposed to compare the goals to the mission state
ment as a sanity check. If the mission statement is focusing
on areas totally different fr om the identified goals, then ask
your participants to either change their goals or re-define
the mission. This sanity check ensures that your marching
orders are in Sync with the direction you have chosen.
Remind the person responsible for taking notes to send
you a copy of the meeting notes as soon as they are com
pleted. You can add, delete, modify, and make suggestions
regarding the planning retreat summary’s final content be
fore companywide distribution (at a minimum, distribute
the summary to the planning participants). From this
point, the action plans will evolve into tactical plans, which
will likely require more assistance from your firm to im
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plement. Regardless, however, make sure you stay in
volved at a level that doesn’t allow the energy, effort, and
ideas shared at the retreat to dissipate. Otherwise, even if
your planning retreat was flawless in its presentation, it
will prove worthless in its implementation.

B aby S teps M ay B e Your B est S tart
Every planning session is unique because each client’s needs
are different. As you can see, planning can be pretty
straightforward and easy too. The first time you conduct one
of these sessions, you’ll most likely be nervous. But once you
get rolling, you’ll have a great time. Since most people don’t
plan regularly, if at all, the fact that you will be leading
these discussions in an organized manner will not only be
beneficial to the participants, it will be impressive as well.
One way to get committed to this process is to conduct
a planning retreat for your own firm. Once you see the ben
efits, it’s easier to sell your clients on them. If you can’t
persuade your clients into committing to a two-day retreat,
then create little baby steps to get there. Your first ses
sion can be a couple of hours focused on one specific topic.
The point is, you can implement this process immediately.
And the best part is you can start seeing the results of your
efforts just as fast.
One last caution: Planning doesn’t amount to much
without action. Before concluding a planning meeting, be
sure to identify the next step. Consider how you can mo
tivate the participants to fulfill their commitments. De
termine what sort of follow-up is appropriate. Conducting
quarterly review sessions is a good way for you to monitor
progress and stay involved as a catalyst, so the enthusi
asm generated during the planning and goal-setting ses
sions leads to meaningful accomplishments.

B efore We M ove On
Included for your review are forms and slides we have used
in the past when facilitating planning sessions. We have
included a sample introductory letter, a sample question
naire, and copies of Powerpoint™ slides.
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You may wonder why the Sam ple Questionnaire includes
spaces for the respondent’s name and title. Yes, the sur
vey is confidential. But I don’t want a bunch of anonymous
comments made to me. I want to know who is saying what,
what position he or she holds, and so on. And people don't
hold back once I tell them, as I do in the letter, that my
staff and I will be the only ones that know. And we do not
ever tell! (And trust me, people ask all the time.)
If you can use any or all of this, that’s great. At a min
imum, it gives you a perspective of the way we approach
our projects.
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S a m p le L e tte r
Date
((FirstName)) ((LastName))
((Address1))
((Address2))
((City)), ((State)) ((PostalCode))
Dear ((FirstName)):
I am writing this letter as an introduction to your firm’s strate
gic planning retreat. We will focus on better defining, finetuning and internally communicating your organization’s
strategic direction. Logically, your participation and input play
a critical role, which is why I am contacting you now.
Enclosed is a questionnaire. I am sending this to your home
with a self-addressed return envelope because I wanted to as
sure you of the confidentiality of the information you provide
(only my organization will have access to your specific re
sponses). Like any successful organization, ABC Company is
doing many things right. However, in order to capitalize on
your organization’s strengths, and minimize its weaknesses, I
need some insight into what you know and think. Your an
swers will also help me better organize and facilitate the lim
ited time I have with the management group.
As Theodore Roosevelt once said, "If you aim at nothing,
you'll hit it every tim e.” And while your company clearly has
been aiming at something all along, the feedback you provide
through this survey will provide valuable input in defining your
organization’s future. In summary form (anonymously), I will
share the results of my analysis at the meeting.
I would like to thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
William L. Reeb, CPA
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S a m p le Q u e stio n n a ire
Name:
Your job title:
How long have you worked at ABC Company?
How do you spend the majority of your tim e?_

In about twenty words, describe what ABC does.

What are three strengths of your organization?
1.

______________________________________________________________

2.

______________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________
What are three weaknesses of your organization?
1. ____________________________________________
2.

______________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________
Identify two strengths of the management team.
1.

_______________________________________________________

2 . ____________________________________________
Identify two weaknesses of the management team.

1. _________________________________________
2. _________________________________________
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Consider your top two competitors. What does either of them
offer that gives them a competitive advantage over your orga
nization?

List three reasons why your organization has been able to
achieve such rapid growth.

2.
3.
List the two most important reasons why you like working with
ABC.
2.
If you were given total control over this company tomorrow,
what changes (up to three) would you immediately make re
garding day-to-day operations?
1.

If you were authorized to alter your job in some way, how would
you change it so that it would be more enjoyable?

(c o n tin u e d o n n e x t p a g e )
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S a m p le Q u e stio n n a ire (c o n tin u e d )
More productive?

How much input do you have in what you do every day? Cir
cle your choice and explain.
Very little

About average

A great deal

What do you see as the two greatest threats to the future suc
cess of this organization? Explain.
1.

______

_____________________________________________

2.

Diagram the way you see the organizational chart.
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P lanning S lides
The following are many of the slides we used when facili
tating the AICPA’s Information Technology Division’s (IT)
planning meeting several years ago. Samples of each slide
type have been included for your reference. Every meeting
flows a little differently, so we modify our base slides to
suit each unique situation. The actual IT planning session
slides incorporated some information not included here.
We omitted them because, out of context, they wouldn’t
make much sense. However, all of our planning meetings
basically follow the format discussed in this chapter and
demonstrated by the slides that follow.
As for the goal-setting phase, by that time in the m eet
ing, everyone knows the drill. We often then use the over
head projector in combination with a word processor to dis
play the notes being taken regarding each group’s
presentation.
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AICPA
Information
Technology
Strategic
Planning
Session
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Setting the Right Expectation
Provide input to the President
and Board
Identify the most important
issues to be considered
The output may be totally
ignored
a But, this is your chance

to influence the
organization’s priorities

The Ground Rules
Be Open
Be Honest
Speak Up
Remember that No
One Really Knows
What the Future
Holds
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U n d e r s ta n d T h a t

Perception
Reality

for each other, and for the
members we represent!

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT’S PLANNING PROCESS

C o u n t-o ff from 1 to 5
1 ’s go to flipchart 1,
2’s go to flipchart 2,

Vision Exercise
Consider that it is three years
from now and the AICPA has
just won a national award for
its role in Technology.
Describe what
the AICPA
accomplished to
warrant such an
award!
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G ro u p Exercise
You have
30 minutes
to think
and
prepare
your
answer to
this

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT’S PLANNING PROCESS

What Are We
Looking for
From This Meeting

Planning Agenda
Mission Statement Review
SWOT Analysis
Strength Assessm ent
W eakness Discussion
Opportunity Review
Threat identifications

Goal(s) Identification
Plan(s) Development
Objective(s) Determination
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Planning Com ponents
Mission

Goal

Goal

Goal

Goal

Plan

Plan

Plan

Plan

Subdivides the
goals, where
necessary, into
categories of
interest!

Plan

Objective
Objective
Objective

O bjectiv
e

Must get to:
Measurable,
Monitorable,
Assignable,
Accountable

How Do We Know
When We Are Done?
We Are Done When Each
Element of Our Plan is:
■Measurable
■Monitorable
■Assignable
■Accountable

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT’S PLANNING PROCESS

The AICPAs IT Mission
Statement Is:
To enable all members to
provide value to their clients
and employers through
effective application of
current, emerging and future
information technologies

Who Are We Planning For?
We Are Creating an Information
Technology Strategic Plan for?
-th e Entire AiCPA Membership
-th e IT Division
-th e IT Executive Committee
as well as the other IT
Committees
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Per Questionnaires
Sample Answers
The AICPA:
has an incoming President with iT as part of
the AlCPA’s vision as well as Council's
attention
membership rates information
technology as being fundamental
to their work as well as having an
awaking realization that IT is
crucial to the profession
can influence and change the way
our profession works, as well as
Its Image

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT’S PLANNING PROCESS

Per Questionnaires
Sample Answers
CPAs:
still have a positive image in eye’s of the
public
have a broad business experience which
gives them a valuable perspective
regarding best practices in IT
are control oriented regarding IT
have a financial understanding of
costs/benefits of technology

Per Questionnaires
Sample Answers
The Profession:
has younger members entering with a
greater awareness of IT
offers com m ittee members who genuinely
w ant to help the profession
has a well educated and m otivated ($)
m em bership with a diverse pool of
talents, technical knowledge,
financial know-how, business
savvy and leadership ability
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Group Exercise
You have 30
minutes to
identify the
AlCPA's or the
Profession’s
top 10
Strengths

Here are the new
work-groups for this
exercise

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT’S PLANNING PROCESS

Per Questionnaires
Sample Answers
It's belief that compliance work,
accounting, audits, F/S, are the future
services o f our profession
The powerful and m ost vocal part of our
membership has the approach that If they
ignore the changing professional
environm ent, It w ill go away
B elief that technology is an optional
tool, rather than an evolutionary
change in the business climate
W e are way behind industry/client
needs
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G roup Exercise
You have 30
minutes to
identify the
AICPA’s or the
Profession’s
top 10
Weaknesses

Here are the new
work-groups for this
exercise

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT'S PLANNING PROCESS

Per Questionnaires
Sample Answers
Continue to attract the best and the
brightest to our profession
Elevate the status of our profession by
making CPAs even more essential in
effectively and profitably operating
businesses
Provide more opportunities to a
profession that has been out supplying
traditional demand for the last 20
years
Technology is an Instrum ent
of change
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G roup Exercise
You have 30
minutes to
identify the
AlCPA’s or the
Profession’s
top 10
Opportunities

Here are the new
work-groups for this
exercise

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT'S PLANNING PROCESS

Per Questionnaires
Sample Answers
Our bread and butter services are
undergoing fierce competition from
outside sources
T h e needs of our clients are outpacing the
abilities/focuses of our profession
Our profession does even recognize that
IT is a requirement o f performing the job
of accountancy
Need to maintain competency in
technology or loose certificate
Change
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Note That Threats
Often Have
Counterbalancing
Opportunities,
and visa-versa

G rou p Exercise
You have 30
minutes to
identify the
AICPA’s or the
Profession’s
top 10 Threats

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT’S PLANNING PROCESS

Here are the new
work-groups for this
exercise

This Is A s F a r A s We
W ill Take This Today
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Here are the new
work-groups for this
exercise

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT’S PLANNING PROCESS

G ro u p E xercise
You have 30
minutes to
identify the IT
Division’s top
3 to 5 goals

Now, let’s work on
our Goals 1 Goal at a
time
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Here are the new
work-groups for this
exercise

FACILITATING YOUR CLIENT’S PLANNING PROCESS

G ro u p E xercise
You have 30
minutes to
identify steps
that should be
taken in order
to accomplish
this goal

This process
continues for each
Goal until you run
out of time
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C onclusion

It seem s fitting that our last words complete the full cir
cle and take us back to the beginning of the book. As we
mentioned in the beginning, Anne Drozd's article pub
lished in CAmagazine listed seven key skills all consul
tants should have:
1. Ability to learn quickly
2. Proficiency in asking questions
3. Ability to patiently listen and observe
4. Possession of people skills
5. Adeptness at analyzing information and situations and
drawing conclusions
6. Creativity
7. Competence as a communicator
It is our contention that as a CPA, before you even opened
this book, you possessed all you need of the first skill, ex
pert's version (rather than advisor's version) of the second,
and more than enough of the fifth and sixth skills. This
book was focused on providing you with a different ap
proach to asking questions relative to consulting. Tradi
tional services, in order to be proficient, force us to develop
skills in asking questions that rule out information. With
consulting, our questions need to help us find information.
And often, it is the way we ask those questions that helps
our clients uncover and define what is really bothering
them. We talked a great deal about the importance of im
proving listening and increasing patience, for both you and
379
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your client. As far as possession of people skills, CPAs have
always been people who care about other people. However,
many times we ignore those little communication tech
niques that convey just how much we care. All of these fac
tors combine to contribute heavily to our competence as
communicators. We hope our book has provided value in
these areas.
Another key to the success of consulting is proficiently
obtaining, managing, and executing the engagements in a
manner best suited to your clients’ needs. We discussed
numerous techniques to help with this, fr om project esti
mation to billing, from selling to specific implementation
techniques, from meeting management to presentation
skills and more. Once again, we hope the ideas we have
shared will prove helpful.
With any firm, organizing and administering the prac
tice plays a large role in the profitability of service deliv
ery. We hope our discussions on marketing, on our fortressempire methodology, and on how to formalize consulting
within your firm gave you some new ideas as to how to re
fine what you are doing.
There is no question that much of this book is basic stuff.
However, our experience is that when you want to improve
a process, profitability, delivery, or almost anything, a
back-to-the-basics review is the best place to start. So as
a parting comment, if there is anything else we can share,
it is to go back and complete all of the forms and exercises
in this text. The key is not the forms themselves, but the
fact that you take the time to think about all of the issues
this book raises. And don’t forget the exercises. Many of
them require the involvement of others. It’s worth the effort to get together with a couple of your peers (even if they
are from other firms) and go through the process. You will
likely find that you can revisit these exercises every year
and build on the efforts of the past. If you do all of this,
you will find that the entire experience will not only help
you create a vision of what your firm should look like three
or four years from now, but what you should start work
ing on now to facilitate the desired transition.
As a final word: Thank you for the time you have given
us and we wish you the best of luck in the future!

Appendix
Statement on Standards
for Consulting Services
No. 1

C onsulting S ervices : D efin itio n s

and

S tandards

Introduction
1. Consulting services that CPAs provided to their clients have
evolved from advice on accounting-related matters to a wide
range of services involving diverse technical disciplines, indus
try knowledge, and consulting skills. Most practitioners, in
cluding those who provide audit and tax services, also provide
business and management consulting services to their clients.
2. Consulting services differ fundamentally from the CPA’s func
tion of attesting to the assertions of other parties. In an attest
service, the practitioner expresses a conclusion about the relia
bility of a written assertion that is the responsibility of another
party, the asserter. In a consulting service, the practitioner de
velops the findings, conclusions, and recommendations pre
sented. The nature and scope of work is determined solely by the
agreement between the practitioner and the client. Generally,
the work is performed only for the use and benefit of the client.
3. Historically, CPA consulting services have been commonly re
ferred to as management consulting services, management advi
sory services, business advisory services, or management ser
vices. A series of Statements on Standards for Management
Advisory Services (SSMASs) previously issued by the AICPA con
tained guidance on certain types of consulting services provided
by members. This Statement on Standards for Consulting Ser
vices (SSCS) supersedes the SSMASs and provides standards of
practice for a broader range of professional services, as described
in paragraph 5.
4. This SSCS and any subsequent SSCSs apply to any AICPA
member holding out as a CPA while providing Consulting Ser
vices as defined herein.

Definitions
5. Terms established for the purpose of SSCSs are as follows:
C o n su ltin g S e r v ic e s P r a c titio n e r . Any AICPA member
holding out as a CPA while engaged in the performance of a
Consulting Service for a client, or any other individual who is
carrying out a Consulting Service for a client on behalf of any
Institute member or member’s firm holding out as a CPA.
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Consulting Process. The analytical approach and process
applied in a Consulting Service. It typically involves some com
bination of activities relating to determination of client objec
tives, fact-finding, definition of the problems or opportunities,
evaluation of alternatives, formulation of proposed action, com
munication of results, implementation, and follow-up.
Consulting Services. Professional services that employ the
practitioner’s technical skills, education, observations, experi
ences, and knowledge of the consulting process.1 Consulting Ser
vices may include one or more of the following:
a. Consultations, in which the practitioner’s function is to pro
vide counsel in a short time frame, based mostly, if not en
tirely, on existing personal knowledge about the client, the
circumstances, the technical matters involved, client repre
sentations, and the mutual intent of the parties. Examples
of consultations are reviewing and commenting on a clientprepared business plan and suggesting computer software
for further client investigation.
b. Advisory services, in which the practitioner’s function is to
develop findings, conclusions, and recommendations for
client consideration and decision making. Examples of ad
visory services are an operational review and improvement
study, analysis of an accounting system, assistance with
strategic planning, and definition of requirements for an in
formation system.
c. Implementation services, in which the practitioner’s function
is to put an action plan into effect. Client personnel and re
sources may be pooled with the practitioner’s to accomplish

1 The definition of Consulting Services excludes the following;
a. Services subject to other AICPA Technical Standards such as Statements

on Auditing Standards (SASs), Statements on Standards for Attestation
Engagements (SSAEs), or Statements on Standards for Accounting and Re
view Services (SSARs). (These included services may be performed in con
junction with Consulting Services, but only the Consulting Services are
subject to the SSCS.)
b. Engagements specifically to perform tax return preparation, tax plan
ning/advice, tax representation, personal financial planning or bookkeep
ing services; or situations involving the preparation of written reports or
the provisions of oral advice on the application of accounting principles to
specified transactions or events, either completed or proposed, and the re
porting thereof.
c. Recommendations and comments prepared during the same engagement
as a direct result of observations made while performing the excluded ser
vices.
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the implementation objectives. The practitioner is responsi
ble to the client for the conduct and management of en
gagement activities. Examples of implementation services
are providing computer system installation and support, ex
ecuting steps to improve productivity, and assisting with the
merger of organizations.
d.

T r a n s a c ti o n s e r v ic e s , in which the practitioner’s function is
to provide services related to a specific client transaction,
generally with a third party. Examples of transaction ser
vices are insolvency services, valuation services, prepara
tion of information for obtaining financing, analysis of a po
tential merger or acquisition, and litigation services,

e.

in which the practitioner’s
function is to provide appropriate staff and possibly other
support to perform tasks specified by the client. The staff
provided will be directed by the client as circumstances re
quire. Examples of staff and other support services are data
processing facilities management, computer programming,
bankruptcy trusteeship, and controllership activities.
S t a f f a n d o t h e r s u p p o r t s e r v ic e s ,

f. P r o d u c t s e r v ic e s , in which the practitioner’s function is to
provide the client with a product and associated professional
services in support of the installation, use, or maintenance
of the product. Examples of product services are the sale and
delivery of packaged training programs, the sale and imple
mentation of computer software, and the sale and installa
tion of systems development methodologies.

Standards for Consulting Services
6. The general standards of the profession are contained in Rule
201 of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct [ET section
201.01] and apply to all services performed by members. They
are as follows:

Professional Competence. Undertake only those profes
sional services that the member or the member’s firm can rea
sonably expect to be completed with professional competence.

Due Professional Care. Exercise due professional care in the
performance of professional services.
Planning and Supervision. Adequately plan and supervise
the performance of professional services.
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Sufficient Relevant Data. Obtain sufficient relevant data to
afford a reasonable basis for conclusions or recommendations in
relation to any professional services performed.
7. The following additional general standards for all Consulting
Services are promulgated to address the distinctive nature of
Consulting Services in which the understanding with the client
may establish valid limitations on the practitioner's performance
of services. These Standards are established under Rule 202 of
the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct [ET section 202.01].
Client Interest. Serve the client interest by seeking to ac
complish the objectives established by the understanding with
the client while maintaining integrity and objectivity.2
Understanding With Client. Establish with the client a
written or oral understanding about the responsibilities of the
parties and the nature, scope, and limitations of services to be
performed, and modify the understanding if circumstances re
quire a significant change during the engagement.
Communication With Client. Inform the client of (a) con
flicts of interest that may occur pursuant to interpretations of
Rule 102 of the Code of Professional Conduct [ET section
102.03],3 (b) significant reservations concerning the scope or

2 Article III of the Code of Professional Conduct describes in teg rity as fol
lows:
“Integrity requires a member to be among, other things, honest and can
did within the constraints of client confidentiality. Service and the pub
lic trust should not be subordinated to personal gain and advantage. In
tegrity can accommodate the inadvertent error and the honest difference
of opinion; it cannot accommodate deceit or subordination of principle.”
Article IV of the Code of Professional Conduct differentiates between ob
je c tiv ity and independence as follows:
“Objectivity is a state of mind, a quality that lends value to a member’s
services. It is a distinguishing feature of the profession. The principle of
objectivity imposes the obligation to be impartial, intellectually honest,
and free of conflicts of interest. Independence precludes relationships
that may appear to impair a member’s objectivity in rendering attesta
tion services.”
3 Rule 102-2 on Conflicts of Interest states, in part, the following:
“A conflict of interest may occur if a member performs a professional
service for client or employer and the member or his or her firm has a
significant relationship with another person, entity, product, or service
that could be viewed as impairing the member’s objectivity. If this sig
nificant relationship is disclosed to and consent is obtained from such
client, employer, or other appropriate parties, the rule shall not operate
to prohibit the performance of the professional service . . . ”
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benefits of the engagement, and (c) significant engagement find
ings or events.
8. Professional judgment m ust be used in applying Statements
on Standards for Consulting Services in a sp>ecific instance since
the oral or written understanding with the client may establish
constraints within which services are to be provided. For ex
ample, the understanding w ith the client may limit the practi
tioner’s effort with regard to gathering relevant data. The prac
titioner is not required to decline or withdraw from a consulting
engagement when the agreed-upon scope of services includes
such limitations.

Consulting Services for Attest Clients
9. The performance of Consulting Services for an attest client
does not, in and of itself, impair in d ep en d en ce.4However, mem
bers and their firms performing attest services for a client
should comply with applicable independence standards, rules
and regulations issued by AICPA, the state boards of accoun
tancy, state CPA societies, and other regulatory agencies.

Effective Date
10. This section is effective for engagements accepted on or af
ter January 1, 1992. Early application of the provisions of this
section is permissible.
4 AICPA independence standards relate only to the performance of attesta
tion services; objectivity standards apply to all services. See footnote 2.

About th e A uthors

W illiam L. Reeb, CPA, author, has been consulting for sev
enteen years to all sizes of businesses, from mom-and-pop op
erations to Fortune 100 companies, primarily in the areas of or
ganization, automation, and revenue generation. He decided to
add the credentials of CPA behind his advisory work and be
came a CPA in 1986.
Prior to his life as a CPA, he worked for IBM in sales back
in the late 1970s. As an entrepreneur, Bill has founded seven
small businesses in the retail, software development, and ser
vices sectors. One of his businesses developed the computerbased training software called PASS (Professional Automated
Self-Study) which has been sold by most state societies as part
of their CPE offering.
As an award-winning public speaker, Bill lectures through
out the U.S. to thousands of executives and CPAs each year. In
addition, he has been featured on numerous videotaped and live
television programs. As an award-winning author, Bill is na
tionally published, with over 200 columns and articles in mag
azines, journals, and newspapers, on a variety of management
topics.
Bill is an active volunteer with the local, state, and national
CPA organizations and has served or is currently on numerous
committees, including AICPA’s Management Consulting Ser
vices Executive Committee, AICPA’s Information and Technol
ogy Executive Committee, the Texas delegate to the AICPA’s
Vision Project, the Texas Society of CPA’s (TSCPA) Executive
Committee, and the TSCPA’s Strategic Planning Committee.
He serves as chair of the TSCPA’s Technology Oversight Com
mittee, which is managing a million-dollar technology improve
ment project. He has also served on a number of boards of di
rectors, including chairman of the board of the IBM Texas
Employees Federal Credit Union, a $130 million financial in
stitution.

Stephen L. Winters, CPA, technical editor, has served com
panies during the past twelve years as a management, finan
cial, and computer consultant. Steve also has a background in
accounting and tax, and was an investment broker with Lehman
Brothers. He has published articles nationally, produced a busi
ness and tax tip series for a CBS affiliate, has taught and au
thored various continuing education courses, and is an active
volunteer for the CPA profession.
Stanley E. Winters, CPA, consulting editor, has practiced pub
lic accounting for thirty-seven years. As managing partner of
Winters, Winters and Reeb, he brings an essential ingredient to
the firm—experience. In addition to his traditional accounting
skills, Stan has built a reputation in the areas of litigation sup
port, business acquisitions, and valuations. Stan has also served
his profession in numerous roles on state and national councils
and executive committees.
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